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Exploring the Selection of Galaxy 
Abstract 
Clusters and Groups 
by David Geoffrey Gilbank 
December 2001 
Data from a new, wide field , coincident optical and X-ray survey, the X-ray Dark Cluster 
Survey (XDCS) are presented. The aim was to conduct simultaneous and independent 
searches for clusters of galaxies in the optical and X-ray passbands. Optical cluster 
detection algorithms implemented on the data are detailed. This resulted in catalogues of 
185 I- band selected, 290 colour selected and 15 X-ray selected systems, residing in ""lldeg2 
of optical + X-ray imaging. The relationship between optical (LE) and X-ray luminosity 
(Lx) was examined and found to exhibit significant scatter. This study highlights the 
higher efficiency and resolution of optical colour selection compared with other cluster 
detection methods. 
Spectroscopic redshifts confirmed the reality of a subsample of systems which were 
found with the optical algorithms, but required to have no detectable X-ray emission. 
These systems show comparable optical luminosity to the most X-ray luminous clusters , 
but orders of magnitude lower X-ray emission. This is consistent with the large scatter 
seen in the Lx-LE relation. 
A near-infrared multicolour technique was explored and extended to search for high 
redshift (z;<:1) clusters. Finally, application of such techniques to forthcoming wide field 
near-infrared surveys was discussed and predictions for cluster finding in such surveys 
made. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The Development of Cosmology 
From a dark site, away from the light pollution of modern cities, a misty banding of 
light is visible running across the night sky. It was named The Milky Way by the ancient 
Greeks, as they thought it resembled a river of milk. In the mid-Eighteenth Century, tele-
scopes pointed at the sky revealed previously unseen misty patches which were christened 
nebulae. These nebulae exhibited different characters - some appeared featureless ; others 
showed distinct spiral structure. Thomas Wright and Immanuel Kant suggested at the 
time that the spiral nebulae might be self-contained systems of stars which lay beyond 
our own system of stars. 
In the early 20th century, Opik (1922) and Rubble (1925) showed that the spiral 
nebulae are indeed external to the Milky Way. It is now known that the Milky Way is 
itself a "spiral nebula" and that the "river of milk" is the integrated light from many stars 
that make up the spiral disk structure, seen from inside. Some of the non-spiral nebulae 
are stellar nurseries - clouds of dust and gas inside the Milky Way where stars are being 
born - and the term "nebula" is now generally reserved for these objects. The external 
systems were given the name "galaxies" (from the Greek for milk!), and it is these that 
are considered in this thesis. 
Rubble (1936) developed a classification scheme for galaxies, based on their morphol-
ogy. Below is shown Rubble's "Tuning Fork" diagram. He thought that galaxy morpholo-
gies represented a sequence, seen in different stages of evolution, and although this is now 
thought to be incorrect, the terminology persists, and thus ellipticals and lenticulars/SOs 
are "early-type" and spirals are "late-type" galaxies. For the discussion of colour-based 
techniques in §1.2, it is sufficient to note here that early-type galaxy populations are 
observed to be relatively red and late-type galaxies are relatively blue, at a given epoch; 
and that the observed colours redden with increasing distance from the observer. 
With the discovery of external galaxies, the view of the universe shifted from that of a 
single large collection of stars (thought at the time to be tens of thousands of light years 
1 
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Normal Spirals 
Ellipticals ...,) .,.. 
so / (:'" 
---~- ..... SBa 
(f) 
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Figure 1.1: The Rubble Tuning Fork Diagram. The morphological sequence runs from left 
to right with ellipt icals being classified as En where n ~ 10(1- bja) (with a,b the major, 
minor axes); lenticulars (SOs); "normal" spirals (Sa,Sb,Sc), and barred spirals (SBa, SBb, 
SBc). 
across) to that of a vast collection of such systems, the nearest of which were found to 
be millions of light years away. The finite speed of light means that, at these distances, 
we are seeing the objects as they were in the distant past (referred to as lookback time). 
A new science was needed to study this greatly enlarged world-view and cosmology was 
born. 
Shortly before this was found , Einstein (1915) derived the field equations of General 
Relativity (GR). De Sitter (1917) derived a solution to the equations for a static universe, 
and Friedmann (1922) applied the field equations to homogeneous and isotropic models 
of the Universe. Robertson & Walker (1933) derived a spatial metric for such universes, 
using a geometric approach, independently of GR. 
The next key cosmological discovery was made by Rubble (1929) when he discovered 
that the universe is expanding. Whilst making a systematic survey of galaxy velocities 
(by measuring the displacement of Doppler-shifted spectral lines), he found that , with few 
exceptions, the lines were observed at longer wavelengths than their counterparts at rest in 
a laboratory 1 , ie. the galaxies are receding. Further, using Cepheids (pulsating variable 
1 This displacement is termed redshijt and a galaxy's redshift, z, is given by 1 + z = >.n/ AE where >.n 
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stars) to determine the distances to galaxies, he was able to find a linear relationship 
between distance and redshift. This is parameterised as Rubble's Law v = Hod where v is 
the recessional velocity of the galaxy, d is its distance, and the constant of proportionality, 
H0 2 is known as Rubble's constant (the present day value t = t 0 is referred to as Ho, 
whereas the general form of Rubble's parameter, H is actually a function of time). 
With hindsight, perhaps the most surprising part of the discovery is the fact that it 
was not predicted. Indeed, Einstein had had to invoke an extra parameter (which he 
called "A" or the "cosmological constant") in order that the universe be prevented from 
expanding, and remain static. Upon hearing Rubble's discovery he removed A from his 
equations and called it the worst mistake of his career. 
The Friedmann equations are summarised: 
ii 41TG ( 3p) A ~ = --3- p + c2 + 3 
(~) 2 = 81rGp _ kc2 + ~ a 3 a 2 3 
d(pa3 ) = -3 ~ a2da 
c 
( 1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where a is the expansion parameter (and the dot notation denotes derivatives with 
respect to time) pis the density of the universe, c is the speed of light, pis the pressure of 
the fluid which is assumed to obey the equation of state p = p(p), G is the gravitational 
constant, and k is a curvature parameter which is either -1, 0, +1 (see below). 
It may be helpful to think of equation 1.2 in terms of densities 
( 1.4) 
where Dp is the matter density, as above; DA = A = Aj3H2 is the contribution from 
the cosmological constant; and the curvature term contributes nk = -k(cjaH) 2. 
In a A = 0 model, equation 1.2 can be rewritten 
( a ) 
2 
81r ( a ) 2 2 ( p0 ) 2 kc2 
- - -Gp - = H0 1-- = H 0 (1- Do)= --2 ao 3 ao Poc ao (1.5) 
where the subscript 0 refers to the values of parameters at a reference time t = t 0 . 
H = aja and is the Rubble parameter; n is the density parameter in units of the critical 
density, Pc, and 
is the wavelength of the received radiation and AE is the wavelength of the emitted radiation. 
2quantities which depend on Ho are usually expressed in terms of h, where h = Ho/100 kms- 1 Mpc- 1 
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3H8 
Poc = 8nG (1.6) 
It can be seen from equation 1.5 that the value of the density parameter, fl, determines 
the value of the curvature parameter, k. For p <Pc, k = -1, and the expansion velocity 
is always positive (the Universe is open); for p >Pc, k = +1, and the expansion at some 
time changes direction (the Universe is closed); for p =Pc, k=O, and the expansion rate 
-tO as t --+ oo ( c1·itical Universe). In the presence of a A term (as currently favoured 
in the best-fit cosmology of nA ,...,_,0.7, nM ,...,_,0.3 (see eg., de Bernardis et al. 2001, and 
references therein)), the fate of the Universe is undetermined. 
If the universe is expanding now, then obvious questions are has it always been expand-
ing, and if so how did it begin? Alpher & Herman (1948) predicted that if the universe 
began with a "primordial fireball" (now called "The Big Bang"), then this could be ver-
ified via relic background radiation. Supporting evidence was discovered by Penzias & 
Wilson (1965), in the form of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation, at 
a temperature of 3K. Alpher, Bethe, & Gamov (1948) also proposed a model of cosmo-
logical nucleosynthesis. Due to difficulties in explaining the abundance of helium in the 
universe (produced via fusion processes in stars) they suggested that some fraction of the 
helium was produced by hydrogen fusion in this primordial fireball. The study of light 
element abundances is an important, but technically complex area of cosmology. It has 
implications for the total density of baryonic material in the Universe (see later), and 
even predicts the number of neutrino types. Measurements of primordial abundauces 
are complicated due to astration, the processing of primordial elements in stars (see, for 
example, Kolb & Turner 1990). 
Another key discovery came with the measurement of rotation curves in spiral galaxies. 
Since these systems are rotationally supported, assuming stars are on circular orbits, 
simple Newtonian dynamics state that 
GM(< r) 
r2 ( 1. 7) 
where v is the rotational velocity at a radius r, and M(< r) IS the mass enclosed 
within that radius. 
Measurements of the rotation velocity as a function of radius showed that beyond the 
visible extent of the galaxy, instead of the velocity falling as described above, it remained 
constant. This implies that either the enclosed mass of the galaxy is still increasing 
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beyond where the starlight ends, or our theory of gravity is incorrect. This lead to the 
interpretation that a large fraction of the matter in the universe is invisible to conventional 
observational methods, or dark. The fraction of dark matter required increases with 
scale. For example, galaxies have mass to light ratios (M/L)rv10, groups of galaxies have 
M/LrvlOO and clusters of galaxies have M/Lrv500 3 (see §1.2). Modifications to Newtonian 
gravity in the limit of small accelerations have also been proposed (Milgrom 1983), but 
such theories are not widely accepted and are difficult to simulate. 
Observational evidence for dark matter had been discovered 40 years earlier, but was 
not taken seriously at the time. Shapley (1933, 1934, 1935) made the first major survey 
of the distribution of galaxies. He saw that on large scales (seen in 2d data) galaxies are 
essentially distributed homogeneously, but on smaller scales there exist irregularities in the 
form of overdensities- groups, clusters and superclusters. The Coma cluster represents the 
richest nearby cluster of galaxies. It was studied by Zwicky (1933). He argued that since 
clusters of galaxies appeared to be smooth isolated systems, they should be in gravitational 
equilibrium. He thus assumed the Virial Theorem could be applied and compared the 
mass inferred from the light of the member galaxies' stars with the dynamical mass as 
measured by the velocity dispersion of the same galaxies. 
For a gravitationally supported system in dynamic equilibrium, the Virial Theorem 
states that 2T + U = 0 where T is the kinetic and U the potential energy of the system. 
Now, 
(1.8) 
where Mc1 is the mass of the cluster, and < v2 > is the mean square velocity in three 
dimensions. The actual observable is the line-of-sight velocity dispersion, (]" rather than 
its 3D equivalent. For an isotropic system < v2 > = 3(]"2 . 
u~ _GM~ 
Re~ 
where Rc1 is the radius of the cluster, and G is the gravitational constant. 
Thus, the Virial Theorem reads, 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
3The division between these classes is not clear-cut, but in general: groups contain ~ 10 !2:alaxiPs. 
clusters ~100-1000, and superclusters contain several clusters of galaxies. Galaxy associations containing 
fewer galaxies than a group are referred to as the field. Note: few galaxies are truly isolated. 
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Zwicky (1933) demonstrated that the sum of the mass traced by galaxy light was 
insufficient to make up the mass of the cluster measured from its dynamics by a factor 
of around a hundred. He thus concluded that some invisible mass (dark matter) must 
account for the difference. This mass discrepancy was paid little attention, until Kahn 
& Woltjer (1959) noticed a similar effect in the local group. The mass as determined 
from the velocity of our neighbour galaxy M31 is ten times more than the sum of the two 
masses as traced by starlight. This extended Zwicky's result from rich clusters to groups 
of galaxies. Results from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBNS) models suggested that only 
a fraction of the total amount of dark matter is in the form of baryons. 
With the field equations of GRas a framework, and observational data accumulating, 
various models for the growth of structure in the Universe developed in the 1970s. These 
models thus had to take into account the fact that a large fraction of the mass of the 
Universe was invisible, and its composition unknown, although its behaviour (ie. obeying 
the laws of gravity) was known. In such models, the Universe is treated as a smooth den-
sity field, at early times. Fluctuations occur in the field which grow with time. become 
unstable to gravitational collapse, turn around and condense into overdense structures. 
These eventually become the galaxies and large scale structure we see today. The linear 
solution for a perturbed, static fluid was first solved by Sir James Jeans (1928). He found 
that fluctuations grew exponentially with time. Using first order perturbation theory for 
an expanding, flat, dust model universe, for example, gives two modes of perturbation, one 
growing and one decaying (for details, see for example, Coles & Lucchin 1995), J+ ex t213 
and L ex r 1 (where J+/- = Jpj p is the fractional density change of the pert.mbat.ion. 
and t is time). In such a model, fluctuations grow more slowly than for the static case. 
Therefore, the expansion of the universe seriously retards the growth of such condensa-
tions. Fluctuations grow until such a time that the mass of the fluctuation exceeds that 
which can be supported by the random motions of the particles within it. The fluctuation 
then turns around and collapses. 
Two main scenarios for structure growth were put forward in the 1970's. The first 
was put forward by Zel'Dovich and collaborators (eg, Zel'Dovich 1970), and suggested 
structure grew in a top-down fashion, with large structures forming first as large, flattened 
pancakes, and then fragmenting into smaller systems such as galaxies. This theory had 
several problems, the main one being that it predicted large scale fluctuations in the CMB, 
in excess of the observations. The second scenario advocated particularly by Peebles 
(1965,1972), hypothesised structure grew in a bottom-up manner, with small structures 
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forming first and coalescing to form larger structures. He further suggested that statistical 
randomness in an "incoherent dust" model induces the growth of larger instabilities with 
increasing time. Press & Schechter (1974) devised an analytic treatment based on these 
assumptions to describe the mass spectrum of these condensations. Their formula has 
the form n(M, z) ex V!vfe-v'i11 2 where VM ::::: Oc/aM(z) and aM (z) is the nns fractional 
mass fluctuation on the scale of mass M at a redshift z, and Oc ::::: 1.69 is a numerical 
constant which is only a very weak function of epoch, cosmology and "non-sphericity". 
They tested their formalism against computer N-body simulations in which part of the 
expanding Universe is modelled as a box of N point masses (where N is a large number), 
interacting through their mutual gravity (they are, in this way, able to follow structure 
growth into the non-linear regime, inaccessible to first-order perturbation theory). Their 
simple expression has done remarkably well at describing the mass spectrum of objects 
obtained from numerical simulations for over twenty years, and it is only recently with 
the latest high resolution N-body simulations that the Press-Schechter theory has been 
shown to fail at the high and low mass ends. An improved (but closely related) analytic 
approach has been developed by Sheth & Tormen (1999) and a formula based on fits to 
large simulations has been proposed by Jenkins et al. (2001). 
The mass function depends sensitively on nm, more specifically on the combination 
asn~, where a 8 is the rms fluctuation amplitude within a sphere of radius 8 h- 1 Mpc, 
and a c:= 0.4 - 0.5 is weakly dependent on cosmological parameters, and the shape of 
the power spectrum (White, Efstathiou & Frenk 1993). Thus, measurements of the local 
mass function constrain this combination of parameters. Further, the degeneracy can be 
split by measurements of the mass function at different epochs. 
1.1.1 The Significance of Galaxy Clusters 
Clusters are the most massive virialised objects in the Universe. Since clusters form from 
extremely high peaks in the initial density field on scales of around 10h-1 Mpc, they are 
sensitive to the amplitude of the power spectrum on these scales. Being massive makes 
them relatively easy to find out to large redshifts (see §1.2). Thus, observations of the 
cluster mass function out to large redshifts can place tight constraints on cosmological 
parameters (ie. nm, a8 , A). Measurements of cluster masses are described in more detail 
in §1.3.1. 
Clusters also prove useful laboratories for studying galaxy formation and evolution. 
They comprise mainly elliptical galaxies, which are relatively simple systems in terms of 
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stellar populations. Star formation appears to have ended in elliptical galaxies at z;<: 1 
and the stars evolved passively ever since (see Chapter 5 for more details). Modelling 
of the stellar populations of galaxies has advanced tremendously in the last twenty or so 
years since the pioneering work of Tinsley in the late 1970s. Many codes now exist for con-
structing the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of galaxies from a range of composite 
stellar populations (eg, Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997, Bruzual & Chariot 1993, Ko-
dama & Arimoto 1997). These stellar population synthesis (SPS) models start with some 
assumption for the distribution of masses of stars at their birth (the initial mass function 
- IMF) for a simple stellar population (SSP); new stars are born according to some given 
star-formation rate (SFR); and the stars evolve along tracks determined empirically from 
observations of local stars and resolved stellar populations in nearby external galaxies. 
These empirical models are combined with complex microphysics such as the opacities 
of stellar atmospheres. Usually a "closed-box" model for chemical evolution is employed 
in which elements produced in stars and expelled through stellar winds/ supernovae are 
recycled into the next generation of stars, and metallicity dependent properties of the 
next generation of stars are thus appropriately considered. In such a model, no metals 
leave or enter the system under consideration. With SPS codes, stellar populations can be 
constructed with a given age, star-formation history (SFH), IMF, etc. and then an SED 
output. This can be transformed to a desired redshift and convolved with standard broad-
band filters to give observed colours in standard passbands. By varying parameters in the 
model, and making reasonable assumptions for other parameters, properties such as SFH 
of the galaxy can be deduced. More recently, nebular emission in star forming regions has 
been incorporated into models, allowing not just broad band colours, but also spectral 
emission lines to be incorporated into the SED (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997, Chariot 
& Longhetti 2001). There are many complications with such studies though, for example: 
the degeneracy between age and metallicity effects. The SED of a galaxy is almost un-
changed if the metallicity (Z) and age of its stellar populations is changed by !::.Z/ !::.age "' 
2/3 (Worthey 1994). This degeneracy can be broken for certain combinations of spectral 
line indices or broad band colours. 
In the last decade, SPS models have been combined with models for the growth of 
structure (either Press-Schechter formalisms or direct cosmological N-body simulations) 
to form semi-analytic models for galaxy formation and evolution (Cole et al. 1994, Kauff-
mann et al. 1996, Cole et al. 2000). These incorporate parameterisations of poorly-
understood physics (eg. feedback effects from star-formation), which are tuned so that 
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the models attempt to reproduce local galaxy observables, in order to make predictions 
for observables at higher redshift. 
If the hierarchical picture is correct, these models are crucial to interpreting evolution-
ary trends in clusters. The main difficulty in confronting the model with observational 
data is that it is incorrect to associate rich/ massive/ X-ray-luminous clusters in the lo-
cal Universe with equally rich/ massive/ X-ray-luminous clusters at high-redshift. Since 
clusters grow through mergers/ accretion, the most massive clusters at Z"-'1 have grown 
into systems more massive than anything in the local Universe by Z"-'0 (eg, Kauffmann & 
Chariot 1998). 
1.2 The History of Cluster Surveys 
The first attempt at a large, homogeneous survey for galaxy clusters was conducted by 
Abell (1958). This was a phenomenal effort by one individual to identify overdensities of 
galaxies by visual inspection of Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) photographic 
plates. The survey yielded nearly 1700 clusters meeting Abell's criteria for magnitude 
and richness (compare this with the number of clusters previously known - uuly a r('\\" 
dozen, selected in a much more heterogenous way). Similar catalogues were constructed 
by Zwicky and collaborators (Zwicky, et al. 1961-1968). Abell's (1958) Northern catalogue 
was extended to the Southern hemisphere by Abell, Corwin & Olowin (1989), applying 
the same criteria. The total number of clusters in the final catalogue is in excess of 4000. 
Abell's (1958) original criteria were: richness- after statistical subtraction of foreground 
and background contamination at least 50 member galaxies must be no fainter then 2 
magnitudes fainter than m 3 (where mn is the magnitude of the nth brightest cluster 
member); compactness- at least 50 members must be within a projected distance fixed in 
physical units. The Abell radius, RA is 1.5h10~Mpc, and the relation used by Abell was 
RA = 1. 7/ z arcmin, where z is the cluster redshift estimated from the empirical relation 
between mto-Z (see Figure 9, Abell 1958); distance - clusters must be no more distant 
than z = 0.2 (set so that m 3 + 2 was visible to the limits of the POSS plates), and no 
closer than z = 0.02, so as to fit within the field of one POSS plate. 
With the advent of space-based X-ray telescopes, such as UHURU, a new way to 
discover galaxy clusters was found. Spatially extended, thermal X-ray emission was de-
tected and shown (through observations of X-ray emission lines of highly ionised iron at 
a temperature of 30-100 million K) to be due to the hot intracluster medium (ICM) - the 
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plasma trapped in a cluster's potential well (Mitchell et al. 1976, Serlemitsos et al. 1977). 
This provided a way to show that the cluster was a genuine physically bound system. 
The optical selection techniques such as Abell's lost favour. Their main disadvantage was 
that there was no way, at the selection stage, to distinguish between genuine clusters, and 
chance projections of less massive galaxy groups along the lines of sight. Extensive dis-
cussions of the contamination due to projection effects have been published ( eg, Katgert 
et al1996, Van Haarlem, Frenk, & White 1997). Observationally expensive spectroscopy 
was needed to obtain redshifts and confirm that the overdensities really existed in 3D. 
The first (very shallow) X-ray selected samples (eg, Piccinotti et al 1982) suffered 
from confusion and incompleteness and most of the 30 discovered clusters lay at z;::;O.l. 
The large beamsizes of early X-ray detectors meant that point sources (such as stars) 
could be misidentified as clusters (extended sources); and also that sources nearby on 
the sky could be confused. The first deep observations were made using the Einstein 
Observatory (Henry et al. 1982, Henry & Lavery 1984), but these were based on follow 
up of optically selected clusters, or serendipitous discoveries. This made quantifying the 
selection function very difficult. The survey of Edge et al. (1990) used the Ariel V all-sky 
survey with data from smaller beamsize instruments (Einstein and EXOSAT) to reduce 
confusion. This produced a true X-ray selected catalogue of 46 clusters to a flux limit of 
1.7x w-u erg cm-2s-1 . The Einstein Extended Medium Sensitivity Survey (EMSS, Gioia 
et al. 1990) found 67 clusters in a smaller area, but down to a flux limit "'100 times fainter, 
some at redshifts as large as .-v0.6. This survey was made using serendipitous detections 
of clusters in fields where a known cluster was not the target of the observation. Such 
methods should be treated with caution when estimating quantities such as the space 
density of clusters, though. The object of the observation could be, for example, an 
active galactic nucleus (AGN). Since AGN commonly inhabit cluster environments, the 
discovery of a cluster in such a field is not a truly random occurrence. 
With a vast archive of deep X-ray data from pointed ROSAT observations, the most 
N9 ats Class N9ats Class 
30- 49 0 130-199 3 
50- 79 1 200- 299 4 
80- 129 2 300+ 5 
Table 1.1: A bell Richness Classification. N gals is the number of galaxies statistically 
belonging to the cluster within an Abell radius (see text). 
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recent X-ray surveys such as RIXOS (Mason et al. 2000), WARPS (Jones et al. 1998), 
SHARC (Romer et al. 2000) and the 160 square degree survey (Vikhlinin et al. 1998) are 
able to cover wide areas ("'10- 100 degrees2 ) to faint flux limits in such serendipitous 
searches. 
Despite the revolutionary new X-ray techniques, four large optical photographic clus-
ter surveys with follow up spectroscopy were undertaken in the late 1980s. The first two 
used visual inspection of photographic plates, and the second two utilised machines which 
automatically measured parameters of objects from photographic plates. Gunn, Hoessel 
& Oke (1986) found a total of 418 clusters for which they measured redshifts, in the range 
0.15 < z < 0.92. Their survey was conducted using a variety of telescopes, passbands, 
and photographic emulsions and clusters were selected "by hand" as overdensities. It 
should be noted that such a heterogenous survey is unsuitable for studies of the evolution 
of cluster galaxy populations. The authors comment that the main factor for identify-
ing a cluster was its contrast with the background, which varies over different redshift 
intervals (the contrast generally decreasing with increasing redshift), but depending in a 
complicated way on the mean colour difference between the cluster and the field. 
Couch et al. ( 1990) visually examined 55 high contrast film derivatives of prime focus 
AAT photographic plates taken in the J (bJ) and/or F (r-F) passbands to select clusters. 
They used a simple selection criterion - the enhancement over the mean background -
defining the contrast, ac1, as ac1 = (Ncl- NJ)faf, where Ncl is the number of galaxies 
in the region centred on the density enhancement, down to the limit of the film; Nf the 
mean field count; and a f its variance determined from counts within similar areas, placed 
randomly on the film. The visual inspection process was tested exhaustively against 
simulated fields. 
Using estimates for the local space density of clusters and applying their selection 
function, the number of Fr-band clusters found agreed well with predictions in which the 
number density does not evolve with cosmic epoch (no-evolution), but too many Jb1 -band4 
clusters were found. To try to assess whether this discrepancy is due to evolution or to 
higher spurious detection rates in the bluer passband, the authors obtained spectroscopy 
for a complete subsample of 11 fields, to a contrast limit of ac1 > 4.0. Through a detailed 
study of a few high redshift clusters, they conclude that the Jb1 -band excess is due to 
either projection of foreground groups from spiral-rich groups, or to recent star-formation 
in the distant clusters. The spectroscopic sample was too small to assess the relative 
4 The subscript is used to avoid confusion with the 1.25jjm J-band, referred to later in the thesis. 
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contribution of these effects. 
The Automatic Plate Measuring (APM) machine cluster survey (Maddox 1988, Dalton 
et al. 1997), and the Edinburgh-Durham Cluster Catalogue (EDCC, Lumsden et al. 1992), 
were the first machine-based cluster catalogues. The EDCC covered an area of 1500 deg2 
centred on the South Galactic Pole, utilising COSMOS scans of 60 UK Schmidt survey 
plates, and was 95% complete to b1 = 20.5. The cluster selection was performed using 
a peak-finding algorithm to find local density enhancements. Comparison with the Abell 
catalogue showed that the EDCC is ,..,_,go% complete for Abell-type clusters, in addition 
to discovering many new clusters not in the Abell catalogue. They also concluded that 
the Abell magnitude system is biased toward bright magnitudes, and the Abell richness 
estimates are prone to larger uncertainties than Abell suggested. No richness limit was 
imposed, and the final catalogue comprised 737 systems from clusters to groups. The 
APM cluster catalogue was constructed using a percolation technique in which all pairs 
of galaxies closer than 0. 7 times the mean galaxy separation are linked; all mutually 
linked galaxies are assigned to the same group; and the centroid of any group containing 
~20 galaxies is then taken to be the centre of a cluster candidate. The final catalogue 
comprised 957 candidate clusters over 4300 degrees2 . Spectroscopic confirmation was 
made of a subsample of 229 of these (Dalton et al. 1994). 
With the advent of high quantum-efficiency, large format charged-coupled devices 
(CCDs) in the early 1990s, optical cluster studies are again becoming attractive. The 
first serious attempt at an automated optical CCD survey with a quantifiable selection 
function was carried out with the Palomar Distant Cluster Survey (PDCS, Postman et 
al. 1996). Their pioneering work involved assuming a model for the spatial and luminosity 
distribution of galaxies in a cluster and in the field, and filtering the data using these 
models as templates. Using a likelihood analysis of the data, with cluster richness and 
redshift as free parameters, the most likely cluster candidates could be extracted, and 
their redshifts estimated as a by-product of the process. This technique is known as the 
matched-filter (MF) and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. This method reduced 
spurious clusters due to projection effects compared with the more traditional techniques 
described above, but many still remained (discussed further below). 
The MF need only be used on photometric data from a single passband. but with 
an additional filter other techniques are possible. Algorithms using colour selection have 
been proposed (eg, Gal et al. 2000, Gladders & Yee 2000). Gal et al. (2000) began a 
z ,::; 0.3 cluster survey over 60 square degrees. This was intended to supercede the Abell 
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catalogue, using three-band photographic data calibrated with CCD photometry to the 
Gunn g,r,i system. They used mild colour cuts to reduce contamination due to field-like 
galaxies. Since elliptical galaxies are predominantly found in dense environments (the 
morphology-density relation, Dressier 1980), and exhibit only a narrow range of colours 
at a given redshift, in any environment, data can be filtered in colour to remove galaxies 
with colours incompatible with ellipticals. Once the data have been processed in this 
way, an adaptive kernel (Pisani 1996) spatially filters the data to select overdensities in 
such a way that no assumption for the shape of the cluster is required. They argue that 
this technique avoids bias due to assuming a spatial profile for the cluster, as many of 
their candidates are asymmetric; and that the Abell catalogue has a bias toward centrally 
concentrated clusters, especially those with dominant central ( cD) galaxies. They show 
several convincing cluster candidates missed in the Abell catalogue, but spectroscopic 
confirmation has not yet been published. 
Gladders & Yee (2000) took the colour selection a stage further, placing very strict 
colour cuts in two-colour data, to only search for overdensities of galaxies with colours 
consistent with elliptical galaxies at a given redshift (see Chapter 2). This works because 
in all known clusters for which multi-band photometry exists (regardless of how the cluster 
was selected), a tight relation exists between the colour and magnitude of its early-type 
galaxies (eg, Bower, Lucey & Ellis 1992, Visvanathan 1978). This relation is clearly 
visible over small spatial scales (,.., the size of the cluster core), as early-type galaxies 
are predominantly found in the central regions of a cluster (Dressier 1980). This greatly 
reduces the projection effects of the single-passband methods; however, this raises the 
question of colour bias in the cluster sample. Richer clusters with a high fraction of red 
galaxies are much more easily detected than poorer clusters with a higher fraction of blue 
galaxies. Careful consideration must be made of the selection function if such a cluster 
sample is to be used to study galaxy evolution in clusters. 
Cluster candidates found by the MF can be examined for the presence of a colour-
magnitude relation (CMR) (eg, Olsen et al. 1999b). This would seem to be a good 
independent test of the reality of the cluster. The CMR also provides an accurate way 
of measuring the redshift of a cluster (eg, Stanford, Eisenhardt & Dickinson 1998). The 
advantage of using the CMR to measure the redshift, rather than fitting photometric 
redshifts to individual galaxies (discussed in Chapter 5), is that the colours of many 
galaxies at the same redshift are averaged for the estimate, rather than fitting on a 
galaxy-by-galaxy basis (which can still lead to quite high uncertainties even with four 
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or more photometric passbands (Bolzonella et al. 2000)). Using photometric redshifts 
of individual galaxies has also been proposed as a method to find high-redshift clusters 
(Kodama, Bell, & Bower 1999), but this is much less efficient than the CMR method, 
mainly for the reason just given. 
The morphology-density relation has also been used in another way for cluster finding. 
Ostrander et al. (1998) took advantage of the Rubble Space Telescope (HST)'s exquisite 
resolution to morphologically select a sample of early-type galaxies with which to search 
for overdensities. This method has a similar success rate to the MF ( rv60-70%). Projection 
effects due to superpositions of poorer systems are similarly problematic, as the advantage 
of the colour (and hence redshift) information provided by the Gladders & Yee (2000) 
method is not utilised. 
Several other recent cluster selection methods are worth noting. Variations of the 
single-passband techniques have been proposed (for example, Lidman & Peterson 1996, 
Kepner et al. 1999, Kawasaki et al. 1998, Kim et al. 1999, Lobo et al. 2000) including 
a counts-in-cells technique, replacing assumptions in the cluster models, using Voronoi 
tessellation as the density estimator, and incorporating photometric or spectroscopic red-
shifts. The C4 algorithm (Nichol et al. 2000), one of the cluster-finders used by the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) collaboration (York et al. 2000) uses multi-colour photometry 
to look for neighbouring galaxies of similar colours, and also the ROSAT All-Sky Survey 
(RASS) (Voges 1993) data to look for coincident X-ray emission. The surface brightness 
fluctuation (SBF) method of Dalcanton (1996), Zaritsky et al. (1997) uses shallow imag-
ing data with astronomical sources masked-out to look for enhancements due to clusters 
in the extragalactic background light. This is an interesting idea, but quite difficult to 
apply (for example, the data needs to be extremely well corrected for detector sensitivity 
variations, and there is the potential for confusion between distant clusters and nearby 
low surface-brightness galaxies), and it is not obvious that the selection function is easily 
quantifiable. That said, a large catalogue with many convincing cluster candidates se-
lected in this way has recently been published (Gonzalez et al. 2001). The weak-lensing 
technique of Wittman et al. (2001) is an interesting and potentially very powerful method. 
Using only four band photometry of a "blank field", they measured ellipticities of galaxies 
in the field, and estimated their redshift distribution via a photometric redshift technique 
(Bolzonella et al. 2000). Using this information, a statistical weak shear signal was seen 
due to the gravitational field of a galaxy cluster within the region. The shear as a function 
of source redshift was used to measure the redshift of the cluster (lens) independently of 
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any photometric property of the cluster. Furthermore, the redshift and mass of the cluster 
were measured using spectroscopy and found to be in good agreement with the values 
obtained from the gravitationally measured values. This offers a promising method for 
selecting clusters by mass and allowing a direct measurement of the cluster mass function. 
With sufficient passbands providing the photometric redshifts, it should be possible to 
measure the mass in 3D (mass tomography) such as is planned with the VISTA survey 5 . 
The Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ, Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972) effect offers another possibility 
to select clusters by mass. The CMB spectrum is distorted as CMB photons pass the hot 
ionised cluster gas of the ICM. This depends only on the optical depth to Compton Scat-
tering and the temperature of the plasma (the relation between Txand cluster mass is 
discussed in §1.3.1). For an example of the application of the SZ effect to cluster-finding, 
see Holder et al. ( 2000). 
A final set of methods for searching for clusters involve targeted searches around 
objects which are thought to be indicators of overdense environments. These are usually 
radio-loud objects such as radio-loud galaxies and quasars (AGN), and will be discussed 
in later chapters. 
1.3 The Relative Merits of Optical and X-ray Surveys 
The drawbacks of optically-selected catalogues have been discussed above. To summarise, 
projection effects are a big problem - firstly because they cause the contrast between 
the cluster and the background galaxy distribution to be artificially increased (possibly 
leading to the cluster's incorrect inclusion in a catalogue), and secondly they complicate 
the study of cluster galaxy properties by adding excess galaxies into the cluster region 
which are not true members. However, it should be noted that the second point applies 
(probably to a lesser extent) to optical studies of clusters selected by any method, and 
that the effect can be reduced with spectroscopy of a large enough sample of galaxies in 
the cluster region. 
The drawbacks of X-ray selection can be seen by considering the question what makes 
a galaxy cluster visible in the X-ray? 
The X-ray luminosity of a cluster can be expressed as the sum of the X-ray luminosity 
from all the individual cluster galaxies and the contribution from the ICM 
2 1/2 Lx = 'ELx 9at + p VT (1.11) 
5http://www.vista.ac.uk/ 
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where p, V, and T are the density, volume and temperature of the ICM, respectively. 
Thus, in order to be an efficient X-ray emitter, a cluster must contain a sufficient mass 
of gas. This gas must be heated to X-ray emitting temperatures (note: the cooling rate 
and hence the rate of X-ray production also depends on the metallicity of the ICM). 
The gas must be sufficiently centrally concentrated (ie. dense) to be observed; but not 
so much so that the emission is unresolved (since X-ray clusters are defined as extended 
sources). Projection effects of clusters along the line-of-sight are also possible in X-ray 
surveys, but much less likely (as clusters massive enough to emit in the X-ray have a low 
space density). A more common problem is contamination of the X-ray flux due to other 
sources, such as AGN (either within the cluster, or along the line of sight). 
X-ray emission can also be affected by the presence of cooling flows (Fabian 1988). 
The centres of some clusters show evidence of cooler gas. X-ray surface brightness profiles 
imply high central gas densities and therefore short cooling times; and X-ray spectroscopic 
observations have shown cluster core temperatures factors of 10 lower than the cluster 
mean. Such a mechanism increases the emission-weighted luminosity of a cluster as, 
although the temperature is lowered, the density is increased, and the luminosity depends 
on density squared, but only the square root of temperature. This can also affect mass 
estimates from X-ray data, see §1.3.1. 
Briel & Henry (1993) used the RASS to conduct a comparison with the Abell cata-
logue. This was the first attempt to compare clusters found via optical and X-ray selection 
at low redshift 6 . Briel & Henry (1993) took a complete (wrt the Abell catalogue) sample 
of 145 Abell clusters, with z = 0.17. 46% of the clusters were detected at >99.7% sig-
nificance down to a point source flux limit of~ 4.2 x 10-13erg s- 1cm-2 in the 0.5 - 2.5 
keV band. 80% of ARC2:0 clusters and 86% of ARC2:1 clusters are X-ray emitters with 
fluxes > 1 x 10-13erg s- 1cm-2 , and nearly 90% of Abell's clusters emit in the X-ray 
above some level. A strong correlation (2:99.95% confidence) was found between X-ray 
luminosity and richness (taking into account both X-ray measurements and upper limits 
for non-detections) with an rms scatter of a factor of 2.5 in Lxfor a given richness (Bower 
et al. 1994). It is interesting to note that at z > 0.3 7 , 6 out of the 7 clusters are detected. 
This implies that only the optically richest (and hence most X-ray luminous clusters) 
61n this thesis, the arbitrary division of cluster redshift regimes into: low - z ;:; 0.1; intermediate -
0.1 ;:; z ;:; 0.5; high- z ;;:: 0.5 is adopted. 
7 Although A bell's catalogue is restricted to z :=; 0.2, he published a supplemental "statistical" catalogue 
containing higher redshift clusters. 
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are selected in this redshift regime (by Abell's method). However, this study is unable 
to say if there are any X-ray emitting clusters missed by Abell. This question has been 
addressed to some extent by Neta Bahcall (unpublished) 8 . In a study using the Einstein 
Medium Sensitivity Survey (EMSS) all the 25 or 30 nearest Abell clusters (near enough 
that a richness class 0 system should be visible above the X-ray flux limit) of ARC~O 
were detected as X-ray sources. Conversely, examining optical photographic plates at the 
position of extended X-ray sources showed many overdensities of ARC<O but none which 
corresponded to ARC> 1 systems. This suggests that locally there are no bright X-ray 
clusters which are optically poor systems, and that the richest optical systems are X-ray 
emitting clusters. 
Prior to the recent large, deep, X-ray selected surveys based on data from the ROSAT 
archive (eg. Jones et al. 1998, Romer et al. 2000, Vikhlinin et al. 1998), since the most X-
ray luminous clusters have a low space density and deep X-ray surveys are observationally 
expensive, the obvious first step is to follow up distant optically selected clusters with 
ROSAT. However, the correlation between optical richness and X-ray luminosity (the 
observables in each survey) is known to have considerable scatter even at low redshift. 
Thus the selection function in terms of X-ray luminosity of an optically selected survey 
does not have a sharp cut-off in Lx, but rather a gradual turnover (see Figure 2 of 
Bower et al. (1994) for an illustration). Bower et al. (1994) undertook ROSAT X-ray 
observations of optically selected clusters from the Couch et al. (1990) catalogue. From 
the 46 square degree contrast limited catalogue (described above), they took clusters with 
reliable spectroscopic follow up and X-ray data (taken to be a random subsample of the 
full catalogue) in the redshift range 0.15 to 0.66. The total sky coverage of this survey was 
26.8 square degrees and contained 14 clusters. The X-ray luminosities of all but two of the 
clusters was found to be surprisingly weak - less than 5 x 1043 erg s- 1 . This decrease with 
respect to the locally measured value was attributed to evolution in the XLF between 
z=O and ::::::0.4. The alternative is that if the XLF does not evolve between these redshifts, 
then the missing X-ray luminous clusters must be made up of optically poorer systems, 
missing from this sample. 
Castander et al. (1994) used ROSAT to observe cluster candidates in the redshift 
range 0.7-0.9 from the Gunn, Hoessel & Oke (1986) optical cluster catalogue and also 
found surprisingly weak X-ray emission ( ::::::1043 erg s- 1). The heterogeneity of the Gunn, 
Hoessel & Oke (1986) sample was described above, but in an attempt to make the selection 
8 In a comment made in the discussion following M. J. Geller's talk at the 1990 STSci symposium. 
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function more quantifiable, Castander et al. (1994) selected a complete subsample of 
Gunn, Hoessel & Oke (1986) candidates by choosing the telescope+plate combination 
which yielded the most distant spectroscopically confirmed clusters. The total area of 
this sub-survey was 3.5 square degrees. 
Nichol et al. (1994) also attempted X-ray observations of high-redshift cluster can-
didates, but in a less reproducible way. They used a combination of optically-selected 
cluster candidates and extended or wide-angle radio sources 9 . They found no bright 
X-ray clusters (Lx~1045 erg s- 1), and similarly to Castander et al. (1994) found weak 
emission from the rich optical clusters. 
In order to assess whether the optically rich, X-ray poor clusters of Bower et al. 
(1994) are genuinely massive clusters, or just chance superpositions along the line-of-
sight, Bower et al. (1997) performed spectroscopy of the original sample to measure 
velocity dispersions. Around 10 redshifts were secured for cluster members, with which 
to determine the velocity dispersion. An attempt was made to preferentially select red 
galaxies (from the original plates) for spectroscopic observation. It is important to note 
the selection process, as blue cluster members typically have higher velocity dispersions 
than the cluster as a whole; whereas red members appear to be more representative 
(Carlberg et al. 1996). They found that, due to the low number of cluster members, the 
velocity dispersion estimates had relatively large uncertainties, but by stacking the clusters 
to make a composite example typical of this class of object, a more accurate estimate 
could be made. However, this method is particularly susceptible to artificial inflation of 
the velocity dispersion if the redshift of the cluster centre is not well-determined (thus, 
the stacked clusters will be shifted slightly in velocity prior to combination). The result 
was that the composite cluster had a velocity dispersion about a factor of two higher than 
is typical for a cluster of its X-ray luminosity. The authors suggest that the increased 
velocity dispersion is evidence that the cluster is not truly virialised and that the galaxy 
population sampled is still infalling, or that the clusters selected by the Couch et al. 
(1990) sample are due to projection effects due to filaments of galaxies aligned with the 
line-of-sight. 
The MF method should somewhat reduce contamination over simple overdensity se-
lection. So, the next step was to examine MF catalogues. Holden et al. (1997) measured 
fluxes/ limits for 31 (of the 79) PDCS candidates that lay in archival ROSAT PSPC data, 
9 Briefly, wide-angle radio sources are a signature of the pressure of a radio galaxy moving through an 
ICM -see Chapter 3 
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to a flux limit of 3 x 10- 14 erg cm-2s-1 in the 0.4-2.0 keV band, corresponding to a limit 
of Lx ~ 5 x 1043 erg s- 1, assuming the MF estimated redshifts are correct. They found 6 
possible detections, all of which could be due to contamination and 3 of which probably 
are. Thus, PDCS clusters are not strong X-ray emitters, consistent with observations 
of other optically-selected clusters (Bower et al. 1994, Castander et al. 1994, Nichol et 
al. 1994). The X-ray luminosity - richness (Lx - Ac~) relation found by Briel & Henry 
(1993) was not seen, but this is not surprising given the large uncertainties in the esti-
mated redshifts. The data is consistent with the hypothesis that the Abell and PDCS 
catalogues sample the same clusters but at different redshifts. 
To assess the accuracy and completeness of Postman et al.'s (1996) MF method, 
Holden et al. (1999) undertook spectroscopy of a subset of 16 cluster candidates. The 
PDCS catalogue was resampled in such a way as to preferentially select low redshift, 
high richness clusters. Although few galaxies with similar redshifts were found in some 
candidate fields, they state that using their selection techniques, finding three galaxies 
within 1500 kms-1 of each other should only occur by chance rv3% of the time. This 
leads to a space density of PDCS clusters of 31.3~{~:f x 10-6 h3 M pc-3 in the redshift 
range 0.1 < z < 0.35. This is ~ 5x the space density of Abell clusters. Continuing this 
study with more redshifts per cluster, Holden et al. (2000) measured redshifts in 17 PDCS 
fields, and calculated velocity dispersions (albeit with few members for each cluster) for 
11. They found 11/12 clusters were real (the remaining fields had too few redshifts to 
tell), and most PDCS clusters had velocity dispersions appropriate for clusters, although 
'"" 1/3 of these had richnesses of clusters with velocity dispersions appropriate for groups 
(rv 200 kms- 1 ). Re-evaluating the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) for the Holden et 
al. (1997) data with the new redshifts yields an XLF consistent with that found from 
X-ray selected cluster surveys. This they claim shows that optical MF surveys do not 
miss clusters which would be found in an X-ray selected survey. They conclude by saying 
that either the Abell catalogue is incomplete by a factor of 3 or 4 (which does not seem 
to be the case from X-ray selected surveys and modern automated optical surveys (eg, 
Gal et al. 2000)); or there is a mismatch between Abell's richness measurements and 
machine-based measurements. This should be addressed by surveys such as that begun 
by Gal et al. (2000). 
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1.3.1 Cluster Mass Estimates 
The oldest technique for estimating a cluster's mass, that of velocity dispersion from 
spectroscopy, has been described above. Most spectroscopy of clusters relies on typically 
:::::10 - 20 redshifts per cluster to determine a velocity dispersion. There is a tendency to 
underestimate velocity dispersions using so few redshifts (Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998); 
or overestimate the mass with a correctly-measured velocity dispersion, if the system is 
not in virial equilibrium. Several surveys such as the ESO Nearby Abell Cluster Survey 
(ENACS, Katgert et al 1996) and the Canadian Network for Observational Cosmology 
cluster survey (CNOC1, Carlberg et al. 1996) made use of multi-object spectroscopy to 
obtain large numbers of spectra per cluster (::::: 20-100, and ::::: 50-200, respectively), for 
accurate velocity dispersion estimates. With this many redshifts, unvirialised systems are 
normally visible from substructure in the redshift histogram. 
Hydrodynamic simulations predict a tight relationship between a cluster's X-ray tem-
perature (Tx) and its binding mass (although note that most of these simulations do 
not include accurate gas cooling or feedback). These simulations show that as a cluster 
collapses, the gas is shock-heated to the virial temperature and rapidly settles into hy-
drodynamic equilibrium with approximately isothermal structure (Evrard 1990, Cen & 
Ostriker 1994). Tx is a more difficult quantity to measure observationally than Lx, but 
these quantities are correlated. Using a self-similar model, Kaiser (1986) predicted the 
relation Lxcx: Tx· 2 . The observed relation is in fact more like Lxcx: Tx 3 (eg, White, For-
man & Jones 1997), with significant intrinsic scatter (at the level of about 10-20%). This 
correlation appears to hold out to redshifts,....., 1 (Fairley et al. 2000), although the current 
best measurements were made with the ROSAT satellite, which means that the errors in 
fitting Txare quite substantial. Improved measurements will come with observations of 
the highest redshift clusters using the new generation of X-ray satellites. 
About 50% of the local cluster population shows evidence for ongoing mergers, mak-
ing truly relaxed clusters quite rare. Mathieson & Evrard (2001) explored the effects of 
substructure in temperature measurements, using hydrodynamical simulations. By pro-
ducing realistic mock data (for the Chandra satellite), and analysing it in the same way 
as the real data, they found that (surprisingly) the emission spectrum of a realistically 
complex ICM is nearly indistinguishable from an isothermal gas, and that spectral-fit 
temperatures are commonly 10-20% lower than mass-weighted temperatures (since, the 
mass-weighted temperature follows the virial relationship it is therefore the more accurate 
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indicator of virial mass). This bias, which must be corrected for in cluster mass estimates, 
is due to accreting small lumps of cool gas which merge into the ICM and produce an 
excess of soft X-rays. The spectrum is then biased toward cooler temperatures until these 
lumps equilibrate with the surrounding medium. 
A large sample of X-ray selected clusters analysed with many different mass estimators 
is provided by the CNOC sample. Lewis et al. (1999) calculated X-ray mass estimates 
for 14 clusters in the range 0.14<z<0.55. These were then compared with dynamical 
mass estimates from velocity dispersions measured by Carlberg et al. (1996). No system-
atic bias between these two methods was found across the sample, although individual 
clusters could have X-ray-to-dynamical mass estimates discrepant by factors of up to 2. 
Further, using gravitational lensing mass measurements from the literature, two more 
mass estimators can be included in the comparison - strong and weak gravitational lens-
ing masses. (By examining the ellipticities of field galaxies in the region of a cluster, 
the weak tangential shearing effect of the cluster's gravitational potential on background 
galaxies can be examined. The mass profile of a cluster can thus be reconstructed (Kaiser 
& Squires 1993). When the mass density in the central regions of a cluster exceeds a 
critical value, background galaxies may be strongly lensed - appearing as giant arcs or 
multiple images of the same object.) In the CNOC sample, weak lensing masses appeared 
systematically higher than X-ray masses by factors of ,..,_,50%. Strong lensing masses were 
more discrepant, by factors of about 2.5. Such comparisons are complicated by the fact 
that the different techniques probe the cluster mass within different radii. The bulk of 
X-ray emission comes from the central rv100kpc, so X-ray masses must be extrapolated 
to larger radii, under some assumption of the mass profile, in order to obtain a total 
mass. The strong lensing measurements gave poorest agreement among the other meth-
ods. Lewis et al. (1999) suggested this might be due to the lack of redshift information for 
the lensed arcs; possible offset between the lensing and X-ray cluster centres; asymmetry 
or substructure within the cluster; or possibly the strong-lensing mass is high due to mass 
superposed along the line of sight (strong lenses may be preferentially found in clusters 
which have such intervening mass structures). 
Weak-lensing measurements are generally in good agreement with the dynamical and 
X-ray mass estimates. The two former techniques typically probe scales larger than the 
central ,..,_, 100 kpc where the latter technique is most sensitive. In a similar study, Smail 
et al. (1997) compared the same mass estimators for a sample of 12 (mostly optically 
selected) distant clusters; but found that the dynamical masses were about 50% higher 
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than weak shear masses. They state that the overestimates of the velocity dispersion may 
be due to the inclusion of outliers, or unidentified substructure in the velocity histograms. 
Such a problem is likely not present in the CNOC sample, due to their large numbers of 
redshifts per cluster. It should also be noted that for weak-shear measurements, the red-
shift distribution of the background galaxies must be known, and that accurate ellipticities 
be measured for them (requiring small or well-characterised instrumental distortions). 
In conclusion, the different techniques for mass estimation are likely reconcilable with 
improved datasets. High numbers of spectra are necessary for accurate velocity disper-
sion estimates; wider-field, more-sensitive X-ray telescopes (such as the recently launched 
XMM-Newton and Chandra) will allow better fitting/ modelling of X-ray profiles; and the 
new-generation of wide-field instruments (such as ESO's Wield Field Imager) built with 
minimal optical distortions will allow better measurement of weak shear fields on cosmic 
scales (Rhodes, Refregier, & Groth 2001). 
1.4 Thesis Plan 
The aim of this thesis is to directly compare competing methods of cluster detection on 
the same regions of sky. Of primary interest is the comparison between optical and X-
ray selection, with particular reference to searching for the optically rich but X-ray faint 
clusters reported by Bower et al. (1994) and Bower et al. (1997). 
To this end, Chapter 2 introduces the optical data which lie in regions of the deepest 
archival X-ray images. This will form the basis for the X-ray Dark Cluster Survey (XDCS). 
The optical cluster finding algorithms are described in this chapter, along with methods 
for measuring cluster optical richness. 
Chapter 3 explains how these algorithms are used to construct final optical cluster 
catalogues. The method of X-ray cluster selection is explained, and X-ray selected cluster 
catalogues are presented. The optical and X-ray catalogues are then directly compared, 
along with estimates of the accuracy of redshifts derived from the optical methods. The 
relationship between optical richness and X-ray luminosity is explored. Finally, publically 
available radio data is used to illustrate two methods for the radio selection of clusters. 
Chapter 4 presents spectroscopic observations of optical cluster candidates, specifically 
selected to be non-detections in the deepest X-ray images (ie. X-ray dark clusters). The 
significance of these clusters is then assessed from spectroscopic redshifts and the accuracy 
of the optical finders tested. 
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Chapter 5 examines the use of photometric redshifts from additional near-infrared 
(NIR) observations of X-ray dark clusters. The significance of optically selected X-ray 
dark clusters is examined by searching for galaxy overdensities in multicolour space, and a 
possible extension of the optical selection technique using multicolour data is commented 
on. 
Chapter 6 uses deep NIR observations of colour-selected subfields from the main XDCS 
survey to attempt to push the high redshift limit of the selected clusters into the Z"-' 1 
regime. Predictions for selection of high redshift clusters in forthcoming large NIR surveys 
are made. 
Chapter 7 discusses conclusions of the work and describes the prospects for future 
work in the field. 
Chapter 2 
2.1 Introduction 
An Optical and X-ray 
Survey for Galaxy 
Clusters 
In order to try to understand the effect that the selection method has on the resulting 
cluster catalogue, a coincident optical and X-ray survey has been undertaken. This is 
referred to as the X-ray Dark Cluster Survey (XDCS), as the project is specifically aimed 
at searching for the optically rich but X-ray under-luminous clusters described in Bower 
et al. (1994), Bower et al. (1997). By imaging exactly the same regions of sky at optical 
and X-ray wavelengths, one can directly compare the clusters found by the different 
techniques. 
The history of cluster detection and some of the many different possible methods were 
outlined in the previous chapter. This chapter describes the datasets used, the reduction 
of the optical data and the development of the cluster detection algorithms, tailored to this 
particular project. The optical cluster-finders are designed to make as few assumptions 
as possible about the shape and extent/ concentration of the galaxies within the cluster. 
In this way, if the X-ray dark clusters are due to irregular, unrelaxed systems, this survey 
will still be sensitive to them. The resultant catalogues are presented in Chapter 3. 
The optical survey uses identical passbands over a similar area to a similar depth as 
the recent ESO Imaging Survey (EIS, da Costa et al. 1999) which was also utilised for 
cluster detection using various techniques ( eg, Olsen et al. 1999a, Olsen et al. 1999b, Lobo 
et al. 2000). The EIS provides a useful comparison dataset; the main difference between 
it and the XDCS is that the former survey uses several large contiguous patches and so 
offers little overlap with X-ray data. Also XDCS is a northern hemisphere survey, and 
the EIS is based entirely in the southern hemisphere. 
24 
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2.2 Sample Selection 
X-ray observations are observationally expensive, thus archival data is the obvious choice. 
Essentially a random sample of deep X-ray fields was required. The ROSAT International 
X-ray / Optical Survey (RIXOS) (Mason et al. 2000) provided an ideal source of such fields. 
The RIXOS sample was constructed from ROSAT Position Sensitive Proportional Counter 
(PSPC) fields which had exposure times of at least 8ks. This ensures that sources at the 
intended survey flux limit (for a point source) of 3 x w- 14 erg cm-2 s- 1 (0.5-2.0 keV) lie 
significantly above the sensitivity threshold of every field. They also limited the choice of 
fields to those which have Galactic latitudes greater than 28° in either hemisphere, since 
RIXOS is primarily intended for extragalactic source studies. 
Thus the sample comprises random fields pointed out of the plane of the Galaxy, so 
any clusters found will be serendipitous. The other advantage of this choice of fields is 
that by distributing the fields across the sky, rather than having a small contiguous patch, 
bias which may be introduced through variations in large scale structure is avoided. 
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of XDCS fields on the sky (Aitoff projection). Fields are labelled 
with their IDs from the RIXOS survey. See also Appendix A. Solid line indicates position 
of the Plane of the Galaxy. Dotted lines indicate a Galactic Latitude of ±20 degrees. 
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2.3 Optical Observations and Data Reduction 
2.3.1 Observing Strategy 
Archival ROSAT PSPC fields were observed using the Wide Field Camera (WFC) on the 
Isaac Newton Telescope (INT), La Palma. The observations were carried out in two runs, 
in June 1998 and January 1999. Both runs appeared to be photometric, as can be seen 
from Figure 2.6. Also, the uniformity of the number counts, the median colours of field 
galaxies, and the repeatability of photometric measurements (Appendix B) in overlapping 
data were examined, and all suggested that the data was photometric. 
The inner ;:G19 arc minutes of the PSPC fields were imaged to depths of Vrv24 and 
lrv23. This is the region of the PSPC used for X-ray source identification in RIXOS, to 
ensure the best X-ray image quality and the most accurate source positions (Mason et 
al. 2000). For each band, two exposures were taken, rotating the camera through 180 
degrees, and offsetting the centre of the pointing in order to ensure optimum coverage 
of the PSPC, as shown in figure 2.2. Hereafter, images taken with the camera rotator 
angle set to 360 degrees will be referred to as A images; and those with a rotator angle 
of 180 degrees B images. The log of observations is given in Appendix A. Each field was 
observed in the pattern AV-AI-BI-BV, or similar, to cut down possible systematic errors 
and improve observing efficiency. 
The WFC comprises four thinned EEV (2048 x 4100) Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) 
chips, at the prime focus of the 2.5 metre INT. The science devices have 13.5 micron 
pixels (0.333" /pixel). Each covers an area of 22.8 arcmin x 11.4 arcmin on sky. The 
total sky coverage per exposure is 0.29 square degrees. A single exposure covers 76% of 
the ROSAT PSPC area. By using two exposures virtually the entire inner 38 arc minute 
diameter was covered: see Figure 2.2. 
2.3.2 Reduction Method 
CCD detectors take incoming photons from the sky and convert them to electrons, which 
are clocked as "counts" in the device. A number of instrumental signatures must be 
removed from the data prior to scientific analysis. Working in the notation of Gullixson 
(1992), these can be summarised as: 
raw= [obj +sky x (1 +fringe)] x qe +zero (2.1) 
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Figure 2.2: INT WFC Tiling Strategy. The circle represents the inner 19 arcmin radius 
of the PSPC field. Rectangles show the four CCDs of the WFC. The diagram illustrates 
how the field can be efficiently imaged in two paintings. The figure on the left shows the 
idealised layout of the WFC with the chips numbered. Heavy points in the corners show 
the origins of the chip coordinates. The cross shows the position of the optical centre of 
the camera. The diagram on the right shows the actual relative positions of the CCDs, 
with the correct tilts and offsets. 
where raw and object represent the data counts as read from the instrument, and the 
counts from the astronomical object of interest, respectively. The additive sky term 
is not considered in this chapter, as sky variation in the optical is negligible, but this 
will become important in the chapters dealing with near-infrared observations. fringe 
must be considered for the I-band data and is explained in the defringing section. The 
"flatfield" or qe comprises not only the intrinsic quantum efficiency of each pixel, but also 
the extrinsic efficiency in converting photons to electrons, considering the way in which 
the detector is illuminated. The zero level term is a sum of overscan +bias terms for 
this data, discussed in the next section. 
The data reduction was carried out with a custom-written pipeline for the project, 
using mostly standard IRAF1 routines, and is detailed below. 
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory which is operated by AURA Inc. 
under contract with the NSF. 
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De biasing 
CCD pixels have an artificial DC offset, or bias, added to prevent negative counts. It is 
necessary to remove this offset, and also any fixed pattern noise. In addition, an overscan 
region is generated by continuing to read out the CCD after all the charge has already 
been clocked. This appears as an extension in width of the chip, beyond its physical 
pixels, which is used to monitor the intrinsic bias level and rms noise of the electrons. 
The images were first debiased by using bias frames taken at the beginning and end 
of each night. The individual zero-second exposures were first inspected for irregularities, 
such as electrical interference picked up from local sources. Such interference appeared as 
narrow banding across the frames. These frames (typically one or two were found each 
night) were rejected. The bias frames were then combined to make a master bias frame 
for each of the four CCDs. The data was then processed by subtracting the master bias 
frames from all the data frames and applying overscan strip correction in the !RAF task 
ccdproc. 
Linearity Correction 
At this point it was necessary to correct for the non-linear response of the WFC. The 
procedure is described in Appendix A. Briefly, if this is not corrected for, photometric 
measurements of the same object could be discrepant by as much as 0.1 magnitudes, 
depending on the detector count regime in which the object is observed. This can be 
corrected by applying a polynomial to the observed counts, bringing the residual error 
down to "'0.005 magnitudes. 
Flatfield Correction 
In order to correct for intrinsic pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations, and the different ways 
in which they are illuminated, it is necessary to expose the devices to a uniform source 
of illumination. At the beginning and end of each night, short exposures of "blank" (ie. 
devoid of bright stars) regions of sky ("twilight sky frames") were taken with both the 
V and the I filters. These were combined to give an essentially uniformly illuminated 
field. Using the sky itself also correctly reproduces the way in which the detectors are 
illuminated during science exposures, which would not necessarily be the case if, for 
example, lamps illuminating the dome were used to make the flatfield frames. Due to 
the large quantity of data from each night, it was decided that a better flatfield could 
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be made by combining the data itself, after filtering out the astronomical objects. On 
inspecting the data, the I-band images showed fringing, at the level of ~3% of sky, so it 
was decided not to stack them to make a flatfield. This fringing dominates the night sky 
spectrum in the science observations, but its contribution is less in the twilight sky flats. 
Therefore, the I-band data were flatfielded using a master flatfield frame, comprising a 
combination of all available I-band twilight images for each night. The V-band data were 
flatfielded using a master flatfield from median combination of the V-band data frames, 
rejecting deviant pixels (astronomical objects at the high end, intermittent cold pixels at 
the low end) using the avsigclip routine. The accuracy of the flatfields was assessed by 
comparing the corresponding master flats from night-to-night within each run, dividing 
one frame by another and examining the deviation from unity of the result. This showed 
that the flats were consistent with each other to better than 1 percent. CCD 3 suffers 
from severe vignetting across one corner. The flatfielding process raises the mean counts 
across this region to be consistent with the mean counts of the whole chip, but due to the 
low intrinsic signal, the pixel-to-pixel variation is increased, and so this area is essentially 
unusable for object detection or photometry. A triangular region in the lower left of chip 
3, where the pixels satisfy x + y ~ 1200.00, is therefore omitted from the catalogues (see 
§2.3.3). 
1-band Data Defringing 
I-band data taken with a thinned CCD suffers from fringing. This is an artifact introduced 
by OH emission lines at around 8000A in the night sky, visible in the I-band and amplified 
via interference in the chip, as the thickness of the detector is of the order of the wavelength 
of the lines. The fringes are additive, but their broad structure is largely stable with time 
through the night. Therefore, all the !-band data for each chip were added together 
to make the four master fringe frames for each night. Although the shape of the lines 
is stable, the amplitude can vary considerably (although always at the level of a few 
percent of sky). Thus, a method was needed to scale the amplitude of the fringe mask 
to the amplitude of the fringes in each data frame, before subtraction. This was done 
with software kindly provided by Dr Mike Irwin. His algorithm works by subtracting the 
median counts from the fringe frame (to provide a crude but adequate sky subtraction), 
applying a scale factor to the fringe mask, subtracting the scaled fringe mask from the 
data frame and examining the histogram of counts in the data. By iterating the scale 
factor and minimising the median average deviation in the image histogram (caused by 
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the fringes) , a zeroth-order correction for fringing may be achieved. This reduces the 
fringing to rv0.5 percent of sky, which is of the order of the residual non-linearity. Hence, 
a better fringe correction would not improve the photometric accuracy. However, the 
worst of the residual fringing can pose problems for object detection (see below). 
Figure 2.3: Typical I-band images before (left) and after (right) defringing. Images are 
500 x 500 pixel subregions. 
2.3.3 Object Detection and Classification 
The SExtractor package (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) v2.2.1 was used to locate and classify 
objects in the optical data. First, it was necessary to obtain an estimate of the seeing 
in each frame. The reason for this is twofold: a) SExtractor 's star/ galaxy separation 
task requires a good estimate of the seeing, in order to distinguish between extended and 
point sources; b) it is necessary to match the point-spread functions of the two filters, 
to measure accurate galaxy colour, to ensure that the photometric aperture is sampling 
the same physical region of a galaxy in each band. In order to estimate the seeing, 
SExtractor was run with a high (lOa) detection threshold and a CLAss_sTAR 2:: 0.99, 
so as to detect only the brightest stars. This " CLAss_sTAR " parameter is derived from 
a neural network-based classification algorithm within SExtractor , which has "learnt" 
to classify objects from a training set. It performs well down to around 1 magnitude 
above the limiting magnitude, at which point there are too few photons in an object to 
accurately determine if it is resolved or not2 . 
Saturated stars and cosmic rays were excluded by adding high and low cuts to the 
counts. Gaussian radial profiles were then fitted to the remaining objects and the median 
2 At this magnitude, galaxies already heavily outnumber stars. At 1=21.0, the galaxies:stars ratio is 
around 4:1, and rises rapidly toward fainter magnitudes (N. Metcalfe, private communication). 
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value of the FWHM taken. Since the star/ galaxy classification is dependent on the 
input value of the seeing, it was deemed necessary to iterate this procedure to ensure that 
accurately classified point sources were used in the measurement of the seeing. Thus, the 
median and standard deviation of the FWHM measurements for each chip were recorded 
for each chip, SExtractor re-run using the new measurement of the FWHM as input , 
and the new distribution of FWHMs logged. Once this value had converged to within the 
standard deviation of the previous measurement , the median FWHM was logged. This 
automatic procedure agreed well with manual fitting to point sources for all 640 frames 
of the sample, except one (which gave an unreasonably high value), for which a manual 
measurement was used instead. 
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Figure 2.4: Distributions of seeing values for each XDCS run. The values are Gaussian 
FWHM fits to the brightest stellar sources in chip four, for each field. See text. 
Object detection was performed on the V-band images. Also tried was combination 
of the V and I frames to make a deep V+ I frame on which to perform object detection 
(similar to the method described by da Costa et al. (1999) 3 ). This increased the number 
of detected objects by a small amount , adding an extra < 3%. These objects were too faint 
or red to be detected using just the V frame. However, residual fringing from the I-band 
image dramatically increased the numbers of false detections, by a factor of .<, 300% in 
the most badly-fringed frames. Although the level of the remaining fringes is too small to 
affect the photometry (the photometric error is still dominated by the linearity correction 
at the bright end, and Poisson noise at the faint end), the background estimation method 
used by SExtractor cannot model the fringes. High residuals pass above the SExtractor 
3The optimal method for improving object detection sensitivity through coaddition of multicolour data 
is the x2 image method of Szalay, Conolly, & Szokoly (1998). 
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detection threshold and are classified as extended objects. As this method could not be 
reliably used on all the data, its use was decided against. 
For such a large quantity of data, it is not possible to visually inspect all the object 
detections/ classifications and remove artifacts such as cosmic rays, diffraction spikes, 
satellite trails, etc. So, these spurious objects (which are relatively few in number, eg. 
cosmic ray hits number ,...,_.1QO per chip in a typical exposure), were ignored. Their impact is 
minimised through careful choice of SExtractor parameters, and the method of catalogue 
generation. Cosmic rays should not be a problem, due to the method of performing 
photometry. Cosmic ray hits in the !-band will be ignored (unless they fall on the location 
of astronomical objects) as the detection is performed in the V-band. V-band cosmic rays 
will have no counterpart in the !-band (again, unless they fall on astronomical objects), 
and so appear incredibly blue, and will not affect cluster detection. 
After experimentation on a few frames and examination of the detected objects, it 
was decided to adopt 5 connected pixels of 1.0 x the rms of the amplitude of the back-
ground as a suitable threshold for detection. The choice of how SExtractor deblends 
its detected objects is a compromise between deblending too much and risking splitting 
up large objects, such as nearby galaxies, into too many smaller false objects; and not 
deblending enough and missing "touching" galaxies. A generous amount of deblending 
was opted for. SExtractor uses two parameters to control this: DEBLEND__NTHRESH 
and DEBLEND....MINCONT. The former controls the number of subthresholds into which each 
object can be divided (a value of 32 was chosen) and the latter, the minimum contrast be-
tween neighbouring regions before they are allowed to be deblended (0.001 was selected). 
This choice meant that spurious detections were introduced due to repeated detection 
of diffraction spikes and objects in noisier regions, such as the haloes of bright stars and 
chip edges. Also, extended objects such as nearby galaxies were overly-deblended into 
cluster-like artefacts. However, if insufficient deblending was used, galaxies in the dense 
cores of clusters at small angular separations were missed, and the cluster signal greatly 
reduced. It was decided that the best approach was to use these SExtractor parameters, 
and remove spurious entries in the cluster candidate catalogues later, by visual inspection. 
The x and y coordinates of objects in the V frame were logged and used to position the 
aperture for photometry. The object coordinates were used to align the I frames to the V 
frames using imalign. The frame with the better seeing was convolved to the same seeing 
as the corresponding frame in the other band using a standard Gaussian convolution ( eg, 
Bracewell 1965), achieved using gauss in IRAF. 
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J FW H M~igher - FW H Ml~wer 
r:Tsmooth = 2J(2ln 2) x pxscale (2.2) 
where r:Tsmooth is the width of the Gaussian used to perform the smoothing; FW H Mhigher 
and FW H Mtower are the values of the seeing (in arc seconds) of the frames with the higher 
and lower values of the seeing, respectively; pxscale is the pixel scale of the instrument 
(to convert the seeing values into pixels); and the factor of 2J(2ln2) converts between 
FWHM and Gaussian sigmas. 
A slightly different value for the seeing in each chip was measured. This was sufficient 
to account for the variation of the PSF as a function of location across the camera. 
No position-dependent variation was seen comparing photometry of objects observed in 
different parts of the camera. See Appendix B. 
SExtractor was run in "dual image mode", which means object detection is performed 
in one image and photometric and shape parameters are measured from another frame. 
This was done in order to obtain SExtractor MAG...BEST magnitudes for I-band objects. 
The MAG...BEST magnitude is an approximation to a total magnitude based on an adaptive 
elliptical aperture magnitude. The second-order moments of the light distribution are used 
to define widths for a bivariate Gaussian, and then an elliptical aperture, some constant 
times this width is used as the aperture. This has been shown to contain a constant 
fraction of the flux from the star/ galaxy, independent of its magnitude (Bertin & Arnouts 
1996, and references therein). This magnitude was compared with aperture photometry 
using large apertures for isolated objects in both bands. The median systematic offset was 
found to be around 0.03 magnitudes. Given the uncertainty in the absolute calibration 
of the photometry, it was decided to neglect this correction. 
The IRAF task phot was used to perform aperture photometry, using an aperture of 
diameter 2.6 x the seeing, on the aligned, convolved V and I frames. Lilly, Cowie & 
Gardner (1991) found a similar value to be optimal for the measurement of faint galaxy 
colours. Using a diameter of 2.5 times the worst seeing FWHM, this was found to enclose 
about 90% of the light for stellar objects and about 80% for even the largest galaxies. 
Tests were performed to find the difference between using 2.6 times the seeing aperture 
for the best seeing data; versus convolving the best seeing data to the worst. Excellent 
agreement was found at the level of 0.04 magnitudes for typical galaxies. Thus, rather than 
degrading all the run 1 data to the run 2 conditions to place all aperture magnitudes on 
the same system; the 2.6xseeing aperture method was used. Objects with a SExtractor 
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CLAss_sTAR index of =:;0.90 were taken to be galaxies. 
In addition, SExtractor produces internal FLAGS to warn of potential problems with 
extracted objects. Only detections with FLAGS<4 were retained. This means, blended 
objects and those with near neighbours are kept, but those with saturated pixels, or 
corrupted data ( eg. due to boundary effects) are rejected. 
It was decided at this stage not to try to combine the object catalogues from the 
A and B rotations into a single catalogue. Such a procedure is complicated when the 
instrumental distortions are not well-characterised (as was the case at the time- it took 
several months in conjunction with staff working on the Wide-Field Survey in Cambridge 
to provide even a first-pass instrumental solution, which has now been refined through 
the use of many fields). The presence of cosmic rays, diffraction spikes, and objects which 
were deblended differently in the two rotations proved problematic for cross-correlation 
algorithms. Furthermore, since the overlap in the two rotations is not complete (only 
"'50%) a procedure such as only retaining A- and B-matched rotations would reduce in 
"patchy" catalogues with differing noise characteristics across the mosaic. Preserving two 
catalogues allows direct comparison of, for example, fits to colour-magnitude relations in 
the two catalogues (eg., Figure 3.5). Independent catalogues of overlapping observations 
were also produced for the first data release of the EIS (Nonino et al. 1999), due to similar 
complications in catalogue-matching, mentioned above. 
2.3.4 Astrometry 
The object catalogues from SExtractor comprise V and I instrumental colours, I-band 
"best" magnitudes, and x and y coordinates in terms of pixels on each chip. These chip 
coordinates can be converted into pixel coordinates for the whole camera by using the 
relative offsets and orientations of the chips. The equations given in Appendix B.2 were 
applied to convert to global pixel coordinates, with the origin at the centre of the WFC 
rotator. 
All cluster detection routines are applied to these global chip coordinates, but for the 
purposes of matching up cluster candidates with those in the literature and the X-ray 
data, an approximate conversion to sky coordinates is applied. This is done by taking 
the R.A. and Dec of the telescope pointing from the header, and shifting this to the 
centre of the coordinate system. 4 The precision of the header coordinates was checked 
4 To ensure that a pair of A and B frames have similar global astrometric solutions, the centre of the 
B-frame was shifted "by hand" to that of the A-frame's coordinate system. This resulted in objects being 
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against DSS images for a number of frames. Overall, this translates to being able to 
assign positions of cluster candidates to an external accuracy of :::; 10 arc seconds. This 
is certainly sufficient, given the angular extent of galaxy clusters on the sky, and there is 
no danger of confusing two different objects. For the purpose of follow-up spectroscopy 
(see Chapter 4) more accurate astrometry was performed on the individual candidates, 
using the STARLINK package, astrom. 
2.3.5 Photometric Calibration 
The photometric data were converted to the standard Cousins system used by Landolt 
(1992), as described below. A series ofLandolt standard fields were taken every night. Due 
to the small size of the Selected Areas, relative to the field of view of the WFC, many 
standard stars fell on the central chip (chip four), and only a few on the other chips. 
Therefore the transformation equations are calculated using this central chip. The only 
differences between the chips are their gains and sensitivity to light in different pass bands. 
These two effects translate into slightly different zeropoints in the transformation equation 
for each chip. Hence, calculating the zero point difference between each chip and chip 
four, and placing chip four on the Landolt system, will calibrate the other chips to the 
same system. The observing strategy of rotating and offsetting the fields means that every 
chip overlaps with at least one other chip for every pair of observations. Thus the data 
itself can be used to verify the internal calibration of the photometry. This also gives us 
a very good indication of the level of the random photometric errors. The method used 
to place chips one to three on the same system as chip four, and its accuracy is explained 
in Appendix B. 
External calibration 
The Landolt standards were used to calculate standard star solutions for every night. For 
each run, the best-fit solution was used to calculate the zero-point of chip four and the 
extinction term. The colour term was fit from the best night of both runs combined. The 
following values were measured. 
matched between the frames to within a few pixels. 
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Table 2.1: Coefficients from Landolt Calibration 
Run Band Zpt Extinction Colour term 
June 1998 I 23.09 0.03 -0.05 
June 1998 V 24.64 0.13 0.01 
Jan 1999 I 24.20 0.00 -0.05 
Jan 1999 V 24.93 0.10 0.01 
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Typical values for the extinction from La Palma are 0.12 in V and 0.08 in I 
(http: I /www. ing. es). The extinction correction is a small effect though, as most of the 
data were taken at the same airmass. 
After calibration to Landolt's photometric system, a correction was made to account 
for reddening by foreground dust in the Milky Way. Since the RIXOS fields were selected 
to be in areas of low Galactic HI column density this correction was small (and roughly 
equal in the V- and !-bands) for all but a few fields (typically a few hundredths of a 
magnitude; but as much as two or three tenths in a few fields). Reddening measurements 
were taken from the dust maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998). For each WFC 
field, the RA and Dec of the field centre was used as the location in the dust maps, and 
the data were searched using the user-friendly IDL Code provided by the authors5 to 
query the maps. Conversion from dust to Landolt V- and I-band extinction corrections 
was achieved using the transformation 6 quoted in the software. 
The stability of the photometric zeropoint through the night, from standard star 
observations, is shown in Figure 2.6. The first run has few standard star observations in 
the middle of the night, but examination of number counts and median colours of field 
galaxies shows each night was stable. Nights 2 and 3 showed a slight zeropoint change 
at the very end, due to the thin cirrus which typically appears toward dawn; but were 
still stable for the remainder of the night. Since repeat observations of each field were 
made within the space of a few minutes (see observing logs, Appendix A), the zeropoint 
stability on very short timescales can be determined by looking at the reproducibility of 
the photometry of the same objects in the science frames. Even assuming a small amount 
of variable extinction, this will not affect colour measurements, as the extinction is likely 
to be grey. Reproducibility of magnitudes and colours are illustrated in Appendix B. 
The V-band number counts are shown below and compared with literature counts, 
as a necessary but not sufficient test of the photometry. Counts were generated from 
MAG...BEST magnitudes in the V-band. These are in excellent agreement with those from 
the literature (taken from the EIS). The counts are ~ 60% complete at V = 23.8. The 
I-band counts are dealt with in more detail in §2.4.3. V-band total magnitudes are not 
used henceforth. 
5from http: I /astro. berkeley. edu/dust/ 
6 The dust maps were multiplied by a factor of 3.315 for the V-band and 1.940 for the !-band. 
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2.4 Cluster Detection 
Two different cluster detection methods were applied to the optical data. Both use posi-
tional information to search for overdensities in the galaxy catalogues, but they do this 
in different ways. The first uses only the I-band photometry, and looks for overdensities 
of galaxies which appear to follow the luminosity function of a galaxy cluster; the second 
includes the V-band data and uses the V-I colour to search for colour-magnitude relations 
of early-type cluster galaxies. 
2.4.1 Method 1: The Matched-Filter Algorithm 
Background 
The "matched-filter" (MF) was pioneered by Postman et al. (1996), and modified by 
several groups (including Kawasaki et al. 1998, Kepner et al. 1999, Lobo et al. 2000). 
Its principle is to assume that galaxy clusters follow some well-defined model, in both 
their spatial and luminosity distributions. ie. some universal radial profile is assumed 
for the distribution of galaxies in a cluster, which can be projected into 2D. In the same 
way, some universal luminosity function can be assumed for its member galaxies. High 
resolution N-body simulations suggest that the virialised objects follow a universal density 
profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1997, NFW); observations show that cluster profiles 
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Figure 2.5: V-band number counts and comparison with literature counts. 
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Figure 2.6: I-band zeropoint vs time, for each night, for all Landolt standards taken. 
No correction is made for extinction in this plot. The airmass of the observations varies 
between rvl.l and 1.7. Since the extinction in the I-band is rv0.08, the maximum difference 
this can make is 0.05 mags. The value of the zeropoint at the start of each run is 
overplotted as a dashed line to guide the eye. Cirrus at the very end of the night is 
responsible for the slight zeropoint offset, during the first run, even though inspection of 
the data shows conditions were photometric throughout the night. The y-axis is the offset 
from the phot zeropoint of 25.0. 
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are compatible with such a profile, but also with simpler analytic fits (Carlberg, Yee & 
Ellingson 1997, Lubin & Postman 1996). The luminosity function of galaxies in clusters 
and the field is well-fitted by a Schechter function with mild luminosity evolution (Yee & 
Lopez-Cruz 1999), or mild luminosity and density evolution (Lin et al. 1999). 
Now, this model can be scaled to any redshift. The observed radial profile scales with 
redshift according to the angular diameter distance, D, to the object, given by 
D = (c/Ho){qoz + (qo- 1)[(2qoz + 1) 112 - 1]/q5(1 + z) 2 (2.3) 
(eg. Coles & Lucchin 1995) where c is the velocity of light, H0 is the Rubble constant, qo 
is the deceleration parameter, and z is the redshift). The observed luminosity distribution 
scales according to the distance modulus formula m- M = 5log(dMpc) + 25 + k + e with 
corrections for band pass shifting due to the redshift of the source (k-correction, k) and 
evolutionary corrections of the stellar populations (e). m and M are the apparent and 
absolute magnitudes of the galaxy, and the luminosity distance, d, in Mpc is a factor of 
( 1 + z) 2 times the angular diameter distance, D. The only other free parameter the model 
needs is the richness of the cluster (ie. some parameterisation of the number of galaxies 
it contains). Thus, a model for the observed properties of a galaxy cluster of arbitrary 
richness and redshift is obtained. The only other aspect to be taken into account is the 
distribution of field galaxies. This model can be derived from the data itself. It is assumed 
they are randomly distributed in position - explicitly ignoring the correlation between the 
positions of pairs of galaxies (see §2.4.1). The contribution of cluster galaxies to the total 
number of galaxies in any dataset will be small, unless the survey consists of small fields 
targeted at clusters (which is obviously not the case for a cluster survey!). Hence, by 
studying the number density and luminosity distribution of the whole sample, a model 
for the field galaxies can be deduced. The luminosity function in the PDCS method had 
to be modelled by a power-law due to assumptions made in the derivation (see paper 
for details) which is generally a good fit to the data, depending on the magnitude range 
observed ( eg, Metcalfe et al. 2000, Smail et al. 1995, see also Figure 2.15). 
Now, astronomical data comprising positions and photometry can be searched for 
regions where the likelihood of the data fitting this cluster+field model is high. Since 
the cluster model is a function of richness and redshift, as a by-product of the detection 
process, a most likely richness and redshift for each cluster candidate is obtained as a 
by-product. 
The Postman et al. (1996) algorithm made several approximations (detailed in their 
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paper) which have been removed and treated more fully by later workers. For example, 
their main approximation was to assume that the data (galaxies) could be binned in both 
position and magnitude in such a way that each bin had sufficient datapoints that their 
distribution was Gaussian. This was replaced by a more general treatment which assumed 
Poisson distribution of the data by Kawasaki et al. {1998). The other key assumption 
which has been followed by all subsequent works until Lobo et al. {2000) is that the models 
predict a unique combination of spatial and luminosity distributions at a given redshift. 
The drawback of this approach is that if a cluster is slightly larger or smaller in angular 
extent than predicted for its luminosity distribution, its signal is reduced and the proba-
bility of detection lessened. Lobo et al. {2000) circumvented this problem by choosing the 
combination of spatial and luminosity profiles which independently maximised the signal. 
A New Matched-Filter Algorithm 
The algorithm presented here is closest in spirit to the technique of Lobo et al. {2000), 
in that the assumptions for the distributions in radial profile and luminosity have been 
decoupled. This method offers many advantages for this project, the main one being that 
it is unnecessary to assume a characteristic physical size for the model cluster, a priori, 
which will obviously help if unvirialised systems have larger angular extent than virialised 
systems of the same richness and redshift (as may intuitively be expected). This also 
offers some computational rewards which will be explained below. 
The assumptions for this model are: 
• Field galaxies are distributed randomly over the sky (the two point galaxy-galaxy 
correlation function is explicitly ignored), and that their magnitude distribution has the 
same shape throughout the survey but changes slightly in normalisation, from field-to-field 
(see Figure 2.15). 
All magnitudes in this section refer to the !-band. In principle any photometric pass-
band can be used, but as red a band as possible is desired. This is due to the fact that 
the field galaxy counts steepen toward shorter wavelengths, so the contrast between the 
cluster and the field is greater at longer wavelengths ( eg. power-law slopes of 0.28 and 
0.40 were measured in the I- and V-bands, respectively, by Smail et al. 1995). 
• Galaxy clusters appear as overdensities in this background distribution, and their 
visibility can be enhanced by filtering the galaxy catalogue with a Gaussian filter, the size 
of which is given by the typical sizes of galaxy clusters from the literature. 
e Galaxy clusters follow a Schechter Luminosity Function {LF), with fixed faint-end 
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slope, and the normalisation is given by the amplitude of the overdensity (ie. the cluster 's 
richness) . The typical magnitude m* of the LF is a function of redshift . 
The maximum-likelihood estimator, C, of Cash (1979) is then applied to the data. 
Implementation 
The algorithm is run on each mosaic separately. First , filtering of the spatial information 
is performed. The x and y positions of galaxies brighter than magnitude 22.5 are read 
in, and the mosaic is filtered with five Gaussian filters of different widths. The standard 
deviation of each filter is taken from Lobo et al. (2000). The widths will be referred 
to as Wn for the nth filter (to avoid confusion with standard deviation CTS , later) , but 
are equivalent to the CTangS in their paper. The widths, wl,···,W5, range from rv0.35 to 
......, 1.42 arcmins in steps of .J2 - these represent the typical core-widths of clusters in the 
redshift range ~ 0.2 to 1.0. A cut-off radius of 3 Wn is used. Unlike Lobo et al. (2000) , 
instead of using a regular grid, the positions of the galaxies themselves are used as the 
grid to centre each of the Gaussian filters. This adaptive-grid method was also adopted 
by Kepner et al. (1999) and has the advantage that it ensures adequate resolution in the 
core of a cluster, and saves computational expense by performing few calculations where 
the galaxy density is low. For each spatial filter the mean and standard deviation of the 
filter amplitude is calculated (the amplitude follows a Gaussian distribution) , and all five 
filters are normalised onto the same system (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the 
standard deviation) . 
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Figure 2. 7: Distribution of normalised amplitudes from spatial filter. The distribution 
follows a Gaussian, with a high-end tail which contains cluster candidates. 
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Peaks are then found in each filter, by sorting the list of signal amplitudes, retaining 
the highest value, and then searching down the list, removing detections which fall within 
a radius Wn of the peak, and retaining the next highest value which does not. Values 
lower than a minimum threshold of 2.5 a are immediately rejected. 
The peaks from the five filters are then sorted and cross-correlated. So, if a peak 
is detected in more than one filter, the highest amplitude is retained and the duplicate 
detections removed. Two peaks are considered to be the same object if the distance 
between them is less than the mean of their scales (ie. (Wn + W~)/2) (Lobo et al. 2000). 
This results in a single list of peaks, each with an associated scale (the filter width, Wn, 
in which the highest signal was detected). 
A richness estimate of the candidate is now required, for use in the maximum-likelihood 
estimation. As a first pass estimate, the number of galaxies within a fixed angular radius 
was taken, for all candidates, regardless of its associated Wn. (The decision to use a fixed 
angular search cell is explained below.) 
This number then has the number of background galaxies, scaled to the same area, 
subtracted from it. The background galaxy density is found by counting the number of 
galaxies in an annulus of radius 3 X Wn to 15 x Wn. The Wn value is used to ensure 
the annulus is sufficiently far from the cluster core to avoid contamination with cluster 
members. The importance of using a local estimate of the background can be seen from 
looking at the field-to-field variations in the number counts in Figure 2.15. The local 
background number density is also used to re-normalise the expected number counts 
locally, for use in the maximum-likelihood calculation. The cumulative counts are used 
at 1=20.5, two magnitudes brighter than the limiting magnitude, to ensure both a high 
number of objects and high completeness. 
In estimating galaxy number densities, the geometry of the mosaic field needed to 
be taken into account. To compensate for border effects, where the detect cell starts 
to fall off the edge of the field, a weighting function was constructed, taking account of 
the fraction of the detect cell area lost. This requires caution though. Upweighting the 
signal from a few galaxies is likely to result in increased spurious detections, due to the 
uncertainty from using fewer galaxies. Thus a cut was made, rejecting candidates where 
the fraction of the area lost to borders is > 0.20. 
The Cash C statistic (below) is then applied to the data within a radius of 2.5 x W1. 
Most other MF algorithms use a search radius fixed in physical units at the estimated 
redshift of the cluster, and Lobo et al. (2000) use the radius which maximises the signal. 
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of filtering data with the five Gaussian spatial filters. Top row: normalised contour maps showing signal amplitude (filter 
width, given in text, increases from left to right). Contours are in intervals of 0.5a, starting at -3.0a. Bottom row: Circles highlight peaks >2.5a 
in each filter after first-pass overlap removal (see text). Points show galaxies in WFC mosaic above !-band magnitude limit of the survey (22.5). 
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Early experimentation with simulated clusters showed that just using data within a fixed 
radius (of the smallest filter) was adequate and this is done for the sake of simplicity 
and computational speed. Since the same galaxies always enter the maximum-likelihood 
calculation, this makes the calculation much more stable. It also means that a fair estimate 
of the likelihood can be found by a simple application of the Cash statistic, without 
recourse to bootstrap resampling the detections to determine their significance, as needed 
by the Lobo et al. (2000) method. 
The results are sorted in order of increasing C (decreasing likelihood), and overlapping 
detections are removed using a 2D friends-of-friends groupfinding algorithm (Huchra & 
Geller 1982). The groupfinder starts with the most significant point and searches within a 
fixed radius (the linking length) of it for another point. If a point is found, then the search 
is repeated within the same radius around this new point. The search continues, linking 
all points within the linking length of a neighbour, until no more points can be linked. 
Thus only the most significant candidate is retained and all linked neighbours are removed. 
This method was found to work better than just removing candidates within a fixed radius 
of each other, as this latter approach tended to either remove too many (unassociated) 
candidates (if the rejection radius was too large) or leave multiple detections of the same 
candidate around the periphery of a rich candidate. The friends-of-friends algorithm 
is a more natural method for associating related points. Through experimentation on 
fields with known clusters, a linking length of 500 pixels ( "'2.8 arcmin) appeared optimal. 
Finally, the distance between the highest likelihood point (the candidate centre) and the 
most distant point from it joined to the group was recorded. This distance is then used as 
a characteristic radius to estimate the extent of the group. This will be important later 
for matching up overlapping candidates. 
Maximum-Likelihood Estimation 
Cash (1979) originally developed the maximum-likelihood method for application to gen-
eral Poissonian problems. The example given in his paper is the case of photon-counting 
experiments. Any real detector makes discrete measurements in a finite number of bins 
(N). If ei is the expected number of counts in the ith bin, at the end of the experiment 
there will be a finite number of counts, Ni in each of the bins. The probability P of 
obtaining the particular result, given the correct eis, is just: 
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N n- ( ) p = IT ei 'exp -ei 
n·' i=l z· 
From this, the following statistic is generated: 
N 
C = -2 ln P = -2 2:) ni ln ei - ei - ln ni!) 
i=l 
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(2.4) 
{2.5) 
Now, the eis are functions of a set of parameters x1, ... , Xn. One wishes to estimate 
the true set, xf, ... , x~, by using the data set. This is accomplished by finding the set of 
parameters :h, ... , Xn which maximise P. 
Cash's (1979) method then involves taking the difference, b.C, of two C equations, so 
any constant terms can be neglected, as they cancel, and just affect the normalisation of 
a single C. 
N 
C = 2 2:) ei - ni ln ei) (2.6) 
i=l 
or, 
(2.7) 
where E represents the total expected counts, and in the limit of an infinitely fine 
grid, ni is either 0 or 1, so the summation is now over the number of observed photons. 
Replacing the photons with galaxies, ei becomes the expected number of galaxies per 
unit area per unit luminosity. The number of galaxies can be broken up into cluster and 
field. Now, observing over a given area and luminosity range on the sky, ei = ei((), m; zc) 
where() is the angular radius of the search area, m is the galaxy magnitude, and Zc is the 
redshift of the cluster. 
Thus the number expected within these spatial and luminosity ranges is: 
(2.8) 
dO and dm are elements of solid angle and magnitude, respectively. n f (m) 7 is the 
model for the field galaxy counts, as a function of magnitude. ne((), m; zc) is a model 
for the cluster contribution which requires some model for the spatial and luminosity 
7In most MF algorithms this is modelled as a power-law, as is necessary in Postman et al's (1996) 
original implementation. However, there is no reason to assume this model in this maximum-likelihood 
approach, and so the background number counts are taken from the data, with a model for incompleteness, 
relative to literature counts, and a local normalisation (explained above). See Figure 2.15. 
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distribution of the cluster; which are themselves dependent on the cluster redshift. A is a 
parameterisation for the richness of the cluster, such that ne = Ac/Jc1, with A normalised 
by 
(2.9) 
The luminosity distribution, c/Jch can be modelled by the Schechter function (Schechter 
1976): 
c/Jc~(m) = 0.92cp* exp{ -0.92(a + 1)(m- m*)- exp[-0.92(m- m*)]} (2.10) 
Now, the ±1, ... ,Xn one wishes to find are the cluster's typical luminosity, m*, and 
richness, A. In practice, one can determine A by measuring the excess number of galaxies 
in the search cell (see below), and so the most likely value of m* can be sought. Matched-
filters are usually used to provide redshift estimates of clusters, and each trial m* value can 
be thought of as a matched-filter redshift estimate ZM p, using some relation between M* 
and m* (eg, Colless 1989). The predicted magnitude of a passively-evolving M* elliptical, 
from the models of Kodama & Arimoto (1997) is used here, for consistency with the 
CMR method, explained in §2.4.2. Most implementations of the MF assume some radial 
profile for the model cluster fixed in metric coordinates (eg, Postman et al. 1996, Kepner 
et al. 1999). This then means that dO = dO(zMF), where ZMF is the Matched-Filter 
redshift. Lobo et al. (2000) adopted the novel approach of decoupling the assumed radial 
profile from ZMF, and just used Gaussian profiles of several different widths. Here, this 
is taken a stage further and a fixed angular size of detect cell dO is used. One simply 
changes the parameterisation of radial shape and cluster richness to be contained within 
the A coefficient - which becomes the number of cluster galaxies within a fixed angular 
area. This is estimated from the number of excess galaxies over the local background 
value. Fixing dO makes the C statistic operationally easier, as the ln ni! term in equation 
2.5 becomes a constant and can be neglected. 
C(m*, A)= 2 fomlim [Ac/Jc~(m) + b(m)] dOdm- 2 ~ ln { [Ac/Jc~(m~ata) + b(m~ata)]dOdm} 
(2.11) 
The lower limit of the integral is replaced with 1=16 in practice, as saturation sets in 
around this point, and there are so few galaxies this bright within the whole survey that 
number counts could not reliably be computed. 
--------------- -- - - - -
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Simulations 
In order to test the accuracy, completeness, and spurious detection rate of the cluster-
finder, an extensive set of simulations was run. First, a cluster model is required. The 
fiducial cluster requires a model for the luminosity and spatial distribution of galaxies, 
since these are used by the detection algorithm. The spatial profile is given by the density 
profile of Navarro, Frenk & White (1997). 
p 
Per it 
This is then projected into 2D using the formula: 
E(x) = 2psrs j(x) 
x2 - 1 
where x = r/r8 and f(x) is given by (Bartelmann 1996): 
{ 
1- v'xLl arctan ~ (x > 1) 
f(x) = 1- v'l~x2 arctanh )1- l~x (x < 1) 
0 (x = 1) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
The luminosity profile is given by the same Schechter function used by the detection 
algorithm. The normalisation of the LF is varied, and the number of galaxies brighter 
than m3 + 2 within an Abell radius counted to give the Abell Richness Class (ARC, see 
Table 1.2). Clusters from ARC 0 to 3 were simulated. The cluster models were generated 
in physical coordinates and then transformed to different redshifts. For the distribution 
of field galaxies, points were put down randomly over the field of the WFC mosaic. Each 
point then had a magnitude assigned to it, extracted from the observed number counts. 
The number of galaxies in each realisation was allowed to vary according to the range of 
surface densities seen in the data. 
For each richness class of cluster, 100 realisations of cluster and field were produced 
at each redshift interval from z=0.2- 1.0 in 0.2 steps. These mock fields were then passed 
to the detection algorithm. The results are plotted below. 
The completeness was assessed from the same simulations. For every simulated cluster, 
the cluster was considered correctly recovered if a candidate centre lay within 2.5W1 of the 
simulated cluster centre, and its Cash C value lay below the threshold cutoff (explained 
below). 
To assess the number of spurious candidates detected, the algorithm was run on sim-
ulated blank fields. Other authors (eg, Kepner et al. 1999, Postman et al. 1996, Lobo 
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Figure 2.9: Matched-Filter Accuracy. Recovered estimate of m* against simulated red-
shift. The dashed line shows the model used for the m*-z relation. Each point is the mean 
of 100 simulations. The points for the different richness classes are offset slightly in Zsim, 
in the plot, for clarity. Error bars are 1 a standard deviation between all simulations. 
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et al. 2000) have used random realisations of their data to represent blank (ie. cluster-
free) fields. However, this is likely to artificially suppress the false-positive rate, since the 
positions of galaxies on the sky are correlated. In order to account for the clustering, 
mock-fields were generated in such a way that the positions of points obeyed the observed 
two-point correlation function, w(O) - a measure of the number of galaxies at a given 
angular separation (1- usually modelled as a power-law in e (Davis & Peebles 1983). Such 
fields were generated using the iterative tree technique of Soneira & Peebles (1978). This 
was implemented using code kindly supplied by Dr Ian Smail. w(O) is further discussed 
in §2.4.3. 
0 Simulated Field 
0 Cobanoc et al. (17.<1c<22.5} 
0 
0 
0 
I ..._ & ---- 0 
0.01L-----~----~~--~~~~------~----~~--~~~~ 
0.0001 0.0100 
Figure 2.10: A correlated mock field. Square points are taken from one simulated field, 
and the dashed line is the best-fit using linear regression. The measured slope is -0. 77. 
Filled circles are data from Cabanac et al. 2000, using all their observations in the 
magnitude range 17 < le < 22.5, and the solid line is their best-fit. 
The mock fields were constructed over square regions, slightly larger than the field of 
view of the WFC. The power-law slope is fixed in the code to be around -0.80, but it is not 
straightforward to set the amplitude of the correlation function using this technique, so 
the input parameters were varied incrementally until a reasonable fit (using Chi-by-eye) 
to observational data was achieved. The data were taken from Cabanac et al. (2000). 
Their observations were made in the same passband over the same magnitude range as 
the XDCS. 10 such fields were constructed with ,..,_,25000 points in each. This is a factor 
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of a few higher than the typical surface density of galaxies on a WFC field (down to the 
magnitude limit). This was done so that several realisations could be made of each field, 
and the number of points selected could be chosen to match that of the data (reproducing 
the field-to-field scatter, as seen in the number counts). Each point selected was then given 
a magnitude drawn randomly from a subsample of all XDCS fields selected so as not to 
contain any X-ray clusters (from the Vikhlinin et al. (1998) catalogue). The square region 
was then masked, using the weight-map described above, to reproduce the geometry of 
the WFC. 10 realisations of each of the 10 mock fields were created, and the 100 mock 
catalogues given as input to the MF algorithm. The threshold for the Cash C statistic was 
found by experimentation until a reasonable compromise was found between completeness 
and false-positive detection rate. The rates for the final threshold are plotted below. A 
value of Cthresh = -155 in the units set out in the previous section was chosen. 
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Figure 2.11: Matched-Filter Completeness (left). For the same simulations as in the above 
plot, the fraction of correctly-recovered clusters (see text) was calculated. Matched-Filter 
Spurious Detection Rate (right). As for adjacent plot, but now the points represent 
detections of cluster candidates in a blank but correlated field. See text for details. 
To summarise, the matched-filter uses only the I-band galaxy positions and magni-
tudes to attempt to find systems with luminosity functions resembling those of galaxy 
clusters. This particular algorithm is designed to generously join points likely to belong 
to a given overdensity together to allow for the possibility of irregular, extended clus-
ters, perhaps as yet unvirialised. The performance of this algorithm is compared with 
simulated data in Figures 2.9 and 2.11. Simulated clusters of various richnesses (given in 
Table 1.2) were simulated. The accuracy of the estimated redshifts is worst for the poorest 
clusters, but even for these it should be better than .6.z=0.1 for redshifts less than about 
0. 7. Hereafter the accuracy decreases, as a large fraction of the galaxies drop below the 
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completeness limit of the survey. Again, for redshifts less than rv0.7, the MF algorithm 
should find all clusters of all richnesses (Figure 2.11). The fraction of false detections is 
essentially zero below this redshift and rises (most rapidly for poorer clusters) hereafter. 
Thus, this algorithm should essentially recover all clusters with negligible contamination 
below zrvO. 7. 
2.4.2 Method 2: The CMR Algorithm 
The CMR finder used is based on the Cluster Red Sequence (CRS) algorithm of Gladders 
& Yee (2000). Their method is directly applicable to the XDCS data set, as they tested 
the algorithm on V- and le-band data of the CNOC2 field redshift survey (Yee et al. 2000). 
The CNOC2 survey comprises four fields of similar area and depth to each of the XDCS 
fields, although the area of XDCS is an order of magnitude larger. The algorithm works 
by first filtering the data leaving only those which are compatible with galaxies belonging 
to a model colour slice in colour-magnitude space. Then the method proceeds in a similar 
manner to the previous methods - convolving the data points with a kernel and performing 
density estimation. However, there is now the added complication that the overdensity 
finding has to be done in 3D. 
Model CMRs 
The passive-evolution models of Kodama & Arimoto (1997), with the cosmology Ho = 64 
kms- 1 Mpc- 1 , and q0 =0.1, and a formation redshift of ZJ = 4.4, were used. These models 
reproduce the evolution of the CMR for clusters to z.::G1 (Kodama et al. 1998). A redshift 
is selected and the model colours as a function of magnitude for this redshift extracted. 
A colour slice of width compatible with the scatter in the CMR is taken around this line 
The slices are selected in colour space and constructed in such a way that each overlaps by 
half the width of the next slice, in order to ensure that cluster CMRs are not lost between 
adjacent slices. This leads to irregular redshift spacing (shown below). Slices were chosen 
between V- le = 1.4 and V- le = 2.7. Bluer than this limit and the 4000A break 
passes below the limit of the V-band filter, and redder than this limit and the colour 
errors become unreasonably large. The model slices used are shown below. 
Each of the 24 slices shown above is confronted with the x,y-position, colour, colour-
error and total le magnitude data in turn. Each galaxy is then given a weight which is 
the likelihood that for the given V - le, .6-(V- le), MAG....BEST (le), the galaxy belongs to 
the model CMR slice (errors in the le magnitude are ignored as the CMRs are virtually 
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Figure 2.12: Model colour slices used in the CMR finder. Thick lines show the CMR at 
the redshift given to the left; stars illustrate the position of M*; and dashed lines show 
the la scatter in the CMR, bounding the slice. Colour slices run from M*-1 to M*+3 (to 
a limiting magnitude of le= 22.5). Alternate slices are shaded differently for clarity. The 
50% completeness limit of the photometry is also shown. 
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Figure 2.13: The redshift resolution of the CMR-finder. The binwidth in redshift of 
the model slices (spaced constantly in colour), is shown as a function of redshift. This 
illustrates that the method offers greatest sensitivity at z ,...., 0.3, and the binwidths increase 
rapidly above z ,...., 0.5. Also increasing colour errors and incompleteness lead to increasing 
uncertainty in redshift estimation, at the high end. 
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horizontal). This weight shall be termed the colour weight. In practice, many galaxies 
are so far from the colour slice that their colour weights can safely be set to zero, thus 
galaxies with colour weights of less than 0.1 (ie. 10 per cent probability of belonging to 
the CMR slice) are ignored. This is done for computational efficiency. 
As mentioned above, the aim is to run kernel density estimation on the data, using 
colour-based weights to amplify the signal from cluster galaxies. Now, as can be seen 
from the number counts, the numbers of galaxies at faint magnitudes grows rapidly. 
Thus, if just the colour weights were used, spurious detections would be caused simply 
due to some fields containing large numbers of faint objects (many of which would have 
the same colour as the CMR slice). Put simply, brighter (and rarer) galaxies are more 
powerful diagnostics of cluster members. Hence, it is necessary to also apply rnagnit·ude 
weights to weight brighter objects more heavily, within each colour slice. The form of this 
weighting function was determined by Gladders & Yee (2000) for the CNOC2 data. This 
function is the probability that a galaxy of a given magnitude is a cluster galaxy. It could 
be derived from theoretical models - but requires the cluster galaxy LF; the space density 
of clusters and its evolution; and the field galaxy counts - but it is simpler to deduce 
internally from the data. Gladders & Yee (2000) show that whether they assume 2% or 
20% of all their galaxies lie in clusters, the fit to the weighting function only differs in 
linear slope by a factor of 1.5 (although there is considerable scatter about the relation). 
Bearing this in mind, the function chosen here is a fit by eye to the result in their Figure 
5). 
{ 
0.55 
P(M) = 
-0.08(M- M*)+ 0.55 
(M*- 1 <M <M*) 
(M* < M < M*+ 3) 
(2.15) 
Once colour weights have been assigned, each galaxy is given a total weight for each 
colour slice which is just the product of the colour weight and the magnitude weight. The 
next step is to smooth the data with a kernel and estimate the density of the weighted 
points. In a change from the previous method, a regular grid is chosen. This makes 
several later stages computationally easier. A grid fixed in physical size (for the above 
cosmology) is constructed with the pixels spaced in intervals of0.125 h- 1Mpc. The kernel 
chosen also differs from the Gaussian kernel used in the above methods. Gladders & Yee 
(2000) chose to use an exponential kernel of the form k(r) = Ae(-l.965r) where A is a 
normalising constant 8 and r is the physical distance between galaxies at the redshift of 
8 although this is unnecessary, as a further normalisation step is carried out later in the algorithm, and 
so A is ignored here. 
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the colour slice, in units of0.33h- 1 Mpc. They chose this kernel as it approaches the shape 
of the NFW profile at intermediate radii (for the value of -1.965 chosen) and is constant 
provided that r is given in units of the NFW scale radius (a value of 0.33h- 1 M pc is 
suggested by the CNOC1 survey (Carlberg et al. 1996) ). 
Thus, running the above algorithm results in a series of grid points distributed over 
the field of view, each with an associated signal resulting from the convolution of the 
exponential kernel with the total weights. These signal amplitudes will be referred to 
as OijS in the notation of Gladders & Yee (2000). Each colour (redshift) slice contains a 
different number of grid points (as the angular size of the field is fixed, but the physical 
scale at the redshift of the slice decreases with increasing redshift), and a different distri-
bution of OijS. The distribution changes as the fixed physical size kernel changes apparent 
size, and the mean density of objects differs between redshift slices. Thus, the OijS need 
transforming into some standard measure of significance, correctly normalised bet.wr.en 
the colour slices. 
Several cluster detection algorithms (Gal et al. 2000, Lobo et al. 2000, Gladders & Yee 
2000) have used bootstrap resampling techniques to assess the significance of detections, 
and this is also done here. As noted by Gladders & Yee (2000), a direct application 
of the bootstrap is likely to be incorrect (as the data contains clusters and is therefore 
not independently distributed). So, exclusion cuts of 10% of the data at the high-Oij 
and low-Oij (to preserve symmetry) ends are performed; and each data point (comprising 
an x,y-position, colour, colour-error, and magnitude) is sampled, with replacement, until 
the original number of datapoints have been extracted. The bootstrapped datapoints 
are then run through the algorithm resulting in a new distribution of bootstrapped Oij 's. 
Each WFC mosaic has one bootstrapped realisation of its data made, as the process 
is computationally expensive. The high-Oij tail (where the number of points is low) 
can be extrapolated well with a simple linear fit, rather than performing many more 
bootstrap resamplings. See the distributions illustrated in Figure 2.14, aud cf. Figmc 7 
of Gladders & Yee (2000). The probability that a given Oij occurs at random can be found 
by comparing the number of Oij 's in a given range with the number in the same range in 
the clipped-bootstrap sample. P( Oi ·) = N(.5bootstrar>.5;j). These can then be transformed 
J N( .5bootstrap) 
into Gaussian sigma (denoted O"ij) for convenience. 
The final step in this process is to extract the significant peaks, and work out which 
peaks are associated (ie., part of the same cluster). The above ai/s form a datacube in 
x,y,z space, where x,y are the physical metric coordinates and z is the redshift of each slice. 
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Figure 2.14: Histograms of 8ij values for CMR-finder. Three different colour slices are 
illustrated. The solid histogram shows the binned values for the whole survey. The thick, 
solid line shows the values for the bootstrapped-thresholded data, and the dotted line is 
the power-law extrapolation to the bootstrap. See text. 
Gladders & Yee (2000) used the clump-finding algorithm clfind of Williams, de Geus, & 
Blitz (1994) to extract significant associations from the data. A user-friendly version of 
this algorithm was downloaded from http: I /www. astro. ufl. edu/~williams/clfind/ 
and run on the datacubes using the parameters detailed in Gladders & Yee (2000). Briefly, 
the algorithm is a 3D friends-of-friends group-finder which also contours the data at fixed 
intervals and looks for clumps in this 4D space. The code was originally used with 
temperature maps in radio data, but the temperature can be replaced with signal from 
the CMR-finder, and the method is identical. The highest peaks are identified first and 
traced down in contour levels, their friends above the minimum level being linked to them 
at each interval. Following this through, all points become joined into one clump as the 
lowest contour level approaches the noise within the data. From extensive simulations, 
Williams, de Geus, & Blitz (1994) recommend the data be contoured at intervals of twice 
the rms noise in the data. Gladders & Yee (2000) calculated this value to be 1.1aij· 
Tests were performed varying this value. The resulting groups found were practically 
identical, but using a value of 1.4aij seemed a slightly better choice. Using a lower value 
split off clumps around the periphery of higher significance clumps (described in more 
detail below). The peaks were traced down to the lowest possible contour level (1.1aij). 
This level resulted in a total catalogue of ~1000 candidates. This number was reduced 
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by setting a higher threshold later, by examining the repeatability of cluster detections 
in the overlapping data. A threshold of 4.8a was found to result in a reasonable number 
( "'200) of repeatable candidates, detected in the two independent images. This high 
value may suggest that the bootstrap estimate used may be an overestimate of the formal 
significance of candidates. However, since the relative significance is correct, just selecting 
a subsample of the most significant systems is a perfectly valid approach. 
Thus a list of cluster candidates is extracted from the datacubes. One further stage is 
necessary to clean the resulting catalogues, as a number of candidates were found in close 
proximity to more significant candidates. These may be genuine groups infalling into 
larger clusters, or just spurious detections from increased noise around other candidates. 
Failure to remove these would result in the following problem: when measuring properties 
(such as richness, see below) of the detected systems, if a cluster and poor group are 
superposed along the same line, very close together on the sky, then the effect on the 
richness measurement of the richer system would be minimal; but the effect on the poorer 
system would be to catalogue another rich system (due to contamination from the richer 
cluster). Hence, a minimum distance in physical and redshift space was imposed to prevent 
these duplicate detections, and only the highest peak within two cutoff radii (ie. 8 times 
the NFW scale radius of 0.33h- 1 M pc) and two redshift slices retained. An estimate of a 
characteristic radius for each group was made (as for the MF algorithm) by taking the 
maximum distance between the candidate centre and the 3a contour. 
2.4.3 Richness Measures 
One of the simplest observables for a galaxy cluster, in optical data, is its richness. Rich-
ness measurements and correlations have been discussed briefly in Chapter 1. Different 
richness measures are discussed in detail below, and the results of the measures for cluster 
candidates are presented in Chapter 3. 
The original richness classification of Abell has been shown to be subject to many 
biases (eg, Van Haarlem, Frenk, & White 1997, Katgert et al 1996). However, more 
recent estimates such as the B 9c parameter of Longair & Seldner (1979) and N0 .5 of 
Bahcall (1981) correlate well with cluster velocity dispersion (Yee & Lopez-Cruz 1999, Hill 
& Lilly 1991, for example). 
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The No.s Measure 
The N 0 .5 parameter is an Abell-type richness measure, but with a more physically moti-
vated basis. The main drawback of the A bell Richness Class (ARC) are that the counting 
radius is too large, and so the ARC is particularly sensitive to fluctuations in background 
density. Also, the discrete nature of ARCs can make them cumbersome for quantitative 
studies. 
Bahcall (1981) suggested using the galaxy number density within 0.5 h~ 1 Mpc, and 
brighter than m3 + 2 (where m3 is the magnitude of the third brightest galaxy) as a 
measure of richness. A correlation exists between N8. 5 and cluster velocity dispersion, 
where N8. 5 is the value of No.s corrected for the mean observed dependence of m3 on 
cluster richness 9 . The relation is N8.s::::;; 21(vr/1000)1.2 , where Vr is the cluster velocity 
dispersion in kms- 1 . This is understood in terms of the Virial Theorem. 
Hill & Lilly (1991) defined a similar No.s measure for estimating the environments of 
radio galaxies. The authors chose to use the magnitude range mrg + 3, where mrg is the 
magnitude of the radio galaxy. They state that this approach has the advantages that 
the absolute magnitude of a radio galaxy has no strong dependence on environment; and 
that identifying the third brightest cluster galaxy at moderate redshifts is not robust due 
to the uncertainties in background subtraction. It is worth noting that mrg + 3 is always 
brighter than m3 + 2 (generally by about 0.4 mag in terms of metric apertures) and so 
will lead to a (conservative) underestimation of the cluster environment. Hill & Lilly 
(1991) also show both empirically and with a theoretical calculation, a relation between 
the correlation statistic B99 and No.s , although the calibration at high redshift is open to 
question given the effects of evolution. The relation between typical bright cluster radio 
galaxies and the cluster characteristic magnitude, mrg =m*- 2.5 (Hill & Lilly 1991) is 
used to calculate the magnitude range used. Thus, this calculation of N 0 .5 uses the range 
m3 - 2.5 to m3 + 0.5. 
The B 9c Measure 
B9c is explained in detail in Yee & Lopez-Cruz (1999). It has been used by several 
workers, primarily in studies of the environments of radio galaxies (for recent examples: 
9 This correction can be thought of in terms of the bias leading to the "Scott Effect". Scott (1957) noted 
that one would expect the nth brightest galaxy in a rich cluster to correspond to a brighter magnit.ude t.han 
the nth brightest galaxy in a poor cluster. This difference corresponds approximately to the difference in 
the local normalisation of the luminosity function. 
-----------------~---
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Andersen & Owen 1994, Miller et al. 1999). In outline, it is found from the amplitude of 
the 3D two-point correlation function. The 3D correlation function is difficult to measure; 
observationally easier is the angular correlation function, w( B). This is simply a measure 
of the number of galaxies at a given angular separation. This can be approximated as a 
power law w(B) = AggB1-I (Davis & Peebles 1983, for example), where Agg is the angular 
galaxy-galaxy correlation amplitude. Now, fixing a reference point as the assumed centre 
of the cluster, one can measure the two-point angular galaxy-cluster correlation function. 
Its amplitude, Age, can be calculated by counting the excess number of galaxies (ie. 
background-subtracted), within some radius, B, of the cluster centre (Nnet = Ntotal- Nbgd). 
Assuming fixed 1, Age= (Nnet/Nbgd)[(3- 1)/2]01 - 1 . 
Bgc, the spatial amplitude, can be estimated via deprojection of the angular correlation 
function, assuming spherical symmetry, as given in Longair & Seldner (1979): 
_ D 1 - 3 Age 
Bgc- Nbgd I
1
'W[M(mo,z)] (2.16) 
where Nbgd is the background galaxy counts to apparent magnitude mo and w[M(mo, z )] 
is the integrated LF of galaxies up to the absolute magnitude M, given by m 0 at the clus-
ter redshift z. I1 is an integration constant arising from the deprojection (I1 = 3.78 for 
an assumed 1 of 1. 77). D is the angular diameter distance to z (Equation 2.3). 
Yee & Lopez-Cruz (1999) discuss extensively the effects of different assumptions/ 
measurement limits on Bgc· The salient points are summarised here. If the assumption 
of a universal LF is not strictly correct, then the systematic uncertainty this introduces 
in B9e is "' 10%. Changing the parameters of the LF (slope and normalisation) results 
in ~ 20% differences in Bgc - if M* is incorrect by as much as 0.5 mags, and if a is 
incorrect by as much as ±0.3. Bge is independent of the sampling area, provided 1 has 
been correctly chosen. B 9c is insensitive to the sampling magnitude limit if mtim lies on 
the flat part of the LF (between M*+1 and M*+2). The most important step is ensuring 
that the cluster LF and background galaxy counts are determined in a self-consistent 
manner. 
The model LF is the same as that chosen for the cluster in the MF algorithm. Figure 
2.15 illustrates how the model LF assumed for both the cluster and the field translates 
into field galaxy counts. The LF was integrated over 0.05 redshift bins from z = 0.00 to 
z = 2.00, with the volume element, dV, at each stage given by the formula below (where 
the symbols have there usual meanings, as used throughout this thesis): 
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Figure 2.15: I-band galaxy counts for both XDCS runs and model counts used in deriva-
tion of Bgc· Error bars are standard deviation from field-to-field. Both runs are found to 
be in good agreement, suggesting that the photometry for XDCS is homogeneous. Over-
plotted is the completeness model (relative to Metcalfe et al. 2001) used to allow data to 
I = 22.5 to be used. Magnitudes are SExtractor MAG_BEST magnitudes. I-band counts 
from the literature are overplotted, and found to be in good agreement. The completeness 
is modelled by a single-sided Gaussian of width 1.90 mags, centred on 1=20.86. 
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dV 2 c 
dwdz = rchar(z) Ho(l + z)(1 + Doz) 112 (2.17) 
and 
( ) _ 2c Ooz +(Do- 2)[(1 + 0 0z)
112 - 1] 
rchar z - Ho(1 + z) 06 (2.18) 
for an open, non-accelerating Universe (eg. Coles & Lucchin 1995). 
The normalisation, rp*, was fit using a "chi-by-eye" technique, to give the best match 
to both XDCS runs. r/J* = 0.0035 h64 3Mpc-3 was found. This is consistent with the 
R-band value measured by Yee & Lopez-Cruz (1999), after correcting the number density 
to their cosmology. The completeness is modelled as XDCS counts/ literature counts 
(from Metcalfe et al. 2001) to Itim = 22.5 (where the completeness falls to 70%). This 
factor is then applied to the expected counts for the Bgc calculation (as well as to the MF 
algorithm, earlier). 
The uncertainty in the Bgc parameter is computed using the formula from Yee & 
Lopez-Cruz (1999): 
Bgc Nnet 
(2.19) 
The factor 1.32 accounts for the clustered (and so non-Poissonian) nature of the back-
ground counts (Yee & Green 1987). 
The LE Measure 
The luminosity of galaxies on the CMR referred to as LE (since the galaxies are primarily 
early-type), has been shown (for a limited sample, anyway) to correlate well with the X-
ray temperature of the cluster (Smail et al. 1998). For a sample of the 10 most X-ray 
luminous clusters in the redshift range z = 0.22 - 0.28, Smail et al. (1998) investigated 
the homogeneity of the stellar populations of cluster early-type galaxies. One method 
they used was to compare mass of baryonic material locked up in stars in early-types (in 
the form of the luminosity of galaxies on the CMR) with the total mass of the cluster 
(using X-ray temperatures from the literature). They found a remarkably small scatter 
about this relation ( ~ 17% compared to the ~30% when Lxis used instead of T x). It 
should be noted that the sample spans a narrow range in redshift, and relatively narrow 
range in blue fraction (ie. few galaxies statistically belonging to the cluster are not red), 
and mass. A large sample to characterise an empirical relation between LE and Tx(or 
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mass) over a larger range of parameter space does not currently exist in the literature. 
However, the evolution of cluster mass-to-light ratios for a sample of 4 X-ray selected 
clusters over a wide range {0.22<z<0.83) of redshift has been studied by Hoekstra et al. 
{2001). Using gravitational weak-shear measurements from HST images, they determined 
that the mass-to-light ratios in their sample evolve in a manner consistent purely with 
luminosity-evolution of the cluster early-type galaxies. Thus, inverting this argument, 
measuring the rest-frame luminosity of cluster early-type galaxies {corrected for passive 
evolution) could potentially provide an estimate of the total cluster mass. Again it should 
be emphasised that the datasets on which these correlations were based are small and so 
the scatter in the relation is not well known. Furthermore, all the data came from X-ray 
selected samples, so the scatter may be further increased once optically selected clusters 
are included. 
For each cluster candidate, the colour slice from the CMR-finder in which the candi-
date was detected is selected. The galaxies within this colour slice, and within a radius of 
0.45 Mpc (0.5 Mpc in Smail et al.'s (1998) cosmology) brighter than Mv = -18.5+5log h 
(Smail et al. 1998) were selected, and their apparent I-band magnitudes converted into 
rest-frame V luminosity, again using the stellar population synthesis models of Kodama & 
Arimoto (1997). This magnitude limit is approximately 1.5 magnitudes fainter than L* at 
zrv0.3. Background subtraction was carried out by calculating the number of galaxies in 
a surrounding annulus, scaled to the area of the cluster region, as above, and subtracting 
the corresponding luminosity, assuming these galaxies were at the same redshift as the 
cluster. The limits for the maximum and minimum luminosity were estimated by using 
all the galaxies whose photometric colour errors allowed them into or out of the colour 
slice, respectively, and summing their luminosities in the same way. This gives error es-
timates in excellent agreement with assuming the error is entirely due to the error in the 
estimated redshift (by taking the redshifts of the next highest and lowest colour slices and 
recalculating the luminosities). 
2.5 Summary 
This Chapter has described the optical data used in the X-ray Dark Cluster Survey 
(XDCS), a cluster survey carried out in archival ROSAT fields to ensure complete x-ray 
and optical overlap. The data reduction and construction of photometric catalogues for 
the 39 fields of 19 arcmin radius (providing a total survey area of around 12 deg2 ) have 
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been detailed. Two cluster detection algorithms have been described. The first using 
a modified version of a "matched-filter" algorithm to search for clusters in the I-band 
catalogues. The second using (an almost identical implementation of) Gladders & Yee's 
(2000) red-sequence cluster finder, to locate clusters in V and I-band data. Simulations 
to assess the performance of the former technique have been applied, and find that the 
algorithm should be complete for clusters of all richness classes below redshifts of about 
0.7. Details of the performance of the latter technique are given in Gladders & Yee (2000). 
Finally, three techniques for measuring optical richness were described - a simple count 
of galaxies within a fixed physical radius (Nos), a more involved measure based on the 
deprojection of the correlation function (B9c), and a measure of the total luminosity of 
(passively-evolved) galaxies on the colour-magnitude relation (LE ). It is worth empha-
sising here that potentially the only technique that can detect line-of-sight projections 
(described in Chapter 1) is the CMR-finder; and the only richness measure unaffected by 
these projections (except in the limit of very close systems where the CMRs touch, see 
Figure 2.13) is the LE richness measure. 
Chapter 3 
Catalogues of Cluster 
Candidates 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, two techniques for selecting clusters in optical passbands - the 
Matched Filter (MF) and the Colour-Magnitude Relation (CMR) finder- were presented, 
along with the Wide-Field Camera (WFC) dataset. These comprise the optical survey of 
the XDCS. The method with which these were used to construct and examine two cluster 
catalogues will now be detailed. The X-ray dataset and X-ray cluster selection will be 
outlined and a comparison between the different cluster selection techniques made. 
3.2 Construction of Final Optical Catalogues 
Both the MF and CMR finders were run on each WFC mosaic individually. Since each 
field possesses overlapping "A" and "B" data (Chapter 2), the next step is to combine 
the candidates from the A- and B-rotations, for each algorithm, into one catalogue. The 
MF technique is more straightforward, so this will be discussed first. 
The MF catalogue was divided into two catalogues with different significance thresh-
olds. The higher significance catalogue will be referred to simply as the MF catalogue, or 
the final MF catalogue, if it is necessary to emphasise the distinction between this and 
the lower-significance catalogue: referred to as the full MF catalogue. The full MF is that 
using the thresholding described in Chapter 2. The final MF catalogue was prorluced 
by imposing a stricter Cash C cut (a value of -280, this time). The completeness and 
spurious rates with this threshold are comparable to those plotted in Figure 2.11 for red-
shifts less than 0.71 . Also, candidates with a MF group radius (Chapter 2) of zero were 
rejected. Such objects occur when only a single galaxy (and none of its near neighbours) 
1Using higher redshift candidates just increases the number of spurious detections, and the X-ray data 
are unlikely to probe enough volume to detect clusters at these redshifts. 
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lies above the Cash C threshold. This reduces the number of clusters detected to a more 
manageable number, ,::;200, of higher confidence candidates, whilst the full MF catalogue 
allows the list of lower significance candidates to still be retained. This may prove useful 
later, if, for example in cross-comparisons between catalogues, a candidate is not found 
with high significance in the MF catalogue; then the full MF catalogue may be searched. 
Next, !-band WFC thumbnail images were produced for all candidates in the MF 
catalogue. These were inspected to see if a candidate was found due to spurious objects 
(eg., satellite trails, haloes of bright stars). Those that were spurious were flagged and 
rejected from the catalogue. Finally, the MF catalogue comprising A- and B-rotation 
candidates was reduced to a single catalogue by searching for candidates which overlapped 
in the two rotations. Where this occurred, only the candidate with the larger group radius 
was retained. This was found to be more stable than selecting the highest peak Cash C 
value candidate, as the group radius is given by the extent of galaxies passing the Cash C 
cut; but the Cash C value noted for each candidate just comes from the galaxy with the 
highest individual value, in the candidate. This can be thought of as favouring a larger 
"total likelihood" over that of a "peak likelihood" for each cluster candidate. 
The procedure for producing the CMR catalogue is slightly more involved. This 
IS due to the "3D" aspect of finding clusters with this technique. Whereas the MF 
finder just selects overdensities and fits the most likely redshift to the clump; the CMR 
finder can, in principle, detect projections of groups along the line of sight. The same 
first steps as for the MF were followed: !-band thumbnails were generated, spurious 
candidates rejected, and a higher and lower significance catalogue generated. The final 
CMR catalogue had a threshold of 4.8a imposed, as described in Chapter 2, whereas 
the full (lower significance) catalogue allowed candidates to be traced down to the lowest 
possible contour level with clumpfind (ie. 1.4a). Candidates in the same rotation which 
showed more than one candidate overlapping (as defined by their group radii) were flagged 
as "projection" possibilities. This check was performed on an individual frame basis to 
avoid the possibility that a single candidate having a significantly different estimated 
redshift in the A- and B-rotations (eg. due to undetected photometric offset between the 
frames) would result in one candidate being artificially classed as a projected system. The 
final CMR catalogue was produced by combining the rotations as for the MF. 
This provided the two main catalogues for the optical survey, the final MF catalogue 
and final CMR catalogue. These catalogues were then passed to the richness measuring 
algorithms described in Chapter 2. Finally, both catalogues were cropped to overlap with 
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Figure 3.1: Full catalogues in one field for MF (left) and CMR (right) algorithms. Points 
show galaxies with I-band magnitudes brighter than 22.5 (for B-rotation only, for clarity). 
Dashed lines denote the limits of the PSPC field (19 arcmins: outer radius, 3 arcmins: 
inner radius). Cluster candidates are outlined by points marking their group radii (defined 
in text). Symbols are: 
Left panel, MF candidates: filled circles - A-rotation; crosses - B-rotation. 
Right panel, CMR candidates: thick lines - A-rotation; thin lines - B-rotation. 
Those candidates which appear as single points have group radii of zero (see text). 
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Figure 3.2: Final catalogues for this field . The thresholding described in the text has been 
applied. Dotted circle denotes MF candidate, solid line shows CMR candidate. Other 
symbols as for previous figure. 
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the X-ray data which is described below. To do this, only candidates within a certain 
annulus from the centre of the X-ray pointing were retained. The inner and outer radii of 
this annulus were 3 and 19 arcmins, respectively. At distances greater than this the X-ray 
data are not useful (due to degraded resolution and sensitivity- see below) and the inner 
region is excised to avoid objects associated with the target of the X-ray observation. 
3.2.1 Final MF Catalogue 
Table 3.1: Catalogue of MF candidates. Columns are : can-
didate ID (comprising algorithm type I Right Ascension I 
Declination (J2000)); RIXOS field ID; RA and Dec (decimal, 
J2000); value of the Cash C statistic; estimated M* (and the 
corresponding estimated redshift). 
Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 8 (J2000) Cash C M;st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic (zesd 
mfJ000923.4+ 104856 R281 0.1565 10.8156 -355.61 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ000941.0+ 110502 R281 0.1614 11.0841 -317.17 18.70(0.31) 
mfJ000945.0+ 104 755 R281 0.1625 10.7986 -333.79 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ000947.2+104314 R281 0.1631 10.7207 -303.71 19.40(0.41) 
mfJ001036.5+ 104255 R281 0.1768 10.7153 -334.46 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ001044.4+ 104942 R281 0.1790 10.8284 -310.87 18.40(0.26) 
mfJ001057.0+ 105247 R281 0.1825 10.8798 -371.10 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ001126. 9+ 105358 R281 0.1908 10.8995 -365.34 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ012427. 7 +034359 R262 1.4077 3.7332 -346.02 18.70(0.31) 
mfJ012433.8+035816 R262 1.4094 3.9712 -322.80 18.10(0.22) 
mfJ012445.4+033353 R262 1.4126 3.5649 -299.82 20.20(0.52) 
mfJ012452.6+034424 R262 1.4146 3.7401 -336.97 19. 70(0.45) 
mfJ012515.2+035352 R262 1.4209 3.8978 -315.81 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ012532.9+035935 R262 1.4258 3.9933 -353.92 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ014229.2+043039 R292 1.7081 4.5110 -299.16 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ014245.0+041521 R292 1.7125 4.2560 -306.10 19.10(0.37) 
mfJ0327 41.4+023446 R245 3.4615 2.5796 -296.50 19.00(0.35) 
mfJ032900. 2+025637 R245 3.4834 2.9436 -308.10 18.40(0.26) 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) r5 (J2000) Cash C M:st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic (zest) 
mfJ041702.0+011401 R283 4.2839 1.2338 -323.66 17.00(0.06) 
mfJ041719.0+010132 R283 4.2886 1.0257 -337.62 19.00(0.35) 
mfJ041752.8+010332 R283 4.2980 1.0590 -310.37 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ071929.3+ 710923 R211 7.3248 71.1564 -321.78 18.20(0.24) 
mfJ072014.6+ 713202 R211 7.3374 71.5340 -300.99 17.70(0.16) 
mfJ072114.8+ 712241 R211 7.3541 71.3781 -293.61 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ072409.0+ 710651 R211 7.4025 71.1142 -317.66 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ075715.5+375159 R255 7.9543 37.8666 -387.78 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ075716.6+374143 R255 7.9546 37.6953 -348.71 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ075723.0+373750 R255 7.9564 37.6306 -336.24 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ075731.0+380118 R255 7.9586 38.0217 -305.63 17.00(0.06) 
mfJ075752.6+374348 R255 7.9646 37.7301 -328.97 18.10(0.22) 
mfJ075937. 7 +37 4550 R255 7.9938 37.7641 -331.84 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ075958.2+37 4909 R255 7.9995 37.8194 -343.09 19.50(0.42) 
mfJ080241.6+651428 R213 8.0449 65.2411 -346.02 19.10(0.37) 
mfJ080301.4+644 7 4 7 R213 8.0504 64.7964 -295.08 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ080312.6+645410 R213 8.0535 64.9028 -307.26 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ080411.6+650956 R213 8.0699 65.1656 -306.23 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ080504.6+644806 R213 8.0846 64.8018 -292.13 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ080630.2+650331 R213 8.1084 65.0587 -293.87 19.00(0.35) 
mfJ080645.0+645659 R213 8.1125 64.9499 -326.29 19.00(0.35) 
mfJ081841.4+372128 R293 8.3115 37.3580 -335.08 19.40(0.41) 
mfJ082003.1+371452 R293 8.3342 37.2478 -353.61 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ082004.6+372650 R293 8.3346 37.4474 -323.54 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ082005.6+373248 R293 8.3349 37.5467 -310.52 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ082109.4+373141 R293 8.3526 37.5283 -311.45 19.10(0.37) 
mfJ083750.9+362124 R228 8.6308 36.3569 -343.66 19.50(0.42) 
mfJ083833. 7 +361535 R228 8.6427 36.2599 -355.23 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ083833. 7 +362931 R228 8.6427 36.4921 -314.81 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ08390 1.1 +3637 46 R228 8.6503 36.6296 -366.14 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ083901.4+362029 R228 8.6504 36.3414 -347.34 20.20(0.52) 
continued ... 
----------- ---
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Candidate ID RI XOS a (J2000) <5 (J2000) CashC M;st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic (zest) 
mfJ083906.8+362709 R228 8.6519 36.4525 -365.05 20.20(0.52) 
mfJ083945.0+362850 R228 8.6625 36.4807 -311.65 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ084914.2+372710 R221 8.8206 37.4528 -299.70 18.80(0.32) 
mfJ084914.5+373123 R221 8.8207 37.5232 -296.55 18.50(0.28) 
mfJ084915.2+373440 R221 8.8209 37.5778 -297.14 19.50(0.42) 
mfJ084937.2+374245 R221 8.8270 37.7125 -350.56 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ090409.8+341315 R257 9.0694 34.2210 -333.51 18.60(0.29) 
mfJ090533.0+342441 R257 9.0925 34.4114 -334.13 17.50(0.14) 
mfJ090554.2+335743 R257 9.0984 33.9621 -297.34 20.10(0.51) 
mfJ090618. 7+341740 R257 9.1052 34.2946 -330.85 18.70(0.31) 
mfJ090632.0+340224 R257 9.1089 34.0401 -361.74 20.70(0.60) 
mfJ090634.9+340757 R257 9.1097 34.1326 -315.40 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ090824. 7 +424548 R248 9.1402 42.7635 -418.61 20.20(0.52) 
mfJ090933.1 +430732 R248 9.1592 43.1256 -416.41 20.60(0.58) 
mfJ090937.1 +430159 R248 9.1603 43.0333 -394.63 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ 091049 .4+425002 R248 9.1804 42.8341 -376.40 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ091110.3+425647 R248 9.1862 42.9465 -396.39 20.50(0.57) 
mfJ092018.2+621056 R216 9.3384 62.1824 -357.45 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ092141.8+620246 R216 9.3616 62.0462 -362.37 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ092142.1 +622912 R216 9.3617 62.4867 -304.74 20. 70(0.60) 
mfJ092238.3+620438 R216 9.3773 62.0774 -385.69 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ092246.2+621315 R216 9.3795 62.2210 -346.69 19 0 90( 0.48) 
mfJ092317.5+621506 R216 9.3882 62.2518 -296.85 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ092330.8+620446 R216 9.3919 62.0796 -306.72 20.20(0.52) 
illrJo92356.4+62145o R216 9.3990 62.2474 -310.45 18.70(0.31) 
mfJ092402.5+622203 R216 9.4007 62.3675 -368.38 20.50(0.57) 
mfJ094318.1 + 162011 R285 9.7217 16.3365 -302.48 19.80(0.4 7) 
mfJ094355.9+ 164113 R285 9.7322 16.6871 -362.03 17.30(0.11) 
mfJ100816.8+543715 R231 10.1380 54.6210 -330.95 17.00(0.06) 
mfJ100934.6+543310 R231 10.1596 54.5530 -324.43 19.50(0.42) 
mfJ100951.5+545815 R231 10.1643 54.9710 -338.33 19.40(0.41) 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) <5 (J2000) CashC M;st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic (Zest) 
mfJ101050.9+543506 R231 10.1808 54.5850 -303.04 17.00(0.06) 
mfJ101137.3+545036 R231 10.1937 54.8435 -332.23 18.50(0.28) 
mfJ101204.0+544500 R231 10.2011 54.7502 -346.72 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ104206.1 + 115827 R273 10.7017 11.9744 -339.19 19.40(0.41) 
mfJ104219.8+ 121058 R273 10.7055 12.1828 -384.73 19.00(0.35) 
mfJ104224.1 + 115119 R273 10.7067 11.8554 -306.20 20.80(0.61) 
mfJ104239.2+ 120058 R273 10.7109 12.0162 -347.32 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ 104303.4 + 120040 R273 10.7176 12.0113 -332.00 20.60(0.58) 
mfJ105617.5+493237 R133 10.9382 49.5438 -340.70 17.70(0.16) 
mfJ105644. 5+492642 R133 10.9457 49.4450 -312.01 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ 105 732. 0+492852 R133 10.9589 49.4812 -391.60 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ105816. 7 +495014 R133 10.9713 49.8374 -380.48 20.30(0.54) 
mfJ105836.8+494116 R133 10.9769 49.6879 -327.63 17.30(0.11) 
mfJ111719.3+075841 R258 11.2887 7.9782 -344.10 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ111726.2+074316 R258 11.2906 7.7213 -373.86 18.20(0.24) 
mfJ111809.4+210622 R123 11.3026 21.1062 -403.82 18.60(0.29) 
mfJ111824.1 +074313 R258 11.3067 7.7204 -340.71 18.30(0.25) 
mfJ111835.3+211600 R123 11.3098 21.2669 -335.17 20.40(0.55) 
mfJ111903.0+212602 R123 11.3175 21.4341 -357.06 20.30(0.54) 
mfJ111926.4+211734 R123 11.3240 21.2929 -307.67 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ112000.2+211838 R123 11.3334 21.3107 -331.55 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ112001. 7 +213103 R123 11.3338 21.5176 -341.73 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ112337.0+541925 R287 11.3936 54.3236 -310.13 20.50(0.57) 
mfJ112417.6+540915 R287 11.4049 54.1542 -370.79 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ112512.0+542001 R287 11.4200 54.3336 -336.17 21.30(0.68) 
mfJ112529.3+541701 R287 11.4248 54.2837 -319.39 20.80(0.61) 
mfJ113531.2+300032 R227 11.5920 30.0091 -355.83 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ113548.5+295531 R227 11.5968 29.9253 -385.90 20.30(0.54) 
mfJ 113611. 9+ 295650 R227 11.6033 29.9474 -366.37 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ113638.5+295500 R227 11.6107 29.9167 -376.31 21.10(0.65) 
mfJ113721.4+294950 R227 11.6226 29.8306 -369.39 19.80(0.47) 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) s (J2000) CashC M;st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic (zest) 
mfJ113750.5+294824 R227 11.6307 29.8067 -382.70 20.20(0.52) 
mfJ 120304.3+555625 R116 12.0512 55.9405 -342.85 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ120313. 7 +560711 R116 12.0538 56.1199 -335.93 18.40(0.26) 
mfJ 120422.8+560342 R116 12.0730 56.0617 -360.03 20.60(0.58) 
mfJ120436.5+561801 R116 12.0768 56.3004 -352.25 20.30(0.54) 
mfJ120504.2+555732 R116 12.0845 55.9591 -349.35 20.20(0.52) 
mfJ120510.3+560551 R116 12.0862 56.0977 -321.85 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ120516.8+560905 R116 12.0880 56.1516 -339.93 20.20(0.52) 
mfJ120544.2+561914 R116 12.0956 56.3208 -452.19 20.70(0.60) 
mfJ122106.8+281607 R126 12.3519 28.2688 -372.20 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ122116.2+275828 R126 12.3545 27.9747 -349.45 20.40(0.55) 
mfJ122139.2+282013 R126 12.3609 28.3371 -328.88 20.70(0.60) 
mfJ122217.0+281646 R126 12.3714 28.2796 -345.87 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ122232.9+281105 R126 12.3758 28.1849 -336.53 19.40(0.41) 
mfJ130920.5+320909 R265 13.1557 32.1527 -400.21 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ131020.6+320356 R265 13.1724 32.0656 -393.16 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ131131.2+322905 R265 13.1920 32.4849 -492.20 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ131554. 7 +290009 R224 13.2652 29.0025 -405.73 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ131620.6+285315 R224 13.2724 28.8877 -364.94 20.60(0.58) 
mfJ131623.9+285628 R224 13.2733 28.9411 -315.00 18.80(0.32) 
mfJ131648. 7 +285236 R224 13.2802 28.8767 -353.95 19.10(0.37) 
mfJ131729.8+285856 R224 13.2916 28.9824 -358.48 18.80(0.32) 
mfJ133224.0+ 105056 R278 13.5400 10.8489 -430.99 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ133314.4+ 105347 R278 13.5540 10.8966 -411.40 19.10(0.37) 
mfJ134238.5+554801 R254 13.7107 55.8004 -314.39 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ134300.8+554337 R254 13.7169 55.7272 -321.06 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ134313.4+555952 R254 13.7204 55.9978 -398.15 19.10(0.37) 
mfJ134419. 7 +560327 R254 13.7388 56.0577 -343.63 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ135550.9+ 182936 R268 13.9308 18.4935 -377.38 19.50(0.42) 
mfJ135625.1 + 181827 R268 13.9403 18.3077 -334.25 18.20(0.24) 
mfJ13564 7.8+ 182410 R268 13.9466 18.4028 -352.11 18.80(0.32) 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 8 (J2000) Cash C M:st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic (zesd 
mfJ140516.8+221345 R274 14.0880 22.2293 -369.21 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ140543.8+223056 R274 14.0955 22.5156 -391.51 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ140602.5+221759 R274 14.1007 22.2998 -466.05 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ140656.2+223113 R274 14.1156 22.5205 -354.36 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ140717.0+223318 R274 14.1214 22.5551 -374.79 20.30(0.54) 
mfJ141301.9+435346 R217 14.2172 43.8961 -378.66 19. 70(0.45) 
mfJ141328.9+435826 R217 14.2247 43.9740 -353.04 20.60(0.58) 
mfJ141330.4+434729 R217 14.2251 43.7915 -358.02 19.50(0.42) 
mfJ141501.4+435611 R217 14.2504 43.9364 -385.60 20.90(0.62) 
mfJ141504. 7+440313 R217 14.2513 44.0537 -378.75 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ142754.0+330958 R110 14.4650 33.1663 -298.98 19.20(0.38) 
mfJ 142824.2+330538 R110 14.4734 33.0940 -318.18 17.00(0.06) 
mfJ 142902. 4+325648 R110 14.4840 32.9469 -291.4 7 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ162611.0+ 781719 R122 16.4364 78.2888 -307.87 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ163300. 7 +572137 R223 16.5502 57.3603 -336.82 20.30(0.54) 
mfJ163301.1 +570015 R223 16.5503 57.0042 -320.04 18.10(0.22) 
mfJ163320.2+571023 R223 16.5556 57.1732 -373.25 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ163334.2+571457 R223 16.5595 57.2492 -340.58 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ 163342. 5+565558 R223 16.5618 56.9329 -319.23 20.50(0.57) 
mfJ163420.3+570405 R223 16.5723 57.0683 -339.83 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ163529.0+570640 R223 16.5914 57.1112 -331.43 20.90(0.62) 
mfJ 163543. 8+565536 R223 16.5955 56.9267 -329.47 19.80(0.47) 
mfJ163558.9+570618 R223 16.5997 57.1052 -366.44 20.00(0.49) 
mfJ163616.2+570709 R223 16.6045 57.1192 -331.49 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ170007.2+513735 R236 17.0020 51.6265 -402.96 19.70(0.45) 
mfJ170034.6+514249 R236 17.0096 51.7138 -324.81 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ170100.8+513413 R236 17.0169 51.5703 -332.94 20. 70(0.60) 
mfJ170113.8+513205 R236 17.0205 51.5348 -361.14 19.30(0.39) 
mfJ170124.6+515915 R236 17.0235 51.9876 -349.10 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ170257.8+514935 R236 17.0494 51.8264 -375.95 19.60(0.44) 
mfJ172321.8+ 744326 R220 17.3894 74.7241 -321.35 20.20(0.52) 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 15 (J2000) CashC M:st 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] Statistic ( Zest) 
mfJ172431.3+742613 R220 17.4087 74.4370 -342.65 20.10(0.51) 
mfJ172531.8+ 7 43939 R220 17.4255 74.6610 -405.97 18.20(0.24) 
mfJ172845.5+ 743945 R220 17.4793 74.6625 -345.28 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ180430.0+695820 R272 18.0750 69.9723 -324.99 20.50(0.57) 
mfJ 180546. 0+694813 R272 18.0961 69.8038 -321.20 19.90(0.48) 
mfJ 180601.1 + 700309 R272 18.1003 70.0525 -333.09 20.50(0.57) 
mfJ180747.3+694836 R272 18.1298 69.8100 -329.27 20.90(0.62) 
mfJ180910.8+ 700136 R272 18.1530 70.0267 -294.04 19. 90( 0.48) 
mfJ231321.4+ 104251 R205 23.2226 10.7143 -336.23 20.10(0.51) 
mfJ231838.2+ 122936 R294 23.3106 12.4935 -319.93 18.50(0.28) 
mfJ231905.9+ 121919 R294 23.3183 12.3222 -306.09 18.90(0.34) 
mfJ231954.5+ 123256 R294 23.3318 12.5489 -331.61 18.20(0.24) 
3. Catalogues of Cluster Candidates 14 
3.2.2 Final CMR Catalogue 
Table 3.2: Catalogue of CMR candidates. Columns are : 
candidate ID (comprising algorithm type I Right Ascension I 
Declination ( J2000)); RIXOS field ID; RA and Dec (decimal, 
J2000); significance (er); estimated redshift. 
Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) <5 (J2000) er Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ000953.6+ 105510 R281 0.1649 10.9196 5.45 0.28 
cmJ001012. 7 + 110052 R281 0.1702 11.0146 5.05 0.34 
cmJ001059.9+ 105213 R281 0.1833 10.8705 5.25 0.39 
cmJ001110.0+ 105608 R281 0.1861 10.9357 4.85 0.33 
cmJ001119.0+ 111124 R281 0.1886 11.1902 5.05 0.30 
cmJ001128. 7 + 105457 R281 0.1913 10.9160 5.15 0.41 
cmJ001133. 7 + 110628 R281 0.1927 11.1080 4.85 0.16 
cmJ012437.8+040022 R262 1.4105 4.0062 5.35 0.36 
cmJ012442.8+034541 R262 1.4119 3.7614 5.25 0.28 
cmJ012446.1 +035152 R262 1.4128 3.8647 4.95 0.19 
cmJ012455.8+034019 R262 1.4155 3.6720 4.95 0.37 
cmJ032748.2+023319 R245 3.4634 2.5555 5.15 0.41 
cmJ032821.0+023015 R245 3.4725 2.5043 5.25 0.41 
cmJ032903.1 +025640 R245 3.4842 2.9447 4.85 0.37 
cmJ041604.8+010152 R283 4.2680 1.0311 5.15 0.16 
cmJ041606.6+011730 R283 4.2685 1.2917 4.85 0.49 
cmJ041629.6+011359 R283 4.2749 1.2333 4.95 0.27 
cmJ041703.8+011324 R283 4.2844 1.2234 6.85 0.30 
cmJ041721.1 +005437 R283 4.2892 0.9103 4.85 0.23 
cmJ041730.5+005852 R283 4.2918 0.9813 5.15 0.45 
cmJ041744.2+010508 R283 4.2956 1.0857 5.25 0.37 
cmJ071935.8+ 71094 7 R211 7.3266 71.1632 5.05 0.55 
cmJ072103.2+ 710918 R211 7.3509 71.1551 5.95 0.19 
cmJ072229.6+ 712435 R211 7.3749 71.4098 5.15 0.16 
cmJ072345.2+ 7127 42 R211 7.3959 71.4618 5.25 0.16 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 0 (J2000) (J" Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ072503.0+ 712129 R211 7.4175 71.3583 4.95 0.28 
cmJ075712.2+375132 R255 7.9534 37.8590 5.55 0.23 
cmJ075724.1 +374055 R255 7.9567 37.6820 4.85 0.47 
cmJ075739.6+380222 R255 7.9610 38.0397 5.15 0.41 
cmJ075842.6+375111 R255 7.9785 37.8533 5.35 0.16 
cmJ075843.0+375112 R255 7.9786 37.8534 5.25 0.16 
cmJ075904.9+375009 R255 7.9847 37.8360 4.85 0.45 
cmJ080146.2+645711 R213 8.0295 64.9532 4.95 0.49 
cmJ080248.5+651409 R213 8.0468 65.2359 5.55 0.31 
cmJ080306.8+650140 R213 8.0519 65.0278 4.85 0.43 
cmJ080339.2+645714 R213 8.0609 64.9541 5.45 0.34 
cmJ080352.6+651009 R213 8.0646 65.1694 5.55 0.28 
cmJ080516.8+644419 R213 8.0880 64.7387 5.35 0.16 
cmJ080606.5+650854 R213 8.1018 65.1485 4.95 0.19 
cmJ080617.3+650209 R213 8.1048 65.0359 5.55 0.28 
cmJ081840.0+372630 R293 8.3111 37.4419 5.85 0.28 
cmJ081854.4+372054 R293 8.3151 37.3484 5.25 0.27 
cmJ081943. 7 +371516 R293 8.3288 37.2546 4.85 0.33 
cmJ082002.0+371513 R293 8.3339 37.2537 5.45 0.45 
cmJ082006.4+372713 R293 8.3351 37.4538 5.65 0.47 
cmJ082015.4+373158 R293 8.3376 37.5328 5.15 0.39 
cmJ082040.2+372434 R293 8.3445 37.4097 5.35 0.47 
cmJ082058.2+373709 R293 8.3495 37.6193 5.05 0.30 
cmJ083750.5+361803 R228 8.6307 36.3009 6.25 0.33 
cmJ083801.0+361637 R228 8.6336 36.2771 5.35 0.39 
cmJ083816.1 +362637 R228 8.6378 36.4437 5.15 0.36 
cmJ083824.0+363542 R228 8.6400 36.5952 4.95 0.58 
cmJ083824.4+363221 R228 8.6401 36.5393 5.05 0.49 
cmJ083900.4+363803 R228 8.6501 36.6344 4.95 0.49 
cmJ083904. 7 +362057 R228 8.6513 36.3492 5.45 0.27 
cmJ083910.1 +362831 R228 8.6528 36.4754 4.95 0.21 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 6 (J2000) a Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ083924.1 +364829 R.228 8.6567 36.8081 4.95 0.49 
cmJ084719.3+373701 R.221 8.7887 37.6170 4.85 0.33 
cmJ084 755.0+375458 R221 8.7986 37.9163 5.35 0.19 
cmJ084807.6+375624 R.221 8.8021 37.9401 5.35 0.30 
cmJ084852.2+374601 R.221 8.8145 37.7671 5.35 0.33 
cmJ084908.8+373036 R.221 8.8191 37.5100 5.95 0.19 
cmJ084929.6+374844 R221 8.8249 37.8124 5.65 0.30 
cmJ090409.8+341315 R257 9.0694 34.2210 5.45 0.33 
cmJ090423. 2+341051 R257 9.0731 34.1810 4.95 0.39 
cmJ090510.3+342151 R257 9.0862 34.3643 6.25 0.27 
cmJ090511.8+335926 R257 9.0866 33.9907 4.85 0.21 
cmJ090517.5+340055 R257 9.0882 34.0154 4.85 0.34 
cmJ090549.9+335410 R257 9.0972 33.9030 5.05 0.43 
cmJ090616.6+341717 R257 9.1046 34.2882 5.35 0.33 
cmJ090616. 9+340949 R257 9.1047 34.1638 4.85 0.25 
cmJ090632.0+340519 R257 9.1089 34.0887 4.95 0.34 
cmJ090826.9+424255 R248 9.1408 42.7155 5.15 0.19 
cmJ090907.9+424012 R248 9.1522 42.6700 5.55 0.16 
cmJ090927.0+430125 R.248 9.1575 43.0238 4.85 0.49 
cmJ090954.0+430006 R.248 9.1650 43.0019 5.55 0.30 
cmJ090958.0+430409 R.248 9.1661 43.0692 4.95 0.39 
cmJ091004.8+424701 R248 9.1680 42.7836 4.85 0.25 
cmJ 091045.1 +424955 R.248 9.1792 42.8322 5.25 0.45 
cmJ092053.5+621009 R.216 9.3482 62.1693 5.35 0.28 
cmJ092221. 7 +622833 R.216 9.3727 62.4759 4.95 0.16 
cmJ092319. 7 +621009 R216 9.3888 62.1693 5.75 0.27 
cmJ09234 7.0+622413 R.216 9.3964 62.4036 4.85 0.55 
cmJ094255.4+ 163131 R285 9. 7154 16.5255 5.05 0.19 
cmJ094329.3+ 163916 R.285 9.7248 16.6545 5.95 0.19 
cmJ094356.6+ 163533 R.285 9.7324 16.5926 5.45 0.28 
cmJ100904.0+545750 R231 10.1511 54.9641 5.35 0.27 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 15 (J2000) a Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ100909. 7 +545145 R231 10.1527 54.8627 5.15 0.47 
cmJ 100931. 0+ 545 724 R231 10.1586 54.9568 5.25 0.28 
cmJ 100933. 8+ 550053 R231 10.1594 55.0148 5.05 0.43 
cmJ101039.4+543506 R231 10.1776 54.5851 6.35 0.55 
cmJ101052.0+543530 R231 10.1811 54.5918 4.85 0.47 
cmJ101056.3+545319 R231 10.1823 54.8886 4.85 0.61 
cmJ101134.1 +545014 R231 10.1928 54.8374 6.15 0.33 
cmJ101206.5+544516 R231 10.2018 54.7545 5.55 0.58 
cmJ101207.6+545056 R231 10.2021 54.8489 4.95 0.41 
cmJ104144.2+115622 R273 10.6956 11.9397 5.85 0.49 
cmJ104206.8+ 115625 R273 10.7019 11.9403 4.85 0.36 
cmJ104211.5+ 121919 R273 10.7032 12.3220 5.15 0.34 
cmJ104220.2+ 121111 R273 10.7056 12.1866 5.35 0.30 
cmJ104222.3+ 114639 R273 10.7062 11.7776 4.85 0.23 
cmJ104241.4+ 120010 R273 10.7115 12.0028 4.95 0.23 
cmJ104313.4+ 115722 R273 10.7204 11.9561 4.85 0.55 
cmJ104341.2+ 120501 R273 10.7281 12.0836 4.85 0.43 
cmJ 105503.7 +494 704 R133 10.9177 49.7845 4.85 0.23 
cmJ 105532. 5+494420 R133 10.9257 49.7390 4.85 0.41 
cmJ 105608. 9+494255 R133 10.9358 49.7155 4.85 0.39 
cmJ 105639. 5+494827 R133 10.9443 49.8077 5.15 0.41 
cmJ105709. 7 +493215 R133 10.9527 49.5375 6.45 0.39 
cmJ105734.6+492812 R133 10.9596 49.4700 5.05 0.37 
cmJ105810.6+495348 R133 10.9696 49.8967 5.65 0.27 
cmJ111726.2+074319 R258 11.2906 7.7221 7.25 0.37 
cmJ111742.7+074147 R258 11.2952 7.6964 5.35 0.45 
cmJ111757.5+074544 R258 11.2993 7.7623 4.95 0.30 
cmJ111758.9+074402 R258 11.2997 7.7339 5.05 0.37 
cmJ111804.3+211549 R123 11.3012 21.2636 4.95 0.58 
cmJ 111809.0+210654 R123 11.3025 21.1151 5.65 0.33 
cmJ111835.6+074440 R258 11.3099 7.7447 4.85 0.45 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 8 (J2000) a Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ11184 7.5+07 4 720 R258 11.3132 7.7891 5.65 0.39 
cmJ111914.5+074827 R258 11.3207 7.8075 5.05 0.55 
cmJ111918.1 +211339 R123 11.3217 21.2276 5.15 0.36 
cmJ111919.2+212406 R123 11.3220 21.4017 4.85 0.16 
cmJ111934. 7 +212716 R123 11.3263 21.4547 4.85 0.34 
cmJ111939. 7 +212222 R123 11.3277 21.3730 4.95 0.39 
cmJ112407.2+543624 R287 11.4020 54.6069 5.85 0.43 
cmJ112509.1 +543659 R287 11.4192 54.6165 5.35 0.39 
cmJ 113529.0+300022 R227 11.5914 30.0061 6.35 0.37 
cmJ 113546.7 + 294545 R227 11.5963 29.7625 5.65 0.39 
cmJ113548.8+295640 R227 11.5969 29.9447 5.55 0.47 
cmJ113607.9+294213 R227 11.6022 29.7038 5.25 0.33 
cmJ113620.9+300338 R227 11.6058 30.0606 5.15 0.55 
cmJ113622.3+295303 R227 11.6062 29.8842 4.85 0.19 
cmJ1137 49.8+ 294 753 R227 11.6305 29.7982 5.05 0.45 
cmJ120341.0+555415 R116 12.0614 55.9043 4.85 0.49 
cmJ120422.1 +560354 R116 12.0728 56.0651 5.25 0.41 
cmJ120441.2+560322 R116 12.0781 56.0563 4.85 0.23 
cmJ120556.4+561133 R116 12.0990 56.1927 5.45 0.33 
cmJ122110.8+275925 R126 12.3530 27.9904 4.85 0.16 
cmJ122213.1 +280841 R126 12.3703 28.1449 5.35 0.37 
cmJ122217.0+281652 R126 12.3714 28.2812 5.45 0.23 
cmJ122231.1 +281104 R126 12.3753 28.1846 5.15 0.34 
cmJ122234.0+ 282053 R126 12.3761 28.3482 4.85 0.55 
cmJ130858.9+322155 R265 13.1497 32.3653 5.65 0.37 
cmJ130911.2+321823 R265 13.1531 32.3065 5.95 0.58 
cmJ130920.5+321014 R265 13.1557 32.1706 5.15 0.61 
cmJ130951.1 +320940 R265 13.1642 32.1611 5.15 0.33 
cmJ130954.0+322137 R265 13.1650 32.3605 6.55 0.27 
cmJ130955.4+322925 R265 13.1654 32.4905 5.05 0.49 
cmJ131012. 7 +322654 R265 13.1702 32.4484 5.35 0.58 
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Candidate ID RlXOS a (J2000) 0 (J2000) er Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ131017.8+320402 R265 13.1716 32.0674 5.55 0.39 
cmJ131030.0+321151 R265 13.1750 32.1976 4.85 0.58 
cmJ131032.2+320434 R265 13.1756 32.0763 4.85 0.33 
cmJ131037.6+321707 R265 13.1771 32.2855 5.25 0.61 
cmJ131047.6+322107 R265 13.1799 32.3520 4.95 0.47 
cmJ131054.5+322817 R265 13.1818 32.4715 5.05 0.65 
cmJ131102.4+321050 R265 13.1840 32.1808 5.45 0.52 
cmJ131108.9+321755 R265 13.1858 32.2988 6.55 0.36 
cmJ131111.0+322825 R265 13.1864 32.4736 6.95 0.21 
cmJ131148.5+322803 R265 13.1968 32.4675 5.75 0.70 
cmJ131527. 7+285842 R224 13.2577 28.9784 4.85 0.49 
cmJ131532.0+285539 R224 13.2589 28.9276 4.85 0.34 
cmJ131536.4+290901 R224 13.2601 29.1505 4.85 0.37 
cmJ131537.4+291813 R224 13.2604 29.3038 5.65 0.30 
cmJ131557.6+290011 R224 13.2660 29.0033 5.35 0.58 
cmJ131605.9+285459 R224 13.2683 28.9166 5.95 0.19 
cmJ131612. 7 +291916 R224 13.2702 29.3211 5.45 0.30 
cmJ131614.9+285934 R224 13.2708 28.9928 5.55 0.28 
cmJ131629.3+292141 R224 13.2748 29.3616 5.05 0.58 
cmJ131702.4+290650 R224 13.2840 29.1140 5.15 0.19 
cmJ131711.8+291854 R224 13.2866 29.3151 5.25 0.21 
cmJ131729.4+285832 R224 13.2915 28.9756 5.75 0.47 
cmJ131739.1 +291451 R224 13.2942 29.2477 5.05 0.33 
cmJ133120.3+ 110015 R278 13.5223 11.0044 5.25 0.58 
cmJ133132.5+ 110215 R278 13.5257 11.0375 5.05 0.37 
cmJ133137.6+ 110640 R278 13.5271 11.1112 5.75 0.37 
cmJ133202.8+ 110043 R278 13.5341 11.0120 5.10 0.70 
cmJ133211.0+ 105052 R278 13.5364 10.8480 5.75 0.23 
cmJ133211.4+ 111412 R278 13.5365 11.2367 4.85 0.21 
cmJ133243.1 + 105123 R278 13.5453 10.8566 5.55 0.47 
cmJ 133255.7 + 105413 R278 13.5488 10.9036 4.95 0.70 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 0 (J2000) (J Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ133256.8+ 105915 R278 13.5491 10.9875 5.15 0.28 
cmJ133311.2+ 105425 R278 13.5531 10.9072 4.85 0.36 
cmJ134238.9+554738 R254 13.7108 55.7939 5.45 0.70 
cmJ134259.0+554700 R254 13.7164 55.7834 5.05 0.58 
cmJ134315.2+560004 R254 13.7209 56.0011 5.25 0.41 
cmJ134320.3+555025 R254 13.7223 55.8405 4.85 0.37 
cmJ 134415.0+560506 R254 13.7375 56.0852 5.25 0.52 
cmJ134524.1 +553520 R254 13.7567 55.5889 4.95 0.70 
cmJ134556.2+555523 R254 13.7656 55.9233 4.95 0.52 
cmJ134628.6+555103 R254 13.7746 55.8509 5.55 0.70 
cmJ135532.9+ 181437 R268 13.9258 18.2436 4.95 0.37 
cmJ135541.2+ 183635 R268 13.9281 18.6098 5.85 0.55 
cmJ135549.8+ 182000 R268 13.9305 18.3334 5.35 0.34 
cmJ140521.1 +223506 R274 14.0892 22.5851 4.85 0.43 
cmJ140525.8+222638 R274 14.0905 22.4439 5.65 0.55 
cmJ140538.8+223109 R274 14.0941 22.5193 5.25 0.52 
cmJ 140558. 6+ 223329 R274 14.0996 22.5582 4.95 0.36 
cmJ140610.1 +221518 R274 14.1028 22.2552 5.10 0.70 
cmJ140638.2+223316 R274 14.1106 22.5545 4.85 0.34 
cmJ 140654.7 + 222349 R274 14.1152 22.3971 5.05 0.39 
cmJ140703.0+221533 R274 14.1175 22.2592 5.05 0.43 
cmJ140719.2+223314 R274 14.1220 22.5540 4.85 0.52 
cmJ140741.5+222604 R274 14.1282 22.4347 5.55 0.61 
cmJ141236.4+435302 R217 14.2101 43.8841 5.05 0.49 
cmJ141244.3+434719 R217 14.2123 43.7886 4.95 0.49 
cmJ141248.2+440147 R217 14.2134 44.0298 5.15 0.43 
cmJ141250.8+435816 R217 14.2141 43.9712 5.55 0.37 
cmJ141305.2+435044 R217 14.2181 43.8457 6.15 0.39 
cmJ141316.0+434801 R217 14.2211 43.8003 4.85 0.27 
cmJ141318.8+440431 R217 14.2219 44.0754 6.45 0.49 
cmJ141322.4+435706 R217 14.2229 43.9519 4.85 0.58 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RJXOS a (J2000) 0 (J2000) a Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ141327.5+435833 R217 14.2243 43.9759 5.05 0.30 
cmJ 141330.7 +434607 R217 14.2252 43.7686 5.45 0.49 
cmJ141336.8+435511 R217 14.2269 43.9199 4.85 0.70 
cmJ141351.6+435231 R217 14.2310 43.8754 4.85 0.43 
cmJ141411.4+440829 R217 14.2365 44.1415 4.95 0.39 
cmJ141414.6+435433 R217 14.2374 43.9092 5.15 0.31 
cmJ141417.2+441344 R217 14.2381 44.2291 5.05 0.65 
cmJ141418.2+434655 R217 14.2384 43.7822 5.65 0.49 
cmJ141423.6+440212 R217 14.2399 44.0368 5.15 0.49 
cmJ141455.7+434748 R217 14.2488 43.7969 4.85 0.65 
cmJ141504.3+440250 R217 14.2512 44.0474 6.05 0.37 
cmJ 142724.8+330935 RllO 14.4569 33.1599 5.25 0.43 
cmJ142740.7+330743 RllO 14.4613 33.1287 4.95 0.70 
cmJ142745.4+331221 RllO 14.4626 33.2060 5.10 0.70 
cmJ142750.0+330102 RllO 14.4639 33.0173 4.85 0.41 
cmJ142812.0+330736 RllO 14.4700 33.1268 5.05 0.16 
cmJ142827.1 +331931 RllO 14.4742 33.3255 5.55 0.45 
cmJ142829.6+325611 RllO 14.4749 32.9365 4.85 0.37 
cmJ142829.6+331708 RllO 14.4749 33.2856 4.85 0.58 
cmJ142832.5+325801 RllO 14.4757 32.9672 4.95 0.47 
cmJ142835.4+331445 RllO 14.4765 33.2460 5.25 0.37 
cmJ142846.2+325529 RllO 14.4795 32.9249 5.05 0.49 
cmJ 142858.8+330448 RllO 14.4830 33.0801 4.95 0.33 
cmJ142901. 7 +325702 RllO 14.4838 32.9507 5.55 0.45 
cmJ142910. 7 +330422 RllO 14.4863 33.0729 5.15 0.58 
cmJ142923.6+330806 RllO 14.4899 33.1350 5.25 0.58 
cmJ 142927 .6+325808 RllO 14.4910 32.9690 5.25 0.61 
cmJ142928.3+331825 RllO 14.4912 33.3071 5.65 0.36 
cmJ142940.9+330834 RllO 14.4947 33.1428 4.85 0.52 
cmJ142942. 7 +325642 RllO 14.4952 32.9450 5.25 0.19 
cmJ162617.5+ 781706 R122 16.4382 78.2851 4.85 0.55 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS Q (J2000) 0 {J2000) (J Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ163231.2+570253 R223 16.5420 57.0483 4.85 0.55 
cmJ163246.0+565540 R223 16.5461 56.9280 5.05 0.36 
cmJ163302.5+565559 R223 16.5507 56.9333 5.25 0.70 
cmJ163303.2+571100 R223 16.5509 57.1835 6.35 0.19 
cmJ163314.8+572153 R223 16.5541 57.3648 5.65 0.23 
cmJ163320.5+572452 R223 16.5557 57.4147 5.25 0.36 
cmJ163343.9+565558 R223 16.5622 56.9330 4.95 0.65 
cmJ163431.4+571600 R223 16.5754 57.2668 5.25 0.25 
cmJ163501.3+570440 R223 16.5837 57.0780 5.05 0.19 
cmJ 163526. 5+565433 R223 16.5907 56.9093 5.85 0.19 
cmJ163526.9+570024 R223 16.5908 57.0068 5.05 0.28 
cmJ163538.4+572039 R223 16.5940 57.3444 4.95 0.49 
cmJ163547.0+571310 R223 16.5964 57.2196 4.85 0.55 
cmJ163611.9+570412 R223 16.6033 57.0702 5.55 0.31 
cmJ163613.3+571337 R223 16.6037 57.2272 5.45 0.47 
cmJ163619.1 +570759 R223 16.6053 57.1331 4.95 0.37 
cmJ165949.2+513724 R236 16.9970 51.6235 5.45 0.39 
cmJ 16595 7.1 +514826 R236 16.9992 51.8073 5.15 0.49 
cmJ170004.0+513745 R236 17.0011 51.6292 4.85 0.34 
cmJ170048.6+515205 R236 17.0135 51.8681 6.25 0.45 
cmJ170050.8+515850 R236 17.0141 51.9806 5.25 0.47 
cmJ170108.4+515535 R236 17.0190 51.9264 5.05 0.36 
cmJ170122.4+513432 R236 17.0229 51.5758 5.45 0.41 
cmJ170126.4+515844 R236 17.0240 51.9789 5.15 0.49 
cmJ170136.1+520750 R236 17.0267 52.1308 4.85 0.36 
cmJ170136.8+514351 R236 17.0269 51.7309 5.75 0.39 
cmJ170144.0+515212 R236 17.0289 51.8702 4.95 0.70 
cmJ170154.5+520419 R236 17.0318 52.0722 5.15 0.27 
cmJ170232.6+514922 R236 17.0424 51.8228 5.05 0.30 
cmJ170244.2+515539 R236 17.0456 51.9277 5.55 0.31 
cmJ170248.1 +520148 R236 17.0467 52.0300 5.45 0.36 
continued ... 
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Candidate ID RIXOS a (J2000) 8 (J2000) a Zest 
Field [Hours] [Degrees] 
cmJ170258.9+514921 R236 17.0497 51.8227 6.25 0.47 
cmJ172211.6+ 742922 R220 17.3699 74.4896 4.85 0.43 
cmJ172333.0+ 744410 R220 17.3925 74.7362 6.05 0.21 
cmJ172428.8+ 741905 R220 17.4080 74.3182 5.05 0.49 
cmJ172502.6+ 741556 R220 17.4174 74.2656 5.05 0.43 
cmJ172606.4+ 743924 R220 17.4351 74.6567 5.25 0.49 
cmJ172814.2+ 744721 R220 17.4706 74.7894 4.85 0.55 
cmJ172842.2+ 744522 R220 17.4784 74.7561 5.15 0.33 
cmJ172907.4+743319 R220 17.4854 74.5555 5.05 0.47 
cmJ172952.8+ 744251 R220 17.4980 74.7144 5.65 0.19 
cmJ180707. 7 +693807 R272 18.1188 69.6354 5.75 0.19 
cmJ231228.4+ 103143 R205 23.2079 10.5288 4.95 0.70 
cmJ231257.2+ 103005 R205 23.2159 10.5015 5.25 0.70 
cmJ231822.0+ 12454 7 R294 23.3061 12.7633 5.05 0.43 
cmJ231850.0+ 124135 R294 23.3139 12.6932 5.10 0.70 
cmJ231906.6+ 121905 R294 23.3185 12.3181 5.25 0.23 
cmJ231951.2+ 123208 R294 23.3309 12.5356 5.05 0.37 
Summary of Catalogues 
In total, the final MF catalogue (constructed and trimmed to the PSPC field, as described 
above) contains 185 cluster candidates. The final CMR catalogue contains 290 candidates. 
The MF technique fits the most likely value of M* in the range 17.0:<S;Ic :<S;21.5. The bright 
limit is imposed by there being few galaxies this bright in the field and at this redshift 
(z=0.15) the angular diameter of clusters becomes so large that the contrast of the cluster 
against the background is greatly reduced. The faint limit (corresponding to z=0.9) is 
set such that the limiting magnitude is one magnitude fainter than this M*, thus there 
are still many galaxies to which to fit a luminosity function. The CMR method is limited 
by the depth of the photometry in both bands (as illustrated in Figure 2.12), which leads 
to colour limits 1.45:<S;V-I:<S;2.65 corresponding to 0.159:'Szest :-::;0.703. In practice, the MF 
catalogue is cropped at the high redshift end to match the colour limits imposed by the 
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CMR method. At the low redshift end, only a few clusters lower than the limit imposed 
by the CMR method are found by the MF, so these are retained. 
3.2.3 Internal Check of Redshift Estimates 
To assess the accuracy with which an estimated redshift can be assigned, an internal 
check can be performed comparing the redshifts estimated for candidates using the A-
versus the B-rotation data. Due to the way in which the object catalogues are generated 
(Chapter 2), different data are produced for the same region of sky using two independent 
observations. For example, the main difference between object catalogues for the two 
rotations was the star I galaxy classification. Several objects classified as galaxies in 
one rotation were classified as stars in the other, and vice versa. The neural network 
classifier of SExtractor uses both the FWHM of a source and its ellipticity to decide the 
nature of each source. The effect of FWHM differences was minimised due to the way in 
which the data were taken (observing the same A- and B-rotation fields sequentially) so 
that, unless the seeing is changing on very short timescales, the FWHM of point sources 
should be the same for the two rotations. Inspection of objects which changed class 
between the two frames showed that a slightly different measure of ellipticity was the 
primary cause. Overall, the level of star I galaxy misclassification should be around the 
few percent level. From the spectroscopic observations presented in Chapter 4, two of the 
87 redshifts measured (for objects brighter than I~20, classified as galaxies) were due to 
stars, or around 2%. The contamination is likely to be higher for fainter objects, where 
a lower signal makes shape parameters more difficult to measure. To a lesser extent, the 
object catalogues between the two rotations differ due to cosmic rays, diffraction spikes, 
and differently deblended objects (as discussed in Chapter 2). 
A comparison of estimated redshifts between the two independent observations allows 
the effect of all these factors to be taken into account. This is one of the primary motiva-
tions for treating the repeat observations separately. Candidates for the comparison were 
selected in the following manner. For the MF catalogue, the full catalogue was compared 
with the final catalogue. For each entry in the final catalogue, if a single candidate from 
each rotation was present in the full catalogue, within the final catalogue entry's group 
radius (to avoid possible confusion with multiple matches), then the candidate was se-
lected. A similar procedure was followed for the CMR catalogue, with the added condition 
that the candidate must not be flagged as comprising projected groups (again to avoid 
confusion due to multiple matches). In both cases a limiting radius of one arc minute was 
m 
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imposed for the match, to ensure a high level of confidence that the same candidate had 
been selected from the two datasets. The comparison of the estimated redshifts from each 
rotation, for each cluster detection algorithm is shown in Figure 3.3. Quantifying the bias 
and scatter in these relationships as from: 8z = (zA - ZB)/(1 + ZA), the mean value is 
-0.004 for the MF and -0.014 for the CMR algorithm; the standard deviations are 0.097 
and 0.081 respectively. This is somewhat misleading as the majority of the scatter from 
the CMR comes from a few outliers, and the majority of points show excellent agreement 
between the two independent observations. A large fraction of the outliers were detected 
in the final (z=O. 70) colour slice in one rotation, and thus could easily be missed and 
associated with a less significant lower redshift clump in the corresponding rotation. The 
few other outliers can be understood in terms of marginal cases for projected systems. 
If each rotation detects two systems and the lower significance candidate is measured as 
being more significant in the overlapping rotation, and the lowest significance system falls 
below the threshold in both cases, then a catastrophic failure of the redshift estimate 
would occur. This only appears to be the case for seven of the systems in the plot, at 
Zest <0.69. The scatter in the MF estimate is intrinsically large. Neither estimate shows 
any significant bias between the two datasets. 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of estimated redshifts for the MF and CMR algorithms from the 
A versus B data. The left panel shows the MF estimated redshift in the B field versus the 
A field estimate of the same quantity. The right panel shows the A versus B estimated 
redshift for the CMR algorithm. 
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3.2.4 Comparison of MF Catalogue with CMR Catalogue 
Now that both optical techniques have been compared with a spectroscopic sample, it can 
be seen that the estimated redshifts from the CMR technique offer greater precision than 
the MF estimated redshifts. Thus, a cross-comparison of the two techniques can be made, 
using the CMR catalogue as a reference. The final MF catalogue was cross-correlated 
with final CMR catalogue to determine cluster candidates in common. To avoid possible 
confusion from multiple associations of candidates, only MF candidates with a single CMR 
candidate within the former's radius were considered. If the candidates' centres were 
separated by more than two arc minutes, they were excluded. Thus, only secure "clean" 
matches are considered. Of the 185 final MF candidates, 62 show unique CMR matches 
(7 of these are flagged as line of sight group projections). A comparison between the 
estimated redshifts of these techniques is shown in Figure 3.4. The average bias and scatter 
(as defined earlier) in this relation is -0.066 and 0.106 respectively, although, inspection 
shows that this may equally be due to the MF redshift being randomly drawn from values 
between 0.3 and 0.5. This may be due to bias in the candidates selected for this comparison 
(those with "clean" matches between the CMR and MF candidates). A comparison of 
the MF estimated redshifts with those of spectroscopically determined redshifts (from the 
X-ray selected clusters in the next section) shows that the MF estimated redshift is not 
that bad. 
A further comparison is to consider the MF candidates not matched with CMR candi-
dates. This was done by comparing the full CMR catalogue with the final MF catalogue 
and searching for MF candidates with no CMR matches within their radii (or 2 arcmins). 
41 of the final MF candidates show no CMR counterparts at any significance level. Under 
the assumption that all genuine clusters possess a CMR and that this technique will find 
them, this can be used as an approximation to the number of spurious MF detections. 
This gives a false detection rate of around 22%. This is in general agreement with esti-
mates for other MF techniques of around 30% (eg. Holden et al. 1999). 22% is a lower 
limit, as some of the CMR matches are of low significance. Using the fraction of matched 
candidates flagged as projections (7 out of 62, above) compares well with the (spectro-
scopic) findings of Katgert et al (1996) that around 10% of Abell clusters comprise two 
or more significant clusters, projected along the line of sight. 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of MF and CMR estimated redshifts. Filled points are unique 
matches; open points are flagged as line of sight projections in the CMR catalogue. Dashed 
line is the one-to-one relation. 
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3.3 X-ray Selection of Galaxy Clusters 
The X-ray data are archival images taken with the ROSAT Position Sensitive Propor-
tional Counter (PSPC). Such observations are divided into two energy bands: "hard" 
(0.4-2.4keV) and "soft" (0.07-0.4 keV). The background flux is particularly high at en-
ergies below 0.5 ke V and the sensitivity of ROSAT rapidly drops to zero above 2.0 ke V. As 
a result, most X-ray cluster surveys use the hard band and cut its range down to 0.5-2.0 
keV. All of the fields were taken from the RIXOS survey (Mason et al. 2000), which was 
an international campaign to follow up in the optical all X-ray sources in a sample of 
ROSAT PSPC fields above a point source flux limit of 3 x 10- 14 erg cm-2 s-1 (0.5-2.0 
keV). Thus, a sample of clusters discovered in the X-ray in these fields have already been 
selected and confirmed. However, the algorithm with which these were found was opti-
mised for point source detection, and not for locating extended emission, as expected for 
clusters of galaxies. Thus the RIXOS cluster catalogue is incomplete. This resulted in a 
claim for a deficit of high redshift clusters in the RIXOS sample (Castander et al. 1995), 
when other investigators found no evolution in the abundance of clusters ( eg., Nichol et 
al. 1997). 
The currently favoured technique for the detection of faint, extended sources in X-ray 
data is the wavelet method. Sources are detected by convolving the data with a kernel to 
enhance the contrast between objects and the background, in the same way as described 
in Chapter 2 for the optical algorithms. The difference with the wavelet method is that 
this kernel consists of a positive core and a negative outer ring (such that its integral 
over the x,y plane is zero). This means that slowly varying backgrounds which can be 
approximated by linear functions are completely subtracted. Furthermore, a wavelet 
transform of the data reveals sources bounded by a ring of zero values; the diameter of 
the zero-rings gives a measure of the angular extent of the source. In practice, a range 
of kernel values is used (as was done with the Gaussian filtering of the MF method), and 
these can be used to infer the source radius. An instructive illustration of this technique 
is given in Figure 2 of Vikhlinin et al. ( 1998). 
Given that several wide-field surveys have also made use of archival ROSAT data for 
the serendipitous discovery of clusters (eg. Jones et al. 1998, Romer et al. 2000, Vikhlinin 
et al. 1998), it is natural to check if any of these overlap with the fields selected for 
XDCS. Indeed 29 out of the 39 fields were used in the 160 square degree survey of 
Vikhlinin et al. (1998). This catalogue has the attractive feature that nearly all of the 
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200+ sources detected have been followed up in the optical, many possessing spectroscopic 
confirmation. Furthermore, their spurious detections are also recorded in their paper, so 
all X-ray detected cluster candidates can be examined, and not just the optically confirmed 
ones2 . Of the remaining 10 fields, 7 were included in the Bright SHARC Survey (Romer 
et al. 2000). Both of these used wavelet detection algorithms in their construction. The 
SHARC catalogue has had a fairly bright ROSAT count-rate limit imposed (corresponding 
to a flux of approximately w- 13 erg s- 1 cm- 2 3 ) in order to reduce the numbers of clusters 
found, to make optical follow up achievable in a reasonable amount of time. Given this 
limit, 94 sources were found in 460 ROSAT fields. It is not too surprising, then, that in 
the seven fields overlapping with XDCS, no sources are found. The SHARC survey is not 
considered hereafter. The Vikhlinin et al. (1998) catalogue (VMF), on the other hand, 
contains 15 X-ray selected clusters in XDCS fields. This is the X-ray selected cluster 
survey with which the XDCS optical catalogues will be compared. 
The ROSAT fields observed are given in Table 3.3. The VMF clusters in common 
fields are given in Table 3.4. 
RIXOS 
ID 
R110 
R116 
R122 
R123 
R126 
R133 
R205 
R211 
R213 
Table 3.3: List of ROSAT Fields in XDCS Columns give: RIXOS 
ID of field; name of the target of the original ROSAT pointing; 
RA, Dec; exposure time of field in RIXOS survey; overlapping X-
ray cluster survey (V - VMF, S - SHARC); exposure time of the 
VMF or SHARC pointing (to give an indication of the depth to 
which they could have searched for X-ray emission). 
Target a (J2000) J (J2000) Texp Overlapping 
[hh:mm:ss.s] [dd:mm:ss] (ks) Survey 
LHS 2924 14:28:43.17 +33:10:45.47 18.3 V 
NOWER2 12:03:60.00 +56:10:11.99 30.1 
Meaty 16:29:24.00 + 78:04:48.01 38.5 s 
1116+215 11:19:4.80 +21:18:36.00 25.0 V 
ON 231 12:21:33.60 + 28:13:48.00 10.4 V 
CYUMA 10:56:55.20 +49:42:0.00 9.4 V 
P100578 23:12:21.60 + 10:46:48.00 10.3 s 
S5 0716+7 07:21:52.70 +71:20:23.99 21.0 s 
IRAS 0759 08:04:31.20 +65:00:0.00 8.4 V 
T exp (over lap) 
(ks) 
28.5 
34.4 
32.2 
12.5 
7.9 
9.8 
17.3 
6.4 
continued on next page ... 
2 19 likely false detections, arising from concentrations of point sources, were recorded, but none of 
these occurs in the XDCS fields. 
3 or about an order of magnitude brighter than typical XDCS field limits. 
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RIXOS Target 0: (J2000) c5 (J2000) Texp Overlapping T exp (over lap) 
ID [hh:mm:ss.s] [dd:mm:ss] (ks) Survey (ks) 
R216 S40917+6 09:21:36.00 +62:15:35.99 19.5 V 15.9 
R217 1411+442 14:13:48.00 +44:00:0.00 25.3 V 22.5 
R220 RX Jl726. 17:26:12.00 +74:31:11.99 10.6 V 8.1 
R221 E0845+378 08:48:19.20 +37:40: 11.99 12.4 V 10.0 
R223 CMDRA 16:34:24.00 +57:09:0.01 47.5 V 37.3 
R224 HZ43 13:16:24.00 +29:06:0.00 34.9 s 18.3 
R227 GD140 11:36:33.51 +29:47:60.00 33.9 V 26.6 
R228 GBS0839+3 08:38:47.90 +36:31:12.00 11.0 V 9.2 
R231 Survey Fi 10:10:16.70 +54:45:0.00 16.8 V 14.4 
R236 Q1700+515 17:01:23.90 +51:49:12.00 8.2 V 6.5 
R245 H0323+022 03:28:25.82 +02:47:57.84 25.7 s 24.5 
R248 3C216 09:09:33.50 +42:54:0.01 23.6 V 19.9 
R254 MRK 273 13:44:43.10 +55:53:24.00 17.1 V 28.1 
R255 0755+37 07:58:28.70 +37:47:24.00 16.0 s 15.5 
R257 B2 0902+3 09:05:31.10 +34:07:48.00 14.5 V 26.5 
R258 1115+080 11:18:16.70 +07:46:12.00 14.4 V 13.2 
R262 520 01:24:33.50 +03:47:60.00 13.9 V 12.0 
R265 B2 1308+3 13:10:28.70 +32:20:59.99 13.0 V 7.6 
R268 MRK 463 13:56:2.30 +18:22:12.00 11.6 V 18.3 
R272 3C 371 18:06:50.40 +69:49:12.00 10.5 s 8.0 
R273 1040+123 10:42:45.51 + 12:03:36.00 10.2 V 8.4 
R274 1404+226 14:06:21.60 +22:23:60.00 10.1 V 6.7 
R278 MKN 789 13:32:24.00 + 11:06:36.00 9.6 V 9.1 
R281 Ill ZW2 00:10:28.70 +10:58:12.00 9.1 V 16.8 
R283 1H 0414+0 04:16:52.70 +01:05:24.00 9.0 
R285 PSR 0940+ 09:43:43.20 + 16:31:12.00 9.0 V 8.1 
R287 MKN 40 11:25:36.00 +54:22:48.00 8.8 V 7.7 
R292 GLIESE 70 01:43:21.50 +04:19:48.00 8.7 V 5.4 
R293 GD 90 08:19:47.90 +37:31:12.00 9.0 V 7.3 
R294 KUV 2316+123 23:18:45.0 +12:36:00.00 9.5 
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3.4 Comparison of Optical and X-ray Selected Clusters 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The VMF X-ray selected clusters are listed in Table 3.4. A comparison between the 
RIXOS and VMF clusters is given in the table. 8 of the 15 VMF clusters were also 
discovered by RIXOS; no RIXOS clusters were missed by VMF. Trends in the selection 
were searched for by comparing fluxes, core radii and surface brightnesses of the matched 
and unmatched clusters. None was found. The differences are likely to be due to more 
subtle differences between the selection algorithms. The method used to determine the 
VMF redshift is also included in the table. Vikhlinin et al. (1998) used several methods 
to "confirm" their X-ray cluster candidates and it is pertinent to comment on these here. 
Aside from the traditional method of requiring an overdensity of galaxies in the optical, 
they included another possible criterion which was that if an elliptical galaxy not included 
in the NGC catalogue lay at the peak of the X-ray emission then this should be considered 
confirmation. 
This latter point was designed to include "poor clusters and groups which fail to 
produce a significant excess of galaxies over the background". The authors state that it 
also helps to identify "fossil groups" in which galaxies have merged to form a single cD 
(Ponman et al. 1994, Jones, Ponman, & Forbes 2000). Such systems appear to be as 
X-ray luminous as other bright groups or poor clusters, but with a high percentage of the 
optical luminosity arising from the dominant giant elliptical. The second brightest group 
member is a factor of 10 fainter than the brightest (resulting in a gap of 2.5 magnitudes in 
the LF). A few examples of such systems have been identified, but insufficient to constrain 
the space density of such systems. 
Optical follow up was obtained either from second generation Digitized Sky Survey 
(DSS-II) plates, or R-band (or sometimes B-, V-, or I-) CCD imaging on 1m class tele-
scopes. Long-slit spectroscopy was also obtained for some candidates, usually for 2 - 3 
galaxies per cluster, and always including the brightest galaxy. 
~ 
(") 
~ 
e-t-
~ 
VMF RIXOS a(J2000) t5(J2000) Fx t5Fx z RIXOS Red shift -0 aq 
ID Field (hh:mm:ss.s] [dd:mm:ss] 10-14 erg s- 1 cm-2 w- 14 erg s-1 Cluster? Type .::: Cl) 
00 
11 R262 01:24:35.1 +04:00:49 7.5 2.2 0.27 n p 0 
....... 
62 R221 08:49:11.1 +37:31:25 14.7 3.0 0.240 y s (") 
-.::: 
69 R248 09:10:39.7 +42:48:41 8.3 2.0 00 n e-t-Cl) 
..., 
73 R285 09:43:32.2 +16:40:02 23.1 3.7 0.256 y s (") 
R285 09:43:44.7 +16:44:20 21.2 4.1 0.180 ~ 74 y s ::::! 
0.. 
84 R231 10:10:14.7 +54:30:18 21.0 2.9 0.045 n s 0.: ~ 
e-t-
86 R231 10:11:26.0 +54:50:08 20.0 5.1 0.294 y s Cl) 00 
94 R133 10:56:12.6 +49:33:11 12.9 1.9 0.199 y s 
97 R258 11:17:26.1 +07:43:35 6.1 1.6 0.40 n p 
99 R123 11:19:43.5 +21:26:44 5.5 0.9 0.11 y p 
131 R265 13:09:55.6 +32:22:31 9.0 2.9 0.290 n s 
132 R265 13:11:12.8 +32:28:58 46.7 5.8 0.245 y s 
150 R254 13:43:29.0 +55:47:17 17.5 2.8 0.11 n p 
181 R223 16:33:40.0 +57:14:37 3.5 0.7 0.239 y s 
194 R220 17:29:01.9 +74:40:46 17.3 7.2 0.28 n p 
Table 3.4: VMF clusters in XDCS fields. Redshifts are given for all but one cluster. The type of redshift measured by VMF is given in the final 
column (p- photometric, s- spectroscopic); Clusters also found in the X-ray survey of RIXOS are indicated by a "y". 
I 
tO 
~ 
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The comparison of the optical cluster candidates with the Vikhlinin et al. (1998) 
catalogue X-ray selected cluster catalogue will proceed as follows. Each panel of Figure 
3.5 shows (from left to right) contours of PSPC count levels over DSS images, centred 
on the cluster position quoted in Vikhlinin et al. (1998). This is to show the position 
and spatial extent of the X-ray emission, and to show the optical imaging which was 
available to Vikhlinin et al. (1998) for initial identification of clusters. Next, I-band WFC 
images of the same areas are shown to illustrate the improvement in depth and image 
quality offered by the XDCS dataset. Colour-magnitude diagrams from the WFC data 
are also presented for these regions with model colour-magnitude relations overplotted, at 
the redshift given by VMF. For clusters where both A- and B-rotation data are available, 
the upper row of panels shows the A-data and the lower row the B-data. Note: the DSS 
image with PSPC contours is the same for each cluster, for both the upper and lower 
rows. 
Finally, a detailed comparison with the two automated optical cluster finders will be 
presented. 
To quantitatively compare the optically selected catalogues with the X-ray selected 
clusters, the following method is used. For each of the final MF and CMR catalogues, 
cross-correlation with the Vikhlinin et al. (1998) catalogue is performed, retaining the 
nearest match to each X-ray cluster. If the X-ray cluster lies within the optical candidate's 
group radius, it is considered matched (the only caveat is that a minimum radius of 1 
arcmin and a maximum of 2 arcmin is adopted, to ignore excessively large or small group 
radii). These matches are tabulated in Table 3.5. For the X-ray clusters with no matches 
from this process, the full catalogues for each algorithm were checked, to see if a lower 
significance candidate is matched. Such matches are indicated in the table by parentheses. 
All matches were then inspected visually and special cases are commented on. 
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Figure 3.5: VMF11. Left panel: DSS image with PSPC contours overlaid (images are 5 
arcmins on a side and PSPC contours have been smoothed to 30 arcsec - the approximate 
PSF. These contours do not correspond to any particular significance level, and are simply 
in units of X-ray count rate), centre panel: WFC !-band image of the same region, right 
panel: CMD centred on VMF position. Open symbols show galaxies drawn from 100 
arcsec around VMF position, filled symbols are galaxies within 60 arcsec. Overplotted 
line shows CMR corresponding to VMF redshift (dashed line indicates VMF redshift is 
a photometric estimate). Upper row uses A-rotation WFC data, and lower row uses 
B-rotation data. Note: the DSS image is the same in both rows. The main reason 
for differences between the A- and B-rotation data in the CMDs is the fact that only 
approximate external astrometry was performed for the WFC data (Chapter 2). Thus , 
converting the VMF Right Ascension and Declination into WFC chip coordinates, results 
in a slightly different centre for each mosaic (at the level of around 10 arcsec) . This causes 
some symbols from the inner region (filled points) in one rotation to become the outer 
region (open circles) in the other rotation, and vice versa, and also points to disappear 
from the plot. Furthermore, differences can be caused by proximity to a chip edge (causing 
points beyond the boundary in one rotation to disappear) and , to a lesser extent , objects 
deblended/ classified differently by SExtractor in the two rotations. 
VMFll is not found in the final MF catalogue, but it is found in the full MF catalogue, as 
it lies just below the Cash C threshold. This cluster is found in the final CMR catalogue. 
The associated MF and CMR candidates are listed in Table 3.5. 
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Figure 3.6: VMF62. Panels as for previous figure. This cluster is only visible in A-rotation 
data. Solid line on the CMD indicates that the VMF redshift was spectroscopically 
determined. 
VMF62 is found in both the final MF and CMR catalogues. 
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Figure 3.7: VMF69. Panels as for Figure 3.5. No redshift was assigned by VMF, due to 
uncertainty in identifying the brightest cluster galaxy. 
VMF69 was found in the CMR catalogue. The nearest match in the MF catalogue lay 
within the candidate's estimated group radius, but further than 2 arcmins away. This 
association was treated cautiously, but visual inspection of the galaxy catalogue showed 
a large overdensity extending this far and thus the association seemed valid. 
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Figure 3.8: VMF73. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
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VMF73 was found in the CMR catalogue. The nearest match in the MF catalogue lay 
outside the candidate's estimated group radius but within 2 arcmins. This association was 
treated cautiously, but visual inspection of the galaxy catalogue showed a large overdensity 
extending this far and thus the association seemed valid. 
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Figure 3.9: VMF74. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
VMF74 was found in the full MF catalogue, but not the higher significance final catalogue. 
This cluster was not found in the CMR catalogue as its CMR lies blueward of the bluest 
colour slice (V-!=1.45). ie. it is below the low redshift cutoff . 
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Figure 3.10: VMF84. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
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VMF84 is undetected in both optical catalogues, as its redshift is just too low (z=0.045). 
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Figure 3.11: VMF86. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
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VMF86 appears to show two clumps of X-ray emission, approximately 1 arcmin east and 
west of the VMF quoted centre. The DSS image seems to show overdensities of galaxies 
at the centres of these clumps. This is easily seen to be the case from the WFC images. 
The CMDs show two overdensities of points about 0.2 mags blueward and red ward of the 
solid line (taken from VMF's quoted spectroscopic redshift). Thus, this appears to be, in 
fact, two distinct systems at very different redshifts. Indeed, this system was flagged by 
the CMR algorithm as being a system suffering from projection effects. 
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Figure 3.12: VMF94. Panels as for Figure 3.5 . 
VMF94 was found in the final MF catalogue, but not m the CMR catalogue as it lies 
blueward of the bluest colour slice. 
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VMF97 was found in both the final MF and CMR catalogues. 
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VMF99 was not found in either optical catalogue, as it lies at too low redshift ( z=O.ll) . 
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Figure 3.15: VMF131. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
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VMF131 was found in the final CMR catalogue. In the MF catalogue, it was found outside 
the candidates associated group radius (at a distance of 1.9 arcmins), but again visual 
inspection suggests the association is valid. 
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Figure 3.16: VMF132. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
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VMF132 was not found in the final MF catalogue, but was found in the full catalogue, 
as it lay just below the significance threshold. This cluster was found in the final CMR 
catalogue, and it was also flagged as containing possible additional groups in projection. 
As well as the zcM R =0.21 cluster, two potential groups are also detected at higher 
redshift (zcMR =0.37 and 0.65). Their CMRs are not visible in the CMD as they lie just 
outside the field - the VMF cluster is very extended in the CMR catalogue (this agrees 
with visual inspection of the X-ray morphology) . 
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Figure 3.17: VMF150. Panels as for Figure 3.5. 
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VMF 150 was not detected by either optical technique. The field does not show an 
overdensity of galaxies, and it is possible that it was "confirmed" by Vikhlinin et al. (1998) 
on the "single, bright elliptical" criterion. Regardless of this , their estimated redshift 
(z= O.ll) places this system below the lowest redshift limits of the optical algorithms. 
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VMF181 was found in the final MF catalogue, but not the final CMR catalogue. In-
spection of the full CMR catalogue shows that the system is of high enough significance 
(>6a) to appear in the final catalogue, were it not for the fact that this candidate is 
touching a neighbouring candidate of higher significance, and thus the former candidate 
was "cleaned" from the final catalogue. 
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VMF194 shows a distinctly diffuse X-ray morphology, with clumps of emission of the 
order of arcmins away from the VMF quoted centre. A match was found in the final MF 
catalogue, but at quite a large distance (1.5 arcmins) from the VMF centre; a match was 
not found in the final CMR catalogue, but one was found in the full CMR catalogue (but 
at 3.5 arcmins away). This can be understood by examining the CMR and noticing that 
most of the points along the relation are unfilled, showing that the centre wrt red galaxies 
is at least 1 arcmin away. This field does not show an obvious overdensity of galaxies 
in the I-band image, suggesting it was confirmed on the single bright elliptical criterion. 
The position of a bright elliptical in VMF194 is not obvious. This candidate was only 
assigned a redshift based on an estimate of the magnitude of the brightest cluster galaxy, 
but the brightest object near the centre of the DSS field is clearly seen in the CCD images 
to be a star. The VMF photometric redshift is thus greatly overestimated . 
VMF MF candidate ZVMF Separation ZMF Llz CMR candidate offset Llz c:.:l ZCMR 
(arcmin) (arcmin) Q ID ID ID ~ 
~ 
~ 11 (mfJ012435.6+040107) 0.270 (0.328) (0.422) 0.152 cmJ012437.8+040022 0.807 0.360 0.090 
-0 (Jtl 
62 mfJ084914.5+373123 0.240 0.678 0.276 0.036 cmJ084908.8+3 73036 0.939 0.190 0.050 = ('D 
Ul 
69 mfJ 091049 .4+425002 - (2.246**) 0.484 - cmJ091045.1 +424955 1.596 0.450 0 
>-+) 
73 mfJ094350.5+ 164034 0.256 ( 4.421 *) 0.351 0.095 cmJ094329.3+ 163916 1.035 0.190 0.066 0 
= 74 (mfJ094344.0+ 164500) 0.180 (0.691) (0.293) (0.113) - - Ul ~ 
('D 
84 0.045 '1 -
Q 
86 mfJ101137.3+545036 0.294 1.698 0.276 0.018 cm.J101134.1+545014 (p) 1.168 0.330 0.036 ~ t:! 
0.. 
94 mfJ105617.5+493237 0.199 0.972 0.157 0.042 - - ..... 0.. 
~ 
97 m£.]111726.2+074316 0.400 0.306 0.232 0.168 cm.J111726.2+074319 0.258 0.370 0.030 ~ ('D 
Ul 
99 0.110 
131 mfJ131001.9+322110 0.290 (1.889*) 0.437 0.147 cm.J130954.0+322137 0.949 0.270 0.020 
132 (mfJ131113.2+322843) 0.245 (0.259) (0.422) (0.177) cmJ 131111.0+322825 (p) 0.664 0.210 0.035 
150 0.110 
181 mfJ163334.2+571457 0.239 0.853 0.395 0.156 ( cm.J163337.8+571328) 1.179 (0.210) (0.029) 
194 mfJ 172845.5+ 7 43945 0.280 1.487 0.484 0.204 ( cmJ172946.3+ 744238) 3.474 (0.190) (0.090) 
Table 3.5: The Nearest Optically selected Candidates to the VMF Clusters. For each X-ray selected cluster, the nearest matching MF and CMR 
candidate's details are given. Candidates in parentheses were not identified in the final catalogues. 
* - candidate matched at a separation greater than its estimated radius. 
** - candidate matched within its estimated radius, but greater than 2 arcmins. 
(p) - candidate flagged as exhibiting projection along line-of-sight. 
I~ See text for details. 
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3.4.2 Summary of Optical Candidates Associated with X-ray Clusters 
In terms of gross numbers, the final MF catalogue contains counterparts to 7 of the 15 
X-ray selected clusters, and the final CMR catalogue contains 8 of the 15. 
In the MF catalogue: VMFll is not matched in the final catalogue, but is matched in 
the full catalogue (just below the Cash C threshold). VMF69 and 73 were both further 
than 2 arcmins away from the nearest candidates, but lay within the candidates' group 
radii. Thus, these were treated cautiously, but visual inspection showed large overdensities 
extending this far and thus the association of these objects seems valid. VMF74 and 
VMF132 were detected in the full catalogue, but did not make the higher significance cut 
of the final catalogue. VMF84 was undetected as its redshift is too low (0.045). VMF99 
and 150 were also undetected. These fields do not show overdensities of galaxies, and 
the clusters were probably "confirmed" using the single luminous elliptical criterion. The 
redshifts given are also below the expected detection range (both have z=O.ll). VMF131 
has a match at a distance of 1.9 arcmins: this is outside the candidate's estimated radius of 
0.5 arcmins, but again visual inspection suggests the association is valid. To summarise, if 
the three lowest redshift X-ray clusters (VMF84, 99, and 150) are excluded (z~O.ll), then 
the strict automated matching matches 6 of the 12 candidates. Visual matching suggests 
the recovery rate in the final MF catalogue should be 9/ 12. Lowering the significance 
threshold allows the remaining X-ray clusters to all be detected. 
In the CMR catalogue: considering all except the 5 X-ray clusters at z~0.2 (for the 
reasons described above), only two are not immediately matched. VMF181 is matched in 
the full catalogue and is of high enough significance (>6a) to be in the final catalogue, but 
was "cleaned" from the catalogue as it had a neighbour of higher significance. VMF194 
shows a counterpart some distance (;:::: 3.5 arcmin) from the X-ray cluster but, as noted 
above, the X-ray position seems to be at least an arc minute from a significant overdensity 
and CMR (the MF candidate at this position was only matched because it has a large 
associated radius). 
One obvious effect revealed by the comparison is that all the model CMRs derived 
from spectroscopic redshifts result in a CMR redward of that which is observed in the 
WFC photometry. This systematic offset is at the level of V-I;::::0.1-0.2. This may arise 
from a slight systematic offset in the calibration of the V-I colour. Note that this effect 
will be exaggerated by using the redshift to predict the colour, as a slight difference in 
redshift translates to a much larger difference in colour (eg. D.z=0.03 translates into 
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a colour change of V-1~0.1 magnitudes at these redshifts, cf. Figure 2.12). The VMF 
redshift may only be based on one redshift. Another possibility is inaccuracy in the model 
colours. Assuming a later epoch of formation results in bluer galaxy colours at a given 
redshift, as the stellar populations are younger. The models used in this thesis consider 
only one set of parameters for the model (and this assumes a formation redshift of 4.4). 
This was chosen as the models used are designed to reproduce the observed colours of 
early-type cluster galaxies at a given redshift (Kodama et al. 1998). However, the sample 
used to construct this model was too small (""' 10 clusters) to examine cluster to cluster 
variation of the relation. The clusters selected were drawn from a heterogenous sample, 
so it is possible that an X-ray selected sample might show systematically bluer colours. A 
further possibility is a systematic offset between the calibration of the model colours and 
the calibration of the WFC photometry. Suffice it to note that estimated redshifts based 
on these V-I colours may systematically underestimate the redshift at a level of ~z""'O.Ol. 
The CMR technique, furthermore, allows the possibility of distinguishing groups pro-
jected along the line of sight (the entries in Table 3.5 flagged with a "p"). Vf\1F86 is 
identified as two systems (as suspected from the data, above): the most significant one 
at a redshift of 0.330 and another at 0.230. The quoted spectroscopic redshift of VMF 
is 0.294; this is within ~z=0.05 of the most significant candidate. VMF132 also shows 
two possible further groups, overlapping with the zcMR =0.21 cluster, at higher red-
shift: zcMR=0.37 and 0.65. Thus, to summarise, the CMR matches 8 of the 10 z>0.20 
X-ray clusters immediately, and visual matching allows all 10 clusters to be matched. 
Another advantage of this method is that it is able to disentangle projection effects: cor-
rectly resolving structure (which is obvious visually in the CCD images) in one field, and 
suggesting higher redshift groups in another. 
Next, the accuracy of the redshift estimates will be compared with Vikhlinin et al.'s 
( 1998) redshifts. 
Comparison of Estimated Redshifts with VMF Redshifts 
The average bias in the redshift estimate, defined as (zspec - Zphod j (1 + Zspec), is 0.067 
with a standard deviation of 0.066 for the MF (using 8 spectroscopic redshifts from 
VMF); the average bias for the CMR technique is -0.022 with a standard deviation of 
0.028 (from 6 VMF spectroscopic redshifts). The latter result compares very favourably 
with photometric redshifts (Chapter 5). Wittman et al. (2001) find an average bias of 
-0.027 with standard deviation of 0.059 for photometric redshifts over a similar range 
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of the optical cluster finders' redshift estimates with Vikhlinin et 
al.'s redshifts. Open symbols are for VMF photometric redshifts with error bars showing 
their estimated range; filled points are for spectroscopic redshifts. Dashed line shows the 
one to one relation, and crosses on this line indicate undetected clusters. These uumLers 
are tabulated in Figure 3.5. The CMR redshift appears to systematically underestimate 
the VMF spectroscopic redshift by ::::::0.03, in all but one case. This is for VMF86 which 
is in fact two systems, as indicated earlier. The more significant candidate happens to 
be the higher redshift one, but if VMF measured a redshift for the lower redshift system, 
then this too would be underestimated by a similar amount. 
:;; 
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using four photometric passbands. 
3.4.3 Comparison of Optical Richness Measures with Lx 
In this section, the relationship between the cluster candidates' optical and X-ray proper-
ties will be studied. This will begin by using X-ray fluxes from Vikhlinin et al. (1998) to 
examine their X-ray selected clusters. Next, X-ray fluxes and limits measured from the 
XDCS data will be used to look for correlations for the whole optical plus X-ray sample. 
Finally, interesting systems will be examined to determine the nature of the most extreme 
classes of object. 
The plots below show the various optical richness measures introduced in Chapter 
2 plotted against X-ray luminosity for the VMF clusters. The X-ray luminosity was 
calculated using the VMF measured flux and VMF quoted redshift, assuming thermal 
Bremsstrahlung emission from a 3keV cluster. The richness measures were taken directly 
from the CMR catalogue entries and thus assume the CMR estimated redshift. To illus-
trate the difference this makes, points for each cluster are also plotted using the CMR 
estimated redshift to calculate Lx. Relations from fits to X-ray detections in the optically 
selected sample (presented later) are also overplotted for reference. 
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Figure 3.21: X-ray luminosity vs the B9c richness measure. Filled points assume the 
VMF redshift for the X-ray luminosity, open points assume the CMR estimated redshift. 
Error bars in each case only take into account error in estimated flux. Filled points are 
labelled with VMF ID. The open point without a corresponding filled point is for VMF69, 
for which VMF do not estimate a redshift. Solid line is the power law fit to the X-ray 
detections for the whole optical sample, described later. See text for further details. 
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Figure 3.22: X-ray luminosity vs the No.s richness measure. Symbols as previous figure. 
No fit to the data was possible. See later. 
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Figure 3.23: X-ray luminosity vs the LE richness measure. Symbols as previous figure. 
The two extreme outliers to the left are the only candidates (VMF181 and 194) matched 
in the full but not the final CMR catalogue (detailed in previous section). See text for 
discussion. 
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One might expect that for a sample of X-ray selected clusters the optical richness 
measured would be systematically lower than for an optically selected sample. Figure 
3.21 appears to show the opposite trend. For all the clusters except VMF132 (which 
is flagged as two projected systems), the B9c measure is higher than the correlation 
measured below for the optically selected sample with X-ray detections. However, B 9c is 
a measure of the degree of correlation of excess galaxies. Thus, if the majority of galaxies 
in a field are due to cluster members and not just randomly superposed field galaxies, this 
could be understood to give a higher degree of correlation, matching that expected for 
cluster members. Thus, this trend appears understandable. The two projected systems 
VMF132 and VMF86 exhibit B 9c values below or on the correlation, as might be expected 
if the superposition produces an excess of galaxies, but in a less correlated way (assuming 
the multiple systems are not precisely aligned) than would be expected for an isolated 
cluster. 
The N05 measure does not produce a good correlation (Figure 3.25) and will not be 
considered. Suffice it to note that a simple count of galaxies within a fixed physical radius 
produces a richness measure which could correspond to virtually any X-ray luminosity. 
The Le measure (Figure 3.23) produces points which lie reasonably close (typically 
within one to two sigma) of the fit to the whole sample, albeit systematically less rich, and 
with four outliers. The furthest two of these are the poorest matching candidates (only 
matched in the full but not the final catalogue), VMF181 and 194. These candidates both 
have more significant neighbouring candidates, implying that perhaps the more significant 
cluster, which was detected by its X-ray emission, lies some distance away from the optical 
candidate chosen (due to using the position quoted in VMF). Thus, it might be expected 
that not choosing the more significant optical centre would lead to an underestimate of 
Le . The two other outliers, although lying much closer to the relation, are those systems 
(VMF86 and 132) flagged as projected groups. The Le measure should not suffer from 
any bias due to projected groups at different redshifts. For VMF86, the estimated redshift 
is that of the higher redshift system. If the X-ray flux measured by VMF comes from 
the lower redshift system, this would result in an overestimate of the X-ray luminosity. 
Similarly for VMF132, although even if the redshift estimate is correct, if both systems 
are X-ray luminous, then the actual flux assigned to one system would result from the 
combined flux of two, biasing the flux measurement upward. Thus, for both the B9c and 
Le measures, the systematic offset from the optically selected X-ray detected relations 
(to be discussed next) can be understood. 
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The relationship between each of the richness measures and X-ray luminosity for 
cluster candidates in the optically selected catalogues will now be presented. Since the 
vast majority of the optically selected clusters have no X-ray selected counterparts, fluxes/ 
flux limit were measured at the positions of the optical candidates. Only the CMR 
candidates are considered, as the error in the estimated redshift is far less than for the 
MF technique, the number of false detections is lower, and cluster centres can be more 
precisely located (since the early-type galaxies are most concentrated in the cluster core, 
whereas overdense substructure can cause the MF technique to miss the true cluster 
centre). Aperture fluxes were measured from the X-ray images by Dr F. J. Castander. A 
one arcmin radius aperture was used. This was a compromise between choosing too large 
an aperture and increasing the chance of background contamination from point sources, 
and choosing too small an aperture and missing cluster flux. Most X-ray fluxes for clusters 
are measured in small radii and corrected upwards. Since most of the measurements are 
upper limits rather than detections, a smaller radius is favoured. The ROSAT count 
rate in the 0.5-2.0 keV band was converted to a flux in the same energy band using a 
conversion factor of 1.13 x 10-11 erg cm - 2 , assuming a cluster temperature of 3 ke V, and 
an average Galactic hydrogen column density of nH=5x1020cm-2 . The background flux 
rate was determined for each field by placing 100 apertures randomly around each image 
and measuring fluxes in the same way. 3a outliers were rejected from these estimates. The 
significance of each optical candidate X-ray flux measurement was determined relative to 
this background flux. If the measurement was a greater than 3a event, this was classed 
as a detection. For other measurements, a 3a upper limit was found by adding 3 x the 
standard deviation of the random aperture flux to the flux measured at that position. 
X-ray detections at 2:3a were visually inspected, and those showing contamination from 
an obvious bright point source were rejected from the analysis. These X-ray fluxes or 
limits were then converted to X-ray luminosities, assuming the CMR estimated redshift 
and a cluster temperature of 3 keV. 48 of the 268 usable apertures resulted in 2:3a X-ray 
detections. 
A plot of each of the richness measures described in Chapter 2 versus the X-ray 
luminosity is given below. Simple linear regression to the X-ray detections has been 
performed, accounting for the errors in both X-ray luminosity and richness. For the LE 
measure, the dominant source of error in the X-ray luminosity is not the estimated redshift 
(since the accuracy should be ~z:::=0.04), but the error in the X-ray flux measurement. For 
the other richness measures, the redshift estimate only enters into the richness estimate 
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through the fixed physical radius used for the counting. The best fit relations are: Lx ex 
B~(:67 and Lx ex LP5 (it was not possible to fit a relation between Lxand No .. 5). A 
second fit was made after rejecting candidates flagged as "projected". This makes a 
slight difference to the fit for the Lx- B 9c relation, reducing the slope to Lx ex B~(:58 , but 
only rejects one of the obvious extreme richness outliers ( cm231951.2+ 123208, discussed 
below). For the Lx- LE relation this makes little difference as this richness measure 
should be unaffected by projection. The new relation becomes Lx ex Lk31 . 
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Figure 3.24: X-ray luminosity vs the B9c richness measure. Filled points are >3a X-ray 
detections; downward arrows are 3a upper limits. Solid line is the best fit relation of the 
detections. Outliers which will be examined in more detail are indicated by diamonds 
and labelled with the initial few characters of their IDs. 
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Figure 3.25: X-ray luminosity vs the N0.5 richness measure. Symbols as for previous plot. 
No fit to the detections was possible. 
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Figure 3.26: X-ray luminosity vs the LE richness measure. Symbols as for previous plot. 
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Examples of outliers in these relations are now considered, to assess if clusters with 
similar richnesses do indeed exhibit very different X-ray luminosities. The following can-
didates are chosen as obvious outliers in the Lx- B9c plot. Upper limits at the right 
hand side of the plot show rich systems with tightly constrained, unusually low X-ray 
luminosities. The two high Lxsystems ( cmJ130920.5+321014 and cmJ162617.5+ 781706) 
indicated have very different optical richnesses. Due to the volume probed, and the 
rarity of such luminous clusters, these systems are expected to be at the high redshift 
end of survey (the volume between 0.2<z<0.5 is similar to that between 0.5<z<0.7) 
and, indeed, they are both found to lie in the range 0.5<z<0.7. Conversely, in order to 
be detected, the faintest systems must lie at low redshift (cmJ163526.5+565433). The 
two very optically rich systems with low X-ray upper limits (cmJ231951.2+123208 and 
cmJ091045.1+424955) lie intermediate in redshift to these extremes. 
Note that cmJ231951.2+123208 is flagged as a projection of two groups along the line 
of sight. This is discussed further below. 
Candidate ID Lx Bgc Zest X-ray Detection? 
cmJ163526.5+565433 0.0241540 773.320 0.19 det 
cmJ130920.5+321014 1.17860 1916.03 0.61 det 
cmJ162617.5+781706 0.885515 724.190 0.55 det 
cmJ231951.2+ 123208 0.112378 1766.54 0.37(p) lim 
cmJ091045.1 +424955 0.244131 2029.44 0.45 lim 
Table 3.6: Table of properties for interesting outliers from Lx- Bgc relation. 
(p) - candidate is flagged as "projected". 
det - X-ray detection 
lim - X-ray non-detection. Luminosity is 3cr limit 
Plots as for the X-ray selected clusters (Figure 3.5) are given in Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.27: P lots as for Figure 3.5 for candidate cmJ163526.5+565433. Solid line in 
CMD indicates model CMR for estimated redshift . Dashed lines bound the colour slice 
(described in 2.12) and star indicates the position of M*. Photometric errors are indicated 
for inner (filled) points, but omitted from outer (open) points for clarity. 
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Figure 3.28: Plots as for Figure 3.5 for candidate cmJ130920.5+321014. 
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Figure 3.30: Plots as for Figure 3.5 for candidate cmJ231951.2+123208. This system is 
flagged as the projection of two groups/ clusters, as can be seen from the second, higher 
redshift CMR. 
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Figure 3.31: Plots as for Figure 3.5 for candidate cmJ091045.1+424955 
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From these figures, the example cluster candidates do indeed appear to have the 
properties measured in the catalogues and shown in Table 3.27. For example, the X-ray 
detections do not appear contaminated by point sources, and the redshift estimates seem 
entirely consistent with the predicted CMRs. This is confirmed by the fact that one of the 
examples (cmJ231951.2+123208) which was flagged as the projection of two groups will 
be shown to be two groups via spectroscopy in the next chapter. The redshifts derived 
are in good agreement with the estimated redshifts. 
cm1626 and cm1635 have similar B 9c values, but their X-ray luminosities vary by 
almost two orders of magnitude. Examining the relation using Le instead of B9c shows 
that both these systems lie closer to the relation, although still at opposite sides of the 
fit. Their Le measures differ by about 0.5 dex whereas their Lxdiffer by nearly 2 dex. 
The optically rich, but X-ray underluminous systems (cmJ2319 and cmJ0910) still lie 
below the vast majority of the X-ray detections in the Le plot, but again they lie closer 
to the tighter correlation between Lx- and Le , compared with Lx- B 9 c . The most 
deviant of the two ( cmJ2319) could move if the X-ray emission is due to the lower redshift 
(projected) system (at z=0.27 rather than 0.37). This would mean that the the X-ray 
luminosity would be lowered, as the source of the emission would lay nearer, and the Le of 
the second CMR would need to be measured. Due to this ambiguity in assigning X-ray 
emission in the case of projected systems, it is best to neglect this datapoint although, as 
stated above, this projected system is the only one of such extreme B 9c richness. Note, 
however, that many neighbouring points not flagged as projections lay nearby in the Lx-
Le plot. An X-ray detection at very similar luminosity lies almost an order of magnitude 
lower in Le in the plot. Thus, although the Lx- Le correlation is tighter than that 
using B 9c , there is still significant intrinsic scatter. 
The scatter in the relation could be attributable to a number of factors. The physical 
processes involved in the determination of Lx have been discussed in Chapter 1, but will 
be reiterated here, along with a discussion of Le . The X-ray luminosity is dependent on 
the temperature and density of the gas. These in turn depend on the dynamical state of 
the cluster (which determines the depth of the gravitational potential, and the densities 
that can be reached by the gas). The presence of a cooling flow increases the luminosity 
by increasing the gas density. Lxcan also be increased through unresolved point source 
contamination. 
The optical properties of the cluster candidates obviously depend on the properties 
of the member galaxies. Since these systems were selected on the presence of a CMR, a 
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population of galaxies which formed their stars at high (z>2) redshift, and terminated 
star formation shortly after, is required. 
The interplay between the intracluster medium and the cluster galaxies is likely to be 
important and not straightforward to model. Several workers ( eg. Ponman, Cannon, & 
Navarro 1999, Bower et al. 2001) have recently investigated such interplay using numerical 
simulations. They propose energy injection at early times from supernovae in cluster 
galaxies as a method to "pre-heat" the ICM and produce observed relations such as the 
Lx- Txrelation. In addition, observations by Edge (2001) reveal the presence of cold gas 
in cooling flows which is fuelling star formation in cluster galaxies, at least in the central 
dominant cluster galaxy. 
3.5 Radio Selection of Galaxy Clusters 
Three methods using radio galaxies have been shown to successfully find clusters. Public 
radio survey data exists for fields overlapping with the XDCS, so these methods will be 
tested on this dataset. The first technique involves simply searching around radio loud 
galaxies or quasars for the presence of a clusters. Since a large number of radio galaxies 
are present in XDCS fields, and spectroscopic redshifts are not available, it will be difficult 
to tell which of these are associated with clusters. Therefore, this technique will not be 
used. The second method involves searching for overdensities of radio galaxies, and the 
third involves looking for galaxies with disturbed radio morphologies. 
The data for this section are taken from two public 1.4GHz surveys, both undertaken 
with the Very Large array (VLA) 4 . The first is the all-sky, low resolution NRAO VLA Sky 
Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998); the second is the smaller area but higher resolution 
Faint Images of the Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST) survey (White et al. 1997). 
3.5.1 Radio Galaxy Overdensity Selection 
Owen et al. (1999) studied two optically-selected clusters from the Abell (1958) catalogue 
at z::::::0.25. These were chosen to have similar richnesses (ARC4), but have very different 
blue fractions (A2125, A2645: !b =0.29, 0.03). VLA radio observations indicated very 
different populations ofradio galaxies: 27 for the former cluster, and only 4 for the latter. 
The radio galaxy excess occurs for 20cm radio luminosities below 1023 W Hz- 1 . Locally, 
4The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated Universities, Inc., under co-
operative agreement with the National Science Foundation. 
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radio galaxies at these luminosities are mostly driven by star formation (rather than an 
AGN), and the radio galaxies are mostly later in type than E/SO. The cluster with the 
higher blue fraction appears to be in the process of a cluster-cluster merger. This is 
suggestive that clusters found to have a large number of associated radio sources may 
possess galaxies with large amounts of recent star formation, as evidenced by high blue 
fractions. This was the motivation for the Texas-Oxford Cluster Survey (TexOx) and, 
indeed, early results from their zrv0.4 radio overdensity selected clusters (Gay et al. 2001) 
support this picture. The detection method they use is to select overdensities of 5 or more 
radio galaxies with a 1.4GHz flux greater than 2.3 mJy within a 6 arc minute diameter. 
Clusters identified from such overdensities of radio sources exhibit systematically higher 
blue fractions than clusters selected via other methods. Gay et al. (2001) also state that 
many of their optically confirmed clusters are likely to be at higher redshifts (0.4<z<O. 7) 
at which distances the radio sources have to be so powerful that they are mostly AGN, 
or very powerful starbursts. They suggest that many of their candidates lacking optical 
identifications are clusters at z> 1. 
Data and Method 
Using the publically available NVSS5 the TexOx search criteria were applied to all NVSS 
data overlapping with XDCS fields. 
This resulted in two radio overdensity candidates: 
a (J2000) 6 (J2000) No. of radio sources within 3' radius 
09:11:42.7 43:03:54. 8 
09:10:51.7 42:47:49.6 5 
Only one lies near a CMR candidate. The second candidate lies 2.4 arc minutes 
from cmJ091045.1+424955. At the CMR estimated redshift of 0.45 this corresponds to a 
physical distance of0.8 Mpc. This CMR candidate is an X-ray non-detection and has a 3a 
limiting flux of 2.7x 1014 erg cm- 2 s- 1 or an X-ray luminosity limit of 2.4x 1043 erg s- 1 . 
The TexOx survey found 4 radio overdensities near PDCS (5 deg2 , Postman et al. 1996) 
cluster candidates, and 6 in the Vikhlininet al. (1998) catalogue (160 deg2 ). Thus, finding 
one candidate associated with a CMR candidate within 12 deg2 is in general agreement 
with these numbers (Postman et al. (1996) searched for candidates out to zrvl.2, whereas 
both XDCS optical catalogues are restricted to z;;0.7). 
5http:/ /www.cv.nrao.edu/ jcondon/nvss.html 
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3.5.2 Radio Morphology Selection 
Blanton et al. (2001) used the FIRST survey to search for radio galaxies exhibiting double 
lobe emission with a bent morphology. See Blanton et al. (2001) and references therein. 
Briefly, a radio source's morphology can become distorted as a consequence of its motion 
through a surrounding intracluster medium (ICM). Thus, bending of a radio galaxy's lobe 
may be evidence for the presence of a dense plasma. Another explanation for disturbed 
radio morphology is interaction between neighbouring galaxies, although such systems 
are typically asymmetric, in contrast to the relatively symmetric appearance caused by 
ICM interaction. 
Data and Method 
Images and source catalogues from the FIRST6 catalogue overlapping with XDCS fields 
were downloaded. The area! coverage of FIRST is less than that of the NVSS and so 
not all XDCS fields have FIRST data (only 26/ 39). All avai lable images were visually 
inspected for the presence of sources showing a bent, double lobed nature ( eg. Figure 1 of 
Blanton et al. 2001). Six double radio sources were found, but only one of these showed 
a clearly bent morphology. This is reproduced in Figure 3.32. 
. -
11 , 
Figure 3.32: 1.4GHz image of bent double FIRST radio source at 14:14:56.35 +44:03:37.43 
(J2000). Pixels are approximately 2.3 arcsec, and image is 70 arcsec on each side. 
This source lies only 1.5 arcmins from CMR candidate cmJ141504.3+440250, which 
is about 450kpc at the estimated redshift of 0.37. This candidate is a marginal X-ray 
detection with a flux of 2.5 x 1014 erg cm -z s- 1 (3. 99a significance) or a luminosity of 
6 http:/ /sundog.stsci.edu/ 
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1.4x 1043 erg s- 1 at the CMR estimated redshift of 0.37. The X-ray detection is additional 
evidence for the presence of an ICM, although the detection is of too low a significance 
to lead to its inclusion in an X-ray selected catalogue. This is additional evidence that 
optically selected clusters can find systems containing an intracluster medium which is not 
sufficiently hot/ dense to be very X-ray luminous. Blanton et al. (2001) surveyed ,.....,3000 
deg2 to find 384 bent double sources. Thus, finding one in the XDCS-FIRST overlap ( ,..._,8 
deg2 ) is in good agreement with this number. 
3.6 Conclusions 
The procedure for the final construction of two optically selected catalogues has been 
detailed. An internal check of the redshift estimates for both these techniques was per-
formed, using the regions were two independent observations of the same area were made. 
The X-ray selection of galaxy clusters has been outlined and surveys overlapping with 
XDCS fields have been examined. The survey of Vikhlinin et al. (1998) (VMF) overlaps 
with 29 of the 39 XDCS fields. 15 VMF clusters were found within these fields. Of the ten 
remaining fields, seven of these overlap with the Bright SHARC Survey, although none 
of these contain cluster candidates, albeit only to a brighter flux limit (about an orrler 
of magnitude) than is possible from the X-ray data. All of the XDCS fields have been 
searched for X-ray clusters by the RIXOS collaboration, although they found fewer than 
Vikhlinin et al. (1998), due to their detection algorithm not being optimised for extended 
sources. 
A comparison with the VMF catalogue shows that the matched-filter (MF) technique 
recovers 9 out of 12 X-ray selected clusters (neglecting the 3 at lower redshifts than those 
for which the technique was designed). The colour-magnitude selection (CMR) method 
allows all the clusters at z.:<:0.2 to be detected. Furthermore, the CMR technique shows 
that at least one of the VMF clusters is in fact two distinct clusters at different redshifts, 
and suggests that perhaps another has a higher redshift group/ cluster projected along the 
line-of-sight. Comparison of the optical algorithms estimated redshifts with the Vikhlinin 
et al. (1998) spectroscopic redshift shows that the MF redshift is good to around 0.07 
and the CMR to around 0.03. Comparing the MF catalogue with the CMR catalogue 
shows that around 22% of the MF candidates have no corresponding CMR candidate. Of 
the candidates which match at high significance between the two catalogues, around 11% 
of the MF candidates are likely to suffer line-of-sight projections, as judged by multiple 
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CMRs along the line-of-sight. 
An examination of the relations between optical and X-ray luminosity revealed that 
the X-ray selected clusters of Vikhlinin et al. (1998) possess systematically higher values 
of Bgc relative to the best fit correlation for optically selected but X-ray detected cluster 
candidates. The VMF clusters also exhibited systematically lower values of LE . The 
former observation might be explained in terms of the X-ray selected clusters possessing 
a higher ratio of cluster to field galaxies relative to the optically selected candidates 
(which may have a few non-CMR members superposed onto the true CMR, due to the 
selection process). Since, the B gc measures the degree of correlation due to excess 
galaxies, increasing the fraction of cluster members (which follow the expected correlation 
function) might be expected to increase the Bgc signal. Another possibility is that the 
optically selected candidates may show a lower correlation value due to, for example, if 
these systems are dynamically younger they might be expected to be more irregular in 
shape, or have a higher fraction of infalling galaxies. Such structure might not necessarily 
follow the power law correlation exhibited by the X-ray selected clusters. The No.s 
measure does not show any correlation with Lx. 
The optically selected cluster sample was considered, and X-ray fiuxes or flux limits 
measured for the position of each candidate. The correlation between Lxand B9c shows 
considerable scatter. The relation for Lx- LE shows a tighter correlation although still 
with some scatter. Examination of a sample of interesting outliers in these correlations 
showed that the measured properties do seem correct, and that the scatter is genuine. 
Finally, two techniques utilising public radio data were utilised. The first involved 
searching for overdensities of radio galaxies and resulted in two cluster candidates. One 
of these was deemed to be associated with a CMR candidate, and the other may be at 
too high a redshift (z;<_0.7) to be seen in the XDCS data. The second technique searched 
for radio sources exhibiting a bent double lobed morphology, indicating motion relative 
to a dense medium. One was found. This lay very close to a CMR candidate which was 
also an X-ray detection (at ::::::4a - not sufficiently luminous to be detected by the VMF 
survey), providing further evidence for the presence of an intracluster medium. 
Chapter 4 
Verification of Cluster 
Candidates 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to confirm the reality of candidate cluster systems from the XDCS, spectroscopy 
is required to obtain redshifts to study the distribution of galaxies in all three dimensions. 
Observing time was secured for follow-up via multiobject spectroscopy with the MOSCA 1 
instrument on the Calar Alto 3.5m telescope (details of this instrument are given in §4.3). 
This was accomplished before either the data reduction or cluster-finding pipelines were 
finalised. Therefore, cluster candidates for spectroscopy were obtained "by hand" but in 
a manner consistent with the way in which the automated detection algorithms would 
select objects. The representiveness of such candidates is examined retrospectively and 
discussed in the next section. This chapter then goes on to detail the data reduction of 
the spectra; assess the significance of groupings of galaxies in redshift space and confront 
the significant groups with the results of the cluster finding algorithms; estimate velocity 
dispersions of these systems, and finally a brief comparison of photometric redshifts with 
the spectroscopic redshifts is presented (where further imaging data has been acquired). 
4.2 Spectroscopic Sample Selection 
Galaxy catalogues were constructed in the same manner as described in Chapter 2 except 
that the SExtractor FLAG parameter was not used to reject corrupted objects ( eg, 
saturated/ merged objects) and the photometric calibration was not finalised. Plots 
of each WFC mosaic2 were displayed and large overdensities selected visually. Colour-
magnitude diagrams ( CMDs) were created for regions around the centre of the overdensity 
to look for the presence of a colour-magnitude relation (CMR). Such a CMR was not 
1http://vvv.mpia-hd.mpg.de/MOSCA/index.html 
20nly the B rotations were used in this procedure, due to the order in which the data were reduced. 
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required to be particularly rich, and with hindsight it seems that the systems selected 
have less rich CMRs than typical CMR-selected candidates. One candidate (R294_1) did 
not appear to show a CMR, but represented such an extreme overdensity that it was 
added to the list of targets as a possible counter-example to the ubiquity of the CMR 3 . 
Candidates with no extended X-ray counterpart, as selected from Vikhlinin et al.'s 
(1998) catalogue were chosen. The only other criterion applied was that the RA range 
available for the observing run meant that the candidates had to come from the subset of 
XDCS originally observed during the June 1998 run. This subsample comprises 16 fields, 
or approximately 4.5 square degrees. 
The manually selected candidates are listed in Table 4.1, and plotted in Figure 4.1. 
For each one, astrometry was performed using the STARLINK program astrom to convert 
pixel coordinates into sky coordinates as measured from the APM catalogue4 , to an rms 
accuracy of of ;:::::0.3 arc seconds, or subpixel. Multi-object slit masks were constructed 
using a constant slit width of 1.5 arcsec and a slit length of at least 10 arcsec. In order 
to be included as potential slit candidates, galaxies had to be brighter than lc=20 (often 
a few galaxies fainter than this were allocated slits to fill the masks). Ideally, galaxies 
should be selected randomly for observation, with a simple magnitude selection. It is 
preferable to perform this selection in the 1-band, rather than the V, as this procedure 
is less biased in terms of the star-formation activity of the galaxies (bluer passbands are 
dominated by short-lived, massive stars - see Chapters 5 & 6). However, the nature of 
multi-object spectroscopy means that as each slit is allocated, neighbouring galaxies are 
precluded from receiving a slit. Each slit will disperse the light from a target object 
along most of the length of the CCD, and so galaxies which lay along this spectral path 
cannot be selected, to prevent the resulting spectra from overlapping. Using more than 
one mask partially overcomes this problem, and allows omitted galaxies in one mask to 
be observed in another. Two multi-slit masks were designed for each candidate, by Dr R 
Bower, although not all of these were used. 
4.2.1 Comparison with Automated Cluster-Finder Catalogues 
The overdensities selected were compared with the final MF and CMR catalogues by 
searching for candidates within the MOSCA field. These candidates are tabulated below 
3 Such a candidate was also targeted, for this reason, by Oke, Postman, & Lubin (1998), but was found 
to not be a real cluster. 
4http://vvv.ast.cam.ac.uk/~mike/apmcat/ 
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(Tables 4.2 and 4.3). X-ray flux limits are measured only at the positions of CMR can-
didates, but are similar for the MF candidates (as the positions are close, on the sky). 
The estimated redshift of the CMR method exhibits smaller scatter (Chapter 3), so the 
luminosity limits should be more accurate for the CMR method. All measurements are 30" 
upper limits, except for one marginal detection (3.40"), but visual inspection of the X-ray 
image does not reveal obvious extended emission, which might be related to a cluster. 
The cluster positions are shown graphically in Figure 4.1. This figure shows the 
surface density of galaxies brighter than le =20.0, within the MOSCA field, with a 
cross indicating the approximate centre of the overdensity which was identified as the 
candidate. The colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) for galaxies around this point is shown 
in the lower right panel. A (possibly poor/ weak) CMR was identified for all candidates 
except R294_1. The upper right panel shows the cluster candidates identified by the final 
automated techniques. Points indicate galaxies brighter than le =22.5 for the B-rotation 
data. The dashed circles indicate limits of ROSAT PSPC (described in Chapter 3) at 
radii of 3 and 19 arcmins. The square box shows the approximate extent of the MOSCA 
field (note: the usable area is contracted in one direction, as the spectra must fall near 
the centre of the CCD in the spectral direction, to avoid the spectrum being truncated by 
the chip edge - cf. slit positions in upper left panel). Dotted circles show position of MF 
candidates in the final catalogue with radii given by the group radii associated with each 
detection (see Chapter 2). Solid circles show positions and extent of CMR candidates5 . 
Finally, the lower left panel shows the l-band image for the field observed. Allocated 
slit positions are overplotted. These differ slightly from the points in the upper panel 
(squares) which show the actual spectra extracted. This is because some slits resulted 
in multiple spectra (due to fortuitous placement of galaxies); and some resulted in no 
spectrum. 
5 Note: MF symbols are always larger than the line thickness used to indicate CMR candidates, to 
avoid confusion between CMR candidates and small radius MF candidates. 
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Candidate a (J2000) fJ (J2000) 
ID [hh:mm:ss.s] [dd:mm:ss] 
RllO_l 14 28 22.0 +33 07 13 
R220_2 17 23 37.9 +74 43 17 
R236_1 17 02 58.9 +51 53 52 
R294_1 23 19 54.5 +12 32 27 
Table 4.1: MOSCA mask centres. Note: the IDs are just numbered subfields of the 
RIXOS fields, and should not be confused with the similar nomenclature used for X-ray 
candidates by the RIXOS collaboration. 
Table 4.2: XDCS MF candidates in MOSCA Fields 
Field XDCS ID Dist ( arcmin) t Zest 
RllOl mfJ142824.2+330538 1.6448906 0.115 
R2202 mfJ172321.8+ 744326 1.0702165 0.555 
R2361 mfJ170257.8+514935 4.2857400 0.473 
R2941 mfJ231954.5+ 123256 0.48399973 0.280 
t - Distance of candidate from centre of MOSCA field. 
Table 4.3: XDCS CMR candidates in MOSCA Fields. Dist indicates distance from field 
centre. + - (p) in estimated redshift indicates that candidate is flagged as a line-of-sight 
projection by the method described in Chapter 3. X-ray fluxes and luminosities (using 
estimated redshifts) are 3a upper limits for <3a detections. Visual inspection of the one 
detection does not show any obvious extended emission, which might be associated with 
a cluster. 
Field XDCS ID Dist (arcmin) Zest t Fx Lx 
(lo- 14erg s- 1 cm- 2 ) (1044 erg s- 1) 
R1101 cmJ142812.0+330736 2.1298013 0.160 ~1.84 ~0.018 
R2202 cmJ172333.0+ 7 44410 0.94534421 0.210 ~3.28 ~0.056 
R2361 cmJ170244.2+515539 2.8962239 0.310 (p) 2.42 (3.40a) 0.095 
R2361 cmJ170232.6+514922 6.0559771 0.300 ~2.24 ~0.081 
R2361 cmJ170258.9+514921 4.5046376 0.470 ~2.24 ~0.222 
R2941 cmJ231951.2+ 123208 0.85513706 0.370 (p) ~1.94 ~ 0.112 
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Figure 4.4: as previous figure, for field R294_1. 
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4.3 §pectroscopic Observations and Data Reduction 
The spectra were secured over six nights of observations in July 2000 using MOSCA on 
the Calar Alto 3.5m. 
Table 4.4: Log of observations of cluster candidates from Calar Alto 
Night Field Mask Exposure time ( s) Comments 
26 - 27/07/00 R220_2 1 3 X 1800 poor seeing (low s/n)** 
27- 28/07/00 Rl10_1 1 3 X 1800 
28 - 29/07/00 R236_1 1 3 X 1800 
29- 30/07/00 R220_2 2 3 X 1800 1 exposure corrupted 
29- 30/07/00 R236_1 2 3 X 1800 
30 - 31/07/00 R294_1 1 3 X 1800 
31/07- 01/08/00 R220_2 1 3 X 1800 repeat of ** - improved data 
31/07 - 01/08/00 R294_1 2 3 X 1800 
M OS CA is a focal reducer, installed at the Richey-Chretien Focus of the 3.5m telescope 
on Calar Alto. The reduction ratio of the optical system is 3.7, i.e. the effective focal 
ratio is f/2.7. This gives an image scale of 3 pixels per arcsec and a total FOV of llxll 
arcmin. A thinned CCD with 2048x4096 15 micron pixels is used as the detector. 
The med-green grism was chosen. This gives a wavelength coverage of 4300 - 8200A, 
with a central wavelength of 5500A and a dispersion of around 2.5A/ pixel and resolution 
of around lOAFWHM. This allows distinctive spectral features (see Figure 4.3.2) to be 
seen over a wide range of redshifts from z.!S;0.1 to z..<,0.6. 
Before each night of observation, a series of bias frames (typically five) was taken. For 
the purpose of wavelength calibration (WLC) two different comparison arcs were observed. 
This was done to ensure an adequate number of emission lines over the full-wavelength 
range covered by the MOSCA med-green grism. A 15s exposure of the HgAr/Ne arc was 
taken. This was augmented by a 120s exposure of the Ar lamp using the 472/78 filter. The 
long exposure was used to make weak emission lines clearly visible, and the (BY-band) 
filter was used to suppress lines at the red end of the spectrum, which would otherwise 
become saturated. A combination of the HgAr/Ne spectrum and 100x the Ar spectrum 
was found to provide a good reference spectrum for WLC (hereafter, WLC refers to this 
composite arc spectrum image). So, such calibration frames were taken before twilight, 
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at the start of each run. Flatfield frames were taken using MOSCA's internal tungsten 
lamp. For the science observations, three exposures were made of each mask, each of 
30 minutes duration. After each series of science frames, whilst the telescope was still 
pointing at the object, another HgAr/Ne frame was taken (although it was not needed, 
see later). This was done in case flexure in the instrument due to the telescope's different 
pointing position affected the arcs taken earlier in the evening (while the telescope was 
parked, and therefore pointing at zenith). The Ar arc was not repeated during the night 
as its longer exposure time added an unacceptable overhead. 
4.3.1 Data Reduction 
Data reduction was carried out using standard IRAF routines. 
De-biasing 
A Master-bias frame was made for each night, by median-combining all the bias frames for 
that night. Full2D bias removal was necessary, as structure (appearing as broad banding) 
was visible in the individual bias frames. These master bias frames were subtracted from 
their relevant data frames, and overscan strip correction performed. 
Flatfielding 
Flatfielding performs two roles: to take out pixel-to-pixel variations due to intrinsic sensi-
tivity differences in the detector, and to account for the way in which the slit is illuminated. 
The calibration frames taken for this purpose used the internal tungsten lamp. There are 
two main problems with using such a lamp for flatfielding. Firstly, the tungsten lamp is 
hot and therefore possesses a blackbody spectrum different from that of the night sky, 
which must first be removed before it can be used for flatfielding. Secondly, the lamp is 
located quite near to the CCD, and therefore the way in which the slits are illuminated 
is different from the way they are illuminated when pointed at the sky. Furthermore, 
imperfections in the machining of the slits result in variations in the illumination of the 
CCD. These could be compensated for by an illumination correction, described below. A 
number of experiments were tried to overcome these problems. To remove the blackbody 
spectrum of the tungsten, the IRAF task apflatten was used. This fits a high-order 
function along the spectral direction to each slit, simultaneously fitting each pixel in the 
spatial direction. A 35th order spline-3 was found to give a good fit to the lamp contin-
uum. However, once this continuum had been removed, the counts in the flatfield towards 
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the ends of the spectrum were found to be quite low. This is bad because features of in-
terest, such as Ca H + K absorption lines in a Z"'-'0.1 galaxy will lie very near the blue 
end of the spectrum. If the S/N in the flatfield is too low, noise will be added to these 
features. It was found that trying to use this flatfield just added noise to the spectrum. 
The second use for the flatfield (illumination correction) was also investigated. The 
tungsten spectra were flattened as above (note: this process uses a fit to the shape of the 
spectrum simultaneously for each pixel in the spatial direction, and normalises them to 
the same level, therefore spatial information about the shape of the illumination across 
the slit is lost). The flattened tungstens were median-filtered in the spectral direction 
with a 20 pixel filter. This is to remove the attempt to correct pixel-to-pixel variation 
(which was found to add noise to the spectra), and to just try to account for the shape 
of the flatfield. The unflattened tungstens had a lD function across each slit fitted to 
them. These slit functions were then multiplied by the flattened tungstens to provide the 
flatfield. This illumination correction is designed to improve the quality of the night-sky 
background subtraction (see below). It was found that this procedure did not significantly 
improve the background subtraction, and so flatfielding of the data was decided against. 
Cosmic Ray Rejection 
The three images for each mask were combined using imcombine in cosmic ray rejection 
mode. This did a good job of removing the cosmic rays, except for one mask where 
only two exposures were taken (three are necessary for successful cosmic ray rejection). 
Also, the routine apall (explained below) has a "clean" task, which attempts to remove 
cosmic rays. This was turned on in all cases, and did a good job of removing any remaining 
cosmic rays (and a fairly good job of removing them initially for the frame mentioned 
above). The processed 2D spectra were visually examined to ensure that emission lines 
were not removed, during this process. 
Spectral Extraction 
The !RAF routine apall was used for this task. In outline, a cross section through the 
spectra was taken (summming over 20 lines in the spectral direction). This makes the 
galaxy spectra stand out as peaks above the sky background. Apertures were defined 
for each galaxy, and also background apertures were defined either side of each galaxy 
(where possible - some galaxies lay very close to the edge of their slit). Note: slits can 
contain more than one galaxy, due to fortuitous placement. The background apertures 
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were defined as close as possible to the edge of the galaxy spectra, and kept as short 
as possible. This is because apall does not take account of the fact that the spectra 
may be tilted slightly, with respect to the columns of the CCD. The nightsky lines for 
subtraction are simply summed along a row, and subtracted from the galaxy flux on the 
same row. Hence, any tilt in the spectrum would result in the sky lines from one row 
being subtracted from the wrong part of the galaxy spectrum. All the galaxy spectra 
were found to be sufficiently well aligned with the CCD columns that the sky subtraction 
was not a problem. For one mask the spectra were tilted much more than the others, 
but by lowering the order of the fit to the shape of the background across the slit, sky 
subtraction was still reasonably successful. The galaxy spectrum was then traced as far 
as it was visible, along the spectral direction, the sky subtracted, and the result extracted 
to a lD spectrum. 
A similar procedure was carried out for the WLC arcs. The positions of the galaxy 
apertures and the galaxy traces were used as a references, but no background subtraction 
was carried out. 
Wavelength Calibration 
The WLC for each spectrum in the mask was carried out in the following way. Lines 
were identified with identify using a reference list for one arc in the mask. A 4th order 
chebyshev was fit in the dispersion direction to convert pixel coordinates to wavelength 
coordinates. The formal error on this fit was typically <lA rms, but is really limited 
by the size of the resolution element (lOA). This solution was used as a reference to 
identify lines in the other spectrum in reidentify. This is an algorithm which tries to 
automatically identify lines in other slits assuming some zeropoint offset in the spectral 
direction from the previous solution (as the slits are at different locations on the mask), 
and assuming a roughly similar dispersion (it will differ slightly, due to distortious iu 
the instrument). This task performs fairly well for most spectra, but it was necessary 
to reidentify some spectra from scratch, by hand, in a similar way to using identify. 
All solutions were verified by visual inspection. No flux calibration of the spectra was 
performed (as this is unnecessary for just calculating redshifts). 
Once dispersion solutions were calculated, the reference spectrum transformation was 
applied to the corresponding science spectrum. 
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4.3.2 Spectroscopic Redshift Determination 
All the wavelength-calibrated spectra were visually inspected to try to determine an 
approximate redshift where one was readily apparent. This method is probably biased 
to systems with clearly visible H + K lines, and probably to those which also have strong 
G-band absorption features. Note: this is not the final redshift quoted. 
Next, the Fourier cross-correlation technique of Tonry & Davis (1979) was applied 
to the wavelength-calibrated spectra. This technique continuum-subtracts and Fourier 
transforms the galaxy spectrum and a reference template, applies high- and low-pass 
filtering, and looks for peaks in the cross-correlation function of the two. 
The template used was a de-redshifted E/SO (as used by the CNOC collaboration, 
courtesy of E. Ellingson), hence no emission lines were used in the initial redshift deter-
mination (emission line objects are considered below). Each mask was run through fxcor, 
and the redshift from the highest cross-correlation peak logged. Each spectrum was then 
de-redshifted using the fxcor redshift. The de-redshifted spectrum then had the position 
of prominent absorption lines (Ca H+K, G-band, H-beta and Mgb) and emission lines 
Oil and H.B overplotted. The spectrum was then visually inspected and a quality flag 
assigned to it, either: 2 - the redshift is confident; 1 - the redshift is less certain but looks 
compatible with the positions of the lines; or 0 - no redshift is possible (usually due to 
too low S/N). 
Some spectra were also flagged for re-processing through fxcor, if the redshift was 
clearly wrong, and sufficient signal was present to get a better redshift estimate. The main 
reason for an incorrect redshift was the presence of large residuals from the subtraction 
of bright night sky lines. Note that in the Fourier cross-correlation, the direction (ie. 
absorption or emission) of lines is not taken into account; therefore, night sky residuals 
which approximate the positions of absorption features in the template can be confused. 
Absorption lines in the galaxy spectrum were logged, and if a possible emission line 
was present, the 2D spectrum was inspected to check if the emission was a genuine galaxy 
feature, or a residual sky line. 
For several spectra, for which the redshifts were readily apparent, and very strong 
emission was seen, the E/SO template gave a poor redshift estimate. In this case an 
Sab/Scd template was substituted and found to give a much better fit. Emission line 
objects are clearly noted in the tables of results, below. 
Furthermore, once groupings in redshift space had been located ( §4.4.1), all the spectra 
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which failed to yield a redshift were re-examined to see if they were compatible with 
the redshift of any groupings. This yielded one extra redshift which had been missed 
previously. 
Field Number of Spectra 
Rl10_1 
R220_2 
R236_1 
R294_1 
Class 0 Class 1 Class 2 
2 
14 
8 
7 
5 
7 
6 
8 
8 
14 
24 
17 
Table 4.5: Summary of Spectral Quality. 2- secure redshift; 1 - less confident; 0- rejected. 
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of S/N per lOA resolution element, for all the spectra. A S/N of 
around 3 is typically sufficient to yield a redshift. 
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Table 4.6: Cluster Candidate Rl10_1, maskl 
Spectrum 
Numbera 
3 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 (la) 
13 (la) 
14 (la) 
15 
!BEST 
18.512 
19.478 
18.807 
19.399 
19.061 
18.363 
19.11 
17.384 
18.613 
17.448 
18.891 
17.868 
17.856 
18.695 
18.679 
V-I 
1.28 
1.164 
1.401 
1.018 
0.965 
1.569 
1.152 
1.422 
_I 
1.578 
1.512 
1.475 
1.56 
1.472 
1.261 
SExtractor 
FLAGb 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
24 
18 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0.15078 
0.21132 
0.12877 
0.20590 
0.21847 
0.22065 
0.05247 
0.21740 
0.17425 
0.19644 
0.19594 
0.19651 
0.18734 
167.788 
167.216 
111.410 
179.222 
148.330 
126.439 
236.459 
88.620 
381.831 
138.245 
99.380 
150.636 
341.038 
a Aperture number- label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
5.04 
4.93 
7.18 
4.90 
11.69 
10.05 
4.96 
19.08 
3.72 
6.84 
15.68 
9.15 
4.93 
Confidenced 
0 
0 
H,l<,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/1(em),Mgb,Ha 
H,K,Mgb,Ha 
H,K,Mgb 
H,K,G,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G,Mgb 
H,K,G,Mgb,Het 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/:l,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/:l,Mgb 
SE.xtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS catalogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
d 2 - secure redshift; 1 - less confident; 0 - rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. H/3 is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
V-band object corrupted by cosmic ray (as indicated by SExtractor FLAG) 
Table 4.7: Cluster Candidate R220_2, maskl 
Spectrum 
Numbera 
3 
4 
6 
7 (2a) 
8 (2a) 
9 (2a) 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
lBEST 
20.594 
19.499 
20.386 
18.974 
20.884 
19.776 
19.094 
19.746 
18.59 
19.786 
20.195 
19.538 
20.402 
21.052 
19.199 
18.216 
19.639 
19.027 
19.717 
V-I 
1.358 
2.034 
1.443 
2.241 
0.977 
1.218 
1.661 
1.537 
1.654 
1.256 
1.34 
I. 765 
0.905 
0.959 
I. 729 
1.45 
1.32 
0.849 
1.354 
SExtractor 
FLAGb 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.46556 
0.46995 
0.34478 
0.44490 
0.16320 
0.20864 
0.25974 
0.26269 
0.25894 
0.05351 
0.33694 
0.34265 
0.17925 
0.08128 
235.109 
179.880 
267.242 
135.212 
357.823 
76.124 
174.097 
226.063 
103.578 
325.511 
163.836 
158.752 
115.004 
243.733 
a Aperture number - label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
4.24 
7.07 
4.90 
8.48 
4.71 
6.406 
9.88 
7.96 
14.01 
3.19 
9.80 
5.86 
7.92 
5.87 
Confidenced 
0 
0 
0 
0 
G,H/:l,Mgb 
H,K,G,H,9,Mgb 
H,K,H/1 
H,K,G,H,9,Mgb 
H,K,G 
Oli,H/1(em),Mgb,Ho 
H,K,G,H,9,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G,Mgb,OII,Ho 
H,K,G 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G 
H,K,G,H/1,Mgb 
H,K,G 
SExtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS catalogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
d 2 - secure redshift; l - less confident; 0 - rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. H/3 is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
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Table 4.8: Cluster Candidate R220_2, mask2 
Spectrum 
Number 0 
20 
21 
22 
23 (2a) 
24 (2a) 
25 (2a) 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
1aEST 
20.454 
20.179 
19.796 
18.178 
18.689 
18.546 
20.564 
20.25 
19.331 
20.194 
20.787 
20.29 
20.124 
19.339 
19.271 
20.242 
V-1 
0.939 
1.69 
1.631 
1.639 
1.667 
1.588 
0.969 
1.469 
1.872 
1.403 
1.072 
1. 743 
1.688 
2.468 
1.588 
1.391 
SExtractor 
FLAGb 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.42996 
0.25921 
0.26020 
0.25890 
0.33824 
0.25435 
0.32247 
238.252 
105.401 
68.459 
73.117 
139.260 
161.092 
462.418 
a Aperture number- label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
TORe 
4.92 
14.46 
12.04 
21.11 
9.88 
4.90 
5.76 
Confidenced 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Linese 
H,K,H/3 ,Mgb,Oll 
H,K,G,HiJ,Mgb 
H,K,G,HiJ,Mgb 
H,K,G,H)J',Mgb 
H,K,G,Hp,Mgb 
H,K,G,Mgb,Oll 
4000Abreak 
SExtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS catalogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
d 2 -secure redshift; 1 -less confident; 0- rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. H,B is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
Spectrum 
Number 0 
2 (3a) 
3 
4 
5 (3b) 
6 (3a) 
8 (3b) 
9 (3a) 
10 (3b) 
11 
12 (3a) 
13 (3a) 
14 (3a) 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
1aEST 
19.666 
19.44 
18.58 
19.643 
19.919! 
19.342 
19.732 
18.369 
19.555 
19.046 
20.087 
19.176 
_I 
18.619 
19.448 
18.804 
19.928 
19.324 
21.249 
Table 4.9: Cluster Candidate R236_1, maskl 
V-1 
1.049 
1.612 
1.38 
1.853 
1.884 
1.69 
1.064 
1.942 
1.263 
1.678 
0.824 
1.307 
_I 
1. 707 
0.602 
1.199 
2.151 
1.926 
0.931 
SExtractor 
FLAGb 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0.27667 
0.29721 
0.17387 
0.35303 
0.34349 
0.30382 
0.17252 
0.34427 
0.29716 
0.34819 
0.29954 
0.29671 
0.29663 
0.39967 
0.40845 
fl.z 
(kms- 1 ) 
190.864 
141.738 
73.007 
136.441 
172.520 
115.327 
167.094 
119.157 
261.829 
117.877 
166.899 
92.235 
73.527 
76.398 
275.871 
TORe 
4.82 
13.21 
24.38 
5.79 
4.40 
11.82 
6.10 
13.16 
4.24 
12.42 
5.65 
17.06 
20.00 
6.46 
3.04 
Confidenced 
0 
a Aperture number- label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
H,K,Mgb,Oll,Ho 
H,I<.G,Mgb,Oll 
H,l<.G.Mgb,H/3 
H,I<,G,Mgb,H/3 
H,l<,G,H/J,Mgb 
H,I<,G,Mgb 
H,I<,G,Mgb 
H,I<,G,Mgb,H/3 
H,K,G,Mgb,Ho 
H,I<,G,Mgb,H/3 
H,I<,G,Oll,Ho 
H,I<,G,Mgb 
H,K,G,H)J',Mgb 
Ho,HiJ(em).Oll 
H,K,G,Mgb,H/3 
SExtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS cata]ogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
2 - secure redshift; 1 - less confident; 0 - rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. H$ is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
1- band image corrupted by cosmic ray 
(this is not noted by the SExtractor FLAG as this parameter is measured from the V-band image) 
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Table 4.10: Cluster Candidate R236_1, mask2 
Spectrum 
Numbera 
20 (3b) 
21 (3b) 
22 (3b) 
23 (3b) 
24 (3b) 
25 
26 
27 
28 (3b) 
29 (3b) 
30 (3b) 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 (3a) 
la EST 
19.298 
19.269 
18.806 
19.486 
20.204 
21.027 
17.739 
19.952 
19.764 
18.728 
18.982 
20.213 
18.288 
19.664 
17.238 
21.529 
20.14 
20.641 
20.086 
V-1 
1.89 
1.94 
1.944 
1.839 
1.617 
1.07 
1.135 
1.865 
1.875 
1.854 
1.881 
1.4 
1.007 
1.311 
2.408 
1.806 
1.157 
1.502 
1.634 
SExtractor 
FLAGb 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.34710 
0.34912 
0.34637 
0.34868 
0.34533 
0.31194 
0.34695 
0.34781 
0.34733 
0.17632 
0.27177 
0.30840 
0.30753 
0.30335 
201.586 
90.516 
108.762 
101.140 
150.188 
374.466 
112.469 
74.759 
166.769 
150.815 
286.665 
528.003 
227.232 
136.611 
a Aperture number- label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
TORe 
6.26 
14.50 
13.92 
15.03 
8.49 
4.24 
12.55 
19.64 
7.96 
5.14 
3.48 
3.59 
5.69 
11.14 
Confidenced 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
Lines~ 
H,K,G,H.B,Mgb 
H.K,G,II;i,:.lgb 
H,K,H/3,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/J,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3 ,Mgb 
H,K 
star 
H,K,G,H/3,1vlgb 
H,K,G,H/3,1vlgb 
H,K,G,H/l,Mgb 
OII,H,K,G,Mgb,H<i 
H,K,G 
H,K,G,Mgb 
H,K,H/l,Mgb 
SExtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS catalogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
d 2- secure redshift; 1 - less confident; 0- rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. H.B is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
Table 4.11: Cluster Candidate R294_1, maskl 
Spectrum 
Numbera 
3 
5 (4b) 
6 
7 (4c) 
8 (4a) 
9 
10 (4c) 
11 ( 4c) 
12 (4a) 
13 (4b) 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
la EST 
18.423 
18.285 
19.667 
20.267 
19.046 
18.086 
19.228 
18.308 
18.922 
19.08 
18.94 
18.991 
19.017 
19.943 
19.788 
19.027 
20.779 
19.253 
19.538 
V-1 
1.351 
I. 734 
1.954 
0.531 
1. 713 
1.309 
2.233 
1.608 
2.201 
2.116 
1.916 
1.58 
I. 704 
1.653 
0.796 
1.28 
1.172 
2.187 
I. 794 
SExtractor 
PLAGb 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16 
0.12522 
0.30395 
0.57961 
0.32571 
0.12427 
0.45223 
0.26919 
0.06476 
0.45408 
0.44350 
0.26845 
0.32172 
0.25477 
0.16085 
0.14634 
0.46492 
179.947 
74.329 
309.194 
118.619 
130.648 
174.766 
74.540 
617.654 
128.151 
173.832 
142.743 
78.432 
255.342 
171.017 
189.056 
310.987 
a Aperture number - label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
TORe 
7.22 
15.96 
5.26 
14.24 
10.31 
8.56 
21.02 
4.57 
11.56 
6.90 
8.53 
20.51 
4.95 
9.64 
4.91 
4.66 
Confidenced 
0 
2 
0 
H,K.G,Mgb 
H.K.G,HB ,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3 ,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
H,K,G,Hj'l,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/l,Mgb 
H,K,G,Hil.Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3,Mgb,Oll 
H,K,G,HB.Mgb,Oll 
H,K,G,Hj'l,Mgb 
star 
H,K,Mgb 
H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
H,K,G,Mgb 
H,K,H6,G,Mgb 
SExtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS catalogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
2 - secure redshift; 1 - less confident; 0 - rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. Ht-3 is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
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Table 4.12: Cluster Candidate R294_1, mask2 
Spectrum !BEST V-1 SExtractor L'l.z TDRC Confidenced Linese 
Numbera FLAGb (kms- 1 ) 
20 22.247 1.273 0 0.12895 171.313 4.98 H.K.Mgb 
21 20.199 1.467 0 0 
22 (4b) 19.149 1.77 0 0.32547 178.939 4.19 H,l<,G,H/3,Mgb 
23 19.393 1.758 0 
24 18.321 1.438 u 0.11081 531.952 2.13 I' H,K,G,Mgb 
25 19.689 2.08 0 0.45390 169.112 5.61 11 H,K,G,Mgb 
26 18.808 1. 742 0 0.29590 95.335 12.49 2 H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
27 (4c) 19.582 2.18 0 0.45478 124.981 6.53 21 H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
28 20.323 0.97 0 0 
29 (4c) 19.016 2.145 0 0.45381 184.131 7.37 21 H,K,G,H/3,Mgb 
30 20.041 1.445 0 0 
31 19.473 1.456 0 0 
32 (4a) 18.76 1.132 0 0.26438 151.828 3.01 zt 01 !,Ho ,H/3 ( ern),D4000,(; 
a Aperture number- Label in brackets refers to group ID (see below) 
SExtractor FLAG -only objects with values <4 are retained in the final XDCS catalogue (see Chapter 2 for details) 
c Tonry & Davies R parameter 
d 2 -secure redshift; 1 - less confident; 0 rejected 
e Spectral features found by visual inspection. H.B is in absorption unless otherwise stated 
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The tables show measurements from the spectra. The R parameter of Tonry & Davis 
(1979) is a goodness of fit measure of the redshift obtained by cross-correlation in Fourier 
space. All redshifts were confirmed by visual inspection, by overplotting the spectral 
features shown in Figure 4.3.2 on the de-redshifted spectra. In order to be considered a 
confident redshift, two or more spectral lines had to be clearly visible and other features 
had to have some good reason for not being seen ( eg, strong sky residuals concealing a 
feature which should have been present). The "confidence" column indicates the confi-
dence in the redshift measurement following this method. If the primary maximum gave 
a poor fit - which occurred mainly due to inadequate sky subtraction (and is particu-
larly common in mask 2 of R294_1, due to the spectra being skewed), then secondary 
maxima were selected and the same procedure followed. Night sky residuals is also the 
main reason for some spectra with reasonably high (;G3) TDR values being rejected. The 
cross-correlation method attempts to fit these residuals to spectral features in the galaxy 
template. 
Field 
R110_1 
R220_2 
R236_1 
R236_1 
R294_1 
R294_1 
R294_1 
Table 4.13: Galaxy Groupings in Redshift Space 
Galaxy Centroida Nb Nrorc median 6.zd 
grouping a (J2000) J (J2000) z 
la 14 28 27.9 33 05 24 3 8(13) 0.196 <0.001 
2a 17 23 25.1 74 43 45 7 14(21) 0.260 0.003 
3a 17 02 59.2 51 53 25 6(7) 24(30) 0.297(0.297) 0.007(0.007) 
3b 17 02 52.4 51 54 00 11 24(30) 0.347 
4a 23 20 00.2 12 32 06 3 17(25) 0.268 
4b 23 19 48.0 12 32 58 3 17(25) 0.325 
4c 23 19 55.6 12 32 20 5 17(25) 0.454 
a Centroid of members of grouping, using class 2 redshifts. 
b Number of galaxies in grouping - class 2 spectra (class 1 & 2 
spectra). 
c Total number of class 2 (class 1 & 2) spectra in field. 
d Maximum redshift separation between a galaxy in the grouping 
and the median redshift of the grouping. 
e The number of absorption line only (ie. no emission) galaxies in 
the grouping. 
Note: galaxies must be within 1500 kms- 1 in the rest-frame, at the 
median redshift, to be considered members ofthe grouping (see text). 
0.004 
0.001 
0.003 
0.010 
NAbsp 
3 
5 
3(4) 
11 
1 
3 
4 
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Figure 4.6: Representative de-redshifted spectra. From top to bottom: spectrum with 
confident redshift; spectrum with confident redshift and emission lines; spectrum with 
less confident redshift. 
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4.4 Analysis of Redshifts 
Groupings in redshift space were extracted by searching for 3 or more secure redshifts 
separated by 1500 kms- 1 or less. This is the same method adopted by Holden et al. 
( 1999) and corresponds to 3 times typical cluster velocity dispersions they measure. It 
should be noted that a larger value was also tried, but 30' clipping (described later) 
removed any extra galaxies added. The results of groupings found by this technique are 
illustrated in Figure 4.8 and analysed below. 
4.4.1 Significance of Clustering in Redshift Space 
Ramella et al. (2000) and Holden et al. (1999) used similar techniques to assess the sig-
nificance of cluster clustering in redshift space. Ramella et al.'s (2000) method is followed 
here. The selection function was calculated as follows. Figure 4. 7 shows the number 
of galaxies for which redshift measurements were possible, as a function of magnitude. 
Henceforth, only secure redshifts will be considered. Note that all cluster members are 
class 2 (ie. secure) redshifts, except one which is class 1, in the whole sample. Of the 121 
spectroscopic targets, 61 resulted in secure redshifts, and a further 26 with less secure 
measurements. Two of these objects were stars. 
The majority of galaxies which fail to yield a redshift are fainter than le = 20.0. 
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16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Figure 4.7: The I-band magnitude distribution of galaxies for which spectroscopy was 
attempted. The empty histogram is galaxies for which no redshift was determined; the 
black histogram is galaxies with confident redshifts; and the grey histogram is galaxies 
with less confident redshifts. 
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Figure 4.8: Large scale redshift distributions for cluster candidates: RllO_l (upper left), 
R220_2 (upper right), R236_1 (lower left), R294_1 (lower right). Line thickness indicates 
confidence in the redshifts. Bold lines are confident redshifts. The bin size is 0.004, which 
corresponds to a rest frame velocity of 1200 to 800 kms- 1 at the left and right sides of 
the plot, respectively. 
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As with the 2D data in Chapter 2, it is important to model the clustering of field galax-
ies, when constructing mock galaxy distributions. By using the Canada France Redshift 
Survey (CFRS, Lilly et al. 1995) to construct a simulated field redshift distribution (as 
was done by Holden et al. 1999) and bootstrap resampling sets of galaxies, an estimate 
can be made of the fraction of spurious clustering detected in redshift space. Sets of 
15 galaxies were extracted - the mean number per field (2 masks) for which confident 
redshifts were secured. 10000 galaxy sets were generated, applying bootstrap resampling, 
and the fraction of sets containing a grouping of more than 4 galaxies within 1500 kms- 1 
of their median redshift found. This occurs by chance ,..._,6% of the time. For field Rl10_1, 
only 3 galaxies were found within this velocity difference, but fewer than average redshifts 
(8) were obtained (due to only one; rather than two masks being used). The velocity dif-
ference between these 3 is less than 1000 kms- 1 . This also occurs about 6% of the time, 
and is therefore approximately as significant. If the velocity difference is reduced to 1000 
kms- 1 , the likelihood of finding 4 or more galaxies this close together, in an observation 
of a 15 galaxy set is only 2%. These numbers are used as a guideline to the significance 
of groupings in redshift space. 
Ramella et al. (2000) take this technique further by trying to reproduce more accu-
rately the magnitude selection function. To do this they take the histogram of magnitudes 
for which spectra were obtained and divide this by the total number of galaxies in the 
same area in the same magnitude bin (ie. the histogram shown in Figure 4.7 is divided 
by the field galaxy number counts- Figure 2.15- the result is shown in Figure 4.9). 
Figure 4.9: The function s(m) 
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If the luminosity function is universal and the local normalistion is the same every-
where (ie. no clustering), then the redshift distribution is given by: 
dV(z) 1m2 N(z) = -- f[L(m, z)]s(m)dm 
dz m 1 
( 4.1) 
(Ramella et al. 2000) where dV is the volume element given in Equation 2.17, m1,m2 are 
the magnitude limits and f is the Schechter LF given in Chapter 2. Applying the selection 
function, s(m) gives the redshift distribution shown in Figure 4.10. Ramella et al. (2000) 
note that using such a distribution gives a false impression of the significance of groupings, 
as the clustering in redshift space must be accounted for. In order to do this, the CFRS 
is again bootstrap resampled, but this time using the magnitude selection function s(m). 
In Ramella et al.'s (2000) method, they compare the N(z) distribution of their data with 
that of the CFRS using their selection function, and state that a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test shows the two datasets have similar distributions. Using the XDCS spectroscopic 
sample, however, a KS test shows the bootstrapped CFRS N(z) and the N(z) in Figure 
4.10 are significantly different at the >90% level. It appears that this is because a larger 
fraction of the redshifts in the XDCS sample are cluster members. The Ramella et al. 
(2000) sample targeted higher redshift candidates, and so recovered a lower fraction of 
cluster members than the data presented here (most of the XDCS cluster candidates lie 
in the range 0.2<z<0.4). Therefore Ramella et al.'s (2000) data follow the CFRS N(z) 
as most of their data are field galaxies (so it is correct when they state that magnitude 
selection is the main process leading to the inclusion of galaxies in the sample). In the 
XDCS sample however, significant groupings of 6 or more redshifts (more than the in 
individual groupings in the Ramella et al. (2000) data) are present, and thus the total 
(cluster+ field) sample is not represented by the field survey of the CFRS. This difference 
in N(z)'s provides reassurance that significant clusters have been found. 
Using Gaussian s(m) leads to different probabilities of false detections. For nreq=4, 
P(false)=0.19; and for nreq=5, P(false)=0.03. This illustrates that magnitude selection 
has a big effect on the significance assigned. 
To summarise these tests: the CFRS has been used to simulate the redshift distri-
bution of field galaxies. Two different magnitude selection functions have been used to 
sample this survey. Bootstrap resampling of the data is used to calculate the proba-
bility, P(false), of incorrectly identifying a grouping of nreq galaxies in redshift space -
the galaxies being selected in the same way as for the MOSCA targets. For the sim-
plest selection function (a step function in magnitude, selecting galaxies brighter than 
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Figure 4.10: The redshift distribution function. The dashed line shows the N(z) described 
by Equation 4.1. 
mlim), P(false)~0.06 for nreq =4. For the best-fit Gaussian magnitude selection function, 
P(false)~0.19 for nreq =4, and P(false)~0.02 for nreq =5. 
These are the most recent techniques used in the literature for estimating the sig-
nificance of redshift groupings found from optical cluster surveys. However, there are 
several problems with them. Firstly, using the CFRS to model the field does not take 
any account of the presence of groups within it. Thus, for finding the lowest velocity 
dispersion systems, which will be numerous in any wide-field survey (and therefore the 
CFRS), these methods underestimate the significance of systems found. Secondly, not all 
the available information is used. The most basic spectral properties (ie., whether or not 
the cluster members possess emission lines) and the colours can be used to infer the types 
of galaxies in the sample. Absorption line systems with red colours at the given redshift 
are highly indicative that a galaxy is of early-type. Since, these systems dominate the 
cores of known clusters, but are much less common in the field, their presence increases 
the likelihood of a cluster. This technique, however, would be biased against systems not 
containing early-type galaxies. 
It should be noted that using a mean N(z) from many fields would tend to overestimate 
the significance of clustering found in any one pencil beam survey, especially if galaxies 
lie in sheets along the line of sight. 
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By taking the field galaxy luminosity function from the CNOC2 survey (Lin et al. 
1999), the expected number of early-type galaxies in a given volume can be calculated. Lin 
et al.'s (1999) parameters for the Re-band luminosity function in the qo=0.1 cosmology 
are taken. This is a Schechter LF with two additional parameters to model the evolution 
in luminosity and density. Lin et al. (1999) state that to convert their LFs to another 
band, a good approximation is to just apply an appropriate offset in M* based on the mean 
rest-frame colour for that galaxy type. Thus, to calculate the LF at z=0.3 for early-type 
galaxies, a rest-frame colour of Re-Ie=0.71 is used (Kodama & Arimoto 1997) to correct 
M* to the le-band, along with a correction for the different value of h (+5logh). The 
value of <I>* is taken from the Re value, only correcting for the h difference, and applying 
the evolutionary parameters P and Q (Table 2, Lin et al. 1999) to correct to a redshift of 
0.3. The difference in <I>* over the range of interest for the extreme XDCS spectroscopic 
candidates (ie., 0.2 ;:;; z;:;; 0.5) is less than a factor of 2, and so, for simplicity, a fiducial 
redshift of 0.3 is used here. This results in a space density of early-type galaxies in the 
field at redshift 0.3 of 0.04 Mpc- 3 . 
The number of galaxies in each redshift grouping showing only absorption features 
is given in Table 4.13. Since these systems do not show emission lines and have colours 
consistent with early-type galaxies at the cluster redshift (Table 4.6), these are taken to 
be early-type galaxies. Now, a generous estimate of the volume from which each of these 
redshift groupings is drawn is to take an angular size of 5 arcmins (approximately the 
maximum separation on the sky between galaxies in the same redshift grouping) at a 
redshift 0.3, and assume the volume is a sphere of this radius (this is about the same 
size as given by a line-of-sight velocity difference of a 1000 kms- 1 , again a generous 
value for these groupings). This translates into a volume of ~ 8 h- 1 Mpc3 . Since, the 
space density of early-type galaxies in the field at this redshift is of 0.04 h- 1 Mpc3 , the 
expected number in such a volume is 0.32. Assuming the field can be modelled by a 
Poisson distribution with this expectation value, the likelihood of finding 11 early-type 
galaxies (the maximum found - candidate 3b) is only ~ 1 x 1 o-8 . The likelihood of finding 
1 (the minimum - candidate 4a) is 25%; and the likelihood of finding 3 (the minimum of 
all the remaining candidates) is 0.3%. 
This argument is an over-simplification as firstly it assumes the field can be modelled 
as a Poisson distribution, which is not strictly correct because of clustering, but not a 
bad approximation (it just raises the expectation value slightly). Secondly, the candidates 
were selected to be overdense and contain a (possibly weak) CMR. This means the fields 
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selected were not typical regions of space. However, selecting galaxies on the CMR was 
not guaranteed to select early-type galaxies at the same redshift, but this is the result 
which was found from the spectroscopy. Therefore the method is still valid. Thus, by this 
simple argument, it seems reasonable to assume that all the groups containing at least 
3 early-type galaxies are significant. This method therefore rejects grouping 4a (which 
contains three galaxies within 0.01 in redshift; but only one of these is early-type). In 
summary, all the redshift space groupings are found to be significant by this technique, 
except candidate 4a which contains 3 galaxies, but only 1 of which is early-type (ie. red 
and emission-free). This candidate is found to be significant by the previous two methods 
which do not take colour/ type into account. Clusters of this nature (ie. not dominated 
by early-type galaxies) have not been observed before, so this system must be treated 
cautiously. 
4.4.2 Cluster Velocity Dispersion Estimates 
The cluster redshift and velocity dispersion were calculated following Beers, Flynn & Geb-
hardt (1990). They recommend using the median and standard deviation when dealing 
with tiny (n"'5) datasets. Only the secure redshifts were considered. Redshifts within 
"'2000kms- 1 of the peak in the redshift histogram were extracted and the median value 
was taken to be the cluster redshift. The standard deviation was computed, and any value 
exceeding 3 standard deviations from the median excluded (this was only the case for the 
clusters in field R236_1: one value was rejected from each), and the standard deviation 
then re-computed. This was then transformed to the velocity dispersion in the cluster's 
rest-frame. The confidence interval for the velocity dispersion was found by applying the 
statistical jack-knife technique to the data (Carlberg et al. 1996, for example). This sim-
ple resampling technique uses "pseudo-values" 8i of the data, by calculating the difference 
between a statistical measure, f, calculated for the whole dataset, and for the dataset 
with one value removed 8i = j(x1, ... , Xn)- j(x1, ... , Xi, Xi+l, .... , xn)· The estimate of the 
variance is [n/(n- 1) Li 8[jll2 (Efron 1981). For very small N ("' 3) this error estimate 
is likely to be highly biased as only two data points are being resampled each time and 
the factor of Jn/(n- 1) is likely to be an underestimate. These values must be treated 
cautiously for the three groupings with only 3 galaxies. 
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Table 4.14: Cluster Velocity Dispersion Estimates. Columns are: ID of redshift group-
ing; Field ID; Number of galaxies (N) used in redshift determination; velocity dispersion 
(crz); velocity dispersion in cluster rest-frame; and error on this quantity from jack-knife 
estimate (see text). This error estimate is likely to be biased in the presence of very small 
N (ie. rv3), and so such error estimates should be treated cautiously. Most of the more 
reliable systems show velocity dispersions in the range 300 kms- 1 - 700 kms- 1 , typical 
of massive groups and low - intermediate mass clusters. 
Grouping Field N z CTz er rest V tlcrrest V 
ID (kms- 1) (kms- 1 ) 
la RllO_l 3 0.196440 0.00031 78 95 
2a R220_2 7 0.259740 0.00143 341 346 
3a R236_1 6 0.297210 0.00315 728 504 
3b R236_1 11 0.347100 0.00179 398 262 
4a R294_1 3 0.268450 0.00259 612 750 
4b R294_1 3 0.325470 0.00224 506 620 
4c R294_1 5 0.453810 0.00467 962 1051 
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4.4.3 Comparison of Significant Redshift Groupings with Cluster Can-
didates 
Now that the groupings in redshift space have been identified and their significances 
assessed, the final step is to compare these with the candidates detected with the cluster-
finding algorithms. Firstly, a simple comparison will be made by just finding the nearest 
candidate in the catalogues (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) with the centroids of the groupings found 
with MOSCA (Table 4.13). These are tabulated below for the MF algorithm (Table 4.15) 
and for the CMR algorithm (Table 4.16). 
One candidate is found in each field by the MF, despite the fact that in redshift space, 
multiple groups are seen in fields R236_1 and R294_1. This is due to a fundamental limita-
tion of the MF - it is unable to disentangle projections along the line-of-sight. Comparing 
the estimated redshifts with the spectroscopic measurement, for the two isolated groups 
the offset is ~z=0.143 and 0.269 (for Rl10_1 and R220_2, respectively). For the multiple 
systems, the estimated redshift is closer to the spectroscopic redshift of each individual, 
but in neither case intermediate between the spectroscopic redshifts. For field R236_1, 
the redshift offset is smaller than ~z=0.1 for both groups, but the estimated redshift is 
higher than the measured redshift for both. For R294_1 the estimated redshift is always 
lower than the measured redshift of each group. 
For the CMR-finder, the offset between measured and estimated redshift for the two 
isolated groups (Rl10_1 and R220_2) is ~z~0.05 for both, a substantial improvement 
over the MF accuracy. For the multiple systems, although only one estimated redshift 
is given for each field, in the table (for the most significant candidate), these candidates 
were flagged as line-of-sight-projections in Table 4.3). The estimated redshift of the most 
significant CMR candidate is always intermediate between the spectroscopic redshifts, 
and always ~0.1. Now, the full catalogues (described in Chapter 3) may be examined for 
these projected systems, to see how well these agree with the spectroscopically determined 
groups. 
The full CMR catalogues in the region of the R236_1 and R294_1 fields are given in 
Table 4.17. The candidates are split between A and B rotation results for R236_1, as 
here the two rotations overlap6 . This is not the case for R294_1. The cross-correlation 
analysis showing the offset of each CMR candidate from each MOSCA candidate (position 
given by centroid of redshifts), and their respective redshifts, is given in Table 4.18. 
6Rll0_1 also has overlapping A and B rotation, although the V-band A-rotation data is slightly trailed 
and so rejected from this analysis. 
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Field 
R110 
R220 
R236 
R236 
R294 
R294 
R294 
Field 
R110 
R220 
R236 
R236 
R294 
R294 
R294 
Table 4.16: 
table. 
ID MF Candidate Separation a b zc Zspec est 
ID (arcmin/ Mpc) 
la mfJ142824.2+330538 0.803/0.16 0.196 0.053 
2a mfJ172321.8+ 744326 0.372/0.09 0.260 0.529 
3a mfJ170257.8+514935 3.838/1.04 0.297 0.440 
3b mfJ170257.8+514935 4.495/1.35 0.347 0.440 
4a mfJ231954.5+ 123256 1.626/0.41 0.268 0.232 
4b mfJ231954.5+ 123256 1.582/0.46 0.325 0.232 
4c mfJ231954.5+ 123256 0.660/0.23 0.454 0.232 
Table 4.15: Nearest MF candidate to each MOSCA group 
a Separation between the centroid of the spectroscopic group-
ing and the nearest MF candidate in arc minutes and physical 
distance (Mpc) at Zspec· 
b Spectroscopic redshift of the former grouping. 
c MF estimated redshift d Difference between these two red-
shifts. 
The accuracy of the estimated redshifts, .6.z is somewhat larger, 
for the first three groupings, than the average error found from 
Chapter 3 of .6.z~0.08. 
ID CMR Candidate Separation Zspec Zest 
ID (arcmin/ Mpc) 
la cmJ142812.0+330736 3.995/0.81 0.196 0.160 
2a cmJ172333.0+ 744410 0.670/0.17 0.260 0.210 
3a cmJ170244.2+515539 3.228/0.88 0.297 0.310 
3b cmJ170244.2+515539 2.092/0.63 0.347 0.310 
4a cmJ231951.2+ 123208 2.187/0.56 0.268 0.370 
4b cmJ231951.2+ 123208 1.147/0.33 0.325 0.370 
4c cmJ231951.2+ 123208 1.082/0.38 0.454 0.370 
f:j.zd 
0.143 
0.269 
0.143 
0.093 
0.036 
0.093 
0.222 
.6.z 
0.036 
0.050 
0.013 
0.037 
0.102 
0.045 
0.084 
Nearest CMR candidate to each MOSCA group. Columns as for previous 
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The purpose of this is to enable the closest match in projected and redshift space to 
be located. To illustrate this, Figure 4.11 shows this data projected into 2D along a 
line of constant declination (so the R.A. offset gives the approximate sky-plane offset). 
It can be seen that for R236_1, both the A and B catalogues identify 3 candidates at 
approximately the same redshifts: two close to the MOSCA groups and one at slightly 
higher redshift. This illustrates that agreement between the A and B redshift estimates 
is good, and the agreement with the spectroscopic redshifts is also good (::;0.05 - Table 
4.18). The possibility of a higher redshift candidate, not reached by the depth of the 
MOSCA spectroscopy, is likely given that it is identified independently in both rotations, 
and because the lower redshift groups agree so well with the spectroscopy. For R294_1, 
two candidates are found. Given that the lowest redshift of the three MOSCA groups in 
this field (4a) is not significant from the space density of early-type galaxies analysis (and 
won't be found by the CMR algorithm, because it does not contain significant numbers of 
early-type galaxies), the most likely interpretation is that the CMR-finder detects the two 
highest redshift groups and underestimates the redshifts of both (albeit by only ;::;0.08). 
Thus, the candidates from the full catalogue in Table 4.18 are naturally associated with 
the nearest groups in 2D space, and these are then found to be also the nearest in redshift 
space. Therefore, the CMR finder performs excellently, correctly finding and separating 
all the systems identified spectroscopically. 
Field CMR candidate ID Zest a 
R236A cmJ170240.9+515512 0.270 5.15 
R236A cmJ170242.7+515222 0.470 4.35 
R236A cmJ170244.2+515539 0.310 5.55 
R236B cmJ170248.5+515051 0.390 4.55 
R236B cmJ170250.6+515506 0.300 6.85 
R236B cmJ170252.1 +515717 0.490 4.85 
R294B cmJ231945.8+ 123304 0.270 4.85 
R294B cmJ231951.2+ 123208 0.370 5.05 
Table 4.17: Groups from full CMR-catalogue for those systems flagged as "projections" 
The velocity dispersions of the detected groups are now plotted against their inte-
grated luminosity of early-type galaxies, corrected for passive evolution: the LE measure 
(Chapter 2). These are compared with data from the most X-ray luminous Z"-'0.2 sam-
ple of Smail et al. (1998). Smail et al. (1998) measured X-ray temperatures rather than 
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Field ID CMR Candidate Separation Zspec Zest 6.z a Field 
ID (arcmin/ Mpc) 
R236 3a cmJ170240.9+515512 3.336/0.91 0.297 0.270 0.027 5.15 R236A 
R236 3a cmJ170242. 7 +515222 2.751/0.75 0.297 0.470 0.173 4.35 R236A 
R236 3a cmJ170244.2+515539 3.228/0.88 0.297 0.310 0.013 5.55 R236A 
R236 3a cmJ170248.5+515051 3.044/0.83 0.297 0.390 0.093 4.55 R236B 
R236 3a cmJ170250.6+515506 2.143/0.58 0.297 0.300 0.003 6.85 R236B 
R236 3b cmJ170240.9+515512 2.138/0.64 0.347 0.270 0.077 5.15 R236A 
R236 3b cmJ170242. 7 +515222 2.212/0.66 0.347 0.470 0.123 4.35 R236A 
R236 3b cmJ170244.2+515539 2.092/0.63 0.347 0.310 0.037 5.55 R236A 
R236 3b cmJ170248.5+515051 3.196/0.96 0.347 0.390 0.043 4.55 R236B 
R236 3b cmJ170250.6+515506 1.137/0.34 0.347 0.300 0.047 6.85 R236B 
R236 3b cmJ170252.1 +515717 3.288/0.99 0.347 0.490 0.143 4.85 R236B 
R294 4a cmJ231951.2+ 123208 2.187/0.56 0.268 0.370 0.102 5.05 R294B 
R294 4b cmJ231945.8+ 123304 0.539/0.16 0.325 0.270 0.055 4.85 R294B 
R294 4b cmJ231951.2+ 123208 1.147/0.33 0.325 0.370 0.045 5.05 R294B 
R294 4c cmJ231945.8+ 123304 2.496/0.87 0.454 0.270 0.184 4.85 R294B 
R294 4c cmJ231951.2+ 123208 1.082/0.38 0.454 0.370 0.084 5.05 R294B 
Table 4.18: Cross-correlation of full CMR catalogue with MOSCA groups. The closest 
matches in projected space are found to be closest in redshift space, showing the excellent 
resolution and accuracy of the CMR technique. 
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Figure 4. 11: R.A . vs z (declination slice) plot for MOSCA groups and CMR candidates 
(R236_1 (left) and R294_1 (right). Filled circles are MOSCA groups (note: the lowest-z 
point in the R294_1 is not significant in terms of early-type galaxies); open circles are CMR 
candidates from B-rotation data, and open squares are CMR candidates from A-rotation 
data. For R236_1, two candidates in each rotation are seen near the spectroscopically 
determined group. Also , a higher redshift candidate is seen in both rotations . The 
spectroscopy may not go deep enough to have found members of this group. In R294_1 
two candidates are found within ~z~0.08 of the most significant (ie. the two highest 
redshift) spectroscopic groups. 
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velocity dispersions, so their data are transfromed using the relation of Wu et al. (1999): 
a = 10(2.49±0·02)T0·64 . A power law fit is made to the Smail et al. (1998) points. No 
attempt is made to model the scatter in the relation, given so few points. For the groups 
in R236_1, the richness measures of both the A- and B-rotations are plotted, each seen as 
a pair of points at a given velocity dispersion. The point with clashed error bars is the less 
significant repeat observation, and also the one with the most discrepent estimate of the 
redshift. Both measurements are compatible with each other, just outside the one sigma 
errors. The biggest disagreement occurs for the lower velocity dispersion pair of points. 
The repeat observation in this case would not be significant enough to make the 4.8a 
cut into the final CMR candidate, and so its measured parameters should be regarded 
more cautiously than that of the other points. This lower significance candidate predicts 
a much greater estimated reclshift (z=0.39 vs 0.31 for the other rotation, vs Zspec =0.297) 
and thus measures a higher LE (since for the same measured magnitude, the assumed 
distance is greater so the intrinsic luminosity must be higher). 
All the points fall systematically left of the Smail et al. (1998) relation - at a given 
optical luminosity, the XDCS clusters have lower measured velocity dispersion, albeit with 
large errors. All but two of the points are compatible with the relation within the one 
sigma error bars. The problems with estimating velocity dispersions from so few redshifts 
have been emphasised already, so the velocity dispersion errors may be underestimated 
and all the data may be compatible with the relation. Given the tendancy for the velocity 
dispersion to be underestimated with so few redshifts, there is no evidence from these data 
that the X-ray dark clusters studied exhibit different mass to light ratios from the zrv0.2 
X-ray luminous clusters studied by Smail et al. (1998). However, the main point is that 
these clusters have much lower X-ray luminosities, but comparable optical richnesses to 
the Smail et al. (1998) X-ray luminous clusters. 
Further spectroscopic observations are unclerway for several of the XDCS clusters as 
part of other projects, and so these should allow much more accurate estimates of the 
systems' velocity dispersions. 
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Figure 4.12: LE vs CJ for the groups/ clusters identified (filled circles, open squares with 
dashed error bars show data from less significant counterpart in overlapping rotation). 
The data are compared with data from Smail et al. 1998 (open circles) after conversion to 
the assumed cosmology and converting their X-ray temperatures to velocity dispersions 
using the relation of Wu et al. (1999). Error bars include the scatter in this relation. 
Dashed line is a simple powerlaw fit to the Smail et al. points (see text for details). 
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4.5 Conclusions 
Spectroscopy has been undertaken for four XDCS subfields. Each field was centred on a 
candidate initially identified manually, but retrospectively found to be in perfect agree-
ment with the automated detection algorithms. The candidates identified were required 
to not show significant X-ray emission. Candidate groups in redshift space were iden-
tified, and the significance of these groups evaluated by three different techniques. The 
first two involved bootstrap resampling the Canada-France Redshift Survey using differ-
ent selection functions. Using a simple magnitude limited selection showed (in general 
agreement with Holden et al.'s (1999) method) that 3 concurrent redshifts was a signifi-
cant grouping; using a Gaussian magnitude selection greatly reduced the significance of 
these groups (showing the technique is very sensitive to the simulated selection function), 
but the drawbacks of both these techniques were discussed. An argument based on the 
space-density of early-type galaxies showed that three early-type galaxies constituted a 
robust group. Using this latter argument one group was detected in each of two of the 
fields, and two groups were detected in the other two fields. The matched-filter (MF) 
found one candidate in each of the fields (it cannot distinguish multiple systems pro-
jected along the line-of-sight), however the colour-magnitude finder correctly separated 
such systems and also detected a higher redshift system, not revealed by the spectroscopy 
(most likely as galaxies sufficiently faint were not targeted). The error in the estimated 
redshift from the MF is around 0.1, whereas the CMR redshift error is around 0.04, for 
groups in the redshift range 0.2 - 0.4. Velocity dispersions for most of these systems are 
around 300 - 700 kms- 1 (corresponding to massive groups to low - intermediate mass 
clusters) but these are estimated from tiny numbers of galaxies :::::;5, and have jack-knife 
estimated errors of around 60 - lOO% (and for the systems with only 3 redshifts, these 
errors are likely underestimated). Finally, the luminosity in early-type galaxies versus the 
velocity dispersion was compared with the relation taken for the high X-ray luminosity 
cluster sample of Smail et al. (1998), and seen to be consistent, although the errors on 
the XDCS velocity dispersions are very large. 
Chapter 5 
5.1 Introduction 
Near-Infrared 
Observations of 
Candidate Clusters 
The evolution of the colour-magnitude relation (CMR) has been characterised empirically, 
as a function of redshift, by several studies (eg., Aragon-Salamanca et al. 1993, Ellis et 
al. 1997, Stanford, Eisenhardt & Dickinson 1998, Kodama et al. 1998). Comparison with 
stellar population synthesis (SPS) codes shows that the colours of galaxies on the relation 
are compatible with a single age stellar population formed in a burst at high redshift 
and thereafter aged passively until the epoch of observation. This process is exactly that 
expected in the monolithic collapse picture of galaxy formation (Eggen, Lynden-Bell. 
& Sandage 1962) and appears to be in conflict with the hierarchical merging picture. 
However, such evolution in the context of hierarchical models, using multimetallicity 
spectral synthesis codes, has been examined and found to be viable by Kauffmann & 
Chariot (1998). In such models, instead of ellipticals forming their stars in a single 
monolithic collapse at high redshift, most of the stars form at more modest rates in 
disc galaxies, which then merge to form ellipticals. Instead of a "closed-box" model of 
chemical evolution, metals can be ejected from galaxies. This naturally leads to a mass-
metallicity relation (as less massive galaxies can more easily eject their metals) which in 
turn produces a colour magnitude relation. 
Ellis et al. (1997) and Stanford, Eisenhardt & Dickinson (1998) used the exquisite 
resolution of the Rubble Space Telescope (HST), to be able to morphologically select 
early-type galaxies (those having Rubble type E, E/SO, or SO) and found that at all 
redshifts, it is these which dominate the colour-magnitude relation. The former survey 
used V and I band imaging (with I-band selected galaxies), and the latter used several 
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passbands from the optical to the near-infrared (NIR, with NIR selected galaxies). These 
studies confirmed the earlier conjectures of eg., Aragon-Salamanca et al. (1993), that the 
galaxies responsible for the reddest colours in the high redshift clusters were early-type, 
as had been observed for local clusters (eg., Bower, Lucey & Ellis 1992). 
Aragon-Salamanca et al. (1993) examined the optical-NIR colour distributions of 10 
z?: 0.5 clusters, and cautioned against the selection biases associated with selecting high 
redshift clusters in optical passbands. Briefly, the galaxy "star-formation activity (SFA)" 
mix depends upon the passband in which the survey is selected. Shortward of soooA, 
the spectral energy distribution is dominated by massive stars on the main sequence. 
Such massive stars are short-lived and therefore, blue selected surveys are biased toward 
actively star-forming galaxies. Between 5000A and 1J-Lm, the main sequence contribution 
drops from 60% to 30%. Longward of 1J-Lm, the supergiant, asymptotic giant branch 
(AGB), and giant stars contribute in roughly equal amounts, whereas the main-sequence 
contribution continues to drop (Bruzual & Chariot 1993). Thus, NIR selected surveys are 
sensitive to all stellar populations and not heavily weighted toward massive, short-lived 
stars. NIR light is a good indicator of the total mass of the stellar population as opposed 
to just indicating the ongoing star-formation activity. SFA also largely correlates with 
morphological type, although the two are not identical. Generally, the reddest galaxies 
at a given redshift are passively-evolving (ie. not actively star-forming) galaxies of early 
morphological type. Bluer galaxies have higher star-formation rates and are of later 
types. Even at moderate redshifts (zrv0.5) the I passband begins to sample bluer rest-
frame optical bands. However, the near-infrared K-band still samples rest-frame NIR 
light. Since the NIR spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of all but the most vigorously 
star-forming galaxies are very similar, galaxies selected in NIR passbands should be almost 
completely free from redshift and SFA-dependent biases associated with selecting samples 
in optical passbands. 
As one of the techniques of the XDCS involves selecting concentrations of red galaxies 
(the CMR-finder), it is important to establish how these red selected samples relate to 
galaxy samples selected independently of colour. For this NIR data is essential. Fur-
thermore, using another photometric passband allows another check of the reality of 
candidates, by searching for the CMR in another colour. Lastly, the technique of pho-
tometric redshift estimation may provide a way to reject field contamination and locate 
bluer cluster members which may be missed by the red sequence selection. 
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5.1.1 The Sample 
AH with the spectroscopic data, the candidate clusters for NIR follow up were also selected 
prior to the finalisation of the photometry and cluster finding pipelines. Hence the can-
didates must again be found retrospectively from the catalogues. The fields in Table 5.2 
were observed in the NIR with the instruments listed in the table. The candidates were 
selected visually, as detailed in Chapter 4 (selecting I-band overdensities and requiring at 
least a poor CMR), except that several of the fields were selected by an early version of 
the automated CMR technique. They were also required not to show X-ray emission, by 
not appearing in the Vikhlinin et al. (1998) catalogue. All optically selected candidates 
show no emission with greater than 3a confidence (as detailed in Chapter 3). Flux and 
luminosity limits are given in Table 5.3. The exception is R283_1 which is contaminated 
by a bright quasar at z=0.287 (according to NED 1 ). This is unlikely to be associated 
with the target cluster candidate, which has an estimated redshift of 0.19 (and an error 
of around ±0.04, from previous chapters). Since the wavelet decomposition technique of 
Vikhlinin et al. (1998) is capable of removing contaminating point sources before search-
ing for extended emission, this is still regarded as a valid X-ray underluminous cluster 
target. 
After the superior performance of the CMR finder over the MF algorithm in previous 
chapters, only the CMR candidates will be considered henceforth. The candidates that 
these correspond to in the final catalogues were found by examining the full CMR list for 
the nearest candidate to the centre of the NIR field. These are listed in Tables 5.3. All the 
candidates were found at greater than 5a although some of these candidates do not appear 
at the exact same position in the final catalogue. This is essentially an issue of centering, 
due to the way in which neighbouring/ overlapping candidates affect the selection of final 
candidates (Chapter 3). For example, an overlapping, higher significance candidate may 
cause another candidate to be omitted from the final catalogue, but the only criteriou 
used here is to take the nearest candidate (from either rotation) to the centre of the NIR 
field which was observed. This method was chosen in order to maximise the area available 
in the NIR images, by selecting the most central high significance candidate. This also 
corresponds to the centre that would be found without the benefit of repeat observations 
(which in some cases cause a slightly different centre). 
1 http:j /nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/ - The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. 
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The H-band was chosen as it is almost equivalent to the K-band, but the sky back-
ground in H is much lower. This means that longer exposures are possible, and hence 
overheads are reduced and observing efficiency is increased. The H-K colour depends only 
weakly on K-band magnitude (eg. McCracken 1999). 
Instrument Dates Observers 
PISCES 23&24/05 /2000 Bell, Gilbauk, & McCarthy 
PISCES 14&15/05/2000 Bell & McCarthy 
IN GRID 28/11/2000 Bower & Kodama 
n' 23-25/07/1999 Ziegler 
Table 5.1: NIR Observing Runs. 
Candidate a (J2000) 8 (J2000) 
Field [hh:mm:ss.s] [dd:mm:ss] 
R228_1 08:39:51.37 +36:38:02.9 
R283_1 04:16:56.17 +01:07:57.9 
Rl10_1 14:28:31.38 +33:07:01.0 
R217 _1 14:15:29.70 +43:56:08.9 
R220_1 17:29:52.77 +74:41:40.0 
R220_2 17:23:31.14 +74:43:19.0 
R22L1 8:49:29.6 37:48:28 
VMF131 13:09:58 32:22:17 
VMF165 14:44:21.2 63:45:45 
Table 5.2: Log of NIR Observations. 
Instruments: 
PISCES - McCarthy, et al. (2001) 
Passband Instrument Observation 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
K' 2 
K' 
PISCES 
PISCES 
PISCES 
PISCES 
PISCES 
PISCES 
IN GRID 
n' 
n' 
Date 
15/12/2000 
14/12/2000 
23/05/2000 
24/05/2000 
23/05/2000 
24/05/2000 
28/11/2000 
23-25/07/1999 
23-25/07/1999 
IN GRID- http: I /www. ing. iac. es/Astronomy/instruments/ingrid/ 
n' -http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/IRCAM/OPRIME/OPrime.html 
2This filter is referred to as Km by the Calar Alto Observatory, but is equivalent to the K' filter. 
' 
Candidate CMR candidate Offset a Zest 
Field ID (arcmins) 
R228_1 cmJ083950.0+363727 0.64 5.55 0.270 
R283_1 cmJ041650.9+010541 2.63 5.05 0.190 
Rl10_1 cmJ142812.0+330736 4.10 5.05 0.160 
R220_1 cmJ172946.3+ 7 44238 1.07 5.45 0.160 
R220_2 cmJ172333.0+ 7 44410 0.86 6.05 0.210 
R22L1 cmJ084929.6+37 4844 0.28 5.65 0.300 
VMF131 cmJ130955.4+322225 0.56 6.55 0.270 
VMF165 cmJ144412.8+634528 0.96 6.25 0.230 
Fx 
(10- 14ergs s-1 cm-2 ) 
:::;4.48 
_t 
:::;1.84 
:::;4.48 
:::;3.28 
:::;2.82 
9.0±2.9+ 
17.4±3.2+ 
Lx 
(1044ergs s- 1) 
:::;0.04 
:::;0.017 
:::;0.043 
:::;0.056 
:::;0.103 
0.262±0.084 
0.358±0.067 
CJ1 
z 
(!) 
~ 
1==1 
i:l 
::;-> 
~ 
'"1 (!) 
Cl. 
0 
c:r 
tll 
(!) 
'"1 
~ s· 
i:l 
tll 
0 
~ 
Cl 
~ 
i:l 
Cl. 
5: 
~ 
(!) 
Cl ;: 
tll 
Table 5.3: CMR candidate parameters. "Offset" gives the distance of the CMR selected candidate from the centre of the observed NIR field. I (D 
'"1 
Flux and luminosity limits are 3a upper limits. 
t - Flux measurement is contaminated by bright quasar. 
+ - Fluxes are taken from Vikhlinin et al. (1998). 
tll 
1-' 
~ 
~ 
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5.2 Near-Infrared Data Reduction 
Near-infrared data is used in several places in this thesis. The general reduction method 
is described here, and the different methods applied to data from different instruments 
commented on. 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Wide format NIR imaging arrays are becoming increasingly commonplace in astronomy. 
Up until the mid 1980s, only single element NIR detectors were in use. Now, devices 
comprising only a factor of a few fewer pixels than optical CCDs are available (10242 
arrays are fairly widespread, and 20482 detectors are being developed). All the NIR 
cameras described in this thesis utilise the Rockwell HAWAII detector (see Mackay et 
al. (1998) for a review of these devices). The main difference between CCDs and direct 
read out (DRO) arrays, such as the HAWAII, is that a CCD is a continuous sheet of 
silicon covered in electrodes, which collect charge and are then read out by passing charge 
through adjacent collection sites to the registers; whereas DROs are individual detectors 
with their own independent amplifiers and read out electronics (an "X-Y addressable 
array"), bonded to a semiconductor substrate. The advantage for DRO devices is that 
each pixel can be read out independently of its neighbours. This allows for parallelisation 
which leads to very high read out rates (the importance of this will become obvious, 
below, as many short exposures with frequent read outs are required in NIR astronomy). 
The night sky is much brighter in the near-infrared than in the optical; and spatial 
and intensity variations in the sky background are much larger and occur over a shorter 
timescale. The sky brightness can vary on scales of minutes to hours, largely due to 
emission by OH molecules in the atmosphere. This effect is particularly pronounced in 
the 1.65J.Lm H-band. Toward longer wavelengths, such as the K-band (2.2J.Lm), thermal 
emission from the surroundings (eg. telescope and dome) becomes increasingly noticeable. 
The data described here are background limited, ie. the sky level in the observations is 
kept as large as possible without saturating the detector. Such a high signal means that 
the flatfield can be well characterised. This is important to ensure that objects as faint 
as possible can be separated from the sky noise. 
In order to remove these variations, the following observing strategy is usually em-
ployed. Science exposures are relatively short ( ~ 10 - 60) sec to avoid sky saturation. 
This means that many exposures must be eo-added to achieve the necessary depth. A 
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2D dither pattern is used in which a pointing is made, an exposure taken, and then the 
telescope offset by a few arc seconds before the next exposure is made. The offset must 
be large enough so that extended objects do not overlap in time-adjacent images. A 
typical observation of a target may result in "'100 science frames. Thus, using offset, 
time-adjacent frames, a picture of the local sky pattern can be built and hence removed 
from each image. 
5.2.2 Dark Subtraction 
NIR detectors typically suffer from high levels of dark current (thermal excitation pro-
cesses in the device can generate electron-hole pairs in the same way as an incoming 
photon would). In order to remove this, for every science frame, several equal duration 
images were made by clocking up charge within the device without actually exposing it to 
the night sky3 . Master darks were constructed from median combination of such frames. 
The master dark was then subtracted from each raw science image, as with the bias frame 
in optical astronomy. 
5.2.3 Removal of Sky Variations 
Using the notation introduced in Chapter 2, the NIR data is described by: 
raw= (object+ sky) x qe +zero (5.1) 
The sky variable is now dominant and so can no longer be neglected. The qe is again 
the flatfielding term, but here, zero is better characterised by the dark current of the 
device. 
Two techniques are widely used to correct for the sky and qe: flatfielding and sky 
subtraction, similar to the method previously described for the I-band data (where the 
sky variation is substituted for the fringing, but the former being simpler to remove); and 
the in-field chopping technique of Cowie et al. (1990). 
3 This is equivalent to taking an image whilst keeping the shutter closed in optical astronomy. NIR 
devices do not have conventional shutters; instead the charge in each pixel is reset and its level read at 
the start and end of an exposure. The difference then gives the science frame. With PISCES this is done 
internally, whereas with INGRID a "pre-scan" and "post-scan" image are produced and the difference 
must be calculated by the user. 
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Flatfielding and Sky Subtraction 
Each frame has a master dark frame subtracted from it, is then divided by a master 
flatfield, and finally has a local sky frame subtracted from it. 
The master flatfield is made by median-combining many science frames, as with the 
optical data. It was found that around 100 frames is sufficient for this. Adding more data 
just increases the computational cost without significantly improving the quality of the 
flatfield. If the count level in the data varies systematically through the night (due to sky 
brightness variation) then an offset can be applied to each frame, prior to medianing, to 
bring the counts to a common level. This master flat is then applied to each image. 
The sky frame is made by taking time-adjacent frames and combining them in a similar 
method to the flatfield. Here, however, only the rvlO temporally nearest frames are used 
in making the sky image. This is necessary to ensure accurate mapping of the local sky 
variation. So, each science image has a unique sky frame constructed and subtracted from 
it. The optimal number of frames was found from both examining the median sky level 
through the night (to find the variation timescale) and experimentation with different 
numbers of frames followed by checking the accuracy of photometry of the same object 
from frame-to-frame, for a number of objects. 
Note that during the median combination, astronomical objects can be removed with 
simple rninmax rejection using the IRAF task irncornbine. Asymmetric rejection of pixels 
is appropriate as positive fluctuations in pixel value occur due to astronomical objects, 
cosmic rays, and temporarily hot pixels; however, negative fluctuations only arise due 
to temporarily cold pixels. Hence the positive fluctuations are more common than the 
negative. If this rejection is not performed, the median will not be representative of the 
true background level (where astronomical objects overlap in several frames, for example). 
Thus, instrumental signatures are removed 
raw-< dark> 
const x - 1-l----d--k-- <sky>= object < at>-< ar > 
(5.2) 
where const is a suitable normalising constant to make the average qe correction unity. 
Finally, a constant value (the average sky level) is added back on to the object counts, to 
maintain the correct propagation of errors, based on Poisson noise. 
In-field Chopping 
An alternative is to just construct frames which can be thought of as local flatfields, to 
correct for both effects simultaneously. This technique was first used by Cowie et al. 
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(1990). Dark correction will be ignored for the sake of clarity, as it is the same as above. 
< localflat >=sky x qe x const (5.3) 
where again, const makes the average correction over the device unity. Now, by dividing 
the raw data by this local flat: 
raw 
< localflat > 
obj x qe + sky x qe 
qe x skyjconst (5.4) 
if the sky variation level is small (which is true over the time intervals considered) then 
the sky can be written as sky = skyo + !:J.sky, where skyo is the median sky level, and 
!:J.sky is the variation about this value. The normalising const then becomes, skyo, also. 
Thus 
raw 
< localflat > 
obj + skyo + !:J.sky 
(skyo + !:J.sky)j skyo (5.5) 
Taylor expanding the denominator gives (1 + f::J.skyjskyo)- 1 ~ (1- b.skyjskyo), and 
so 
(obj + skyo + !:J.sky)(1- !:J.skyj skyo) ~ obj + skyo (5.6) 
neglecting the terms in obj x !:J.skyj sky0 and O(!:J.sky2 ) (remembering that obj « skyo 
since the data are background limited). Thus the data have been flatfielded and sky 
subtracted in one simple step, and the average sky level is naturally preserved (again to 
ensure correct Poisson noise propagation). A comparison between normalised sky values 
for both these techniques shows that the in-field chopping results in a flatter field by a 
factor of about 2. Similar results were found by Aragon-Salamanca (1993) (cf. his Figure 
2.3). Normalised sky values were obtained using SExtractor to mask objects in the 
images (by setting the CHECKIMAGLTYPE option to "-OBJECTS"). 
5.2.4 Image Registration and Mosaicking 
Although the above reduction was carried out in the IRAF environment, the STARLINK 
package CCDPACK was preferred for image registration and mosaicking. CCDPACK is more 
user friendly and robust than the equivalent IRAF routines, and offers several useful ex-
tras in the mosaic-making routine. Briefly, the FINDOBJ task locates astronomical ob-
jects by peak finding (like a simplified version of SExtractor ) and FINDOFF uses a 
cross-correlation algorithm to match these objects between frames, calculating the off-
sets introduced by the dither pattern. REGISTER then calculates the transformation of 
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Figure 5.1: Histogram of normalised sky values, for the two NIR reduction techniques 
(median sky value has been subtracted). Top: flatfielding plus sky-subtraction method; 
bottom: in-field chopping method. See text for details. 
each frame to a reference frame, using a six parameter fit which accounts for translation, 
rotation, magnification and shear. The transformations are then applied using TRANNDF 
and the mosaic formed by median-combination using MAKEMOS. This latter task offers 
a sophisticated sky matching algorithm to equalise the sky levels in each frame before 
combination. The equalisation can take the form of either a shift or scale to the counts 
or both (though the last option is rather time consuming). It was found that for the 
majority of data, a small (;::; 1% of sky) shift to the counts made the resultant mosaic 
cosmetically much better, although the shift makes a negligible difference to photometric 
measurements. 
5.2.5 Non-Photometric Data Correction 
For the non-photometric data, an extra step was added after the registration and prior to 
mosaicking. It was necessary to compensate for extinction variations by scaling each frame 
in a field to a reference frame (taken from each field). Several (r-v15) bright, unsaturated 
stars were identified in the aligned images and photometry of these reference stars was used 
to calculate a scale-factor and zero-point shift to transform the counts between individual 
frames. This was achieved with IRAF's linrnatch which uses object magnitudes and 
errors and sky magnitudes and errors to fit the transformation equation (the size of this 
scaling was typically enough to make r-vtenths of a magnitude differences). It was found 
that using only bright objects to calculate this scaling resulted in accurate photometry (as 
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evidenced by frame-to-frame aperture photometry of bright objects), but in the combined 
mosaic, the photometric errors were artificially inflated. This was due to the fact that this 
method did not result in a sufficiently flat sky background; and phot uses the sky variance 
to calculate photometric errors. A slight ( < 1% of sky) zero-point shift calculated within 
MAKEMOS corrected this, giving sensible photometric errors whilst negligibly changing the 
aperture magnitudes. 
5.2.6 Supplementary Steps and Instrumental Differences 
5.2. 7 Object Detection and Photometry 
Object detection was performed similarly to the method described in Chapter 2, using the 
SExtractor package. The NIR frame was used as the detection image (since the seeing 
is best in the NIR frame, and using as red a band as possible is desired, as described in 
Chapters 1 & 2). SExtractor was run in "dual image mode" using the H-band (for 
the 0' data, read K' -band for H-band) frame as the detection image and each of the 
V,I,H frames (convolved to the worst seeing of each set) in turn as the measurement 
image. Aperture photometry was performed using phot with an aperture of diameter 
2.6 x the FWHM of the poorest seeing image. Total H-band magnitudes are taken 
from SExtractor MAG__BEST magnitudes. Star/ galaxy separation used SExtractor 's 
CLASS_STAR parameter. Objects with CLASS_8TAR:::; 0.99 were considered to be galaxies. 
PISCES 
PISCES is a 1024x1024 HgCaTe HAWAII detector with 0.494 arc second pixels, giving 
a field of view of 8.5 arcmins. I-I (1.65J.tm) passband observations were made with the 
PISCES camera (McCarthy, et al. 2001) on the 2.3m Bok telescope, Kitt Peak National 
Observatory. 
The linearity of the detector was measured by Drs Eric Bell and Don McCarthy using 
a series of dome flats with a stable lamp. The level of non-linearity was found to be at 
the level of around 3% at 20 000 counts - the regime in which the data were taken. A 
3% non-linearity translates into a 0.03 magnitude error in photometry. This level was 
considered acceptable, and therefore no linearity correction was made. 
The PISCES chip comprises quadrants which suffer from crosstalk, such that a bright 
feature like a cosmic ray hit in one quadrant appears with negative intensity in a cor-
responding position in each of the other three quadrants (see McCarthy, et al. (2001) 
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for details). These features were removed using a routine kindly provided by Dr Roelof 
de-Jong4. The usable field of PISCES is a circular region within the square detector, due 
to the re-imaging and cold baffling in the instrument which blocks thermal emission from 
the surfaces normally present in Cassegrain optical configurations. The vignetted pixels 
are easily seen in the data frames, as the background counts drop off with radial distance 
from the optical centre. The counts of data frames were inspected using imexarn, and the 
maximum usable area estimated. The rest of the image was assigned a bad pixel mask. 
PISCES also suffers from radial distortions which must be corrected prior to image 
registration. Geometrical correction was performed by calculating a distortion map from 
a single data frame. This was done again using a routine kindly provided by Dr Roelof 
de-Jong 5 . In outline, this program uses the coordinates in the image header to extract 
a region of sky covered by the observation from the USNO A2 astrometric catalogue 
(Monet 1998). Objects are then matched between the reference catalogue and the data 
frame. The results of this comparison are then used by the IRAF routine Geomap which 
calculates the geometrical transformation between the two images. Hence, a distortion 
map of the instrument is created, which can be applied to all PISCES images from a given 
run. The density of objects in the A2 catalogue is sufficiently high that only one data 
frame is needed to calculate the transformation. A single transformation proved adequate 
for every field of both observing runs. 
IN GRID 
The INGRID instrument is detailed in Chapter 6. 
Omega Prime 
The 0' NIR detector is currently only an engineering grade 10242 device. Like the other 
two cameras, the n' array is divided into 5122 butted quadrants, however one quadrant 
exhibits a significantly different sky level from the other three (this is a consequence 
of the controller electronics, as each quadrant reads out separately). Several reduction 
techniques were attempted, to normalise the sky levels, with independent reduction of 
the four sub-arrays, but it appears that the sky in one quadrant is simply saturated, 
and hence unusable. Thus the images were masked to exclude bad pixels between the 
chips (as with INGRID) and the saturated quadrant included in the mask. The standard 
4 available from http: I I gaff a. as. arizona. edul~ rdejonglgziplcorquad. tar .gz 
5 available from http: I I gaff a. as. arizona. edul~ rdejonglgziplmatchusno. tar. gz 
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technique described above was found to be sufficient to place the remaining 3 quadrants 
on the same median-sky level. 
5.3 Photometric Calibration 
Standard stars from the catalogue of Hunt et al. (1998) were observed for both PISCES 
runs. Conditions for the first run were excellent, with no trace of cloud. The second 
run showed patchy cloud which caused photometric variations at the level of tenths of a 
magnitude. The standard stars were used to calibrate the photometric zeropoint for the 
first run. No extinction or colour terms were fitted, the former was neglected as extinction 
in the NIR is low, the latter as only single band observations of the standard stars were 
made. Plots of magnitude offsets for PISCES data compared with Hunt et al.'s (1998) 
magnitudes are shown in Figure 5.2. The first run shows only two outlier points which 
were rejected from the fit, whereas the second run shows considerable scatter from only 
a few points. In order to calibrate this latter data, data from the 2MASS point source 
catalogue were used6 . The publically available 2MASS NIR photometry overlaps with 
several PISCES fields. Magnitudes of all available point sources in the PISCES fields were 
measured using 8 arcsec diameter apertures, as was done for the 2MASS point sources. 
The difference of these measurements was plotted as a function of PISCES magnitude 
(the higher signal-to-noise ratio data). The results of one comparison field are plotted 
in Figure 5.3. In order to test the accuracy of this method, 2MASS data was checked 
against PISCES data with an accurate calibration from the standard stars. It was found 
that the brightest sources were saturated in the PISCES data and the faintest sources 
had low signal-to-noise in the 2MASS images. Therefore a restricted magnitude range of 
13<H<14.4 was found to give the best agreement. For the field shown in the plot, the 
standard star zeropoint is 23.64±0.05 and the 2MASS comparison gives a zeropoint of 
23.5±0.1. 
Thus, this method was deemed suitable to calibrate the second PISCES run data, 
and also the non-photometric INGRID data (described fully in Chapter 6). For the n' 
data, the standard stars were all saturated and no overlap with the 2MASS survey existed 
in the publically available second incremental release data. This data was calibrated by 
fitting the K-band zeropoint so that the colour of the clusters' CMRs agreed with model 
colours, at the spectroscopically determined redshift of the cluster (Vikhlinin et al. 1998). 
6http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/ 
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In Chapter 4 it was shown that the CMR can be used to estimate the redshift of a group/ 
cluster, accurate to ~z::::::0.05. Conversely, knowing the redshift allows the V-K colour 
to be estimated to the level of about 0.2 magnitudes (at the redshifts of these clusters). 
This data is to be used largely to illustrate a technique in two-colour space, so a precise 
calibration is not necessary. 
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Figure 5.2: Standard star calibrations for the PISCES runs. Left: May 2000 (crosses- first 
night, diamonds- second night). Right: December 2000 (crosses- first night, diamonds-
second night). Solid lines are fits to the first night's data, and dotted lines are fits to the 
second night's data. Fits are just median values: no extinction terms were fitted. The 
second run was non-photometric and so calibration was performed using the 2 Micron All 
Sky Survey (2MASS) overlapping observations. 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of stars in one PISCES field with magnitudes taken from the 
2MASS point source catalogue. Sources brighter than H=13.0 are saturated in PISCES 
data, and those fainter than H=l4.4 have unacceptably large photometric errors in 
2MASS. The comparison with the standard star solution zeropoint for this field is very 
good (see text). 
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5.3.1 Photometric Accuracy 
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Figure 5.4: Field-to-field variation from aperture photometry of one galaxy. Taken from 
the first 100 PISCES frames (for field R220_1). Frames are about 45 seconds apart (40s 
exposure time+ read out time). The galaxy has a measured magnitude ofH=16.3. Offset 
is with respect to the first frame. The median value of the errors from phot (taken from the 
sky variance) is 0.013 magnitudes. The la error calculated from the standard deviation 
of all these magnitude measurements is 0.026. Therefore, phot errors are doubled for all 
NIR measurements, to be conservative. 
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5.4 Photometric Redshift Estimates 
Spectroscopic redshifts were discussed in the previous chapter. Using only broad-band 
photometry, estimates of a galaxy's redshift may be also obtained. Whereas with spec-
troscopic data, fine absorption and emission features in the galaxy's spectrum may be 
observed and used to find the redshift; photometric redshifts are only sensitive to strong 
"breaks" in the overall shape of a galaxy's spectrum. There are two main methods for 
photometric redshift estimation, the first is SED-fitting which uses model templates of 
galaxy spectra, and finds the most likely fit to the template given observed broad-band 
colours. The second uses an empirical training set. Using a large sample of photometric 
and spectroscopic data, empirical relations between galaxy colour and redshift can be 
established, such that further observations with just photometric data may have redshifts 
fit from these relations. There are many degeneracies in using broad-band colours to find 
the redshift of a galaxy such that the effects of dust, age and metallicity can produce 
galaxies of the same colours at different redshifts, and vice versa. For a more detailed 
discussion, see Bolzonella et al. (2000) and references therein. 
In the absence of a large spectroscopic sample for the XDCS, it was decided to at-
tempt SED-fitting of VIR photometry to estimate photometric redshifts for the fields 
of the cluster candidates. This was achieved using the publically available code hyperz 
(Bolzonella et al. 2000). This code takes magnitudes and magnitude errors and for a given 
set of parameters (eg., cosmology, allowed levels of reddening, range of SED templates) 
produces a likelihood distribution, showing the likelihood of each redshift given the data. 
Two such probability curves are illustrated in Figure 5.5. The photometry used comes 
from two absorption line galaxies in Chapter 4 with spectroscopic redshifts (the left one 
at z=0.2 and the one on the right at z=0.3). While hyperz fits the correct redshift for the 
first galaxy (as indicated by the peak of the solid line), the second galaxy shows several 
peaks and plateaus. In order to try to improve the fitting technique, hyperz was modified 
as suggested by Wittman et al. (2001). The standard hyperz package weights all redshifts 
as equally likely, although this is not the case. Given a magnitude limit, a luminosity 
function and a cosmology, the number of galaxies as a function of redshift, N(z), can be 
calculated (Equation 4.1). Wittman et al. (2001) used this fact to essentially apply a 
different Bayesian prior distribution in the calculation of the likelihood (such a photo-
metric redshift technique was implemented by Kodama, Bell, & Bower (1999)). The N(z) 
distribution used in Chapter 4 (equation 4.1) was normalised to unity and multiplied by 
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the resulting P(z) from hyperz. The estimated redshift is then found by taking moments 
of the resulting distribution, such that Zphot = J0zmax P(z)zdz. In the case of the redshift 
estimates in Figure 5.5, this technique improves the photometric redshift (zphot) so that 
both now predict the correct redshift, to within the binsize of ilz=0.05. 
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Figure 5.5: SED fits and probability distributions from hyperz. Squares show photometric 
measurements in the V,I, and H passbands (left to right), with the widths of the filters 
indicated by the horizontal error bars. The lower plots show the P(z) from the hyperz code 
(solid line), and the P(z) assuming the prior distribution explained in the text (dashed 
line). Both best fit SEDs are elliptical templates. The one the left is well fit by a z=0.2 
elliptical (as seen from the single prominent peak in the P(z) plot); whereas the galaxy 
on the right has multiple peaks in the P(z) distribution. 
The comparison between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts in the XDCS fields 
with NIR imaging and spectroscopy (Figure 5.6) shows that Zphot using only VIH data 
for the XDCS cluster candidates does not give a reliable indication of the true redshift. 
The main reason for this seems to be the absence of a bluer filter (U or B), as none of the 
filters lie blueward of the 4000A break below a redshift of 0.4. Since no strong spectral 
features are bracketed (such as the 4000A break), the technique does not work well at 
the redshifts of the cluster candidates targeted in Chapter 4 (z~0.2-0.4). A further test 
is provided by using model SEDs at various redshifts to produce colours in the XDCS 
VIH passbands, and attempting to recover the input redshift using hyperz. The results 
of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.8 and are similarly poor to those found from 
Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between photometric and spectroscopic redshift. Phot-z is taken 
directly from hyperz. Squares are confident spectroscopic redshifts and filled circles are 
confident (x2 probability >95% from hyperz) photometric redshifts. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between photometric redshift (ordinate) and spectroscopic red-
shift (abscissa). Phot-z is found by taking hyperz probability convolved with N(z) PDF. 
The redshift is taken as the peak value (left); and by taking moments of the P(z) distri-
bution (right), see text. 
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Figure 5.8: Tests of photometric-redshifts on model SEDs. 1000 templates were generated 
using Bruzual & Chariot's 1993 model SEDs. Four different types were used: elliptical, 
burst, Se and irregular. Redshifts were distributed randomly between 0 and 1, and then 
observed V, I and H magnitudes were calculated. hyperz was then run to estimate the 
redshifts, and the results plotted as a function of the input model redshift. 
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5.5 Colour-Magnitude and Colour-Colour Diagrams 
The NIR and I-band optical images of the candidates are presented in Figure 5.9. In each 
case the image on the left is the NIR data and the image on the right illustrates the WFC 
data. The WFC data are taken from I-band images, but the V-band exposures were 
taken at the same pointing position. These show that for some candidates the cluster 
candidate centre lay near the edge of a WFC chip or , in one case (Rl10_1), the centre 
of the NIR image passed between two WFC chips. The streaks around the edges of some 
fields are caused by interpolation within the IRAF geotran routine, where no data exist. 
Circles indicate galaxies with SExtractor MAG.l3EST total H magnitudes brighter than 
19.0. These also clearly indicate where masked regions have been rejected. The initial 
region for object detection was the central 500 pixel radius of the PISCES frame. Further 
masking was applied where the images are truncated. 
Now, in order to examine the significance of colour-magnitude relations in as unbiased 
a manner as possible, the NIR images are used to select objects. Doing so samples galaxies 
in a way that depends mainly on stellar mass, and less critically on current star-formation 
activity or redshift (described earlier). Firstly, to illustrate the technique, the known X-
ray luminous clusters will be examined. These comprise two clusters from Vikhlinin et 
al.'s (1998) catalogue imaged in the K-band with 0' (V131 and V165). 
The colour-magnitude diagrams (Figure 5.13) for the two fields show the data split 
into two samples. Filled points are drawn from a region close to the cluster candidate 
(1.5 arcmin radius); whereas the open points are drawn from an annulus of equal area, as 
far from the candidate centre as the image allows (refer to Figure 5.9). Model CMRs are 
overplotted at the estimated redshift given by the CMR finding algorithm (using the V-I, 
I CMR). If a slight shift in the redshift of the model allows a better simultaneous match to 
the V-I, K and V-K, K, then this is applied. Next, the same data is studied in two-colour 
space. The colour-magnitude relation at this model redshift is overplotted on the V-I, I-K 
colour-colour diagrams. To quantify the overdensity thus found, this relation is bounded 
by lines at a distance of 0.1 magnitudes (comparable to the size of the scatter in such 
data, eg. Stanford, Eisenhardt & Dickinson (1998)). The number of galaxies in the box so 
constructed in both the "cluster" and "field" regions (ie. inner circle and outer annulus) 
are counted and compared. The results are tabulated in Table 5.5. The probability of 
such an event occurring by chance, P(false), is calculated. This calculation assumes that 
points are given by a Poisson distribution with a mean given by the number of galaxies 
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in the outer annulus. Values are taken from Gehrels's (1986) tables for one-sided Poisson 
confidence intervals. 
A further simple quantity to measure is the number of galaxies which lie on the CMR 
in the optical data, but blueward of the optical-NIR relation (N blue). This corresponds to 
galaxies identified as part of the CMR with the CMR finder, but which are likely not real 
CMR members (when a further colour is considered). This could also include galaxies 
redward of the relation, but these can only be caused by luminous, high redshift spirals 
which are rare. Nblue is simply a count of the number of galaxies drawn from the inner 
region, with colours on a slice parallel, but to the left of the CMR overplotted in the two 
colour diagram. 
Field 
VMF131 
VMF165 
z~st 
0.270 
0.230 
b 
zmodel 
0.29 
0.25 
Nfnner 
13 
16 
N~uter 
5 
5 
a Estimated redshift from CMR algorithm. 
P(false)e 
0.01 
0.001 
1 
3 
b Model redshift used in analysis - may be shifted slightly 
from Zest if this new value gives a better fit to VI-K and VH-K 
CMDs. 
c Number of galaxies in inner (candidate cluster) region. 
d Number of galaxies in outer (field) region. 
e Probability of obtaining Ninner galaxies, or more, from a 
Poisson distribution with mean of Nauter· 
f Number of galaxies with colours compatible with V-I colour 
slice, but with I-K colours blueward of this. 
Inspection of both the CMDs and two colour diagrams (2CDs) shows that such a test 
is very strict and the true significance of such a detection is likely to be higher. Several 
points from the inner regions lie just outside the model CMR bounding box, and are thus 
ignored in the calculation. Also, (particularly for V165) a number of points from the 
outer region lie within the tight CMR slice at the bright end. This suggests that perhaps 
the outer annulus is too close to the cluster and is sampling cluster early-type galaxies. 
Both these effects lead to an underestimate of the cluster signal. Both cluster show at 
least one galaxy which lies on the CMR in V-I,I but bluewward of the relation in V-K. 
These would lead to a slight increase in the cluster signal in the CMR catalogue as 1/14 
and 3/19 galaxies which would be identified as CMR members in two colour photometry 
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are not found to be so in three band photometry. These bluer galaxies lie at the faint 
magnitude end of the range considered, and are thus weighted less than brighter galaxies 
by the magnitude weighting process in the CMR algorithm (Chapter 2). Furthermore, 
most of these galaxies lie close (within 0.2 mags) to the CMR, and may be due to early-
type galaxies with a small amount of residual star-formation, or may be later-type cluster 
members. They may even be CMR members, if the scatter in the V-K,K colour magnitude 
relation has been underestimated. 
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Figure 5.9: NIR (left) and !-band (right) images of cluster candidates. Circles indicate 
galaxies brighter than H=l9.0. Axes show scale in pixels (note: optical images were 
always registered to NIR images, and therefore take on the NIR detector's pixel scale) 
and arc minutes. See text for further details. 
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galaxies. Filled points mark ~z=0.5 intervals, with redshifts labelled. The thick, straight 
lines on the elliptical track mark the colour-magnitude relation at that redshift. 
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Figure 5.14: Optical-NIR CMDs for optically selected cluster candidates. Symbols as for 
previous figure. 
A similar analysis as demonstrated on the Vikhlinin et al. (1998) clusters in the K-
band is now performed on the H-band data. For the H-band data, field R217 _l is devoid 
of CMR selected candidates and will be used as a comparison field. Thus, the estimate of 
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Figure 5.15: Optical-NIR Two-Colour Diagrams for optically selected cluster candidates . 
Symbols as for previous figure. The colour magnitude relation in the comparison field 
(R217 _l) is shown at an example redshift of 0.25. 
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the number of field galaxies of a given colour can be obtained in two ways: from the outer 
annulus at the edge of the candidate's field, and from the comparison field, scaled to the 
same area. Both these methods are given in Table 5.5. A magnitude limit of H=18.0 is 
used in the analysis. 
Field 
R228_1 
R283_1 
Rl10_1 
R220_1 
R220_2 
R22L1 
Zest Zmodel Ninner Nouter N~omparison p~ pc 2 
0.270 0.31 8 3 0 0.04 < 5 x w-4 
0.190 0.19 2 1 1 0.26 0.26 
0.160 0.16 6 0 0 0.003 0.003 
0.160 0.16 6 1 0 0.02 0.003 
0.210 0.23 7 2 1 0.03 0.02 
0.280 0.33 5 1 2f 0.04 0.13 
Columns as for previous table except: 
a Number of galaxies from comparison (R217 _1) field. 
b Probability of obtaining Ninner galaxies, or more, from a 
Poisson distribution with mean of Naute1•• 
c Probability of obtaining Ninner galaxies, or more, from a 
Poisson distribution with mean of Ncomparison· 
d Number of galaxies with colours compatible with V-I colour 
slice, but with I-H colours blueward of this. + Two points 
with are only just included in the model CMR box due to 
their large colour errors. If these are excluded the probability 
is P=0.007. 
5.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
Ntzuer 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
The first thing to notice is that all cluster candidate fields are overdense in bright galaxies, 
with respect to the comparison field, many with colours on or near a CMR. It is these 
bright galaxies, which are intrinsically rare in the field, which give the CMR technique 
most of its discriminatory power. 
With the exception of R283_1, all the candidate fields show a low probability of ex-
hi biting such a tight concentration of galaxies in projected distance and multicolour space 
by chance (using either the outer image area or the comparison field to model the back-
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ground galaxy distribution). The candidates were selected on the basis of a tight colour-
magnitude relation in V-I vs I. It can be seen for the case of R283_1 that replacing the 
I-band magnitude axis with the H-band increases the scatter of the relation, and several 
galaxies are scattered outside the model relation colour slice (Figure 5.14). This is also 
evidenced by the increased scatter over the other candidates in the I-H colour (Figure 
5.15). Several of the other candidates show galaxies just outside the limits of the model 
CMRs in two colour space, despite showing tight concentrations of galaxies. This suggests 
that the analysis used may be too strict - requiring an exact colour match based on a 
single model relation as a function of redshift. Factors such as internal reddening by dust 
in the cluster galaxies could move the relation slightly in the 2CD. That said, the scatter 
in candidate R283_1 is much larger ( ~2 x) than in the other, more probable, candidates. 
Therefore, this candidate is most likely spurious. 
Half the candidates show some bluer I-H galaxies on the V-I, I CMR. Typically this 
corresponds to 1 galaxy out of 7 assigned to the V-I, I CMR not being genuine CMR 
members, or a contamination level of around 15%. Although, as mentioned earlier, these 
may still be CMR members, as the colour cuts used are strict. 
To summarise, the techniques of near-infrared (NIR) data reduction have been de-
tailed. Observations were made of 5 cluster candidates from the CMR catalogue, plus 
one blank comparison field, in the H-band and two Vikhlinin et al. (1998) clusters in the 
K-band. Photometric redshifts were examined and compared with spectroscopic redshifts 
of galaxies (of all colours) in Chapter 4. It was found that using VIH photometry yields 
insufficiently accurate photometric redshifts at z""0.3 in order to separate cluster and field 
galaxies. 
The VMF clusters were used to demonstrate the appearance of genuine clusters as a 
tight overdensity in two colour optical near-infrared space, and also as two simultaneous 
colour-magnitude relations. This method was applied to the other five CMR candidates 
as a test of their reality. Using a comparison with field colour distributions, these were 
shown to be inconsistent with chance concentrations at the ~2a level (although this simple 
test is somewhat pessimistic and overly restrictive). One candidate exhibited much larger 
scatter than the others (although still showing a concentration of bright red galaxies) 
and was found to occur ~25% of the time by chance, assuming a Poisson distribution 
of galaxies of a given colour. If this candidate is spurious, then this amounts to a one 
false detection out of 20 in this work (counting the Vikhlinin et al. (1998) clusters iu 
common, the spectroscopically confirmed candidates of Chapter 4 and the multicolour 
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confirmations of this chapter). Such an estimate is in good agreement with detailed 
simulations of Gladders & Yee (in prep.) who estimate a spurious detection rate from 
their red sequence survey of around 5%. The fact that this spurious detection was found 
using a third passband points out the advantages of further colours in isolating cluster 
early-type galaxies. Although the photometric redshift fits to individual galaxies werP 
shown to be worse than fitting the colour-magnitude relation, further passbands are more 
useful for simultaneous colour fits to spatial concentrations of galaxies. This is a possible 
improvement of the current CMR finder, and will be examined in more detail in the next 
chapter. 
The addition of B-band imaging is planned to allow photometric redshifts to be used 
for these fields. This will allow bluer cluster members to be located. With this improved 
dataset, the NIR data can be used in conjunction with stellar population synthesis models 
to measure stellar masses for galaxies in these systems, and to study such properties as a 
function of cluster X-ray luminosity. 
Chapter 6 
6.1 Introduction 
A Near-Infrared Survey 
for Distant Galaxy 
Clusters 
In recent years, several candidate clusters at z;<,l have been put forward. However, few 
have spectroscopic confirmation, and the selection functions with which they were found 
are difficult to understand, or the samples are heavily biased. 
Clusters at these high redshifts are incredibly powerful astrophysical tools. The abun-
dance of massive clusters constrains n (Eke, Cole & Frenk 1996). The colours of member 
galaxies can place very tight limits on the formation epoch of their stellar popu lations . 
Kodama et al. (1998) showed that the CMR at z> 1 is very sensitive to the stellar forma-
t ion epoch. Changes in the relation are expected to be particularly prominent as the star 
formation phase of ellipticals is approached. 
The methods used to select high-redshift clusters include: searching for extended X-
ray emission; targeted searches around high-redshift radio galaxies/ quasars; and optical 
/ NIR searches for the colour-magnitude relation (CMR) as described in Chapter 2. The 
methods which have been used to successfully find z~ 1 cluster candidates are summarised 
below. 
Currently only 3 clusters at z~1 have published spectroscopic confirmation. Soucail 
et al. (2001) obtained spectroscopy for 44 galaxies in the field of the Hattori et al. (1997) 
cluster and identified 6 red galaxies at z=l.OO. Stanford et al. (1997, 2001) obtained simi-
lar numbers of spectroscopic members for their two systems. Such small number statistics 
make any sort of dynamical analysis (even a simple velocity dispersion) unreliable . The 
selection of these clusters is described below. 
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6.1.1 X-ray Selection 
The first of these techniques, X-ray selection, suffers from many biases (also described in 
Chapter 1). Potentially the most important bias is the fact that this only probes clusters 
with a limited range of thermal histories (the most massive, with hot dense intracluster 
plasmas). Hierarchical models predict that massive clusters at low redshifts grew from 
smaller clusters and groups at higher redshift (eg, Kauffmann et al. 1996). So, massive 
clusters at high redshift would be incredibly massive by lower redshifts, and thus they 
have no counterparts in the local universe. This makes the X-ray selected clusters less 
useful in terms of building a picture of cluster evolution as a series of snapshots of clusters 
seen at different epochs. Also, such massive clusters are rare and a larp;e vohum~ mnst he 
examined in order to find them. 
The best studied z;<,l clusters are probably CIG0848 + 4453 and RX J0848.9 + 4452. 
The former was discovered by Stanford et al. (1997) in a NIR survey and the latter in 
the ROSAT Deep Cluster Survey (RDCS) by Rosati et al (1999). These two clusters lie 
within 4.2 arc minutes of each other on the sky, and their redshifts are z=l.27 and 1.26 
respectively. The X-ray selected cluster was drawn from 50 square degrees surveyed down 
to an X-ray flux of 1 x 10-14erg s-1cm-2 . It should be noted that the limiting factor 
in identifying high redshift cluster candidates is the optical follow up, and Rosati et al 
(1999) estimate that several z;;c1 clusters remain to be identified in the RDCS. The NIR 
selected cluster was also found to be X-ray luminous from archival ROSAT imaging. 
Stanford et al. (2001) observed this pair of clusters with the Chandra X-ray observa-
tory1 and found best fit temperatures of kT = 5.8!i:~keV, and kT = 1.6!8:~keV. These 
temperatures are in line with expectations from the X-ray luminosities (3.3 and 0.7 x1044 
erg s-1 bolometric, respectively) expected if the clusters lie on the local Lx- Txrelation. 
This translates into a mass (under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium) within 
1h{l51 M pc of 4.0!i:~ x 1014 h{l51 M0 for the most massive cluster. (The authors did not 
calculate a mass for the less luminous cluster, due to its strong departure from spheri-
cal symmetry, and uncertain Tx.) The two clusters show very different morphologies as 
traced by X-rays, and galaxies in the optical and NIR. The more luminous cluster shows 
symmetric, spatially concentrated X-ray emission like that seen in lower redshift relaxed 
clusters. The second has weak, amorphous X-ray emission and appears to be two groups 
in the process of merging. However, both these systems are dominated by reel galaxies. 
1 Note: an incredibly long exposure was required (a total of 185ks!). The flux of the fainter cluster is 
~ 1 x 10- 15 erg s- 1 cm - 2 - an order of magnitude less than the limit used in the XDCS PSPC observations. 
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which appear to have little or no recent star formation (Stanford et al. 1997, Rosati et 
al 1999) and the median I-K colours are the same to within 0.05 magnitudes. This sug-
gests that cluster early type galaxies were in place prior to the formation of the cluster. 
Since the X-ray selected cluster was found without direct reference to its member galax-
ies (and the NIR-selected cluster could also have been found in the X-ray survey), this 
is additional evidence for all clusters showing overdensities of red galaxies, even at these 
redshifts. 
6.1.2 Targeted Searches 
Targeted searches around radio galaxies/ quasars seems to be the currently most popular 
technique. The idea is that radio-loud galaxies (RLGs) provide signposts for clusters, 
since RLGs are found almost exclusively in giant elliptical galaxies, which themselves 
lie almost exclusively in clusters. At zrv0.5, about half of the powerful FRII (Fanaroff & 
Riley 1974) double radio sources (Hill & Lilly 1991) are found in clusters of Abell Richness 
Class (ARC) 0, or richer. A similar environment dependence is seen for quasars at similar 
redshifts (Yee & Green 1987). The method adopted by previous investigators has been 
to obtain optical and/or NIR imaging for the region around the RLG and look for the 
presence of an overdensity of faint/red galaxies (ie. galaxies likely to be at high redshift). 
2 
The two largest surveys of this kind have been carried out by Best (2000) and Hall 
et al. (1998). Best (2000) probed the environments of 28 3CR radio galaxies in the 
redshift range 0.6<z<l.8. He found K-band overdensities of galaxies in these fields, the 
mean counts being comparable to ARC 0 clusters; and a sharp peak in the angular cross-
correlation function, centred on the radio galaxy. The z,:;:;0.9 radio galaxy environments 
generally showed a well defined NIR CMR; whereas for the higher redshift objects, the 
CMRs are less prominent, but a statistical excess of red galaxies (in J-K) is present. Best 
(2000) concluded that although large field-to-field variations were seen, the mean of all 
the radio galaxy fields lies in a (proto-) cluster environment. 
Hall et al. (1998) carried out an optical and K-band search around 31 Radio-Loud 
Quasars (RLQs) in the range: 1<z<2 and found a population of predominantly red 
r-K galaxies in these fields, these red excess populations being indistinguishable from 
each other, but significantly redder than the field. The excess was marginally significant 
2 Spectroscopic confirmation of the brightest of such faint objects (say, M* at z=l) is still quite obser-
vationally expensive, but possible in ""2 hours of 8m telescope time. 
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('"'-'2a) only for K>19, the field of view of these observations was only 3x3 arcmins, and 
the depth varied from field to field, making background subtraction difficult. As a further 
note, the hypothesis that these excess galaxies were associated with intervening Mgii 
absorption line systems along the line of sight to the quasar was tested, but rejected 
when it was found that the overdensities of the systems with and without Mgii absorbers 
were comparable. A follow up, wider field NIR study (Hall et al. 2001), showed that these 
fields have a surface density of extremely red objects (EROs, R-K>6) 2. 7 times that of 
the general field. If these are early-type galaxies at the redshift of the quasar, then they 
have luminosities of only '""1*, although this is very sensitive to the presence of dust. Only 
one of the four RLQ fields has an excess of J-K selected ERGs (J-K>2.5), but these are 
mostly unrelated to the quasars. Hall et al. (2001) claim that, overall, their observations 
support the idea that radio-loud quasars at z> 1 are found in galaxy overdensities, with 
all but the reddest galaxies showing evidence for recent star-formation (from a variety 
of techniques, such as SED-fitting, narrow-band imaging). Obviously, spectroscopy is 
essential to confirm these hypotheses. 
The problem with this targeted selection technique is that the relationship between 
radio-loud objects and the cluster environments in which they are found is not well known. 
Theoretical arguments to produce radio sources require a high AGN power, and a dense 
environment to confine the radio lobes, and convert the jet kinetic energy efficiently into 
radiation. In order to establish what subsample of the total cluster population these 
searches target, arguments involving the lifetime and visibility of the radio sources must 
be made. The richness of galaxies on the CMRs in Best's sample shows a range in 
environmental densities for these RLG selected clusters. 
An extreme example of this method is the cluster candidate discovered by Haines et 
al. (2001). They identified a CMR with deep optical and NIR imaging in the field of a 
Large Quasar Group (LQG). LQGs are associations of 4-25 quasars which trace structures 
100-200h-1 Mpc across (eg., Clowes & Campusano 1991). The CMR and photometric 
redshifts are consistent with a z=l.2 cluster3 . The LQG contains '""20 quasars within 
~z '""0.1 of this. Spectroscopic follow up of this system is underway. 
3The authors also claimed evidence for an overdensity of blue galaxies at the same redshift, which they 
interpreted as the signature of a cluster-cluster merger, although with only 3-band photometry, many 
degeneracies exist between age, dust and redshift, making the photometric redshift technique difficult. 
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6.1.3 Blank Field Optical/ NIR Searches 
Searching blank fields directly for the CMR in multi-band optical/ NIR data, without first 
requiring a RLG is another possibility. As mentioned above, the Stanford et al. (1997) 
cluster was first identified in a blank-field NIR survey (Eisenhardt et al, in preparation). 
A simple method of filtering the galaxy catalogue from the 100 arcmin2 4 BR! zJ Ks 
imaging to only leave galaxies with J- Ks 2::1.9 (potentially z,<_1 galaxies) revealed a 
spatially concentrated group of galaxies, which was then spectroscopically confirmed to 
be a cluster. 
The Munich Near-Infrared Cluster Survey (MUNICS, Drory et al. 2001) is currently 
the widest NIR cluster survey. It covers "'1 deg2 in the K' and J pass bands (to 50 per cent 
completeness limits of "'19.5 and 21, respectively). The survey is broken up into 16 6x6 
arcmin2 regions targeted at QSOs with redshifts in the range 0.5<z<2 and the remaining 
area covers 7 random 28 x 13 arcmin2 strips at high Galactic latitude. Additional optical 
imaging and spectroscopy has been taken and, when completed, the survey aims to identify 
clusters at redshifts of order unity and select a sample of early-type galaxies in the field 
of redshift up to about 1.5 for evolutionary studies. 
Optical colour surveys for high redshift clusters have been carried out by Olsen et 
al. (1999b), Gladders & Yee (2000). Most of the EIS V-band imaging is too shallow 
to detect cluster candidates at z,<_0.7 using just their V- and I-band data (Olsen et al. 
1999b). The Red Cluster Sequence Survey of Gladders & Yee (2000) has provided many 
z,<_1 candidates, using R and z' imaging, but so far with no published spectroscopic 
confirmation (although features which seem to be arcs from strong gravitationallensing 
are seen around some candidates). 
Gravitationallensing is another possibility for high redshift cluster selection. Lawrence 
et al. (1994) discovered a triple quasar system caused by gravitationallensing of a z=3.26 
quasar. The lens was partially accounted for by a z=1.01 giant elliptical galaxy. X-ray 
imaging of the region revealed the signature of a hot ICM (Hattori et al. 1997). For a while 
the cluster lacked a counterpart in the optical, and was nicknamed a "Dark Cluster", but 
deep optical and NIR imaging by Benitez et al. (1999) identified an overdensity of red 
galaxies. Another lensing technique was used by Smail & Dickinson (1995) who looked 
for the weak-shear signature of a cluster gravitational potential in the field of the z= 1. 206 
radio galaxy 3C324; and also Bower & Smail (1997) who performed a similar search in 
4 This was an unusually large area for a NIR survey in 1997, when it was undertaken, and is still 
wide-field by today's standards. 
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archival HST images of z,..,_, 1 radio sources, resulting in the identification of a significant 
shear signal around a radio-loud quasar at z=0.927. 
To summarise: (i) X-ray selection finds clusters which possess hot, dense ICMs, po-
tentially out to high redshifts. However, optical/ NIR follow-up imaging is required to 
confirm these (the limitations of this technique are described in more detail in Chapter 1). 
(ii) Targeted searches aimed at objects such as high-redshift radio sources have certainly 
produced good candidate clusters, and may represent the most efficient starting point for a 
cluster survey, given the large number of wide-area, publically-available radio catalogues. 
However, such candidates would only represent a (probably quite small) subsample of 
clusters; and the biases within such a sample are not clear. (iii) Blank-field optical and 
NIR surveys require a considerable investment of telescope time (especially in the NIR 
given the area of current detectors, but these are increasing all the time), but given that 
all the other methods require optical/ NIR follow-up anyway it is clear such large areas 
surveys area required. More than one technique is possible with the same optical/ NIR 
dataset, ie. colour-selection of high-redshift early-type galaxies, and gravitational weak-
shear mapping. All known clusters possess a sequence of red early-type galaxies, so it 
is natural to search for this. The requirement for the weak-shear mapping is that the 
instrumental distortions are small (to measure accurate ellipticities for galaxies) and that 
the redshift distribution of background galaxies is well-known. This means that the use 
of many optical/ NIR bands is desirable to accurately measure the colours of early-type 
galaxies and to measure N(z) for the lensing analysis with photometric redshifts. 
6.1.4 The Advantages of the NIR 
Figure 6.1 shows a z=O and z=1 Elliptical galaxy SED, with the optical and NIR pass-
bands V, I, J, and K overplotted. It can be seen immediately that at high redshift the 
optical passbands begin sampling the restframe ultraviolet portion of the galaxy spec-
trum. For comparison, a late-type spiral is also illustrated. Its ultraviolet emission is 
much greater than that of the elliptical, as this wavelength regime is dominated by the 
light of short-lived, massive stars (eg, Bruzual & Charlot 1993). Thus, selecting samples 
of high redshift galaxies in optical passbands results in a sample biased toward actively 
star-forming galaxies. The figure also demonstrates that the NIR portions of the SEDs 
are very similar for ellipticals and spirals, and thus K selected samples are relatively in-
sensitive to galaxy type. Furthermore, comparing the low and high redshift E SED, the 
K-band flux is actually increased at high z and thus k-corrections in the K-band are small 
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or even negative over a wide redshift range (eg, Cowie et al. 1994). 
The problem with a NIR-based survey is that even with recent improvements in large 
format NIR detectors, the overheads in conducting such a survey are high (see §6.6). To 
cover the equivalent area of XDCS to a similar depth would require "' 50 nights of 4m 
telescope time. A more efficient NIR survey can be made by selecting areas from XDCS 
which contain overdensities of red objects with V-I colours consistent with z,....,l passively 
evolving ellipticals, from the models of Kodama & Arimoto (1997). Such colours are diffi-
cult to achieve with objects other than ellipticals at high redshift. At the depths required 
to see such objects, the XDCS photometric errors become quite large, and incompleteness 
starts to become problematic but the brightest Z"-' 1 ellipticals (the most powerful points 
on the CMR for indicating a possible cluster, Chapter 2) should be visible. 
Ideally such a survey would include the J and K bands. The J-K colour is useful as an 
indicator of z> 1 galaxies (for example, Pozzetti & Mannucci 2000, Stanford et al. 1997). 
6.2 Sample Selection 
The NIR observations were made using the Isaac Newton Group Red Imaging Device (IN-
GRID), at the bent-Cassegrain focus of the 4.2m WHT on the nights of 28-30 November 
2000, by Drs Bower and Kodama. INGRID is a 10242 HAWAII-2 detector with a pixel 
scale of 0.242" /pixel and a field of view of 4.13 arcmins. 
Fields from the second XDCS run were selected (to meet RA restrictions for the 
observing run). For each field, a simplified version of the CMR detection algorithm was 
run. This consisted of filtering the object catalogues (created as described in Chapter 
2), to find galaxies redder than V-I=2.5 (consistent with the Kodama & Arimoto (1997) 
prediction for z= 1.00 ellipticals, allowing for the considerable photometric errors). A 
simple top-hat filter of radius 200 pixels (67 arcsec), corresponding to the approximate 
core size of a cluster at z,...., 1 ( "'0.5Mpc), was run over the data: the centre of the search cell 
being located by the galaxy positions, as before. All locations containing more than 4 red 
galaxies in the search cell were retained. To narrow down the list, candidates which did 
not have overlapping imaging in the other rotated field of the WFC ( eg. candidates at the 
edge of the A-rotation field, without overlapping B-rotation imaging, in the notation of 
Chapter 2) were rejected. All candidates were visually inspected to make sure detections 
were due to real objects and not eg. stellar diffraction spikes, or excessively deblended 
objects. False detections were removed by hand, and the list re-sorted. To improve the 
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Figure 6.1: Top panel: Elliptical SED (Mannucci et al. 2001) at z=O (thick line) and 
z=1 (thin line) , with optical and NIR passbands superposed. V, I, J and K filter widths 
(between half-maximum transmission) are shown hatched. Note the prominent feature of 
the spectral break at 4000A(z=O). At redshift "'1 the V-band filter is already sampling the 
restframe ultraviolet emission. Bottom panel: Same plot for a type Se spiral galaxy. Here 
the ultraviolet light is dominated by emission from short-lived stars, and a sharp upturn 
occurs toward shorter wavelengths . Note the prominent emission lines: on (3727 A, rest-
frame) and Ha (6563A). 
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Figure 6.2: Model CMRs in the optical and NIR. Numbers to the left of each line indicate 
the redshift, stars indicate the position of an L* elliptical. The reddest passband available 
(for VIJ and VIJK datasets, as will be used in this survey) is plotted on the horizontal 
axis (hence, the lower rightmost panel is empty). 
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depth and accuracy of the photometry, 4.5 x 4.5 arcmin regions (slightly larger than 
the field of view of INGRID) were excised from the images, and the A and B data 
for each band coadded. Object detection was re-run using SExtractor on the I-band 
image, the photometry repeated, and the cluster detection routine repeated. Although 
coadding the I-band images reduced the effect of residual fringing (see Chapter 2), some 
still remained, causing many spurious detections in some fields. These were again removed 
by visual inspection. A search of the NASA Extragalactic Database5 was conducted to 
check for previously discovered clusters within the INGRID field of view. One was found 
- GHO 1313+2911, a candidate from Gunn, Hoessel & Oke's (1986) catalogue (lacking 
spectroscopic confirmation). This was rejected from the list. This resulted in a list of 
28 candidates containing 4 or more red galaxies within the original 67 arcsec search cell. 
Objects for INGRID imaging were selected randomly from this complete list, given the 
available RA range, by the observers at the telescope. J-band observations were made 
first, and quick CMDs plotted at the telescope. Those fields showing the best CMRs were 
chosen for K-band imaging. The candidates that were imaged in the NIR are listed in 
Table 6.1 and illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
5The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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Figure 6.3: Coadded Optical Images of INGRID targets . I and V-band images with red 
objects (as described in text) circled. See also Table 6.1. 
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6. 3 Near Infrared 0 bservations 
6.3.1 Observations and Data Reduction 
Observations 
The K-band filter used here is the "K-short", Ks 6 filter (McLeod, et al. 1995). Each 
field was observed for typically 3600s in J and 450s in K 8 , using a 9-point 2D dither 
pattern which was itself slowly dithered around the sky. 
Table 6.1: Log of observations of cluster candidates with INGRID. 
Field RIXOS Q (J2000) 8(J2000) Pass bands 
ID ID [hh:mm:ss] [dd:mm:ss] 
zL007 R211A 07:19:37.56 71:09:45.4 J, Ks 
zL009 R257B 09:05:26.30 34:18:08.3 J 
zL014 R292B 01:43:58.62 04:14:35.1 J, Ks 
zL015 R123B 11:18:09.00 21:15:49.0 J 
zL017 R211A 07:24:41.36 71:31:04.1 J 
zL018 R133B 10:57:36.00 49:57:45.7 J, Ks 
zL019 R245A 03:28:58.01 02:57:40.0 J, Ks 
zL020t R262A 01:24:57.24 03:55:44.7 J, Ks 
zL024 R213B 08:04:48.00 65:00:57.6 J 
zL026 R293A 08:19:41.70 37:32:24.0 J, Ks 
zL029 R245B 03:29:02.94 02:51:07.7 J, Ks 
t NED search shows a quasar at z=l.2 and associated absorption line systems within 2 arcmins of centre. 
Conditions on all 3 nights were non-photometric, due to light cirrus. Calibration data 
were obtained and are described below. 
Data Reduction 
Data reduction was carried out with a combination of IRAF and CCDPACK routines. The 
optical WFC reduction was described in Chapter 2. 
Each IN GRID science observation consists of a post-scan and pre-scan image, contain-
ing the initial and final count levels of the device. The pre-scan was subtracted from the 
6 which is narrower and cuts-off at a shorter wavelength than the standard K-band filter (1.99 - 2.30 
f-tm, FWHM), thus reducing contamination from the thermal background (eg., telescope and dome). 
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post-scan to give the raw image. Thereafter, the standard techniques described in Chap-
ter 5 were used. Flatfielding and sky-subtraction was achieved using the local fl.atfielding 
technique described in §5.2.3. A median of the 8 nearest time-adjacent frames was used. 
The images in each field were mutually aligned using CCDPACK routines, to cross-
correlate bright objects between the fields and calculate the offsets, as described in §5.2.4. 
Shifting of the images to their registered positions was achieved in IRAF using sub-pixel 
shifts. Since the observing run was non-photometric, it was necessary to compensate for 
extinction variations by scaling each frame in a field to a reference frame (taken from 
each field). The correction method of §5.2.5 was used. Variations at the level of ~0.3 
magnitudes were measured and corrected. 
The scaled data then had their bad pixels masked (a row and column of bad pixels 
occurs at the interface of the quadrants which make up the INGRID chip) and were then 
mosaicked using median combination within the CCDPACK routine makemos. 
The optical WFC data were geometrically mapped to the NIR INGRID data. 
Object detection and Photometry 
For the fields possessing K 8 -band imaging, a coadded frame was made from the J 
and Ks frames. SExtractor was run in dual image mode using the J + K 8 image for 
object detection, and the K 8 image for determination of photometric properties, such 
as MAG.-BEST magnitudes and the CLASS_8TAR parameter. Using the coadded images 
for object detection has the advantage that the depth of the images is increased, and 
the colour bias of detected objects is reduced. For fields with only J-band imaging, 
SExtractor was run on the J image. The positions of objects and their stellaricity 
indices were taken from the catalogues. The x,y positions were used to place a photometry 
aperture using qphot in IRAF. The seeing during the INGRID run was mostly around 1 
arc second or less; whereas the WFC data were acquired during "'2 arc second seeing. So, 
to compensate for the differences in the PSF (when measuring colours of objects), bright 
stars were located, their PSFs measured and the median seeing for each band calculated. 
The different bands were then convolved to the worst seeing, assuming a Gaussian PSF 
(as described in Chapter 2). The diameter of the aperture was chosen to be 2.6 times 
the FWHM of the seeing of the convolved frames (as in Chapter 2), so that all aperture 
magnitudes would be placed on the same photometric system, after calibration. 
The optical catalogues measured from the NIR data change slightly from the initial 
WFC catalogues for two reasons. Firstly the seeing in the NIR frames is much better and 
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therefore star/ galaxy separation using these data for shape measurement is improved. 
Secondly objects detected in the NIR data but not in the optical images are now in-
cluded, but as limits in the optical/ optical-NIR colours. The revised optical catalogues 
can be seen in the V - I, I CMDs in Figure 6.6 and 6.4.2. A potential problem with 
star/ galaxy classification could be caused by the mosaicking process. The roundness 
of stars could be affected if the offsets between individual exposures are not correctly 
measured before combining them. In order to assess this potential contamination, two 
tests were performed. Firstly, the colours of objects classified as stars by SExtractor 's 
( CLAss_sTAR > 0.97) were examined to check that objects classified as stars did not have 
the colours of galaxies (this contamination is less likely than the reverse, by the argument 
above). It can be seen from Figure 6.8 that the separation between stars and galaxies 
in I,J ,K colour-colour space is reasonably well defined. The colours of stars classified by 
SExtractor CLAss_sTAR in all fields is shown in Figure 6.5. From all the fields, a total 
of 7 objects classified as stars have IJK colours which place them within the locus of 
galaxies, or a potential false positive rate of :::::::1 per field. In order to assess the reverse 
misclassification (ie. stars classified as galaxies) the two colour diagrams in §6.5 can be 
examined. If the I-K < 4 region is inspected first, then a generous limit for the locus of 
stars is J-K < 1.3. Each field has one or two objects within the search radius (ie. filled 
symbols) within this region. The model galaxy tracks of Figure 6.9 show that only the 
lowest redshift galaxies (z<0.3) occupy this region, so confusion for this project is not 
a problem. For the I-K>4 cut (potentially high redshift galaxies) taking a J-K<1.5 cut 
for the stellar locus, only zL007 has any number of objects in this region. This suggests 
that star/ galaxy classification could be slightly worse for this field. In any case, the 
colours of the objects of interest still lie well away from the stellar locus. Thus, stellar 
contamination does not present a problem for high redshift cluster finding with IJK data. 
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Figure 6.5: The colour of stars in all IJK fields, as classified by SExtractor . Dotted 
lines show the region plotted in t he galaxy two-colour diagrams. 
Since the fields are quite small, comparing number counts with the literature to as-
sess the completeness is not the best way to estimate the limiting magnitudes of the 
data. Limiting magnitudes for the field were determined by taking the la limit from the 
background rms estimated from SExtractor after running it on each passband image. 
The SExtractor catalogues generated in this way contain an estimate of the threshold 
(ie. peak flux above the background) and aperture magnitudes for each entry. In this 
way the magnitude of an object giving a threshold entry of 3 times the background rms 
can be found , and thus 3a limiting magnitudes estimated. Although depths vary slightly 
from field to field , conservative 3a limit ing magnitudes for the survey are V '""23.5 , I'""23. , 
Calibrat ion D ata 
For the purpose of photometric calibration, short snapshots of regions of each field con-
taining bright stars were obtained from the UKIRT7 Fas t-Track Imager, UFTI, on the 
3.8m UK Infra-Red Telescope in service time, and from INGRID as part of another 
project. These were interleaved with observations of standard stars from the UKIRT 
Standards list (Hawarden et al. 2001). The UFTI images were typically 120 - 180 sec 
integrations, reduced in the standard way. The UFTI snapshots were calibrated onto the 
UKIRT system from observations of the standard stars. No colour or extinction terms 
7UKIRT is operated by t he Joint Astronomy Centre on behalf of t he Particle Physics and Astronomy 
Research Council of the United Kingdom. 
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were fitted - the former was neglected as not all fields contained colour information 8 (ie. 
J and Ks observations) and the latter as extinction in the NIR is low, and both science 
and calibration images were observed at similar airmasses. Such short exposures seemed 
acceptable as bright, unsaturated stars with sufficient signal-to-noise to allow accurate 
( rvO.Ol mag) calibration were present in each field9 . The standard star solution results 
in a good calibration of the photometric zeropoint for the night (star-to-star dispersion 
rvO.Ol - 0.02 mags). These zeropoints are then applied to the UFTI snapshots of the sci-
ence fields. The error in this calibration is negligible in comparison with calculating the 
photometric offset between the snapshot and the science frame, taken with the different 
instruments, and so only this latter error is considered in the photometric solution. So, 
by observing these bright stars in both the original science frames and the calibration 
images, a simple zero-point offset should be enough to calibrate each frame. The draw-
back with this method is that some calibration fields contained very few stars, which did 
not give consistent zero-point offsets between the science and calibration images. This is 
possibly because the stars are variable; or may be due to a small colour term becoming 
noticeable with stars of extreme colours. The number of stars used in each solution is 
given in Table 6.2. As a result of this, some fields resulted in unacceptable calibrations. 
This was identified by plotting colour-magnitude diagrams in K, J-K and in J, I-J and 
examining the distributions. Several fields had distributions which were clearly different 
from the others (and from the literature, eg., Cowie et al. (1996)) by as much as 0.5- 1.0 
magnitudes. Thus four fields were rejected (zL009, zL014, zL015, zL018). For these 
fields, each calibration star in turn was assumed to give the correct zeropoint and the 
colour-magnitude diagrams replotted (to see if a sensible calibration could be obtained 
from any one star; typically these fields only contained two or three calibration stars), 
but in no case did a sensible calibration result. 10 The same procedure was repeated for 
the INGRID calibration data. 
Galactic reddening in the NIR is low and comparable to the uncertainties m the 
8 Also, Minezaki et al. (1998) find no colour term between the K and Ks filters. 
9 Bright galaxies are much rarer, so in order to obtain a calibration of similar accuracy, a much longer 
integration must be obtained (a sizeable fraction of the science frame exposure time!). This then becomes 
unfeasible within the confines of service time. 
10Calibration against the 2MASS catalogue (as described in Chapter 5) was also tried. However, few 
fields overlapped ( 4, and one of these was already well-calibrated from UFTI) and the brightest sources 
in the 2MASS fields were either saturated in the INGRID data, or were the same objects as those which 
give a poor calibration from the UFTI snapshots. 
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absolute calibration of the NIR data. Therefore NIR extinction corrections are ignored. 
Note: reddening by the Milky Way makes the greatest difference to the optical-NIR 
colours (ie. I - J, I - K); since the optical bands, V and I, have roughly comparable 
reddening, but reddening in I is greater than J or K. Reddening corrections to the WFC 
data were applied to each field using the dust maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis 
(1998), as described in Chapter 2. 
Table 6.2: NIR Zeropoints from Calibration data 
Field zptJ Nt J at J Date zptK Nt K a* K Date Instrument 
zL007 28.47 5 0.11 3010312001 25.05 5 0.03 2910312001 IN GRID 
zL009 1710312001 nla nla nla nla UFTI 
zL014 0410212001 0410212001 UFTI 
zL015 1710312001 nla nla nla nla UFTI 
zL017 28.32 2 0.05 3110312001 nla nla nla nla IN GRID 
zL018 1710312001 nla nla nla nla UFTI 
zL019 28.28 2 0.12 0110212001 24.78 1 I 0110212001 UFTI 
zL020 27.27 1 I 0410212001 24.64 1 I 0410212001 UFTI 
zL024 28.28 6 0.08 3110312001 nla nla nla nla IN GRID 
zL026 28.30 3 0.04 1710312001 25.27 2 0.04 1710312001 UFTI 
zL029 28.33 2 0.28 0110212001 24.90 2 0.03 0110212001 UFTI 
t Number of stars used to measure zeropoint difference between calibration snapshot and science image 
t Dispersion of zeropoint offset from these N stars. This is the dominant error in the calibration (see text). 
n/a in the K-band columns indicates no K-band images were taken for that field. 
- indicates that the zeropoint solution was unacceptable (see text). 
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6.4 Colour-Magnitude Diagrams 
Firstly CMDs will be considered for each colour individually. The diagrams will be in-
spected for the presence of a CMR, by comparison with model relations, as would be 
done with a CMR survey technique. Promising candidates from this method will then 
be scrutinised in colour-colour space, again via comparison with model colours. For both 
these tests, spatial information will be used by comparing the inner region of each image 
(the cluster candidate) against the outer region (representative of the background), as 
has been shown to work well in previous chapters. 
6.4.1 VIJ Data 
Figure 6.6 shows colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for the two fields with acceptable 
calibrations and only J-band INGRID data. K-band follow up was not performed as 
preference was given to the other fields with J-band imaging, which the observers judged 
at the telescope to have better colour-magnitude relations (CMRs) from a quick reduction. 
zL017 
zL017 shows several red galaxies with colours compatible with the model z=l CMR, but 
most of these points are just blue limits, as the optical data are quite shallow. The I-J, 
J diagram shows 9 galaxies within the inner search radius whose la- colour errors allow 
them within 0.2 mags of the model CMR. 
zL024 
zL024 shows only four galaxies in the inner region of the optical CMR compatible with 
the z=l CMR; and none in the optical-NIR CMR. Several galaxies in the search region 
have similar I-J colours, and a z=0.8 model CMR is a good fit to these colours (14 galaxies 
then fall within 0.2 mags of this CMR); but again the optical CMR does not have many 
galaxies within this colour slice. 
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Figure 6.6: V-I, I-J vs J Colour-Magnitude diagrams. Dashed line shows z=l model CMR, 
as described in text (star indicates M*). Dotted line shows an alternative model CMR (at 
redshift indicated). Filled squares are galaxies within the central 67 arcsec search radius, 
open squares are other galaxies in the field. Error bars are la random photometric errors. 
Calibration errors are estimated in Table 6.2. 
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6 .4.2 VIJK Data 
The best candidates from VIJ CMDs (from a quick reduction of the J-band data, at the 
telescope) were followed up the next night with K-band imaging. 
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zL007 
zL007 has several red galaxies in V-I with colours compatible with the z=l model line. 
The optical-NIR and NIR-NIR CMDs both show overdensities of similar coloured objects, 
blueward of the z=l line. Overplotting a lower redshift model (z=0.5) appears to be a 
good fit to all 3 CMDs simultaneously, and indeed, examining the colour-colour diagram 
in Figure 6.5.1, an overdensity in colour-colour space suggestive of a z=0.5 cluster is seen. 
zL019 
As with zL007, a lower redshift model provides a better fit to all three CMDs, although 
the I-J colour is somewhat too red. A few red galaxies consistent with the z=1 CMR 
are seen in all three colours, although a prominent CMR appears blueward of these few 
galaxies. A z=0.5 fits this CMR in V-I, and this also fits several of the bluer galaxies in 
the I-J and J-K colours. 
In order to see if internal reddening of cluster ellipticals could account for the offset 
in I-J, the following experiment was tried. An elliptical spectrum which extended from 
the optical to NIR (Mannucci et al. 2001) was taken and redshifted to z=0.5. Then, the 
reddening law of Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) was applied to the spectrum, using 
the IRAF task deredden. Several values for the absolute extinction at 5550A, A(V), were 
used, up to A(V)=l.O, and the broadband colours of the reddened spectrum measured 
using the task sbands. It was found that to produce a sufficient amount ofreddening in I 
- J (ie. ;::::0.3 mags), an extinction of A(V)=l.O is required 11 . This is quite high. Typical 
reddening values for ellipticals are more like A(V) ;:::: 0.3 (Groudfrooij et al. 1994); but 
also such extinction reddens the V- I colour by a comparable amount (;=:::: 0.4 mags). It 
should be noted that colour gradients within the galaxies is not a plausible explanation. 
The photometric apertures used are quite large (5 arcsec diameter) and ellipticals become 
bluer at larger radii. 
An alternative explanation is an error in the calibration of this field (the J and K 
bands are only calibrated from 2 and 1 stars respectively). 
11 Using the "canonical value" for the ratio of A(V) to the colour excess between 4350A and 5550A, 
E(B-V) R(V) = A {V)/ E(B- V) = 3.1 (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989); although this value exhibits 
scatter from elliptical to elliptical {Groudfrooij et al. 1994). 
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zL020 
zL020 shows a good fit CMR in J-K at Zmodel = 1, but not in either of the other colours. 
Since the model CMRs are fairly close in colour for redshifts between rv0.5 and 1.0; this 
illustrates a problem of the CMR-finder technique if only J and K band imaging data is 
used. 
zL026 
The V-I Zmodel = 1 CMR looks consistent with the data, but the other colours are not 
compatible. This emphasises the problem of increased field contamination, particularly 
with only single colour photometry, at these redshifts. 
zL029 
zL029 appears to be a very good z=1 cluster candidate. All three CMDs show many red 
galaxies with compatible colours. 
To summarise, candidates zL007 and zL019 show promising zrv0.5 CMRs and zL029 
shows a potential z=1 CMR. These will next be examined in two-colour space. 
6.5 Colour-Colour Diagrams 
6.5.1 IJK Data 
For the fields with I, J and K imaging, colour-colour diagrams provide a stricter test than 
just looking at individual CMDs. A concentration in colour-colour space is effectively a 
simultaneous fitting of two CMRs. 
In this section, the redshifts of the best fit model CMRs will be used to decide on 
the region of colour-colour space to examine for an overdensity. This region will then 
be compared with the field distribution as determined firstly from a background annulus 
around the candidate, and secondly from a composite background annulus constructed 
from the galaxy colours of the background annuli of all fields (this composite field is 
plotted in the lower right panel of Figure 6.5.1). For simplicity, a box extending 0.1 
magnitudes either side of the model CMR at the estimated redshift of the candidate will 
be taken. 
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Young, dusty star-forming galaxies at intermediate redshifts can show similar optical-
NIR colours to passively-evolving elliptical galaxies at 1 <z<2. Pozzetti & Mannucci 
(2000) suggested this degeneracy could be broken by examining the positions of galaxies 
in the I-K, J-K colour-colour plane and tested that the separation of these two classes of 
objects was robust to many changes in the modelling, such as dust, metallicity and IMF 
assumptions. However, overplotting the models of KA97 (which are calibrated to fit the 
observed evolution of the CMR for cluster ellipticals over a range of redshifts (Kodama 
et al. 1998)), even at z=1, ellipticals are beginning to cross into the starburst region 
defined by Pozzetti & Mannucci (2000). So, the division appears to be not as clear as 
first suggested. The Pozzetti & Mannucci (2000) dividing lines will be overplotted on the 
data to guide the eye with reference to the KA97 models. Furthermore, although dusty 
starbursts and ellipticals may be well separated, ordinary spirals follow the same locus as 
ellipticals (but spirals need to be at a higher redshift than ellipticals to produce a given 
colour, so the former are likely to be fainter). This is because the I-K colours for z~1 
galaxies of all types is very similar, as the 4000A break is still redward of both filters (see 
Figure 6.1). This degeneracy is split by using the V-J colour, which can now measure 
the strength of the break to distinguish between the different galaxy types. Even though 
the current V-band imaging is too shallow for direct detection of high redshift cluster 
candidates, it is sufficiently deep to distinguish whether an overdensity in IJK two colour 
space is due to spirals or ellipticals (see Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6.8: Predicted colours of ellipticals (thick line) and star bursts (thin line), from 
Pozzetti & Mannucci (2000). Dotted lines are for z<l and solid lines for l<z<2. The 
dashed lines indicate an ERO selection limit ofl-K>4, and separate where the populations 
of ellipticals (left of diagonal line) and starbursts (to the right) are expected to fall. Stars 
and dots show stars from Pickles (1998) and brown dwarfs from Leggett et al (1998). 
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Figure 6.9: Model Two-Colour Diagrams in I,J,K and V,J,K. Although the Pozzetti & 
Manucci (2000) plot shows a clear separation between high redshift ellipticals and dusty 
starbursts, the distinction between ellipticals and higher redshift spirals is minimal. The 
separation in V ,J ,K is much greater. 
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Figure 6.10: I-K vs J-K Colour-Colour diagrams. Filled symbols are galaxies within the 
central 67 arcsec radius; open symbols are galaxies in the "background annulus" - ranging 
from 67-120 arcsec radius. cf. Figure 6.8. 
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The three cluster candidates showing the most convincing CMRs (zL007, zL019, and 
zL029) also show overdensities in colour-colour space, compatible with the model CMRs 
in IJK. 12 The V-band colour limits (in Figure 6.11) show that almost all the objects are 
too red to be late-type spirals at higher redshift, and most are too red to be earlier-type 
spirals (which reside between the Sa and E tracks). Thus, taking these to be the best 
candidates, the number of galaxies in the overdensities can be measured. 
Two different measures for characterising the colours of field galaxies are used. A local 
background is constructed by taking the galaxies within an annulus extending from the 
outer edge of the inner search radius (67 arcsec) to a radius just within the limit of the 
usable field (120 arcsec). A composite background is constructed by combining all these 
annuli. The numbers of galaxies are then corrected to the number expected within the 
inner search radius by normalising the areas (for reference, the local background comprises 
an area of 2.2 times the inner area, and the composite background 11.5 times the inner 
area). It seems reasonable to use these annuli as representative background regions, as 
only the inner area was colour selected. 
12
zL026 also shows a slight concentration in two-colour space, but this field appears particularly un-
derdense. 
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Table 6.3: Quantifying the overdensities in two-colour space 
Candidate N~ed N~ocal N~omposite Model Reddening 
J- K I- K 
zL007 13(17)t 2(11) 1.7(3) -0.1 +0.1 
zL019 3(13)t 11(12) 1.6(2.0) +0.0 +0.2 
zL029 13 8 1.6 
a ~ number of galaxies in overdensity 
b ~ number of background galaxies in local annulus 
c ~ number of background galaxies in composite field 
t ~ values in parentheses are after reddening the model 
slightly to locate a better centroid for the overdensity 
(see text). 
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A small shift has been applied to the observed colours for two of the candidates so as 
to locate a better centroid for the overdensity. One possibility for needing such an offset 
is that reddening in cluster ellipticals makes the observed colours redder than the model 
predictions. These levels of reddening can be achieved with about 0.4 mags of extinction 
in Av assuming the Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) reddening law for zL007 and about 
1 mag Av in zL019, using the method described earlier. The numbers in parentheses in 
Table 6.3 in the Nred column show how the overdensity increases after this correction. 
Another possibility is a slight zero-point error in the calibration of the colours. To be 
conservative, all the data is shifted in this process (and so the background counts in 
the table change also). This naturally accounts for the latter possibility. If the former 
possibility is correct, then arbitrary numbers of galaxies within the initial overdensity 
could be shifted by reddening and the remainder could be called field galaxies. Hence, 
shifting all the data results in a conservative increase in the significance of the overdensity. 
To give some indication of the significance of these overdensities, a simple approxima-
tion is to assume the background counts are Poisson-distributed and that the overdensities 
are just due to fluctuations in the background. Taking numbers from Table 6.3, assum-
ing the background counts (from the composite region) have a mean of 2 galaxies, the 
probability of finding 13 galaxies by chance is ~2 x 10~ 7 . These numbers apply to candi-
dates zL029; zL007; and (reddened-)zL019. The probability of zL007 after reddening 
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is ~1x10-3 . 
There are several problems with such a naive interpretation of these numbers; but they 
are useful as an indication. Firstly, the IJK overdensities were identified a posteriori as 
they were initially selected to contain overdensities of galaxies with similarly red optical 
colours. Since very little wide area NIR data exists, the distribution of IJK colours given 
V-I colours is not well known. In order to calculate this, a wider area survey is required. 
Archival NIR data is amassing quickly, given the recent number of new NIR surveys, so 
it should soon be possible to build a database of optical-NIR galaxy colours and examine 
it using the selection function applied here. 
The background area used to examine the field distribution of galaxy colours may still 
not be large enough. Certainly for the Z"-'0.5 candidates, the local annulus used ( 1.1 -
2.0 arcmins radius) is sampling the outskirts of the cluster, therefore the background -
subtracted number of galaxies is underestimated, as cluster members would be subtracted 
as part of the background. Furthermore, field-to-field variation in background counts even 
in shallower data is relatively large ( eg., Figure 2.15). 
The two cluster candidates at Z"-'0.5 are potentially visible with the matched filter 
(MF) and CMR techniques used for the main XDCS sample. So, the next question is "were 
these found in those catalogues?". Firstly, zL007: mfJ071929.3+ 710923 lies only 46 arc 
seconds from its position and has an estimated I~=18.2 (or z=0.25); cmJ071935.8+710947 
has an estimated cluster centre only 9 arcsec from zL007's position and an estimated 
redshift of 0.55. Secondly, zL019: mfJ032900.2+025637 is 71 arcsec away, with I~=18.4 
(z=0.27); cmJ032903.1+025640 is 97 arcsec away with z=0.37. The comparison between 
redshift estimates from the MF and CMR techniques was made in Chapter 3. The MF 
redshifts for both clusters are underestimates with respect to the CMR finder estimates, 
which agree reasonably well (.6-z~ ±0.1) with the multicolour technique. This agreement 
between the two colour-based methods may not seem too surprising (as they are both 
colour-based); but the CMR finder used V,I data and the multicolour finder used IJK 
data. Thus, this agreement is reassuring. Both of the Z"-'0.5 candidates are just detected 
in the X-ray: zL007 at 3.00{) and zL019 at 6.09{). The fluxes are 2.67 and 3.51 x w- 14 
respectively, corresponding to luminosities of 3.8 and 2.0 x 1043 erg s- 1 assuming the 
CMR-estimated redshifts. Neither of these fields was covered by Vikhlinin et al. (1998), 
but both are in the SHARC survey area. No X-ray detected cluster has been reported in 
either of these fields. The fluxes of both these fall below the bright SHARC limit. However, 
regardless of that, most X-ray selected surveys require a much higher significance detection 
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(80" above the background, for example, Romer et al. 2001) in order to tell if a source 
is extended. Thus, these two clusters (in two of the deepest ROSAT fields) would have 
been missed by an X-ray survey, but with the benefit of optical selection they are found 
with high-significance, and the X-ray emission can be considered additional confirmation 
of these systems' reality. 
Finally, as emphasised in the introduction, the only definitive way to confirm the 
existence of genuine high-redshift clusters is with spectroscopy. Candidate zL019 was 
selected as an interesting member of a pair of clusters at zrv0.4 (selected using the methods 
of Chapter 2), and has been awarded time for a wide-field spectroscopic survey using the 
8m VLT and 6.5m Magellan telescopes. zL029, as the most convincing zrv1 candidate 
was applied for as a target for the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) for the 
first queue-scheduled observing runs on Gemini. Time has been awarded, but is yet to be 
scheduled. 
6.6 Predictions for a Future NIR Cluster Survey 
The planned UKIRT wide-field camera, WFCAM, set to become operational in late 2003, 
offers exciting possibilities for high-redshift cluster finding. A number of NIR surveys 
using this instrument are planned, known collectively as the UK Infrared Deep Sky Survey 
(UKIDSS). UKIDSS is likely to consist of two surveys appropriate to cluster detection. 
A 4000 square degree "shallow" survey, to depths of J=20 and K=18.4 has recently been 
approved; and a deeper survey (DXS- the Deep eXtragalactic Survey) to Krv21 and Jrv23 
covering 20 to 30 square degrees is probable13 . If such a deep survey is not undertaken 
by WFCAM, then the project will be undertaken by VISTA 14 , but observations will not 
begin until 2006 at the earliest. 
It is necessary to choose passbands bracketing the 4000A break at the redshift of 
interest, for maximum sensitivity (§5.4); and, to ensure sufficient CMR members, Chap-
ters 5 and 4 show that galaxies brighter than M*+ 1 provide the strongest signal for a 
CMR. Hence galaxies this bright should be imaged with >50" precision photometry. Using 
the 1J.tm z-band, both these surveys bracket the 4000A break out to z=l.1, whereafter 
the break begins to enter the broad z-filter. However, the model predictions for a z=l.1 
elliptical give a z-band M* of 21. 7. The SDSS only reaches zrv20. Also, point source de-
13 A Galactic Plane survey and ultra-deep but small area survey are also planned, but are not useful for 
cluster finding. 
14http://www.vista.ac.uk 
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tection limits are typically 0.5-1.0 magnitudes fainter than for galaxies. So, even deeper 
photometry is required. 
A number of wide-field optical surveys on 4-8m class telescopes are also upcoming. 
Panoramic imagers such as SuprimeCam on Subaru and MegaCam on the CFHT are 
among the instruments which will be utilised. The selection of UKIDSS fields which 
overlap with these optical fields will be of vital importance for cluster selection. The 
necessity of optical photometry has been shown earlier in this chapter. Now, assuming J 
and K band imaging plus a number of optical bands are available, a detection procedure 
based on the following could be adopted: 
The main problem for z> 1 versus intermediate redshift cluster detection is that of 
increased field contamination. This chapter has cited many examples of the tight CMR 
still being present at z;<,l. Thus, a CMR-type detection method still seems the most 
efficient. Given the numerous bands available, a powerful method for isolating this red 
sequence is to search multicolour space for concentrations of galaxies on small spatial 
scales with similar colours (a natural extension of the two colour space method, §6.5). 
The scatter in the CMR for galaxies brighter than M*+ 1 at Z"-' 1 still appears to be less 
than 0.1 magnitudes (eg, Stanford et al. 1997, Rosati et al 1999). Now, this should be 
sufficiently narrow for this technique to work well - galaxies at other redshifts would 
not show the same colours in all bands simultaneously, so field contamination is very 
effectively rejected. A similar idea is being used at lower redshifts (z;;;0.5) on the SDSS 
dataset (the C4 algorithm, Nichol et al. 2000), with the exception that they also require 
a coincident X-ray detection (requiring coincident X-ray detections in this higher redshift 
regime will miss a large fraction of clusters, even with deep Chandra/ XMM observations, 
as will be demonstrated below). 
Like the two-band CMR-finder, this technique offers the great advantage over individ-
ual photometric redshift fits to individual galaxies (eg, Kodama, Bell, & Bower 1999) that 
the average colour of several galaxies is used in the fit, offering much higher signal-to-noise 
ratio measurements (Chapter 5). 
The next question is: how many clusters could be found usmg such a technique? 
Returning to the literature and taking the lower temperature of the pair of Lynx field 
clusters at z"" 1.3 as typical, the photometry given in the paper can be used. This cluster 
is particularly suitable as it was found in a NIR survey. Stanford et al. (1997) plot 
CMRs in several optical/NIR bands. These show that ten galaxies brighter than M*+1 
exhibit the same colours in all bands simultaneously. Given the potential for complete 
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field subtraction, an overdensity of ten galaxies with multiple colours closer than 0.1 
magnitudes would represent a secure detection. This is approximately the size of the 
scatter in high redshift CMRs, and consistent with the width of colour slices used to find 
CMRs in lower redshift data (0.08 mags, Chapter 2). As already stated, this cluster has 
a temperature of 1.6~~:~keV. Now, the Press-Schechter formalism can be used to predict 
the number of clusters of this temperature and greater, as a function of redshift. Code for 
modelling the evolution of the temperature function (Eke, Cole & Frenk 1996) was kindly 
provided by Vince Eke. Figure 6.12 shows the cumulative number of clusters hotter than 
this, for redshifts z >0.8. It should be pointed out that clusters at lower redshifts than 
this will have been efficiently discovered and studied by optical surveys, and that the NIR 
makes the greatest contribution to cluster studies at higher redshifts. However, UKIDSS 
will offer the possibility of work such as stellar population studies of the already discovered 
lower redshift clusters, K-band light being a good tracer of stellar mass (Chapter 5), the 
4000 square degree "shallow" survey being particularly useful here. 
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Figure 6.12: N(z) for rv2keV Clusters from Press-Schechter. Two different low matter 
density cosmologies are indicated. Counts are cumulative for clusters at redshifts greater 
than 0.8. 
Press-Schechter predicts rv30 clusters per square degree at 0.8<z<l.3 (dependent on 
cosmology, see Figure 6.12). This is in good agreement with the fact that the cluster was 
found in 100 arcmin2 of imaging data. Allowing for the error bars on the temperature, the 
number of 2.5keV clusters is only a factor of two or so lower. The biggest uncertainty is 
the scatter in the cluster mass-to-light ratios at these redshifts; but note similar problems 
exist in X-ray selected surveys, ie., the scatter in the L-T relation. Romer et al. (2001) 
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make predictions for the number of z::Gl clusters expected in a serendipitous survey with 
the X-ray Multi-Mirror mission (XMM-Newton) satellite. Using models for the X-ray 
properties of clusters coupled with, again, the Press-Schechter formalism, they predict 
that "'1 z::Gl cluster per square degree should be found with XMM. The main limitation 
on such a survey is the need to carry out optical/NIR imaging to confirm the clusters 
and study member galaxies. Thus, a significant extra amount of observing time must be 
figured into their survey. Furthermore, a higher background than anticipated within the 
instrument has recently being measured 15 , reducing XMM's sensitivity to high red shift 
clusters. 
The other question is the epoch of formation of the cluster early-type galaxies. As 
the formation redshift is approached, the galaxy colours become bluer and the scatter 
increases, removing the signature for which the technique is searching 16 . Given current 
data for the evolution of the CMR (the biggest lever-arm being the uniformity of red 
galaxy colours at Z"-' 1.3) it seems likely that the epoch offormation is still at much higher 
redshift. Models with a formation redshift ZJ ::G 4 predict colours in good agreement with 
the highest redshift observations. Thus, it should be possible to trace the CMR at least 
to redshifts Z"-'2. 
Aside from the collapsed structures accounted for in Press-Schechter, further systems 
in a state of formation could be found by UKIDSS. Red early-type galaxies appear to be in 
place prior to the formation of the cluster (Stanford et al. 2001). Filaments and large scale 
structure (LSS) is traced by red galaxies. The Luminous Red Galaxy Survey (Eisenstein 
et al. 2001) being undertaken by the SDSS collaboration shows that LSS can be efficiently 
mapped by a sample of the most luminous red galaxies at each (photometrically obtained) 
redshift. The cluster finding technique described could also be utilised for this purpose. 
6. 7 Conclusions 
The optical data from the XDC Survey has been used to identify potential high redshift 
clusters, by searching for overdensities of red galaxies. Near-infrared imaging of these 
15http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0016-1-0.ps.gz 
16 Also, Nakata et al. (2001) have recently found evidence for a possible truncation of the CMR in a 
cluster candidate around the z=1.2 radio galaxy 3C324. Using photometric redshifts, galaxies with the 
colours of early-type members are absent, fainter then about M*+ 1.5. This shows that a survey depth 
greater than this limit may not be of any benefit for cluster detection. The adopted earlier limit of M'+ 1 
thus seems justified. 
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regions has been used to compare these galaxies' colours with the predicted optical-NIR 
colours of high redshift early-type cluster galaxies. This technique has produced three 
cluster candidates (two at Zest ~0.5, and one at Zest ~1.0). Follow up spectroscopy is 
necessary to verify the nature of these systems. A possible extension of this technique 
has been discussed, with reference to the forthcoming UK Infrared Deep Sky Survey 
(UKIDSS), and predictions for the number of clusters which might be found have been 
made. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future 
Work 
In this thesis, a new survey for galaxy clusters (the X-ray Dark Cluster Survey, XDCS) 
utilising rv12 square degrees of concurrent optical and X-ray data has been presented. This 
survey is comparable in size and depth to the large public European Southern Observatory 
Imaging Survey (EIS). The main aim of this work was to look for X-ray underluminous 
or "dark" clusters which would be found in optical surveys but missed in deep X-ray 
searches. 
7.1 An Optical and X-ray Survey for Galaxy Clusters 
The details of the optical reduction and calibration were presented in Chapter 2. V-
and !-band imaging to depths of rv23.5 and 22.5 respectively, covering 39 of the deepest 
archival ROSAT PSPC fields, each of 19 arcmins radius, was obtained as the basis for 
the optical survey. Two detection algorithms were presented for this data: the first 
is presented here for the first time and is a modification of the Matched-Filter (MF) 
algorithm used extensively in recent cluster surveys. This algorithm was specifically 
designed to search for extended and possibly irregular overdensities in the !-band data, 
which may be characteristic of unrelaxed, dynamically young systems (such as those 
hypothesised to be missing from X-ray surveys by Bower et al. (1997)). The second 
technique uses colour information to search for the ubiquitous signature of early-type 
galaxies in the cores of clusters, the colour-magnitude relation (CMR). These techniques 
are based on two of the most popular, reliable, recent methods for finding clusters and are 
being utilised by a number of surveys, but each relies on a different set of properties and 
assumptions for the cluster targets. Thus, a comparison of the systems found by each is 
important. The X-ray survey utilised data from existing surveys, many of which possess 
spectroscopic confirmation of the clusters found. 
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7.2 Catalogues of Galaxy Clusters 
Chapter 3 presented the catalogues of clusters found by the different techniques and the 
results of different optical richness measurements. A comparison between the X-ray and 
optical surveys showed that the MF method recovers ~75% of the X-ray selected clusters, 
whereas the CMR method can recover 100%. Furthermore, the CMR method is capable 
of resolving projected groups along the line of sight, and reveals that at least one of the X-
ray selected clusters is clearly 2 systems, nearby on the sky, but at very different redshifts. 
In terms of gross numbers, the MF technique finds "'200 cluster candidates, the CMR 
technique ......,300 and the X-ray selection "'10. The scatter in the relationship between 
optical and X-ray luminosity is large. Using the integrated opticalluminosities of cluster 
early-type galaxies (LE ) produces the tightest correlation with Lx, although the scatter 
is still considerable. The scatter using the amplitude of the correlation function B 9c in 
place of LE is larger still, and a simple count of the number of galaxies within a fixed 
physical distance produces no discernable correlation. The source of the scatter cannot 
be addressed with the present data, although factors affecting each quantity have been 
discussed. For example, Lxis affected by the density and temperature of the intracluster 
gas, which is in turn affected by the dynamical state of the cluster. The early-type galaxy 
luminosity is dependent on the star formation epoch, and the period of last star formation. 
Selection techniques utilising publically available radio survey data were also explored. 
Radio overdensity selection finds two cluster candidates, one of which is probably asso-
ciated with a CMR candidate. Radio morphology selection finds one candidate, which is 
indicative of motion through a dense medium. This is confirmed by an X-ray detection 
(although at too low significance to be an X-ray selected cluster). 
7.3 Verification of Cluster Candidates 
Spectroscopic follow up for a subsample of candidate clusters found in the optical sur-
vey, but with no counterpart in the X-ray surveys, was undertaken in Chapter 4. These 
systems have integrated early-type galaxy luminosities of"' 1-5 x 1012 L0 (which is typical 
of the most X-ray luminous clusters at z,-...,0.2 studied by Smail et al. (1998)) but X-ray 
luminosities one to two orders of magnitude lower. This corresponds to the optically 
rich, X-ray faint edge of the scatter observed in the Lx- LE relation of Chapter 3. These 
candidates were originally found manually, but later comparison with the automated tech-
niques revealed that they were all found by these algorithms, and are thus representative 
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of the cluster candidates found in the XDCS. 
Four fields possessing large overdensities of galaxies, found by both optical detection 
algorithms, were observed. Each was found to contain at least one significant grouping 
in redshift space. Two of the fields contained a single overdensity of galaxies in red-
shift space, and the remaining two fields showed two significant groupings along the same 
line-of-sight. The MF was unable to resolve such projections (due to the fundamental 
limitation of the assumed model in the technique - too many degeneracies in the model 
exist if more than one cluster luminosity function is permitted). The estimated redshift 
error from the MF technique is ~0.1 at redshifts of "'0.2. The CMR finder, on the other 
hand, correctly identified all the clusters found in redshift space (correctly resolving the 
projected structures) and estimated the redshifts to an accuracy of ~0.05 at redshifts 
0.2;;;z;;;0.5. Furthermore, this latter technique also hinted at the presence of a higher 
redshift group in one field, not probed deeply enough by the current spectroscopy. This 
last field did not originally appear to possess a colour-magnitude relation, and was tar-
geted specifically because it was such a significant I-band overdensity that it represented a 
possible counter-example to the ubiquity of the CMR. However, with the benefit of hind-
sight and the automated CMR finder (which correctly spatially resolves the red galaxy 
clumps), two CMRs can be seen in the field. Thus no evidence for the non-universality 
of the CMR has been seen in this thesis. 
7.4 Near-Infrared Observations of Candidate Clusters 
Chapter 5 described near-infrared (NIR) observations of a further subsample of X-ray 
dark cluster candidates. After the superior performance of the CMR finder in the previous 
chapter, only CMR candidates were studied in this work. The NIR offers a less biased 
view of cluster galaxies, independently of morphological type or star-formation activity. 
The CMR candidates were examined in colour-magnitude space for colour-magnitude 
relations using NIR-selected galaxies. A technique comparing galaxies in colour-colour 
space in candidate regions with those in field regions was used to show that all but one 
of the V-I, I CMR candidates were significant overdensities in VIH colour-colour space. 
This technique was shown to work in VIK space for two X-ray selected Vikhlinin et al. 
(1998) clusters. Use of photometric redshifts requires deep B-band imaging, which may 
then allow identification of bluer cluster members. 
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7.5 A Near-Infrared Survey for Distant Galaxy Clusters 
Pushing the optical detection of clusters to the highest possible redshift, colour selection 
of overdensities of bright red galaxies with the colours of zrv 1 passively-evolving ellipti-
cals was performed on the XDCS optical data. Such candidates were imaged with deep 
NIR photometry. J-band observations were made, and the most promising candidates 
showing possible high redshift CMRs in the VIJ data were imaged further in K. Observ-
ing conditions meant that only about half the data were usable. The colour-magnitude 
diagrams in V-I, I-J and J-K versus K were examined and compared with model colours 
for the CMR (these models having been calibrated against spectroscopically confirmed 
cluster photometry). A stricter test in two-colour space was applied which resulted in two 
cluster candidates at zrv0.5 and one at z,.._, 1. Spectroscopy is required to confirm these 
candidates and is underway for one of the zrv0.5 systems, and the zrv 1 system has been 
awarded time on Gemini, but has yet to be scheduled. Finally, the techniques developed 
in this and the previous chapters were used to outline a technique applicable to forth-
coming wide field NIR surveys, and using the Press-Schechter formalism, estimate the 
numbers of clusters that such a survey could find. 
7.6 Discussion and Interpretation of Results 
The original motivation for this work was the studies of Bower et al. (1994) and Bower et 
al. (1997) which found that in an optically selected survey of galaxy clusters at zrv0.4, the 
X-ray emission was systematically lower than expected for a non-evolving X-ray luminos-
ity function, relative to local samples. Their spectroscopic analysis indicated that these 
systems had velocity dispersions comparable to those of more X-ray luminous systems, 
which suggested that if the clusters were virialised then they had dynamical masses similar 
to the more X-ray luminous/ massive systems; or that the systems were in fact unvirialised 
and their velocity dispersions were thus inflated above that of a relaxed system. 
This thesis has constructed similar optically selected samples, albeit from a smaller 
area (11 deg2 versus 27 deg2 ) but with a more quantifiable selection function and us-
ing more efficient selection techniques. The relationship between X-ray luminosity and 
richness (as measured three different ways) shows considerable scatter. 
During the course of this work, results from a similar study by Donahue et al. (2001) 
were published. They conducted an optical and X-ray survey in 23 deep ROSAT fields 
(4.8 deg2 ) using Postman et al.'s (1996) Matched Filter algorithm on I-band data. The 
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depth of their photometry was about 0.5 magnitudes deeper than that of the XDCS, 
although their area} coverage was lower by more than a factor of two. Donahue et al. 
(2001) detected 57 X-ray candidate clusters and 152 candidates in the optical. Their 
MF algorithm detected 74% (26 out of 35) of the most reliable X-ray candidates. This 
number is in good agreement with the 75% (9 out of 12) found with the MF algorithm 
used here. This thesis has shown that an even higher recovery rate is possible using CMR 
techniques. 
Donahue et al. (2001) also find that within their optically selected sample, optical and 
X-ray luminosity are correlated, with considerable scatter. Their measure of richness is 
essentially the number of L* galaxies (A in equation 2.9) contributing to the cluster signal 
at their MF estimated redshift. This thesis has shown that the MF estimated redshifts are 
much poorer than those estimated from the CMR finder. This will potentially increase 
the scatter of the relation. They state that although there is significant scatter within the 
relation, there is no need to impose a bimodal distribution of X-ray luminous and X-ray 
faint clusters. This seems to be borne out by this work, as the distribution of detections 
in Figure 3.26 appears continuous. 
Possible reasons for this scatter include: 
1). Variations in the efficiency of galaxy formation. If galaxy formation is more efficient 
at a given epoch/ environment, then for a given mass of gas, a higher fraction can be 
converted to stars, increasing the light to mass ratio of a cluster. Furthermore, this leaves 
less gas available for production of X-ray emission, decreasing the X-ray luminosity. So, 
higher galaxy formation efficiency leads to increased optical luminosity and decreased 
X-ray luminosity. 
2). The dynamical state of the cluster. As mentioned before, if a cluster is dynamically 
unrelaxed then the hot intracluster gas will not be centrally concentrated to densities 
sufficient for X-ray emission (Chapter 1). If the cluster galaxies are already in place, as 
seems to be the case (Chapter 6), then such a cluster would have an unusually low X-ray 
luminosity for its optical luminosity. 
3). Thermal history of the gas. The presence of cooling gas in the cluster raises the 
ICM density and increases X-ray luminosity (Chapter 1). Conversely, injecting energy 
into the ICM at early times (eg., by AGN or through supernovae/ feedback from galaxy 
formation) decreases the ICM density and lowers X-ray luminosity. Both these effects 
could contribute to scatter in the optical - X-ray luminosity relation. 
4). Projection effects. Groups of galaxies projected along the line of sight would 
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appear as higher optical luminosity clusters (since the number of galaxies observed is 
simply additive); whereas the X-ray luminosity would appear extremely low for a cluster 
of such optical richness, as the X-ray luminosity scales as the square of the gas density. 
This was shown to probably not be a significant factor in Chapter 3, by considering 
separately optical cluster candidates flagged as projections. Although again, the volume 
probed by this survey is relatively small, so large scale filaments viewed "end-on" may be 
too rare to be included. 
These mechanisms all assume that the fundamental parameter is the cluster mass. The 
best measurement for the cluster mass in this thesis is the velocity dispersions determined 
in Chapter 4. This suggested that within the (large) errors, a sample of optically selected, 
X-ray underluminous clusters had optical luminosities consistent with those of the most 
X-ray luminous clusters. Clearly better mass estimates are required for a larger number 
of clusters. 
7. 7 Future Prospects for Cluster Surveys 
The best testbed for cluster finding in the coming years will be the Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000). With multicolour photometry and spectroscopy over 
1r steradians, a variety of cluster selection techniques will be possible. Clusters to Z"-'0.3 
should be detectable in the main spectroscopic sample, and the photometry should allow 
colour selection techniques, such as those presented in this thesis, to Z"-'0.5. The sheer 
area of the survey means that a large number of deep archival ROSAT fields and also 
forthcoming X-ray observations with satellites such as Chandra and XMM will overlap 
with the Sloan optical and spectroscopic dataset. This will provide the possibility of 
constructing X-ray selected samples within the survey area. Also, the ROSAT All Sky 
Survey (RASS) covers the entire sky, albeit to a very shallow depth. This is already 
being used by one of the SDSS cluster finding algorithms, C4 (Nichol et al. 2000), which 
requires galaxies of similar colours in multicolour data plus an X-ray detection. This 
thesis has shown that genuine galaxy clusters exist which are not seen in some of the 
deepest available X-ray images. Using shallower X-ray data will further limit the number 
of clusters which can be detected by this method. Simply drawing a line at a constant 
X-ray flux limit across a plot such as Figure 3.26 illustrates that there are many optically 
selected candidates of sufficient optical richness to be easily detectable in the data which 
would be missed if a coincident X-ray detection is required, due to the intrinsic scatter in 
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the optical richness - Lxrelation. 
Also, the collaboration seems to be concentrating on non-parametric, or semi-parametric 
methods (eg. Kim et al. 1999): for example, using mild colour cuts instead of the strict 
colour slices used by the CMR finder, to attempt to reduce field contamination and in-
crease the signal from cluster galaxies. Whilst this is important to see if any clusters are 
missed ( eg. clusters lacking early-type galaxies - which can potentially be found in the 
spectroscopic survey, if they exist), there appears to be no evidence for such systems. All 
known clusters (at least in the redshift range which can be probed by Sloan) exhibit a 
sequence of early-type galaxies, with colours well fit by model predictions assuming a sin-
gle age, passively evolved stellar population. If such observations are borne out by Sloan, 
this provides constraints on the star formation histories of cluster galaxies - implying that 
a fraction must have formed their stars at high redshift and not have undergone more 
recent star formation (which would bluen the colours). 
The main power of the CMR technique is that this relation is apparently universal 
and thus virtually all field contamination can be reduced by searching strictly around 
the expected colours. The properties of galaxies on the colour magnitude relation can be 
studied in detail with the SDSS data. Since clusters found by the CMR method depend 
on the properties of galaxies on the CMR, it will be important to study these galaxies 
as a function of different cluster environment. For example, although tight constraints 
cannot be made on the star formation epoch of these ellipticals (as the redshifts are too 
low), it will be possible to study in detail differential properties of early-type cluster 
galaxies from cluster to cluster. If X-ray underluminous clusters are due to a more recent 
formation epoch for the cluster, are the ages of stars in such cluster ellipticals also younger? 
This could be examined by measuring spectral line indices (to derive ages) for early-type 
galaxies in clusters spanning a range of X-ray luminosities. 
Comparison of further techniques, not possible with the data utilised here, will be 
possible with SDSS. For example, weak lensing measurements of clusters selected by 
other means are already being made, and this is a valid selection technique in its own 
right. This will allow mass estimates of clusters. Mass estimates can be compared with 
dynamical masses from velocity dispersions obtained in the spectroscopic survey, and 
from X-ray masses where sufficient data exist. This will allow an examination of the mass 
to light ratios of clusters, and comparison with optical richnesses. The large numbers of 
clusters should allow relations such as the LE to mass relation (limited in this work by 
few clusters with spectroscopy and few redshifts for each of these) to be well characterised. 
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Weak lensing studies were not possible with the XDCS data as the seeing was too large 
to accurately measure ellipticities of galaxies, and also because the distortions within the 
wide field camera (WFC) are significant. Cosmological weak lensing surveys have been 
proposed for a number of forthcoming large telescopes such as the 8m class Dark Matter 
Telescope1 . Mass estimates can be used to study the mass function and its evolution (as 
described in Chapter 1). Through such studies cosmological parameters (such as 0, A, 
as) can be constrained. Although, these parameters may have already been measmed 
by cosmic microwave background experiments, cluster abundances probe fluctuations on 
vastly different scales. Discrepancies between the two different techniques can reveal 
physics of the early universe such as non-Gaussian fluctuations. Differences between the 
different techniques on individual clusters can reveal properties of the clusters probed 
by the different physics underlying each method. For example, as stated before, a high 
dynamical mass but a low X-ray mass may indicate that a system is dynamically young. 
Galaxies would still be infalling, producing a high velocity dispersion, but the X-ray 
emission would be low as there has been insufficient time to establish a dense intracluster 
medium. 
Furthermore, there are plans to use the surface brightness fluctuation (SBF) selec-
tion method (described in Chapter 1) to select clusters in the Sloan survey. Comparing 
this technique to the more traditional/ well studied techniques will be important as the 
selection function is difficult to understand. This could not be studied with the XDCS 
data as extremely accurate flatfielding is necessary, such as that obtained with drift-scan 
telescopes. This method is also being used to construct a large cluster sample (The ESO 
Distant Cluster Survey, EDisCs2), spanning a wide redshift baseline, with which to study 
in detail the evolution of cluster galaxies using 35 nights of VLT observations. Thus, 
the way in which these objects were selected and the impact it is likely to have on the 
properties of the galaxies must be understood. 
8m class telescopes such as the VLT will be central to conducting deeper and more 
detailed studies of distant clusters. Wide field optical imaging capabilities on 8m class 
telescopes such as the SuPrime Camera on Subaru will offer unprecedented studies of large 
samples of faint objects. These will be vital for use in conjunction with deep NIR surveys. 
Prospects for future NIR surveys such as UKIDSS and VISTA have been discussed in 
Chapter 6. Such surveys will reveal large numbers of high redshift clusters with which 
1 http:/ jwww.dmtelescope.org/ 
2 http:/ jwww.mpa-garching.mpg.der ediscs/ 
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to study clusters and groups in the distant past, close to the epoch of formation (the 
importance of deep optical coverage with large telescopes such as Subaru has already 
been emphasised in Chapter 6). This would allow the last episode of star formation in 
cluster ellipticals to be probed directly. For example, does colour selection fail to find 
clusters at a firm redshift cutoff (corresponding to a universal star formation redshift 
and universal star-formation rate for cluster ellipticals), or do the properties (eg. slope, 
scatter) of the CMR vary from cluster to cluster in very high redshift systems (indicating 
variance in the star-formation epochs). Such studies could again look for trends as a 
function of X-ray luminosity, dynamical mass, weak-lensing mass (as suggested at lower 
redshift) to try to disentangle the important physics underpinning such differences. 
With more and more large public surveys being conducted, the possibility of cross-
comparing techniques over any given survey (as demonstrated in Chapter 3 using NVSS 
and FIRST 1.4GHz data) is increasing all the time. For example, cross-correlating the 
FIRST survey with a UKIDSS cluster survey would effectively allow a very large sample 
selected in the way that targeted searches for high redshift clusters around radio loud 
galaxies are currently conducted. The results of such a comparison may reveal the (very 
small- see Chapter 3) subset of all clusters which are found by such targeted observations, 
and may hence provide estimates of the lifetimes of AGN (/radio-loud galaxies) in the 
cluster environment. 
In conclusion, there has never been a more rapid period of growth for large, well 
defined astronomical surveys. 
Appendix A 
INT WFC Observing 
Logs 
Table A.1: INT Observing Log, 19/20 June 1998 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Airmass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R265A V 13:10:35.340 +32:22: 15.00 180 22:02:07.6 1.075765 899.150 
R265A I 13:10:35 .340 +32:22:15.00 180 22:21 :31.8 1.105098 599.490 
R265B I 13:10:20.660 +32:19:09.00 360 22:44:58.8 1.156263 599.600 
R265B V 13:10:20.660 +32:19:09.00 360 22:59:13.4 1.201702 899.020 
R217B V 14:13:39.780 +43:58:41.00 360 23:22:12.6 1.129656 898.760 
R217B I 14:13:39.780 +43:58:41.00 360 23:40:22.3 1.158710 599.439 
R217A I 14:13:57.020 +44:01:47.00 180 23:56:27.9 1.193405 599.440 
R217A V 14:13:57.020 +44:01:47.00 180 00:10 :23.1 1.235541 899.180 
RllOA vt 14:28:50.410 +33: 12:17.00 180 00:55:18.8 1.336526 899.070 
RllOA I 14:28:50.410 +33: 12:17 .00 180 01:18:45.3 1.436668 599.510 
R236B V 17:01:14.970 +51:47:50.00 360 02:12:09.7 1.218442 899 .210 
R236B I 17:01:14.970 +51 :4 7:50.00 360 02:36:37.9 1.218442 599.510 
R236A I 17:01:35.030 +51:50:56.00 180 02 :51:31.9 1.250481 599.420 
R236A V 17:01:35.030 +51:50:56.00 180 03:05:17.4 1.291289 899. 170 
R294A V 23:18:51.350 +12:37:33.00 180 03:24:25 .1 1.438864 899.140 
R294A I 23:18:51.350 + 12:37:33.00 180 03:42:52.6 1.357060 599.010 
R294B I 23:18:38.650 + 12:34:27.00 360 03:57:59.0 1.292432 599.530 
R294B V 23:18:38.650 + 12:34:27.00 360 04:11 :59.0 1.234158 899.220 
R205B V 23:12:14.590 + 10:45:15.00 360 04:47:27.1 1.140620 899.270 
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Table A.2: INT Observing Log, 20/21 June 1998 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Air mass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R278A V 13:32:40.310 +11:07:12.00 179 21:45:19.8 1.087716 898.650 
R278A I 13:32:40.310 +11:07:12.00 179 22:03:22.3 1.109399 599.449 
R278B I 13:32:07.690 + 11:05:32.00 360 22:21:11.8 1.142725 599.550 
R278B V 13:32:07.690 + 11:05:32.00 360 22:34:35.0 1.178840 899.079 
R268C V 13:56:05.600 +18:18:16.00 270 23:43:28.6 1.265151 899.250 
R268C I 13:56:05.600 +18:18:16.00 270 00:01:27.0 1.327828 598.910 
R268D I 13:56:00.000 +18:26:16.00 90 00:16:26.7 1.399398 599.000 
R268D V 13:56:00.000 + 18:26:16.00 90 00:29:49.6 1.491236 898.720 
R110B I 14:28:23.880 +33:09:54.00 360 00:57:24.9 1.353825 599.440 
R110B vt 14:28:23.880 +33:09:54.00 360 01:11:10.9 1.433409 899.110 
R223B V 16:33:54.400 +57:08:06.00 360 01:30:30.9 1.208485 899.250 
R223B I 16:33:54.400 +57:08:06.00 360 01:49:21.7 1.233131 599.450 
R223A I 16:34:53.400 +57:09:46.00 180 02:04:33.5 1.258357 599.459 
R223A vt 16:34:53.400 +57:09:46.00 180 02:18:23.5 1.291515 899.140 
R220A V 17:27:10.940 +74:31:58.00 180 02:41:16.7 1.506845 899.020 
R220A I 17:27:10.940 + 74:31:58.00 180 02:59:53.2 1.527696 599.420 
R220B I 17:25:11.060 +74:30:18.00 360 03:14:48.4 1.552128 599.280 
R220B V 17:25:11.060 +74:30:18.00 360 03:28:16.3 1.578830 898.970 
R281B V 0:10:12.600 +10:57:22.00 360 03:52:10.5 1.588069 898.530 
R281B I 0:10:12.600 +10:57:22.00 360 04:10:46.7 1.479956 599.480 
R281A I 0:10:45.200 + 10:59:02.00 180 04:27:37.9 1.390070 599.540 
R281A V 0:10:45.200 + 10:59:02.00 180 04:41:21.4 1.316870 899.189 
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Table A.3: INT Observing Log, 21/22 June 1998 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Airmass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R254A V 13:45:14.500 +55:54:03.00 179. 21:46:09.1 1.142706 899.060 
R254A It 13:45:14.500 +55:54:03.00 179. 22:04:34.5 1.153668 399.180 
R254B I 13:44:10.300 +55:52:23.00 360. 22:24:14.4 1.176263 599.520 
R254B V 13:44:10.300 +55:52:23.00 360. 22:37:32.6 1.196745 898.610 
R274B V 14:06:02.530 +22:22:52.00 360. 22:57:00.2 1.101976 899.050 
R274B I 14:06:02.530 +22:22:52.00 360. 23:15:42.0 1.136322 599.449 
R274A I 14:06:41.470 +22:24:32.00 180. 23:46:50.5 1.221127 598.970 
R274A V 14:06:41.470 +22:24:32.00 180 00:12:36.7 1.329770 899.010 
R215D V 14:19:14.890 +54:22:23.00 360 00:58:11.0 1.441854 899.310 
R215D I 14:19:14.890 +54:22:23.00 360 01:18:11.3 1.512075 599.550 
R215C I 14:20:16.710 +54:24:03.00 180 01:33:32.9 1.578033 599.230 
R215C V 14:20:16.710 +54:24:03.00 180 01:48:24.2 1.669614 898.930 
R122A V 16:30:15.660 + 78:09:50.00 180 02:28:50.9 1.661313 899.030 
R122A I 16:30:15.660 + 78:09:50.00 180 02:48:04.5 1.687588 599.370 
R122B I 16:27:20.340 + 78:08:10.00 360 03:02:41.9 1.717508 599.380 
R122B V 16:27:20.340 +78:08:10.00 360 03:16:53.1 1.749540 899.120 
R272B V 18:05:57.810 +69:48:40.00 360 03:36:10.7 1.438898 898.680 
R272B I 18:05:57.810 +69:48:40.00 360 03:55:20.3 1.467887 599.430 
R272A I 18:07:42.190 +69:50:20.00 180 04:09:32.9 1.492619 599.489 
R272A V 18:07:42.190 +69:50:20.00 180 04:23:43.0 1.528791 899.150 
R205B I 23:12:14.590 +10:45:15.00 360 04:45:56.4 1.133010 599.440 
R205C I 23:12:39.220 +10:47:38.00 180 05:00:05.8 1.109161 599.440 
R205C V 23:12:39.220 + 10:4 7:38.00 180 05:14:14.5 1.093874 179.850 
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Table A.4: INT Observing Log, 17/18 January 1999 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Airmass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R245A V 3:28:43.800 +02:48:48.00 180 20:50:50.5 1.112922 1198.729 
R245A I 3:28:43.800 +02:48:48.00 180 21:14:15.6 1.120276 798.750 
R245B I 3:28:07.800 +02:47:08.00 360 21:33:26.0 1.136450 799.369 
R245B V 3:28:07.800 +02:47:08.00 360 21:49:46.7 1.161470 1198.879 
R293F V 8:19:36.500 +37:30:22.00 360 22:16:31.7 1.338284 1198.810 
R293F I 8:19:36.500 +37:30:22.00 360 22:39:28.4 1.264518 799.160 
R293E I 8:20:10.600 +37:31:22.00 180 22:58:34.5 1.207108 799.260 
R293E V 8:20:10.600 +37:31:22.00 180 23:14:59.4 1.156742 1198.800 
R248A V 9:09:58.100 +42:54:50.00 180 23:40:32.7 1.231178 1078.370 
R248A I 9:09:58.100 +42:54:50.00 180 00:01:43.0 1.184513 719.280 
R248B I 9:09:08.900 +42:53:10.00 360 00:20:16.9 1.143247 718.910 
R248B V 9:09:08.900 +42:53:10.00 360 00:35:21.2 1.111841 1078.879 
R216A V 9:22:14.700 +62:16:26.00 180 01:07:48.4 1.244042 1078.880 
R216A I 9:22:14.700 +62:16:26.00 180 01:28:43.6 1.227312 718.770 
R216B I 9:20:57.300 +62:14:46.00 360 01:46:26.6 1.213613 718.320 
R216B V 9:20:57.300 +62:14:46.00 360 02:01:22.9 1.205020 1078.740 
R260F V 10:46:53.000 +54:17:46.00 360 02:23:34.5 1.167020 1078.980 
R260F I 10:46:53.000 +54:17:46.00 360 02:44:40.8 1.146553 719.490 
R260Ax I 10:47:45.200 +54: 19:26.00 180 03:02:44.7 1.131628 718.830 
R260A V 10:47:45.200 +54:19:26.00 180 03:47:29.5 1.109622 1078.510 
R287A V 11:26:06.900 +54:23:38.00 180 04:09:56.9 1.114467 1078.919 
R287A I 11:26:06.900 +54:23:38.00 180 04:31:09.3 1.109802 719.330 
R287B I 11:25:05.100 +54:21:58.00 360 04:49:02.0 1.109029 719.370 
R287B V 11:25:05.100 +54:21:58.00 360 05:04:03.2 1.112620 1078.960 
V165A V 14:45:15.500 +63:37:25.00 180 05:36:49.2 1.335985 1079.129 
V165A I 14:45:15.500 +63:37:25.00 180 05:58:02.6 1.306264 719.350 
V165B I 14:43:54.500 +63:35:45.00 360 06:16:12.6 1.279420 719.569 
V165B V 14:43:54.500 +63:35:45.00 360 06:31:16.4 1.259524 1078.442 
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Table A.5: INT Observing Log, 18/19 January 1999 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Airmass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R262A V 1:24:52.600 +03:48:39.00 180 20:08:36.6 1.195514 1078.950 
R262A I 1:24:52.600 +03:48:39.00 180 20:29:37.5 1.238945 719.449 
R262B I 1:24:16.600 +03:46:59.00 360 20:53:05.6 1.315635 719.410 
R262B V 1:24:16.600 +03:46:59.00 360 21:08:55.6 1.393511 1078.220 
R213B V 8:03:48.600 +64:59:10.00 360 22:36:55.9 1.381444 1198.700 
R213B I 8:03:48.600 +64:59:10.00 360 23:00:29.3 1.346938 659.410 
R213A I 8:05:13.800 +65:00:50.00 180 23:20:33.1 1.318912 659.400 
R213A V 8:05:13.800 +65:00:50.00 180 23:34:59.3 1.295048 1198.790 
R257A V 9:05:51.800 +34:08:50.00 180 00:15:41.6 1.114649 1078.830 
R257A I 9:05:51.800 +34:08:50.00 180 00:36:60.1 1.081776 719.340 
R257B I 9:05:08.400 +34:07: 10.00 360 00:55:27.4 1.054447 719.420 
R257B V 9:05:08.400 +34:07:10.00 360 01:10:38.8 1.034601 1078.930 
R231B V 10:09:45.500 +54:44:10.00 360 01:37:44.1 1.177170 1079.000 
R231B I 10:09:45.500 +54:44:10.00 360 01:58:57.4 1.155408 718.829 
R231A I 10:10:47.900 +54:45:50.00 180 02:15:54.6 1.140550 719.260 
R231A V 10:10:47.900 +54:45:50.00 180 02:31:58.2 1.126969 1078.959 
R133A V 10:57:23.000 +49:42:50.00 180 03:00:25.8 1.099163 1078.810 
R133A I 10:57:23.000 +49:42:50.00 180 03:21:55.4 1.085431 719.480 
R133B I 10:56:27.400 +49:41:10.00 360 03:38:35.3 1.076459 719.210 
R133B V 10:56:27.400 +49:41:10.00 360 03:53:54.9 1.071596 1078.920 
R227B V 11:36:12.800 +29:47:10.00 360 04:16:17.8 1.007143 989.010 
R227B I 11:36:12.800 +29:47:10.00 360 04:36:11.1 1.001538 659.390 
R227A I 11:36:54.200 +29:48:50.00 180 04:51:17.2 1.000251 659.349 
R227A V 11:36:54.200 +29:48:50.00 180 05:05:53.9 1.002801 989.140 
R224A V 13:16:44.600 +29:06:50.00 180 05:32:57.0 1.022004 988.920 
R224A I 13:16:44.600 +29:06:50.00 180 05:52:45.1 1.010236 659.520 
R224B I 13:16:03.400 +29:05:10.00 360 06:10:19.6 1.002687 659.439 
R224B V 13:16:03.400 +29:05:10.00 360 06:24:27.1 1.000211 989.130 
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Table A.6: INT Observing Log, 19/20 January 1999 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Airmass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R283A V 4:17:10.700 +01:06:14.00 180 9:58:13.1 1.214562 989.040 
R283A I 4:17:10.700 +01 :06:14.00 180 2:11:27.2 1.149506 659.460 
R283B I 4:16:34.700 +01:04:34.00 360 2:29:22.5 1.171677 659.370 
R283B V 4:16:34.700 +01:04:34.00 360 2:43:35.5 1.199621 989.050 
R255B V 7:58:05.900 +37:46:34.00 360 3:07:40.4 1.113819 989.050 
R255B I 7:58:05.900 +37:46:34.00 360 3:27:26.0 1.085091 659.370 
R255A I 7:58:51.500 +37:48:14.00 180 3:43:14.4 1.064325 659.520 
R255A V 7:58:51.500 +37:48:14.00 180 3:57:34.3 1.045395 988.920 
R228A V 8:39:10.300 +36:32:02.00 180 0:24:32.5 1.056936 989.160 
R228A I 8:39:10.300 +36:32:02.00 180 0:44:18.8 1.038725 659.430 
R228B I 8:38:25.500 +36:30:22.00 360 0:59:56.4 1.025515 659.430 
R228B V 8:38:25.500 +36:30:22.00 360 1:13:53.8 1.016272 988.990 
R285B V 9:43:24.400 + 16:30:22.00 360 1:34:48.5 1.074399 898.590 
R285B I 9:43:24.400 + 16:30:22.00 360 1:53:05.6 1.054421 659.390 
R285A I 9:44:02.000 + 16:32:02.00 180 2:08:24.0 1.040787 659.380 
R285A V 9:44:02.000 + 16:32:02.00 180 2:22:38.3 1.030493 899.280 
R273B V 10:42:27.100 + 12:02:46.00 360 03:32:50.5 1.046633 989.090 
R273B I 10:42:27.100 + 12:02:46.00 360 03:52:36.4 1.044102 659.200 
R273A I 10:43:03.900 +12:04:26.00 180 04:08:45.3 1.046268 659.480 
R273A V 10:43:03.900 + 12:04:26.00 180 04:23:04.4 1.053976 989.010 
R258A V 11:18:34.900 +07:47:02.00 180 04:43:35.4 1.074207 989.140 
R258A I 11:18:34.900 +07:47:02.00 180 05:11:17.4 1.088920 659.350 
R258B I 11:17:58.500 +07:48:22.00 360 05:27:33.9 1.106028 659.450 
R258B V 11:17:58.500 +07:48:22.00 360 05:41:42.9 1.129838 989.190 
R126B V 12:21:13.200 +28:12:58.00 360 06:02:46.4 1.008908 899.060 
R126B I 12:21:13.200 +28:12:58.00 360 06:20:58.8 1.018802 599.110 
R126A I 12:21:54.000 +28:14:38.00 180 06:34:58.0 1.030330 599.330 
R126A V 12:21:54.000 +28:14:38.00 180 06:47:56.8 1.047649 899.000 
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Table A.7: INT Observing Log, 20/21 January 1999 
RIXOS Filter RA Dec Rotator UT Airmass Exptime 
ID h:mm:ss deg:mm:ss PA (s) 
R292A V 1:43:39.000 +04:20:42.00 180 20:17:54.5 1.188824 1198.939 
R292A I 1:43:39.000 +04:20:42.00 180 20:41:13.3 1.239159 898.580 
R292B I 1:43:03.000 +04:18:52.00 360 21:04:35.5 1.316812 899.270 
R292B V 1:43:03.000 +04:18:52.00 360 21:22:53.6 1.405190 1198.860 
R211B V 7:20:56.400 +71:19:34.00 360 21:47:07.6 1.484867 998.930 
R211B I 7:20:56.400 + 71:19:34.00 360 00:11:20.0 1.357749 799.330 
R211A I 7:22:50.000 +71:21:14.00 180 00:29:42.7 1.357318 799.300 
R211A V 7:22:50.000 +71:21:14.00 180 00:46:14.8 1.358653 1198.6 
R221A V 8:48:41.900 +37:41:02.00 180 02:45:11.6 1.033362 1198.260 
R221A I 8:48:41.900 +37:41:02.00 180 03:09:55.7 1.052486 719.280 
R221B I 8:47:56.500 +37:39:22.00 360 03:26:52.4 1.074356 719.320 
R221B V 8:47:56.500 +37:39:22.00 360 03:42:10.6 1.104825 1198.750 
R123B V 11:18:49.500 +21:18:29.00 360 04:09:41.3 1.009709 1078.909 
R123B I 11:18:49.500 +21:18:29.00 360 04:30:50.7 1.008981 719.320 
R123A I 11:19:28.100 +21:20:09.00 180 04:46:57.0 1.012537 719.230 
R123A V 11:19:28.100 +21:20:09.00 180 05:02:11.4 1.021929 1078.920 
R116A V 12:04:32.300 +56: 11:02.00 180 05:30:11.0 1.129799 1078.880 
R116A I 12:04:32.300 +56: 11:02.00 180 05:51:19.3 1.136804 719.160 
Rll6C I 12:03:31.000 +56:09:22.00 360 06:20:13.7 1.157149 719.310 
R116C V 12:03:31.000 +56:09:22.00 360 06:35:23.6 1.175498 1079.000 
Appendix B 
INT WFC Instrumental 
Corrections 
B.l Linearity Correction 
A resonably large (.-vlO% of sky) non-linearity occurs in two of the science devices, and 
to a lesser extent in the other two1 . This non-linearity arises in the ADC, after the bias is 
applied. Therefore it is appropriate to correct for this effect after bias-subtraction. CCDs 
1 and 3 share an ADC and are essentially linear to better than 1%, CCDs 2 and 4 share 
another ADC and suffer from significant non-linearity. 
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Figure B.1: WFC linearity curve, taken from the Wide Field Survey webpage 
http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~wfcsur/. 
Taking CCD 1 as a reference, polynomial corrections can be used to bring the other 
1 
"The only uniform CCD is a dead one." - Mackay (1986) 
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three CCDs into agreement to better than 0.5%. The values measured by the Wide Field 
Survey nearest in time to our observations were used (taken from 
http: I /www. ast. cam. ac. uk/~wfcsur/). For run 1 the August 1998 polynomials were 
applied, and for run 2 the October 1998 values were used. The non-linearity was found 
to remain stable between October 1998 and August 1999. 
B.1.1 August 1998 
CCD2 = 0.987086 xvalue- 1.06221E-06xvalue2 + 5.19301E-13xvalue3 
CCD3 = 0.993867xvalue + 4.15398E-07xvalue2 - 1.02134E-12xvalue3 
CCD4 = 0.987744xvalue- 1.15224E-06xvalue2 + 2.58758E-12xvalue3 
B.1.2 October 1998 
CCD2 = 0.991703xvalue- 1.40928E-06xvalue2 + 5.84305E-12xvalue3 
CCD3 = 0.993855xvalue + 5.36676E-07xvalue2 - 5.50707E-12xvalue3 
CCD4 = 0.995565xvalue- 1.10012E-06xvalue2 + 5.77076E-12xvalue3 
These scalings were applied using the IRAF routine imexpression. 
B.2 Distortion Correction 
The equations given below were applied to convert to global pixel coordinates, with the 
origin at the centre of the WFC rotator. This solution was measured in conjunction with 
STARLINK staff Mark Taylor and Peter Draper, and is designed to correct for the barrel 
distortion suffered by the camera. This distortion means that objects are shifted radially 
inwards by an amount dependent on their distance from the optical centre of the system. 
At the extreme edges it is so severe that the same object is offset from itself as viewed 
in the two different rotations by around 10 arcsec. This solution provides good internal 
astrometric calibration at the level of around two pixels (ie. sub-arcsecond). This was 
verified by mosaicking the data for several paintings. 
To convert from chip coordinates to global WFC pixel coordinates, correcting for 
translation rotation and shear, with the origin at the rotator centre of the system, the 
following transformations were calculated: 
xw FC = axn X (xn + bxn) + Cxn X (Yn + dxn) 
YW FC = ayn X (Yn + byn) + Cyn X (Yn + dyn) 
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Figure B.2: Illustration of the distortions suffered by the WFC. Figure from the WFS 
webpage. 
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where XWFC, YWFC refer to global WFC coordinates; Xn, Yn are the pixel coordinates 
of the nth chip and the coefficients an,bn are given below. 
Finally, the radial distortion term was corrected as follows: 
Tmeasured = pixel scale X J XW FC + Y~v FC 
Ttrue = Tmeasured X (1.0 + kDISCO X r~easured) 
The value of rmeasured is used to convert the measured radial distance to its true 
value, rtrue· The pixel scale was measured to be 0.333 pixels arcsec- 1 . The disco factor, 
kDISCO = -5.3 X 10-lO pixel-2 (the minus sign indicating a barrel distortion). 
Table B.1: Coefficients for correcting the WFC instrumental distortion to the sky tangent 
plane 
11 axn bxn Cxn dxn 
1 0.999999946853034 +336.74 -0.00032602749849675 -3039.14 
2 -0.0108409002911821 -3180.68 0.999941235713818 -1729.67 
3 0.999998008075429 -3876.73 -0.00199595720731426 -2996.3 
4 1.000000000000000 -1778.00 0.00000000000000000 0.00 
n ayn byn Cyn dyn 
1 0.00032602749849675 336.74 0.999999946853034 -3039.14 
2 -0.999941235713818 -3180.68 -0.0108409002911821 -1729.67 
3 0.00199595720731426 -3876.73 0. 99999800807 5429 -2966.3 
4 0.00000000000000000 0.00 1.000000000000000 -3029. 
B.3 Internal Photometric Calibration 
The relative zeropoints can be found by examining the relative sky levels in the four chips. 
Thus the median counts in each chip were found relative to the median counts in chip 
four. 
The relative zeropoint (wrt chip 4), zptn is then: 
_ 51 (median countsn) zptn- -2. og ---:-.----
medwn counts4 
(B.1) 
where subscript n refers to the nth chip. 
Due to contamination from astronomical objects, a simple application of the median 
to each CCD is usually biased higher than the median sky value. Five subregions of 
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lOOx 100 pixels were extracted from each chip and the median value in each found. The 
median of these five subregions then gave the median sky level of that chip. This was 
found to a better estimate of the median sky level. The relative zeropoint and its error 
were calculated from using every available science mosaic from each run, and computing 
the median and median absolute deviation of these values, given below. 
Table B.2: Relative zeropoints for the WFC, June 1998 
CCD ZptJ-Zpt4 Error Zptv·-Zpt4 Error 
1 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.04 
2 0.10 0.02 0.09 0.03 
3 0.11 0.03 0.00 0.05 
Table B.3: Relative zeropoints for the WFC, January 1998 
CCD ZptJ-Zpt4 Error Zptv-Zpt4 Error 
1 0.52 0.01 0.42 0.02 
2 0.47 0.01 0.45 0.02 
3 0.48 0.01 0.37 0.02 
As a check of the accuracy of this method, aperture photometry of objects from the 
science data itself was compared, where repeat measurements existed. For each pair of 
observations of a field, objects were matched with the counterpart in the other rotation. 
The difference in instrumental magnitude was then computed. This was done on a chip by 
chip basis. Since chip four overlaps with itself, the same objects measured with the same 
CCD should have the same instrumental magnitude, within the measurement errors, if 
the observation is made at the same airmass. This was typically the case as the fields were 
observed AI, AV, BV, BI, or some variation on this pattern. (NB, in a couple of cases 
the B-observation was made on a different night from the A-observation.) Hence, if the 
observations are made nearby in time, this can be used as a necessary, but not sufficient, 
condition to test if the night was photometric. 
Note: The instrument was serviced between the two runs, and the gain of the CCDs 
altered significantly. Therefore it was necessary to calculate different relative zero points 
for each observing run. 
The median offset in the V-band instrumental magnitudes for all objects brighter 
than V =22.0 was measured for chip 4 for each pair of observations; and the offset in the 
I-band for objects brighter than 1=20.5. Above these cutoffs, the counts in the objects 
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is sufficiently high that the instrumental error in measuring a magnitude is small. All 
observations with mag(A-B)cco4 <0.05 (ie. small extinction differences between the two 
paintings) were then used to calculate the relative zero point offsets between CCDs. The 
median value of each of these offsets was calculated and this taken to be the zero point 
offset between the nth chip and chip 4. The median absolute deviation of all measured 
offsets was used to estimate the error in measuring the zero point offsets. 
This was found to be in good agreement with the measurements made using the 
relative sky levels. 
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Figure B.3: Internal photometric errors. The plots show a comparison between photome-
try of objects present in both A- and B-frames of a single typical field. The left column is 
the difference in MAG_BEST between A- and B-images, and the right column is the differ-
ence in V-1 colour. Labels in the plots show which chips are being compared (ie. "Al -
B2" is chip 1 in the A-pointing- chip 2 in the B-pointing). The levels of the random and 
systematic errors are clearly visible. This plot is pessimistic as it does not take account 
of mismatching objects in the pairs of chips, nor of matching spurious objects such as 
comsic rays and diffraction spikes with real objects. Some panels show few points due to 
the small overlapping area between pairs of chips. 
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